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PREFACE

THE range of subjects dealt with in the present volume is

doubtless a wide one; but it will be fbund, I trust, that all

have been treated consistently from what may be called the

individualist standpoint. The merit of formulating this theory

of government, and thus of laying the rough foundations upon

which a sound art of Politics may be based, undoubtedly

belongs to Mr. Herbert Spencer, who has contributed more to the

scientific study of society than any other thinker--not even

excepting Auguste Comte or John Austin. It is therefore with

the greater regret that I find myself unable to accept either the

principles or the conclusions set fortl_ in Mr. Speneer's most

popular publication on the subject--T/_c _][(tn v. t]_c State.

Though this in no way lessens the great debt of gratitude

which all seekers after truth in this field owe to him. And

for myself I take this opportunity of acknowledging it.

One word as to the order of the following chapters. Had

I followed my own inclination I should have placed them

thus :--I, II, III, ¥III, IX, XII, IV, X, V, VI, VII, XI, in

which order I will briefly refer to them. But I was over-

ruled by friendly criticism. It was urged that my readers

would wish to know something of the practical bearing of
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Individualism on everyday affairs before inquiring too closely

into the philosophic basis of the theory.

Chapter I. deals with the nature, growth, and develop-

ment of states o1" organised societies; Chapter"II aims at

forecasting the final structure of the State for governmental

purposes ; and Chapter III_seeks for the true scope of its action

in relation to the individual units of which it is composed, and

the resulting limitation of the liberties of tile citizen. The
J

reader who then passes at once to Chapter VIII will there find

the doctrine of individualism carried to its logical extreme as

philosophic anarchy ; while the necessary qualifications of this

extreme view are set forth in Chapter IX. The latter

originally appeared in the I_\'stmi_stcr _Rcrie_,: (July 1886),

and is but slightly altered; the principal addition being the

pages showing tile twofold origin of Justice. This chapter

also contains my reasons for dissenting from some of Mr.

Speneer's conclusions ; and Chapter XII carries the war against

Absolutism into the domain occupied by _Ir. Auberon Herbert,

his ablest general. In Chapter IV, returning to inductive

individualism, I analyse the conception t)roTerty, applying the

definition reached to the solution of certain practical problems.

Chapter X deals with the modern school of land-law reformers,

whose views seem to me to be pretty clearly expressed in a lecture

by Mr. C. A. Fyffe, afterwards endorsed by a cabinet minister

who, though he has since passed out of public notice, well

represented the neo-radieal opinions of our day. Chapter V,

by an inquiry into the true nature of Capital, lays the founda-

tion of the system of labour capitalisation which is worked out

in@e two succeeding Chapters VI and VII. And Chapter

XI treats of the only consistent system of polities which can

be opposed to that of individualism, namely, socialism.
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The doctrines of socialism are _oTowing in popularity, not

in this country only, but all over the civilised world ; and they

are in my opinion the chiefAtanger in the way of social progress.

The apostles of this delusive gospel art legion, and inasmuch

as they disa_ree among themselves to such an extent that it is

difficult to fasten any particular teaching upon them as a

body, I have adopted my usual plan of singling out one of the

clearest and best among their writers, and treating his exposi-

tion to a searching examination.

In conclusion I would add that ] have little reason to

expect popularity for th£s work. It is written without any

party sympathy whatever. And I have deliberately adopted

a tone rather polemic than a]?o]ogetic, in the belief that dull

and mealy-mouthed di._putation is less calculated to rivet the

attention and impress the memory than a more vigorous and

uncompromising style of criticism. And I have done this

even when differing from those with whom I am, in the main,
in accord.

_VOIIDSWOIITH DO_ISTHOIIt_E.
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CttAPTEP, I

THE STATE: ITS GROWTH AND EVOLUTION

" THE State is an orgalfism." The words flow glibly from
the tongue, but do we clearly know what we mean by the
State? Among the lower forms of animal life we are at a
loss to know whether to regard certain c,rganisms, such, for
example, as sponges, as individuals or as aggregations of indi-
viduals. But among the higher forms of life we have n. diffi-
culty. The animals best known t. us are practically bounded
by their skins, and it is very seldom that a _luestion of
individuation arises of any importance, though doubts have
been expressed both in modern and ancient Courts of _Iustice
as to whether the purchaser of a nmre in fl,al is _))so facto
the owner of the foal.

In die vegetable kingdom the difficulties of individuation
are considerably grea_er ; if the rose-tree is an individual, what
shall we say to the rose ? Consider the growth of the straw-

berry, and of the banyan, which sends down roots fl'om its
branches t(, strike into the ground and themselves become
trunks. One such tree, if it can be called one tree, has been
known to measure more than five hundred yards in circum-

ference round the trunks. Some would call the growth a
single tree, and others would describe it as a grove of trees,

Social organisms in this respect more nearly resemlde

v_e than animal forms. It is difficult to define and
demarcate the individual. Those who have not reflected upon
this difficulty may readily realise it bv trying to groul_ the

B
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following under the heads of individual states and parts of
states--Canada, Egypt, Servia, thmgary, Ireland, Germany,
Sweden, Ohio, Poland, Wales. t)ut if, on the one hand, there

is difficulty in deciding in certain cases, in other cases, on the
other band, there is no difficulty whatever. No one will pre-
tend that Yorkshire and Lancashire are two different and

separate states. We all know the meaning of France, though
we might find some difficulty in defining even that very pre-
cisely about the eastern boundary. Now, without attempting
to define exactly the term State, or to follow Austin in his
exhaustive inquiry into the question, let us take it for granted
that in the main we. understand pretty clearly what we mean
by the term. Just as we know, in spite of the puzzles of
individuation, that there are such individual things as oak-trees,
so we know that there are such individual things as states.
And let us trace the natural history of states from their first
appearance on the planet.

And first, as to their origin. The germ of the State must
of course be looked for and found in that phase of social

development known as complete savagery; and I would
venture to say that the very first state which ever existed was

a human family consisting of a mother and her offspring.
With all deference to sociologists, the family is a state and the

earliest form of state. By " state " I mean not a mere ag_ega-
tion of men, but a .STowth, a social organism. The laws which
govern the struetnre of the earliest form of state nmst be pre-
social and therefore biological. These are the laws wtfich

underlie all political laws, and from which all political laws
take _heir origin. It may safely be said that all the laws, the
complicated laws of civilised nations, conflicting as they seem
to us at the present day, are the lineal descendants of filial
obedience and parental affection.

And next, as to the growth of states. The family, as such,
doubtless existed for a very long period without any tendency
towards coalescence, but in course of time we find these

i5milies drawn together in little groups and loosely compounded

under a single head. Whether this aggregation was originally
due to conscious combination for purposes of mutual defence
and other advantages, or whether it was simply a clannish ex-
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tension of th_ falaily following upon paternal recognition of
offspring, and the consequent continuation of the family life
during the lifetime of the head of the family, is a question for
which there is neither the time nor the need in this place.
All that it behoves us to note here is that in process of time
we find the family consisting, not as among the lower animals
of the mother and her offspring alone, but of tile father together
with his wives and all their children, many of whom are them-
selves fathers of families. In addition to these members of the

family there were others who for various reasons were admitted
into it. Here again, interesting as the subject is, I must come
to a halt and content myself with referring those who wish to

look deeper into this question of the structure of the early
patriarchal system to the learned and fascinating works of the
late Sir Henry Maine. Later still, we find larger families whos_
original head is no longer living, though there is no doubt that
the sub-families composing it are apparently and professedly

connected by blood. _7_ether the paterfamilias was as a ml_
the head of the senior family, or, as appears to have certainly
been the case in some places, the youngest son of the deceased

patriarch, or whether it was some other person elected or
nominated or otherwise fixed upon, does not concern us here.
The compound family existed, and we may call it a Geus or a
Curia, or by any other name for which there is any warrant.
Whoever the paterfamilias might be, there is something
artificial in obedience to a brother as compared with filial

obedience, which goes far to show that the compounding and
continued adhesion of these houses was a conscious and

deliberate act of which the motive was the advantage (of one
sort or another) derived from co-operation.

Finally, these families and houses are found ag_egated
into what is called a tribe. And still later, as we sail down

the stream of history we see these tribes themselves beginning
to confederate. The interests which the tribes had in common,

though not so deep-rooted or important as those which were
peculiar to the members of the several tribes, were nevertheless
an ever-increasing quantity. Probably the earliest trust_rthy
records of intertribal action are the historical references to

the Greek Amphictyonic Councils. These Amphictyones were
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councils of the tribes and not of the states. The tribes, no

matter how gn'eat or how small their individual importance,
had all an equal vote. Not even Athens or Sparta counted for
more than one. And we see the same process going on in
early t[oman history. Whether the Comitia Curiata was origin-
ally anything more than a periodic gathering of the elders
under the old paternal roof (c_ria), or whether it was an
expressly invented institution for the management of tribal
affairs, cannot be positively stated (I incline to the former
view), but there can be no doubt from the name and fl'om the
ceremonies associated with the institution that it dates back

from a period when the "Kurios" himself ruled the Gens,
and likely enough under that designation. Curiously enough,

the Amphictyones were concerned not only with the foreign
affairs of tribes federated ibr offensive or defensive alliance,
hut also with the worship of the deceased common ancestor.
_ks time wore on, these somewhat loose federations became

more and more welded into a compact whole or 9_atio_z. And
this is the highest social a_r%ate with which we are as vet

fully acquainted. Into the actual causes of these successive
compoundings and recompoundings we have no time to inquire
here. They are to be found set forth in Mr. H. Spencer's
Pri/_ciyes ofSocioloyy.

J)ari 2as_z with this compounding and recompounding of
social groups a transformation necessarily takes place hi judicial
procedure. The despotism of the 2_aterfcc,_ilias continues to
obtain recognition inside the family, whereas transactions
between members of different families or between families i_tc,'

sc are regulated in accordance with the laws of the Gc_s.
Similarly, when the Houses become federated, a higher system
of law governs the dealings between them. Some of the

differences in procedure survive to a very late period in history,
and prove a mystery and a stumbling-block to jurists and

historians. For example, the t_omans recognised a distinction
between rcs _anc_pi and ,rcs ncc _,nc@i, a distinction based
solely on the mode of transfer required by law. The line
of cleavage was in no wise coincident with the line of cleavage
between our real and personal property. Slaves, oxen. horses,
and certain other chattels, fall into the category of rcs _,_ancipi,
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together with land and houses. May not ploughs be added
to the list ? Jurists have sought ill vain to discover some-
thing common and peculiar to the members of this class, the

true explanation being that whereas rcs nee _(t_cil)i were
transferred according to the rules of the smaller group, r_'_
_tancipi, on the other hand, were transferred by means of the
process required by the law of the compound group. Aml for
this reason : individual members of a family were in the habit

of exchanging, bartering, and selling sueh things as spear._,
bows, shields, and the like, but not land and herds, which

were held in common by the family, or by the head of the
family, tbr the common good. ttenee, when houses, acres, and
flocks came to be the subjeet of dealings between family and
fanfily, it was necessary that the dealings should satisfy the
requirements of the wider jurisprudence. _Xor is it diflieuk
to see that a more solemn and involved ceremonial would tend

to develop itself in transfers from one family to another.
Simple delivery in the presence of the patriarch or other respon-
sible witnesses would be sufficient evidence as to the owner-

ship of a shield or spear amongst members of the same family.
The transaction would be sufficiently notorious. The thing
would change hands, and words would be used indicative of the
c;'_i',zus of the parties. But. in the case of interfamily transae-
tions much more would be needed. N'ot only are the things
in which families would deal unfit for delivery from hand t_
hand (as, for example, a floek of sheep or a range of pasture),
but, furthermore, the representative of the State (of the group-

three) is not present embodied in a single person ready to take
note of the transaction. It is necessary either to convene

those who in assembly represent the will of the federated
families, or to perform such ceremonies as can leave no room
for doubt as to the fact and the nature of the transaction. In

Rome these ceremonies took the fbrm of maucipation. We

ourselves can recall the beatings of boundaries'and the d_rash-
ing of younger children, and sometimes of the parson, which
took place at the chief landmarks.

Similarly, when tribes had already become welded into fairly
homogeneous states, and were on the point of still further

federating into larger nations, we find a new conflict of jurisdic-
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tions and of legal systems. Probably a like explanation may
be given of the tloman division of law into "Jus personarum"
and " Jus return," the former being the law of the smaller and
earlier group, and the latter the law of the compound aggregate.
It is unnecessary here to go into the history of the prwtorian
edict. It is sufficient to note that at the time of the remark-

able integration kno_m as tile growth of the Boman Empire,
the civil law was found unsuitable and inapplicable to the
dealings between Roman citizens and members of surrounding
states, ttenee the "Jus Gentium" or law of the new federa-

tion, as opposed to the law of the chief component state.
Whether this new jurisprudence came into existence through a
process of extracting that which was common to the races and
peoples making up the new aggregate ; or whether it was based
(as some alleged) on the law of nature, i.c. abstract justice as it
presented itself to the conscience of successive prwtors; or
whether it grew up in some other way, matters not here;
what is needful to be noted is this, that on the recompounding
of the states, each with its own body of law, a new and more
widely based legal system arose, which conflicted with and
eventually tended to absorb the legal systems of the component
states. The same process is at work amongst us at the present

day. Nations and wide empires are themselves beginning
loosely to ag_'egate and to become more or less federated.
The legal systems of the several states are inapplicable to the
dealings between members of such several states ; and the out-

come of the striving after order and anficable arrangement is
what is known as international private law. If any body of
rules on the face of the earth presents the appearance of being
based on equity pure and simple, surely it is this body of rules
recognised by civilised nations as governing the dealings of
members of different countries one with another. The prin-
ciples underlyin_ these laws will doubtless tend in time to
swallow up the principles upon which are based the laws
peculiar to the separate nations. Thus international law may
1-_eregarded as a foreshadowing of---

" The Parliament of man, the Federatian ,_fthe world,
When the common sense of most shall h_ld a fretful realm in awe,
And the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in universal law."
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Thus the international private law of to-day bears the same
relation to English or French law as the" Jus Gentium" of old
bore to the l_,oman civil law or the Corpora Juris of Greek
and African states; the same relation again which the " Jus
Gentilitium" bore to the patriarchal law which preceded it.

ttistory presents a picture of ever-increasing political
integration. First, the only political unit is the group consist-
ing of a mother and her off'spring ; then on the recognition of
paternity we enter upon the patriarchal stage, in which the
unit consists of the descendants of a living male together with
his wives and slaves; the whole despotically governed by him-
self. 5"ext we have clans or houses consisting of federated
ihmilies descended from a common deceased ancestor, having a
common name and worship and held together by common
interests which tend to wax stronger and stronger. These
!/,'_tc._again tend to be recompounded in one or more degrees
till we have the tribe and eventually the nation. Finally.
nations are themselves showing signs of coalescence. At first
the bonds which hold together the new federation are extremely
slight and frail; but they tend to strengthen until the,
individuality of the component _oups is almost, if not alto-
gether, merged and lost. And concurrently with the pohtical

inte_'ation there necessarily goes a juridical integration.
Frequently the new federation has proved itself unstable

and premature, and has rapidly or gradually disintegrated.
Nature places a limit on the process. We have seen the

Macedonian Empire no sooner built up than falling to pieces
again. So too the I_oman Empire, after some centuries of a
cumbrous and elephantine existence, broke up into fragments
which proved to have more vitality than the _eat whole from
which they were detached. Clearly there is a limit to the
size of a state ruled by a single government, l_ow what is
the law of the limit of political integration ? In l_iology the
limit of mass of any living organism depends on the power of
co-ordination ; that is to say, any part of the body being affected
the whole must respond; otherwise it is not an organic whole,

but a mere ag_egate. The same holds good of social organisms.

The size of such organism depends on its power of internal co-. ordination. But as time wears on, the possibilities of integra-
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tion are increase& We have better lneans of conmmnieation

both in the way of locomotion and signalling. We have
increased general knowledge, and more widely distributed
information. And finally, we have the coming together of large
masses of the population in towns. Hence, there has resulted

a constant tendency towards increasing inte_ation. Men can
work together in larger numbers century by century. At the
same time it behoves us to inquire whether the aggregations

we see around us are themselves stable, or whether they are
too large tbr equilibrium.

Since the break-up of the I_oman Empire there has been a

constantly increasing tendency towards the welding tote:her of
tribes and small states into larger wholes. Take the history

of these Islands. About a thousand years ago this England of
ours was divided into no less than seven (probably we :nay say
eight) separate kingdoms. Ireland was divided into at least

five kingdoms, and Scotland consisted of a larger number of
independent states. Well, about the year 829, the states of

the tIeptarchy were rolled into one, to which was given by
King Egbert the name of England. Two or three centuries

later Wales was merged in the whole. Shortly after that
Ireland was conquered, hardly merged perhaps, but conquered
and annexed. Then in 1603 England and Scotland were
united under one political head, and a century later, in 1 _'_0_,"
their Parliaments became one. In the year 1801 the Act of
Union brought the Irish representatives to Westnlinster, and so

apparently consolidated and completed the political h:tegration
of the British Isles. So that here there has been a continuous

tendency on the part of the smaller states to federate and

finally to become welded into an organic whole. A sinfilar
process has been going on all over Europe.

In no preceding ages have the possibilities of integration
been more enormously increased than in the present century.
The wonderful applications of steam and of electricity to the
satisfaction of man's wants, the immense strides made in the

speculative sciences, and last, but not least, the bringing within
reach of all classes of the people of the rich treasures of use-
ful knowledge which were formerly the monopoly of the few ;
these and other causes have operated to stimulate political
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integration to an extent hitherto unattainable, not in this

country only, but all over the civilised world. In our own
day we have seen the unification of Italy; the ratification of
Germany; the gradual absorption of small states by larger
states. Denmark is disappearing; ttolland and Belgium have
not many years of independent existence left to them. We
have witnessed the most stupendous war this planet has yet
seen, waged in America for the same great principle. In fine,
the lfistory of this century is the history of political inte_ution.
It is true that alongside of flourishing and growing social
organisms we have others in a state of decay and dissolution;
but even here, as in Turkey, signs are not wanting that the
process of re-integration on a new basis is following close on
the snapping of the old bonds. When, therefore, there is any
question as to the wieldiness of an empire, the presumption at
the present day is clearly in favour of a policy of integration
rather than disruption, of increased rather than diminished
mass. Above all, the British Empire, which before the develop-
ment of the means of co-ordination above referred to supported
an unprecedented nmss, cannot now be suspected of inability
to maintain its equilibrinm without strong evidence to the

contrary. A series of maps of Europe for the first year of each
half century since the time of Justinian would well illustrate

this tendency, and would at the same time demonstrate the iblly
and ignorance of those statesmen of all age_ whose object was
the maintenance of what they called " the balance of power."
This view of foreign affairs is conservative in the worst sense
of the word, and it is not yet quite extinct.

Among other means of co-ordination must be counted im-
proved systems of political organisation. With the sifting and
reduction of governmental duties, a corresponding adaptation
of governmental organs has been effected. Much has been
done in the way of division of labour, and every year the State
learns a new lesson from the processes of individu_ enterprise.
From a single despot or a chamber of notables, the ruling body
has developed into a gigantic framework of departments, h_ter-
dependent and actuated from a common centre.

In spite of the immense aids to empire-making, the

enonnous growth of "Greater Britain" within the last two
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centuries has put a considerable strain on the cohesive forces
of Anglo-Saxondom. The most disastrous effect of this strain

was the detachment of the American branch a hundred years
ago. R'or until within the l_t few years (one might almost
say months) has there been any very visible retendency towards
imperial integration. The statesmen of England seem for two
generations to have been smitten with the insular craze;

though we should be careful not to express in psychological
terms what is really a natural sociological accompanflnent of
rapidly-augmenting political mass. The agitation here and in
the Colonies in favour of some kind of closer union between

the mother country and her offspring is one of the healthiest
signs of the times, and upon its eventual success or failure
depends the future of the English social system.

The problem before us (though it is a problem which will
e_-entually appear to solve itself without the assistance of
individual cobblers) is the discovery and adoption of some
increasing bond of union between England and her off-shoots
and dependencies, such as shall admit of central action with-
r_ut weakening local liberty. And the solution is Inte_ation
with I)ecentralisation,_though this is, of course, merely a
re-stating of the problem in fewer words. For what is the
precise nature of the integration and decentralisation to be
brought about ? Is not the freedom of the parts incompatible
with the working of the aggregate as an organic whole ? Let

us see. _o sooner had Alfred the Great finally consolidated
the union of the kingdoms of the Heptarchy, than he at once
set to work, and re-subdivided the whole into counties. This

interesting illustration throws light on the essential nature of

true political integration. Local government of some 1,:i_d is a
necessary concomitant of political extension over a wide area,
rather than antagonistic thereto. Inte_ation must not be

i confounded with centralisation, nor must decentralisation be

confounded with disruption. On the contrary, wide empire
Cot commonwealth, if Mr. Froude prefers the term) can be
built and maintain its stability only on local liberty, on the
freedom of the parts in all matters not affecting the whole.

The problem resolves itself into an inquh'y as to the true
limits of the imperial functions and the residual local functions,
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be they of large limbs or smMl. "Certain interests," writes

De Tocqueville, "are common to all parts of a nation, such as
the enactment of its general laws, and the maintenance of its
foreign relations. Other interests are peculiar to certain parts
of the nation, such as, for instance, the business of the several
townships .... A centralised administration of local affairs is

fit only to enervate the nations in which it exists, by incess-
antly diminishing their local spirit. It may ensure a victory
in the hour of strife, but it gradually relaxes the sinews of
strength." Thus by decentralisation is meant not local legis-
lation, but local administration. So that no local enactment

must contravene the law of the empire; and although local
authorities may lay down any rules they choose for the inter-
pretation and administration of the general taw, they must not
be permitted to enact a conflicting law. And tlli._ is true of
all local self-governing areas, from the largest colony to the
smallest municipality. The principle uponwhich the functions of
the one rest must equally apply to the functions of the other.

Hitherto this has been the guiding principle of local
govermnent in England, though there are signs of a tendency
to run off the lines. In America, on the other hand, the

reverse process is at work. The several states have exercised
legislative privileges at variance with the proper functions of
the central government; but the tendency at the present time

• is strongly in the direction of the absorption by the United
States Government of the leg'islative powers of the several
states. Tills is a healthy symptom and likely to become more
pronounced.

Wha_ is the explanation of the lack of ardour shown by
many of our colonists for some kind of Imperial Federation ?

They are loyal enough ; and indeed the more loyal among them
seem to regard the movement with the gTeater distrust. The
answer is simple. They have unpleasant recollections of
Downing Street. If England has neglected her maternal
duties in many respects, she has made up for it by increased
fussiness and arbitrariness in others. As might have been
predicted, those colonies which she has treated _vith the most
grandmotherly solicitude, like infants not fit to be trusted with
the most ordinary duties of self-protection, have turned out the
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least self-reliant, the least prosperous, and the most clamorous
for more help from home. It is with nations as with individ-
uals. The more you let them alone, the better they thrive.
In illustration of this contention I cannot do better than quote
a paragraph from l_Ir. Froude's charming book Occa_ct. '"From
the Cape to Australia--from intrigue and faction and the
perpetual interference of the Imperial Government, to a
country where polities are but differences of opinion, where the
hand of the Imperial Government is never felt, where the
people are busy with their own affairs, and the harbours are

crowded with ships, and the quays with loading-carts, and the
streets with men, where every one seems occupied, and every one
at least moderately contented--the change is great indeed.
The climate is the same. The soil on the average is equal:
what Australia produces South Africa produces with equal
freedom. In Australia, too, there is a mixture of races--

English, Germans, and Chinese. Yet in one all is life, vigour,
and harmony; _he other lies blighted, and every eflbrt for its
welfare fails. What is the explanation of so vast a difference ?
One is a natural and healthy branch from the parent oak, left
to grow as nature prompts it, and bearing its leaves and acorns
at its own impulse. No bands or ligaments impede the action
of the vital ibrce. The parent tree does not say to it, You
shall grow in this shape, and not in that; but leaves it to
choose its own. Thus it spreads and enlarges its girth, and
roots itself each year more firmly in the stem from which it
has sprung'. The Cape is a branch doing its best to thrive, but
withering from the point where it joins the trunk, as if at that
point some poison was infecting it." This is a case of " doing
those things which we ought not to have done." But England
is quite as guilty of "leaving undone those things which we
ought to have done." While she has busied herself with

/ preaching and dictating to her own colonies, she has allowed
other nations to establish themselves in dangerous proximity to
them. Colonial remonstrance has usually been in vain.
While our pioneering brethren across the Atlantic have acted
upon the Monroe doctrine in North America, we have allowed
French and Germans quietly to appropriate "unconsidered
trifles" in the way of harbours and islands from which at no
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distant date they must be ejected, possibly not without trouble
and expense. It is said that we may smile at these amateur

invasions of New Guinea and the New Hebrides and Anna
Pequena, etc. etc. Curiously enough, however, all the smiling
is done at home. The Colonies do not join in the fun. They
have sufl'ered too much already in the process of "surviving"
by way of proving that they are the fittest, and they prefer in
future to take it for granted. If instead of bullying the Dutch
hi the Cape we had long ago proclaimed a sort of l_Ionroe
doctrine for South Africa and also for the islands of tile

Australasian Archipelago, we should have saved ourselves much
complication. Again, regardless of the history of our Indian
Empire, we have suppressed aI1 private initiative like to that
of the famous Company. Only recently a similar enterprise,
on a scale the future limits of which could not be foreseen, was

launched in t)orneo, when the home government lost no time
in throwing cold water upon it.

Too little consideration is paid to the necessities of tile
pioneers of Anglo-Saxond_m on the borders of our straggling
empire, and too much, far too much, to the sentiments of
ignorant if well-meanhlg faddists at the centre. It is easy to
sit at home and cant about tile rights of the poor Indian to
his hunting-grounds, but the struggling settler knows tha_ a
thousand human bein;'s can be supported on those lands under
cultivation for one who can find subsistence on it as a hunter:
and he knows also what a wild beast is the native with whom

he has to deal. "Aborigines protection" is a hobby which
requires a consummate ignorance of aborigines generally and a

plentiftfl inNsion of fiction to render it a really fascinating
pursuit. Yet England panders to the croteheteer.

Thus, when the feasibility of the common government of
two or more nations or areas is raised, there are two distinct

questions to face. First, is the politicaI integration of the tw,,
countries desirable and practicable ? Second, if so, for what

degree of decentralisation are the two or more component parts
ripe ? The questions are quite distinct and should be kept so
Unfortunately there has been a marked tendency to confuse
them.

In the light of the above reflections let us consider the
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question of the government of Ireland. We have seen that
as regards the total separation of Great Britain and Ireland,
the presumption is against it. But presumption is not proof.
Those who regard political integration most favourably, as
calculated to remove the friction due to international barriers

and jealousies, will hardly approve the action of the Fifth
_Ionarchy Men, who, a couple of centuries ago, so far believed
in the federation of mankind as to convene a meeting in
London to weld all the nations of the woEd into one empire,
and to proclaim Jesus Christ king. Surely this was carrying
an abstract principle to an absurd length. But without going
so far as that, history shows that it is quite possible to exceed
the normal limits of a wise federation. It may be doubted
whether Austria-Hungary is a stable combination. The king-
dora of the .R'etherlands clearly was not ; though many would
have regarded it as quite as natural and politic as the union
of Norway and Sweden or of Great Britain and Ireland.
Hence the policy of the latter union is not altogether out of
com't, and must be considered on its merits as a practical
question of political expediency. Disint%_'ation, dismember-
ment, and disruption of the Empire are fine phrases, well
calculated to split the ears of the groundlings; but the
present application of a principle how good soever in theory
is a question for the practical statesman.

:Now, what are the g_'ounds upon which the practical
statesman must base his decision as to the expediency and

opportuneness of a proposed union of two or more peoples or
of a proposed discontinuance of any such existing union ?
Certainly not in accordance with phrases of general import.
To demonstrate the folly of such a course it is only necessary
to cite a few instances in which a decision was or might have

been required. Will any one contend that, whether wise or
unwise, the cession of the Ionian Islands to Greece was tant-

amount to the disruption of the British Empire ? Then again
the Transvaal was part of this Empire. When after an
unsuccessful war, independence was conceded to the victors,
did that amount to dismemberment ? But to take an even

less doubtful case. Not many years ago France nominally
formed part of the dominions of the Kings of England; was
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the withdrawal of such claim a tribut_ to the principle of
disinte_ation? Hundreds of other instances of varying
de_ees might be cited, but these suffice to show that before
any case of separation, or admission of separation, can fah'ly be
denounced as violating the principle of political inte_ation, it
must be clearly established that a true and natural union, as

distinguished from an artificial or nominal union, antecedently
existed. The actual point to be decided is whether the

present time is opportune for tightening and strengthening the
bonds which tend to weld the English and Irish into a homo-

geneous people, as the English and Welsh have long since been
welded; or whether the circumstances are such that the bonds

should be slackened, and an impetus _ven in the opposite
direction; that is to say, towards the divergence of the two
peoples.

I will venture to submit three reasons which at any time

may be urged against the artificial union of peoples.
1st. Two nations cannot well be welded togethei when

active co-ordination is difficult; as, for instance, when they

are situated at a great distance apart and without rapid means
of communication. Hence the natural disruption of the
Spanish Empire in South America. Hence the probable
transfer of the Dutch possessions in the East Indies either to
England or to Germany at no very distant date, These arc
cases in which co-ordination with respect to a given centre is
or was difficult, if not impossible. Of course no one will
contend that this can be put forward as a valid reason against
governing Ireland from Westlninster. If the J3ritish Govern-
ment is capable of ruling what are called the Crown Colonies
at distances very much greater than from London to I)ublin,
it is obvious that this particular objection cannot hohL

2d. The second argument which may validly be urged
against union or in favour of disunion, is that the two peopl¢s
in question are in different stages of social evolution. In such
cases it is wellnigh impossible to weld the two into a single

homogeneous state. 1N-owthis objection might fairly be urged
againt the political union of the Anglo-Saxon people and the
people of India. It is impossible to weld these two races into
a homogeneous state, because they are in totally different
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stages of social evolution. Institutions suitable to the one
people would ruin the other. The Hindus are somewhat back-
ward in eivilisation, but will any one pretend that apart from

slight differences the English and the Irish are in different
phases of social development ? Are the Irish as i_ti_'id_al_
vastly inferior to the English in any particular ? If so, what ?
Without enumerating their soldiers, poets, philosophers, artists,
and men of science, it is not necessary to go farther afield than

to Spain of a hundred years ago to meet the vulgar contention
that they are inferior as statesmen. In the middle of last
century, the Spanish Ambassador to the Court of St. ,James
was an Irishman, so was the Spanish Ambassador to the Court
of Stocl&olm ; so was the Spanish Ambassador to the Court of
Vienna : the I'rime _iinister of Spain was himself an Irishman ;

so too was the orgalfiser of the Spanish Army. In fine the
wisest and best govermnent which Spain has ever known was
conducted by Irishmen. Surely without going into details or
naming names, this alone goes to show that the Irish are not
wanting in administrative ability. Thus the English and Irish

peoples can hardly be said to be in different stages of social
evolution. And the second argument against their permanent
union breal;s down.

3d. The third reason which can be urged against the
union of races is that their claims upon the Govermnent are
conflicting. Let me explain. So long as it is admitted by

both parties that it is the duty of the State to uphold the true
religion, clearly nations of different religions eannot well be
ruled by the same governing body. If the State is to take
sides in any degree in the matter of religion, it would be
,lifficult indeed for the same government to rule England and
Ireland. The Irish are of opinion that the Iloman Catholic is
the best form of religion; the English, for reasons known to
some of them, maintain that the Protestant form (or one of

them) is better. Now, if the Government is to decide between
these two, it must appear to side with one of the disputants;
and the other will feel aggrieved and possibly rebellious.
Again, to take a kindred matter, the Irish have strong views
on the matter of the marriage-tie. The English are in favour
(_f permitthlg divorce under eertain conditions. If the State
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is expected to interfere in such matters, clearly tile Union
Government must offend one nation or the other. The English
lean towards liberty; the Irish towards coercion. The State
must choose between them. Conversely, the English favour
coercion and the Irish liberty in the matter of tobacco culture.
The reason is not far to seek. The climate and soil of Ireland

are favourable to the growth of tobacco. In England it is
otherwise. Thus by the prohibition of the growth of tobacco
the revenue is increased without inflicting any injury on
English farmers. The Union Government had to choose
between them, and it elected to suppress tobacco culture in
the British Isles. Again, England is a manufacturing people;
Ireland is almost wholly an agricultural people. Hence
freedom to buy in the cheapest markets (or the dearest if
preferred) enables England to profit by purchasing her raw
materials at the lowest figure, whilst the like liberty, besides
being useless to Ireland, enables foreign competitors to under-
sell her sole produce in the home markets. Here agaill

England favours liberty and Ireland coercion. If and so long
as the State is expected by both parties alike to interfere in
such nmtters at all, it is clear that the Union Government
must favour one natic)n and aggrieve the other. Under such
circumstances it is obvious that the union can t)e maintained

only with difficulty and friction. It is also highly probable
that where there is considerable disparity in the strength of
the two nations, the Union Government will tend to lean

toward the wishes of the stronger and the more numerously
represented in the ruling body.

We see that while England ihvours coercion in some
matters, Ireland favours coercion in other matters; and not

until the policy of non-interference by the State in (_l[ matters
is recognised as a genera] rule, can the two peoples hope to
flourish together under a common Government. At present
this is not the case. Both parties clamour for State aid here
and State control there, while they differ as to where the State
should interfere and where it should not. Hence the thh'd

argument against the union seems to be at the present time a
most valid one.

When Irish and English alike shall have learnt thv great
C
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lesson of history aright---the lesson of liberty--then, and not

till then, will the time be thoroughly ripe for a happy union.
I'nfortunately, both parties in both countries--Liberals

and Conservatives--are doing their utmost to inspire the
people with blind faith in the omnipotence of the State. If

!the State is justified in transferring' one-third of the property
of one class of tile citizens to another class, without con>

pensation, it is difficult, for the most highly instructed--it is
impossible for the uninstructed--to understand why it cannot
with consistency transfer two-thirds or even three-thirds, and

an agitation is naturally set on foot with the very logical
object of "freeing" the land. Why not? Englishmen of
both parties have admitted the duty of the State to intervene
between landlord and tenant, and the simple, unsophistieated
folk of b,)th countries push the principle to its logical extreme.
t_'onservatives have vied with Liberals in voting the money of
the British taxpayer for the purpose of pauperising the Irish
in a hundred ways, and the logieal reply of the British tax-
payer is : If you want £150,000,000 for the Irish, let those
contribute it who live in Ireland and may benefit by the
expenditure, but do not take it out of the pockets of the English
shopkeeper and farmer. The Government, with the approval
of both parties, has constructed or subsidised railways, has
built harbours and doeks, has embanked rivers and made

canals; it has provided the people with instruction at less
than cost priee; it has built houses and let them at less than
the normal rent; it has fixed prices between buyer and seller,
and frequently paid the difference out of public moneys. It
has done all these things, and a thousand more, out of its own
apparently bottomless purse, and the simple citizen cannot see
why, with such a powerful machine, much more cannot 1)e

effeeted. Even now eminent financiers are _avely talking of
regulating the value of silver. It has fallen, they say, too
low. Let us enact that 16½ ounces of silver shall for ever
be worth one ounce of gold. I-Icy Presto! The thing is
done. "And pray," asks ttodge, "why not while you are
about it enact that the value of wheat shall again be sixty
shillings a quarter ? It will suit us agriculturists, and perhaps
we are as deserving on the whole as retired Anglo-Indian
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pensioners." " Let us build houses for the poor," says Lord
Salisbury; " at the expense of the landowner," adds Mr.
Chamberlain; "and why not supply them with beef and

bread ?" replies Mr. Hyndman. And so the ball is kept
rolling.

So long as the Irish pray for rain and the English pray
ibr fine weather they had better supplicate different gods.
When they are prepared to accept the weather as it comes,
and to make the best of it, they can then worship in the same
temple.

It is needless to observe that this alone does not solve the

question of separation. There are other factors. Foremost
among them is the reasonable doubt whether the c_'cticc

majority in the area called Ireland is actually Irish. Apart
from the mere question of numbers there is room for doubt

whether the British element in that country is not as powerfld
as, if not more powerful than, the Irish. But whether this is
so or not, in these days of rapid conmmnieation and stimulated

intercourse, silent and unseen links are daily being forged
which tend firmly to bind the two peoples together. N_J
legislation will prevent the Saxon from bringing home an Irish
bride, and if English beauty has not quite the same fascination
for Irishmen there is a metallic attraction which seems to,

exercise a corresponding influence. Again, consider the larg_ .<L_.__- _-._
and increasing number of professional Irishmen who tt_¢-

made England their home, and the even larger number
English and Scotch traders and manufacturers who-lla_r____ _'
settled in the rising towns in the North of Ireland and _- "

where. To make aliens of all these by a stroke of th_t_l
woldd be a national calamity for both peoples, and ff1_a'e';->
especially for the Irish. 2 : - =

Again, there is another consideration, which must nowadays
be put forward with bated breath, and that is the predominant
need of the superior race. For strategic reasons it might not
be prudent for England to allow the western island to be
under foreign government. If so, the argument of nations
enters--the argmnent of force. In such cases it behoves the
leaders in both countries to see that the paramount needs of
race do not eanflict with the just rights and liberties of
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individuals, no matter to what race they may belong. It must
not be ibrgotten that it is the superior social organisation
which tends to survive, and not necessarily that of the superior
individual type of man. The latter may be absorbed and
even eventually predominate, but it will be under the system
of the better organised society.

Disruption and dismemberment are phrases, but ff it can
be shown that the repeal of the Union would be a step in the
direction of breaking up what tends to become a _atz_ral
integration, whether it is so now or not, then the cry stands

condemned by history and by science. But why beat the air ?
English and Irish statesmen of all parties are now professedly
unanimous in declaring that no such thing as separation is
contemplated or even desired. The only question between
them is as to the best form of local government, and here
again we find complete unanimity in the view that increased
decentralisation must be effected. In order to form a correct
estimate of the direction which decentralisation should take in

this particular instance it is necessary to consider the general
question.

When wide areas come under a single government, certain
powers nmst be delegated to local subordinate bodies, or the
work cannot possibly be performed at all. The question for
us to determine is, what functions should be delegated ? and
to whom should they be delegated ? In scientific phraseology,
what are the proper structm'es and flmctions of local governing
bodies? tIow are the areas to be defined? How are the

individuals within those areas to be represented ? To what

extent, if any, should they be permitted to act independently
and arbitrarily.

It is customary for local government reformers to begin
with the areas, and having deternfined these, and arranged a
representative system, to fit out the authorities so constituted
with suitable duties. This is not the method which science

wo_fld prescribe. I_ather let us first discover the matters which,
while they must be accomplished somehow, cannot well fall
within the province of the Imperial Government on the one
hand, nor command the resources of private enterprise on the
other. This can best be done, not by mapping out in theo W
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all the whole duty of society, and then distributing it on some
2riori plan, but by ascertaining what duties are actually

at the present day undertaken by the central authority in this
and other countries, and what by the local authorities, t_y
comparing these with the functions of local governments in the
past we obtain a fair view of the field which history and
experience have marked out as the proper sphere of local
governmental action. We find that many of such duties and
whole classes of them have long since passed out of the domain
of local government. Some of them have been taken over by
the State, others have become obsolete, while others again have
been appropriated by private adventure. On the other hand,
to compensate local authorities for the loss of these flmctions,
new ones have been freely conferred upon them in this country.
If the counties are no longer the custodians of the prisons,
they are compensated for the lost privilege by being entrusted
with the guardianship of the health of the cattle of the district.
The county is likewise empowered to keep an eye on billiard
players, ballet dancers, alcohol drinkers, and lunatics. It is
entrusted with the carrying out of the Weights and Measures
Act and of the Adulteration Acts. It supervises knackers'

yards, and grants conditional licenses to game dealers, to
pawnbrokers, to dynamite sellers, and some other traders.

The county also provides a section of the police, for which it
is in part responsible. It is liable for the maintenance of

certain roads and of certain bridges, and of shire halls and
other semi-public buildings.

Besides the county we have in England several other areas
of local government of one sort and another. There is the
Parish; there is the Union; there is the _Iunieipal Borough;
and there is the Local Government district, besides a number

of areas mapped out in accordance with special objects, such
as Highway Districts, hnprovement Act Districts, etc. The
functions of these authorities are very various. They supple-
ment the work of the counties in providing police, in main-
taining roads and bridges and lunatic asyhuns; they are
concerned with the drainage of land and the prevention of
floods. They comprise sanitation, education, registration, vac-
cination ; the provision of cemeteries, libraries, museums, wash-
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houses,badi_,playgrounds,etc.;the supply of gas,water,

electricity,and certainconveyances; allthesedutiesinaddition

t_,the greatwork ofpoorrelief.Over and abovethesematters

of more or lessuniversalinterest,thereart specialconcern._

propertocertainlocalities,suchas thedutiesoffisheryboards

and the maintenance of docks, piers, harbours, and embank-
ments.

This survey is, of course, very superficial and incomplete,
but it is sufficient for the purpose of showing that the duties
,of local authorities do not seem of themselves to carve out

.areas in common; that is to say. there is no particular reason
why the area requirh_g a separate authority to see to cattle

disease should ]_e the same area for which a highway board i._
required or separate provision fol' hnaties. The parish might
be a suitable area for the registration of births and deaths, and
at the same time most unsuitable for the construction of tram-

ways. For the maintenance of main roads one would almost
suppose the best area would be coextensive with the island.

So the Itomans thought. While for the purposes of gas or
water supply the municipal b_rough would seem the most
suitable. Police, prisons, paupers, and lunatics, again, appear
to have no particular relation to any definite locality. The
dispensation of justice is an imperial concern. The pauper
has no claim on any locality ; poor relief is not a forced tribute
of pity from neighbours, but a sop to revolution, a bribe to
those who wotfld otherwise have the choice only between
starvation and crime. Hence it is not a provincial concern.
So the lunatic, like the criminal, is dangerrms to the whole
community, and like the criminal must be looked after for the
general good.

Other areas, like the old acre, seem to be determined by

the amount of work of a given kind that a busy man can get
throuo'h_, in a given time. Such are the areas most suitable

for registration, vaccination, and inspection. Others again are
determined by nature, such as fishery boards and harbour
authorities. The river basin would likewise seem to demarcate

the area of drainage boards. For the purpose of churches,
schools, libraries, museums, baths, wash-houses, parks, ceme-
teries, etc. etc., the area would naturally adjust itself to the
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amount of time required to get to them with convenienee.
]'eople cannot be expected to walk four miles to a public
wash-house, or ten miles to a park. Half a mile seems to

be about the limit of the radius from the pollins'-booth beyond
which the patriotism of the parliamentary voter is put to a
considerable strain. Country churches and schools seem to
draw for a radius of about two miles. ]Jut all such pohlts
can be ascertained only by that experience in each partictflar
ease which private enterprise alone seems able to supply.

One thing seems certain. The arbitrary creation of an
area for no better reason than because it has a name, and the

endowing of the authorities of such an area with duties, is
opposed to a]] the teachings of nature and of science, and can
lead to no better result than mischief and confusion, tlather

than adopt such a system, let there be as many areas as there
are functions; let them overlap over and over again. XVhv
not ? A gas company feels no inconvenience from the fact
that its area of supply overlaps that of the neighbouring water
company. Neither has a railway company ever been known
to complain that the area to which its powers apply is n.t so
coextensive with the county or counties in which it lies.
What groumls are there for any such complaint ? And yet
when these and the like functions are undertaken, not by

private individuals and companies, but 1)y local aufl_orities,
there arises an outcry that the areas of exploitation should be
identical. Why those persons whose common educational

needs are peculiar to their district should also necessarily
require peculiar railway accommodation, is a puzzle to all who
are unacquainted with local authorities in generM, and the
raw material from which they are manufactured. If highway
boards were composed of men peculiarly conversant with roads

and road management, it is not likely they would claim to
supply the inhabitants of the highway district with milk or
with gas; but being, as they are, merely unqualified persons
recruited from the ranks of the busybodies, and possessed of
unbounded confidence in their own administrative abilities.

they are accustomed to find themselves sitting together, not
only on the highway board, but likewise on the school board.
the board of guardians, and, perchance, round some other table
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of fussy officialism. NOW why, they ask one another, cannot
we transact all the public business in one place and at one
time as they do in Parliament ? Why, asks Smith, am I
entrusted with the management of the aft'airs of file vestry, if

'I am not fit for a seat on the school board ? It never occurs

to him that he may have considerable acquaintance with the
people of the parish and their requirements as to wash-houses
and gas-lamps without possessing even the rudiments of a
sound education, or any knowledge of educational needs. In
fine, so far from being an evil, the overlapping of areas is
natural, and, as will be seen, an unmixed good.

The localisation of government must always be in response
' to a distinctly seen demand. The reason for it must be

apparent and easily explained. The area must be, as it were,
self-determined, and not artificially carved out. Thus the Isle
of Man should not form part of the same highway district as
Cumberland or Wigtownshire. Why not ? Because there is

a sea voyage of some hours between them, and because the
two regions have no roads in common. For like reasons a
municipal borough is a natural self-defined area of self-govern-
ment (so far as local administration can be called self-govern-

ment); and the difficulty consists not so much in discovering
that such a town, for instance, as Leeds, has peculiar interests

which are not shared by Wakefield or Bradtbrd, as in deter-
mining where the actual limits of Leeds should be drawn;
where, that is to say, the suburban population seem to have
more in common with the surrounding country than, by reason
of their distance from the centre, they have with the town.

That because a region is called Nottinghamshire it should
have a little Parliament of its own to which should be entrusted

all conceivable local duties is the height of absurdity. If a
county happened to be completely surrounded by a chain of
mountains, or other barrier which cut it off from the adjacent

country, there might be some reason in regarding it as for
some purposes a suitable area for local go_ernment; but
surely the accidental fact of its having been separated from
the adjoining districts by an artificial line for some forgotten
reason by a Saxon King is no ground at all. Voluntary
combination should in all cases be the precursor of political
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segregation. Co-operation is coextensive with common needs.
People do not combine aimlessly, or because they live in the
same wapentake. Indeed, there would be no reason for
granting local government at all, but for the trouble and
difficulty of interpreting and administering the general law on
every occasion from a distant centre. Private enterprise can,
and will, affect all that is good and lawful for any local area
which is ripe for it.

There is only one thing which private enterprise cannot
do, or rather which it is prohibited from doing, and that is the
coercion of the minority--of the unwilling--of those who,
wlfile they will not contribute towards the common end, yet
reap part of the advantage of it at the expense of the majority.
Clearly, if nearly all the inhabitants of a street determined to
light that street with gas, those who refused to contribute
would, nevertheless, have the benefit of a well-lit street.

Similarly with paving, draining, and manv other things. Left
to themselves, the majority in the locality would say to thes( •
non-unionists, " You are unwilling to live among us on terms

of mutual assistance, and _he common sharing of burdens and
advantages; you had better go." And go they would.' But
this is not tolerated by the larger majority outside. The
minority in the locality is in the majority in the countD _ in
this matter of freedom of combination. Local anarchy would
solve the problem. Instead of which a certain amount of
State socialism takes its place. Compulsory co-operation is
sanctioned by the State under certain conditions which are
expressed in general terms. The application of these laws to
the numerous special eases which arise in all parts of the
country requires either a very large and unwieldy central
machinery or some kind of local administration. And herein
lies the iblly of advocating local l_'yijation. If local authorities
are to be permitted to legislate independently, it is clear we
are brought back to the original position of local anarchy. If
a majority can pass a law of a general nature, it can equally
well pass a law of a special nature, and order at once the
unwilhng minority to quit. Indeed, it needs but a little
thought to perceive clearly that local legislation is absurd.

The interpretation of State law may be left in the first instance
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to local authorities ; in fact, private enterprise already claims
that right; as, for instance, when a man removes a hurdle from
across a public footpath with his own hands. But if the
other party has no right of appeal, then we have again the
original situation, for the power of irresponsible interpretation
is virtually the power of independent legislation. Hence, it
appears, all so-called local legislation should be, in reality,
central legislation, administered either by State constituted
local authorities or by an association of private individuals.
If the law is exceeded, the local authorities have acted v2tra
_irc,s, and their action is invalidated. If the law is conformed

with, the private association has vindicated the law, and its
action will stand.

Thus the highest form of local government is one of
• complete and unqualified private enterprise. If, for example,

the State considers that the laying down of private rails on the
public highway in the shape of tramways is really a public
good, it is justified in passing a general enactment to that effect,
subject to certain specified conditions, among which may be
the tacit consent of a given proportion of the inhabitants (or
certain of them) of the districts through which the line passes.
The tramway company under such a State law would then pro-
ceed to lay down its lines without necessarily asking the leave
of any one, and if no one could raise a valid objection, or, being
able, had not the energy or public spirit to do it, the company
would proceed with its business, to the great advantage of some
and the annoyance of others. If the people of a district have
not the combining instinct and the public spirit to associate
themselves together for common ends, the more they are left to
suffer for the defect and to develop the instinct the better for
themselves and the whole race. The thrusting of so-called self-
government upon people who do not claim it and exercise it
without external pressure is like sending Joachim to play to

the proverbial gentleman who cannot distinguish between " God
save the Queen" and "The Old Hundredth." It is not a

higher quality of article that he requires, but the faculty to
appreciate what he has at his door. The local authority,
whether State recognised or self-appointed, and the individual
with whom it is at issue, must be regarded as, in all respects,
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upon an equal ibotino_. Suppose Smith declines to pay the
demand made upon him by tile municipality in respect of some
new water-works within whose circumscribed district he resides,
but from which he derives no benefit. The Court of Justice

(whether of first instance or of appeal)must decide whether
the conditions and circumstances are such as are declared by
implication in the Act of Parliament relating to the subject to

require the contribution of Smith. Uzfless such general enact-
ment is beyond question, no argument_ from local convenience
can override Smith's right to choose his own investments. If

• local laws can of themselves operate to the detriment of any
• individual in the district, then clearly they conflict with the

law of the land which guarantees that individual the full
enjoyment of all liberties which are not therein expressly

restricted. It is hardly necessary to add that I do not put
forward this doctrine of the Individualisation of Local Govern-

ment as a system to be adopted all at once ; but merely as an
ideal to be kept in view and gradually approached. In its
entirety it is rather the system of the remote than of the near
future. It is probable that even England is hardly ripe for it
yet. As M. Ldon Say has recently pointed out, " the proper
limit of State action cannot be laid down in the same way as

a boundary line on a map; it is a boundary which alters in
accordance with the times, and the political, economic, and moral
condition of the people."

To apply some of these conclusions to practical questions
of the day : Local areas should be left to the natural delimita-
tion of voluntary combinations. And areas should overlap as
naturally as the areas of ordinary trade distribution. Above
all, the areas should not be carved out first and the functions

allotted after. Such a course is the very reverse of scientific.
The powers of local authorities should, i;_, _o rcspcct, exceed those
of ordinary voluntary associations. Consequently, local bye-
laws cannot conflict with the law of the land. ]?or the right
of the maiority in a locality is not based on the superior force
of the majority in that locality, but on the superior force of the
effective majority in the country of which it is a part, which

force is dclegatctl (for reasons which seem good to such efl'ective
majority) to the numerical majority or other portion of the
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inhabitants of the said district. This is an important fact not
to be forgotten. Thus the local majority has no more right to
act on its own initiative than the local minority ; or than the
policeman who carries out the will of the State; or than the
private individual who interferes in the interest of law and

justice in a row at a fair. They must all take the responsibility
of their actions. It may be said, and truly, that if the State in
its wisdom thinks fit to enact that the will of the majority in a
given locality shall in all matters prevail, then the will of the

majority in that locality is as supreme and as well based on
ultimate force as the will of the efl'ective majority in the country
itself; being, in fact, based on the will of that majority. This
is so. And the same is also true of any less general, though
equally indefinite, delegation of State power to a local majority.
Thus the indefinite power to do what it chooses in respect of
such or such matters ; as, for instance, all matters relating to
the trade in alcoholic liquors; or to the hours of closing in
retail shops; or to the regulation of places of public amuse-
merit; puts the local majority in respect of these matters in
the same position that it would occupy if the locality were an
independent one. The minority forfeit the liberty which
belongs to them by virtue of being members of the larger com-
munity. The whole process is, to whatever extent it is carried,
_ne of political disintegration.

And what is the remedy for all this ? _Iust we revert t_
a system of centralisation ._ l_'ot at all. Quite the reverse.
Decentralise down to the unit itself, the individual. Does

Smith find the house adjoining his own a source of annoyance
to him ? Is there noise and singing there all night ? Is it the
centre of attraction for disreputable persons whose presence is
dangerous to him ? Let him prove the nuisance and suppress
it, if he can. If not, let him betake himself elsewhere. If

several persons in one street find a public-house in that street or
near to it a continual source of drunkenness and of temptation
to their servants, or otherwise obno_xious to them, let them prove

the nuisance and suppress the house. If I keep a pig in my
back garden and nobody feels injured by it, why should I alter
my arrangements ? But if my neighbours or any of them find
the smell objectionable, or fear the sanitary consequences, let
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them or any of them prove the nuisance and suppress my pig-
stye. But it is asked, how is the nuisance to be proved ? It

is not enough in a Court of Justice to show that the neigh-
hours or some of them, or even all of them, object to the thing
complained of. That does not constitute it a nuisance. Your

house may be painted in the worst possible taste, utterly hate-
ful to the eyes of your neighbours, but they are powerless to
compel you to alter it. The church bell next door may go near
to distracting me, but I have no remedy by merely showing that I
am subjected to great annoyance. But if the annoyance is
caused not by a church bell but by my next door neighbour's
organ, I may get the nuisance abated. Now unless the opinion
of the majority of the locality is to be taken, how is
the question of nuisance to be settled by the courts ?

In reply to this the question may be asked, and how is it
to be settled when the opinion of the majority is taken ? The
majority of whom ? According as you carve out your localities
into large or small areas, so you strengthen or render precarious

the rights and liberties of individual citizens. Suppose a locality
should decide to eject all persons professing religious opinions
at variance with those held by the majority, would the State

be justified in deserting the minority and leaving them to the
tender mercies of a clique who nfight themselves be in a

decided minority in the country, though locally in a majority ?
Suppose a majority of the inhabitants of Cork decided to pro-
]fibit the opening of a retail shop in that town by an English-
man, would the State be justified in permitting such an act of
tyranny ? Similarly, if the people of some obscure town should
pronounce in fa_'our of closing all houses for the sale of tobacco
or cheese or alcoholic liquors, with or without compensation
to the traders affected, could this be tolerated ? With injustice

and tyranny on the one side, and the effective force on the other,
what conceivable reason can be adduced for putting up with

the injustice ? Of course if the effective majority in the
country themselves choose to act unjustly, tyrannically, and
foolishly, there is no power on earth to stop it. We have
reached the ultimate source of power and it is poisoned. So
much the worse. But when there is an appeal to a higher
power, the surrender of such power into the hands of local
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majorities is nothing less than political suicide ; it is voluntary
political disintegration.

It is quite true that such is the nebulous state of the law
regarding nuisances that almost any action brought by an
individual for the suppression of anything ol,jectionable to him
is something like dipping his hand in the lucky-bag. But the
remedy for this is a better induction from the numerous
decisions in nuisance cases with a view to forming the nucleus

of a code, a process which is in course of accomplishment, and
which would be more rapidly effeeted but for disturbing causes.
The very principles upon which the English law relatiug to
nuisance is based are continually being called in question by

the highest authorities; and probably the chief reason for the
lack of attention given to the subject is the prevalent belief
that the new legislation concerning local government will
settle this and many other difficult problems. It will do

nothing of the kind. Both parties at the present time seem
pretty well ag_'eed to take a step in the dh'ection of the
Conmmne ; but it will only throw the difficulty a step farther
back.

There can be no doubt that the belief in local le_slation

as distinguished from local administration is at the bottom of
the present wave of feeling in favour of such moves as a

separate parliament for Ireland, a secretary for Scotland, the
disestablishment of the Church in Wales and the like. If the

State Church is an advantage, why should the majority in

Wales (a minority in the whole country) seek or be
allowed to injure the Welsh minority? If, on the other
hand, the State Church in any way injures either by taxation
or unfair privileges and monopolies those who are not members
of it, then the majority in Wales ought to be ashamed to
desert their fellow-sufferers in England by getting rid of the

evil where it is most felt and thereby weakening the feeling

against it. Again, far too much respect has been paid to
sentiment in the matter of certain fiscal and other privileges
in the Isle of _Ian and the Channel Islands. Such anomalies

should be swept away. Above all, the absurd custom of

passing one act of Parliament for England, another for England
and Ireland, and a third for Scotland is quite out of date. A
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vigorouseffortshouldbe made not todifferentiatethe lawsof
thethreekingdomsorprovinces,but toassimilatethem.

We have but tolookabroadtoseehow differenthas been

the beha_iourofforeignstates.While we have beensleepily

creatingnew dif_cultiesforfuturestatesmenand lawyersto
remove, French and Prussian andlItalianstatesmenand

lawyershave been strainingthe resourcesof stronggovern-
ments toassimilatethelaws of the differentprovincesunder

theirsway, with a view to removing allpossiblesourcesof

disputeand envy,and to "maintainingand in_-igoratingthe

principleof nationalunity.''I The objectof the continental
codeshas beenlesstheunificationofthe variouslegalsystems

obtainingin differentpartsofthecountrythanthe amalgama-

tionofthepoliticalelements."InthecaseofthePrussianCode,"
writesl_rofessorAmos, "itislesseasythanin thecaseof the

FrenchCode to separateths objectofpromotingpoliticalunity

fromthatof promotinglegalunity among the heterogeneous
elementsof a newly-consolidatedstate,though the twofold

objectisquiteas conspicuoushereasitwas intheFrenchcase."
"The ItalianCivil('ode,"writesthe same author,"is a further

slecimenofthecloseconnectionexistingin allthe continental
codesbetweenconsolidationof the lawscm theone hand,and

the necessityofrivetingorpromoting'politicaland legalunity
on the other. This code is in facta compositeeditionof

the variouscodesprevalentin differentparts of the whole

newly-constitutedItalianterritc_ries.''_-

Thislaxityon the partof Englishmentoaccomplishwhat
othernationsin faceof immeasurablygreaterobstacleshave

eithereffectedorcome neartoeffectingmay perhapsbe attri-

butedtothecomparativestabilityofEngland'sinternaleconomy,

but the true explanationis the absorptionof the national

energyinthedirectionofincreasingmass,attheexpenseofco-

ordination,justasin thecaseofa growingchildNatureapplies

herselfwithsuchzealtogrowthas toneglectform and propor-

tion.When thefullsizehas been approximatelyattained,then

theawkward, gawky movements are lessand lessobservable,

and thelimbsrespondmore smoothly,deftly,and gracefullyto

Preface to the lSd_an Ct'v_'}C,_dqpublishedin 1866.
-,1,,E,_g]ishCodc._y SheldonAmo%M.A..1_73.
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tile stimulus from headquarters. The time has now arrived
for England to pay less attention to the extension of her
boundaries and more attention to the unification of her parts.
It is for her to discover and perfect a political system work-
able over a world-wide area, avoiding centralisation on the
one hand and disintegration on the other. This can be done
only by a careful sifting of central and of local functions,
whether the subordinate locality be a wide colony or a compact
borough; whether it be situated at the Antipodes or on the
banks of the Thames.

This is the great woblem for the Anglo-Saxon people. I
believe the mathematical genius who once demarcated London
for certain fiscal purposes performed the operation wkh the aid

of a map and a pair of compasses. Not far behind him in
arbitrariness come those who would erect Wales into a separate
province on the strength of a historic name, a half-dead
lan_mge, and an annual Eisteddfod of sentimentalists. The
Welsh are a fine people, but there are probably more of them
in England than in Wales, and there are more people of
English descent in Wales than there are of pure Welsh.
Again, beyond the artificially bolstered-up system of Scotch
law there is little or nothing to justify the drawing of a
political boundary line between England and Scotland.
Whether the Northumbrians are more akin to the Lowland

Scotch or to the people of Devonshire or Kent is a question
for ethno_aphers. If the Scotch law is in some respects,
whether in substance or procedure, better than our own, why
should we rest content with the inferior ? And if in other

respects English is better than Scotch law, clearly some per-
sons in Scotland, if a minority, have a right to require that
which deals justice. The ease of Ireland, with the exception
of certain recent legislation of a local and temporary char-

acter, presents fewer difficulties. Most of the English law,
both common and statute, extends to Ireland, and if half the

ingenuity which has been spent in differentiating the two
legal systems had been expended on their assimilation, their
unification would long since have been accomplished. The

reckless way in which tiny dependencies like Gibraltar,
IIeligoland, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of _Ian have
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been permitted to make laws, not of a merely local effect, but
conflicting with what should be the law of the whole empire,
is remarkable. A like carelessness is noticeable in the United

States of America (though to a diminishing extent). The
New York Civil Code is a particularly feeble attempt at the codi-
fication of the English Common Law by utterly incompetent
persons. But whether codification is desirable or practicable,
or neither, in no way affects the importance of maintaining an
identical legal system for the whole of Anglo-Saxondom. At
the same time it is idle to pretend that this can be effected until
some philosophical distinction has been drawn between matters
which are in themselves local and matters which necessarily

concern the whole empire. The application of the principles
underlying this distinction is the great problem for the English-
speaking peoples of to-day. Until this is done, all attempts
at codification of the law are foredoomed to failure, all efforts,

however benevolently conceived, towards the " conciliation " of
discontented branches of the British Emph-e (whether in

re_ions populated t_y tIindus, or by Dutch Boers, or by French
Canadians, or by Scotch or irish Celts, or by any of the
numerous races of the world who fc_r go_d or ill are destined to

flourish or t_, perish under the Anglo-Saxon social system) are
and will be vain and flltile.

The art of govermnent is making a new departure. A
liew day has dawned for humanity. The triumph of democracy
is complete; and imperial law must henceforth be based on
individual and local lil,erty.

D



CHAPTER II

THE STRUCTURE OF THE STATE

THE science of politics and the art of politics are two distinct
branches of study, and should be kept so; just as the science
of mechanics is a very different matter from the art of
engineering. One nmy be an adept in the science, and yet
utterly unskilled in the art--quite unable to apply the con-
clusions of the science to the art. So also we may be expert
at an art, and yet be more ignorant than we should be of the
science on which that art is based. For example, many an
able mining-engineer is insufficiently acquainted with the
truths of geology, while many an experienced geologist is
altogether ignorant of the art of mining. At the same time,
though it is very desirable to keep the two studies distinct, it
is impossible for the practical man to carry on his work to the
best advantage without some acquaintance with the underlying
speculative science.

Now the science of politics, l,y whatever name known, is

wry little studied at the present day by our statesmen. They
even affect to despise it. On the other hand men of science,

or as they have been styled, " cloistered econonfists," are prone
to imagine tLemselves capable of soh'ing all kinds of political
problems simply by the aid of scientific research, without any
practical experience whatever of the facts and conditions of the
situation. Let me give an illustration; sociologists have
reached the conclusion that the end towards which civilisation

is movil_g, the goal which it bids fair to attain, is a system of
self-government In other w(_rds, self-government is the
government of the future, and presumably therefore the best
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government. But it is for the practical statesman to decide
when any particular nation is ripe for the application of the
principle.

Few will deny that England has reached this stage of
development; but when we look farther afield, when we pass
even to India, where the people are indeed in a comparatively
high degree of civilisation, we find grave doubts whether they
are yet fit to exereise the functions of a self-governing nation.
Certain doctrinaires in this country, but quite inexperienced in
Indian affairs, are indeed anxious to thrust it upon them, but
those who have more practical knowledge of the inhabitants
are of a contrary opinion. And even those book-learned but

inexperienced young statesmen would shrink from imposing
free institutions on such races as the Zulus. We all remember

the reception accorded by the Turks to Midhat's paper con-
stitntion. It remained a dead letter. Free institutions are no

doubt good, but they are good only for peoples who demand
them.

If this is true of uncivilised races, of semi-civilised races,
and even of races which like the Hindu have reached a fairly

high degree of civilisation, it follows that there must have
been a time in our own course of development when we also

were unripe for free institutions. When was that date passed
Again, the same people is read_- for one ibrm of freedom 1,efore
it is ripe for another. A nation is not suddenly transformed
from a despotism into a fl'ee democracy _ it acquires its liberties
one by one, and at dates separated by long intervals of trine.
Hence it is quite conceivable that there are some forms of
freedom for which even the English people are not yet

prepared. We are therefore compelled to qualify the general
and too-sweeping proposition '" Self-government is good" to
this effect, " Self-government is good ibr those peoples which

are ripe for it," or in other words, it is good for those tbr whom
it is good. And for whom is it good ? To this question the
cloistered economist has no answer. It is a question of

experience, a question for the practical statesman.
Again, philosophical jurists have detected a distinct ten-

dency in the laws of civilised nations towards individual
ownership, in land as in other things. All forms of common
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()wnership operate in restraint of transfer. And this is true
not only of tribal and fanfily ownership, but also in a less
degree of what is called dual ownership, where the interests of
the two parties are diverse. But, although the tendency
towards separate ownership is strongly marked, it by no means
follows that any particular people is ripe for it. In the case
of _reland, the English land system was thrust upon a nation
which had not yet emerged from the stage of tribal ownership,
and the effects of the shock have not yet spent themselves.
The same thing was done again in Bengal a century ago.
Lord Cornwallis's arguments in favour of his scheme of
land reform are unimpeachable, the one flaw in them was
this: basing his predictions as to the effect of the separate
system in Bengal on his experience of the working of
that system in his own country, he overlooked the extreme
unlikeness between the two peoples. The immediate con-

sequences were injury to the Zemindars, cruelty to the ityots,
and permanent loss of revenue to the Government. And at
the present day the question seems to be whether it will not be
deemed necessary to modify the arrangement, even at the cost

of Eng'land's honour (no very high price they say nowadays).
Here, again, is a problem for the practical statesman : must we
refit the boot to the foot, or leave the foot to grow to the boot ?
It is merely a question as to how far one or other process has
been already in pm't effected. But the sociologist has said his
last word, namely, the highest civilisation will adopt the system
,,f separate or individual ownership.

I have dwelt at some length on the distinction between

the art and the science of politics, because we are at the
present moment exposed to two dangers--the one is the rule-of-
thumb politician, who turns a deaf ear to all the teachings of
science ; the other is the "professor," who hastens to apply the
inductions of science to eases which do not supply the requisite
conditions.

In order to understand political institutions, to track their

general tendencies, and to predict their future we must study
them from their origin, fl'om the earliest times of which we have
any records. The germs of all existing laws and institutions
will be found far back in the days when our ancestors were in
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that stage of civilisation which is called the " patriarchal stage."
In the archaic independent family all our modern complex
institutions existed in embryo, just as the little acorn contains

within itself all the potentialities of a spreading oak. The
earliest form of the State is the fanfily with its internal
despotism arid its external independence; for it must be
remembered that the family was amenable to no law from

without. Curiously enough, Austin, writing before any
progress had been made in law-history, goes out of his way to
refuse the title of political society to a single fanfily. "Let
us suppose," lie says, "that a single family of savages lives in
absolute estrangement from every other community. And let
us suppose that the father, the chief of this insulated family,
receives habitual obedience fl'om the mother and children.

Now without an application of the terms which would smack
of the ridiculous, we could hardly style the society a society

political and independent, the imperative father a monarch or
sovereign, or the ol,edient mother and children subjects." He
quotes Montesquieu in support of this view. Antiquarian
research has thrown much light on the condition of society in
its infancy, and the situation pictured by Austin is now known
to have been a very accurate description of the condition of

our ancestors. The father was king, priest, and judge, and the
whole system was an absolute despotism. The early Hebrew
records furnish us with pictures of these little independent
nomad families, wandering about over the face of the earth at
war with all mankind. It is from this period that the institu-
tion of monarchy dates.

But when these families came to group themselves together

in clans and tribes for mutual protection and advantage there
was a tendency for the heads of the families so compounded to
claim an .equal voice in the management of the general
concerns. Thus resulted what is called an oligarchy, or, in the

language of the riflers themselves, an aristocracy. It is true
that there are forces at work which for a very long period tend
to cause the reins of government to pass into the hands of
some member of the ruling body--some man of great force of
character or natural superior power. The point to note now
is that from the date at which families first began to compound
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themselves into houses or _entes, we have the possibility of
aristocratic government. As we have seen, these houses or
clans again recompound themselves into tribes, which in process
of time aggregate into the larger group called the nation.

A tendency has been observed by historians for the govern-
ment of the nation to gTavitate steadily into the hands of

larger and larger numbers of the people, till the ruling body
comes to comprise all the individual members of the com-
munity. It is not urged that this state has ever yet been
reached, but that such is the observable tendency. This
tendency has been styled democratic. There are many forces
in society operating in a contrary direction, but as social
development proceeds, the forces acting in the direction of
democracy increasingly prew_il. This is a well-based political
induction. We are not nov" concerned with the causes of this

tendency--the fact is patent. No doubt the increase of
knowledge, and its diffusion among all classes of society,
together with increased fitcilities for communication between
the masses and their classes, and the increasing power of
organisation, will together have the effect of rendering the rule
of the few for the good of the few distasteful to the many,
while at the same time supplying the populace with the means
of recti_'ing the anomaly.

Having recognised the truth that civilised nations have
tended, are tending, and will continue to tend in a democratic

direction, let us proceed to ask the question, ls the tendency
a good one ? Is it a tendency to be desired or merely one to be

put up with as a necessary evil? I believe the very best
friends of democracy have admitted its inherent weakness and

vices. .Not to nmltiply authorities, let me cite one who is
mfiversally admitted to have been a staunch Liberal and a true
friend of the people. Lord l_rougham writes :_" The demo-
cratic ibrm has some virtues of a high order. The defects,
however, are equal to the excellences. The supreme power is
placed in wholly irresponsible hands. The tyranny of the
multitude is intolerable, because it pervades the whole com-
munity searchingly, and oppresses the humblest as well as
the highest. Faction is even more predominant than in
aristocracies on certain subjects, and always the most
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important. Anything like free discussion is impossible. The
administration of justice is constantly interfered with, especi-
ally of criminal justice. There is no security for steady and
consistent policy, either in foreign or domestic affairs; a risk
of entire and violent change attends the administration and
even the constitution; and the peace of the country as well
abroad as at home is in perpetual and imminent danger."

Few will deny that there is at least a considerable amount
of truth in this impeachment. The practical question for us

all is whether, in spite of its inherent faults, we are to accept
the principle of democracy, or to fall back on some system of
aristocracy or monarchy, or as Lord J3rougham himself advocates,
on some mixed system ? Seeing that to democracy applies the
old proverb, " Too many cooks spoil the broth," seeing that
divided counsels result in delay and sometimes in disaster,
seeing that democratic government is wanting in continuity
of purpose, is shifty and inconstant, swayed by sudden gusts
of popular impulse, and above all, that it embodies the will
rather of the ignorant than of the wise: admitting all these
charges, shall we in despair look elsewhere for the form of
,.,overnment of the future, or shall we rather seek to discover

the several causes of these observed diseases, and if possible
the cure ?

I hardly feel called upon to furnish illustrations of these
observed vices of popular govermnent. Those who care to see
them fully exposed may be referred to the late Sir tIenry
Maine's very able work on the subject ]_ut to take one very
recent instance: I do not say that the Conservative Govern-
ment was wrong some few years ago to commence laying down
the Quetta Ilailway with a view to improving our defences
against the threatened _ussian adwmce upon A_hanistan.
And I do not here say that the Liberals were wrong to pull

it up again; but I do say most emphatically that the country
was wrong which permitted such a piece of extravagant fooling
as the combination of the two acts. What wolfld be thought

of an employer of labour who set one gang of men to dig a
hole and another gang to fill it up again ? As we should
regard this man, so the other civilised countries of Europe
probably regard us. And are they not justified ?
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Instances might be cited in which democracies have gone
nigh to committing political suicide, as ibr example where
carried away by temporary enthusiasm or hero-worship they
have voluntarily abdicated in favour of a dictator ; arming him
with sufficient powers to enable him to defy the quickly-
repentant will of the people. 13oth Cicero and Tacitus, who
knew something of democratic impulsivt, ness and instability,
have been cited in favour of a mixed form of government:
" Statuo esse," writes the former, "optime constitntam rein-
publicam qua, ex tribus generibus illis, regali, optimo et

populari, modice confusa." Similarly Tacitus hints that such
a mixed form is ahnost too good to be hoped for. "Cunctas
nationes et urbes, populus aut primores aut singuli regunt.
Deleeta ex his et constituta reipublictv forma laudari facilius

quam evenire." We have attained to that laudable con-
stitution, and we ought, therefore, in the opinion of Lord
Brougham, to rest and be thankful. Either he fails to see, or

he wilfully shuts his eyes to the price that nmst necessarily
be paid for this complex arrangement. In order to perpetuate
what he would call our present mixed form of democratic
monarchy we must be prepared to stereotype what is left of
caste among our people, we nmst respect hereditary privilege,
we must arrest the _owing tendency in the direction of civil
equality. No; the advantages may be _eat, but the price is
too high for an Englishman.

I have said that the strongest argument of all against pure
democracy is the apparent absurdity of putting the reins of
government into the hands of the most ignorant classes of the
community. Is it expedient, feasible, or even safe to place the
inexperienced masses (no fault of theirs) at the helm of the
State ? P_ecently we have extended the franchise to the
agricultural labourer, and I ask any unprejudiced person
whether he is honestly of opinion that Itodge is really
qualified to make laws either immediately or _'ieariously ?
Would he accept ttodge's ruling on a delicate question of
morals ? Is he prepared to lend a wistful and a wondering
ear to the inspired utterances of the modern Elisha ? "¥ox
populi vox Dei." Good; but the voice of the people is not
necessarily the howl of the nmnerical majority. Apart from
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all false sentiment, apart from mob flattery (the maudlin foible
of the day), apart from democratic bias, everybody knows, and
honest men admit, that Hodge's several views on things in
general are :lot of the most enlightened character. And I Ibr
one positively decline to submit passively to his dictation in
all the numerous concerns of life which are usually regarded
as falling within the province of the law-giver. Let us face
this problem fairly and squarely. Not on the one hand by
falling back in dismay into the arms of a doon:ed class
despotism, nor on the other hand by falsely attributing to
the uneducated or half-educated untold faculties of intuition

which in our inmost hearts we know well they do not possess.
The art of legislation is a very difficult and complicated

study ; much more so than farming or boot-making for examlde.
And yet, as has been remarked with amazement by thinkers of
the weight of Socrates, Shakespeare, and Spencer, whereas a
lifetime is required for the mastery of the humblest handi-
crafts, ahnost any ignorant busybody is credited with intuitively
understanding that most intricate art legislation. The sole
qualifications of a past :::aster seem to be noisy self-assertion,
burning class-envy, and fanatical faith in some social nostrum.

Were I to walk into an engine-room and point out to the
engineer the intolerable waste of steam entailed by a hole in
the boiler, and uNe him promptly to stop it, he might turn

upon me with some such reply as this: "Sir, that hole is
called the safety-valve; if you would bring your mighty
brain-power to bear on some subject with which previous study
has qualified you to deal, without making an ass of yourself,
you might be doing more good to the conmmnity and less
harm to me. Good morning"•. And ._'etthis same engdneer
will walk into the _'eat legislative laboratory where the com-
plex parts of the machinery of State are forged, and with tt:e
serenest self-confidence take off' his coat and set to work.

What is the explanation of this anomalous state of things ?
The Nnctions of the legislator are twofold. Under a

democratic system therefore the functions of the citizen are
twofold; tbr every citizen is by hypothesis a legislator. The
first is that of making laws ; the second is that of safeguarding
liberties. These are clearly two diflbrent functions. And I
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am at once preparedto admit and to contend that every

citizenisnot onlymorallyjustifiedbut alsomorallybound to

take his share in legislation so far as this duty of safeguarding
hi_ own liberty is concerned. The process of breaking his own
fetters is a very different process from that of forging shackles
fl}r his neighbours. I am aware that tile two are usually con-
fi-,unded and spoken of as though they were one and the same
thing. But a very little reflection is required to see that they
are two very different things. It does not need a bootmaker
to find out where the shoe pinches: the wearer is competent
to du that. It takes a bootmaker to make a boot that will

not pinch. Hence every citizen has a clear right to a voice
in the legislature, if by that is meant the right to safeguard
his own liberty against all law-makers--to see that no law
is passed which infringes upon his own rights and liberties.
And under a representative system it is the duty of the
representative to see that no law is passed which infringes
upon the rights of his constituents. That is his duty. Hodge,
therefore, has as good a right as any other citizen to watch the
course of legislation on his own behali, and to move for the
repeal of any existing law which unduly interferes with his
freedom of action. This is surely a very different matter

"_from worrying and harassing other people.
And here is another argument for democracy. The end,

aim, and test of all government--such is human nature--is the

welfare of the ruling class. All history proves it. Human
nature is such that it is absolutely impossible to provide against
it. Hence aristocracies always have made laws for the good
of the aristocratic class, and only indirectly and mediately for
the good of the whole people. When the whole people has
the making of the laws, then the test of the laws is necessarily
the welfare of the whole people. Bad laws may of course be
passed, but they will tend to fall into abeyance and finally to
perish. The welfare of the whole people being the object of
those who have the making of the laws, a defective system has
a tendency to readjust itself. Good institutions will survive;
bad institutions will die. I_y a had institution is meant bad
for the ruling class--the law-making class. And that is the
reason why it tends to perish. Little by little those who
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suffer from it come consciously to see or unconsciously to feel
the true cause of the nfischief, and to uproot it accordingly;
just as our own upper-class rulers have learnt the harmfulness
to their own order of many early laws of their own creation,
and have, during the last five or six centuries, made o'eat
strides in the direction of freedom by removing many State
restrictions which impeded their own liberty of action. These
reforms have also incidentally benefited the whole people in
many instances ; but such was not, in truth, the end and cause
of reform. As evidence of this it can be shown that that which

• is good for the aristocratic class is not always good for the
people; but that so long as the ruling class actually does
benefit by it as a class, so long it will continue to survive.
And this constitutes a real danger tbr the people. A protect-
ive duty on eom did undoubtedly benefit the landowners, and
its reimposition would undoubtedly benefit them now; and
although the repeal of the corn-laws has been an unmixed
blessing to the people, we may safely say that it would never
have been brought about but for the swamping of the land-
owning vote by the t_eform Act of 1 _'_ ooo_. The country might
have suffered for ?'ears, but the stimulus to remove the evil
did not exist in the class which then ruled the land.

If this reasoning be sound we have reached the conclusion
_hat the democratic form of government is not only defensible.
but also highly desirable, and even essential to social evolution ;
but the doctrine is subject to this qualification--that the func-
tion of the citizen is the safeguarding of his own liberties, and
not the manufacture of restraints on the liberty of his fellows.

Each new layer added to the electorate seems to have to
learn the lesson dr _zovo that sweet as it is to bully others, it
is sweeter still not to be bullied oneself. About thirty years

ago the more powerful section of the ruling body had learnt
the lesson thoroughly, or nearly so;but since then we have
had two extensions of the franchise, and in each case it has

become increasingly manifest that the lesson has been unlearnt
by the new recruits. This we may regret; but it is a comfort
to reflect that they are of the same metal as their predecessors.
and will doubtless show an equal aptitude for self-government.
They will speedily learn the great lesson of liberty. It is
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only an abundant faith in the destiny of the race, the tidiest
confidence in the stuff of wlfich this people is made, and a
reasoned conviction of the truth of the democratic principle,
that can buoy any honest and thoughtful person up at the
present time to help forward the popular movement. Indeed,
some of the proposals emanating from the new contingent are
so wild, so dishonest, so silly, and withal so impracticable, that
it is no wonder if some of even the faithful 1,egin to waver.
Fortunately, in the conflict of opposing interests lies the
salvation of liberty. The principle of true Liberalism is, in

the words of _Ir. Gladstone, " trust in the people, qualified by
prudence; the principle of Conservatism is mistrust of the

people, qualified by fear." This is the true spirit of en-
lightened democratism. It is because of faith in the destiny
of our race that we may look without dread on its temporary
aberrations. We see that hitherto they have marched steadily
forward, not without turnings and even backslidings, it is true,
but still, in the long run, forward on the path of progress.
Clinging to this faith we may look not with fear but with
confidence to the indefinite extension of the franchise, in the

belief that whatever may be the temptations held out to them by
place-seekers and dishonest demagogues, there is ingrained in the
inmost nature of Englishmen an inherited love of justice and a
consuming zeal for freedom which, in the long run, must prevail.

There seem to be but three reasons which any one is
justified in adducing for not accepting the democratic prin-
ciple: 1. Because he does not know what is meant by the
term. 2. Because he lacks faith in the destiny of his own
people. 3. Because he is consciously actuated by class
interest, and is a traitor to his country.

There is one warning which all good Democrats must take

to heart: Beware of mistaking a sham democracy for a real
one. Government by a class is not democracy. Democracy

is the government of the people by the people_the whole
people. Government by a class, even though that class be
the largest class in the country, is not democracy. Indeed it
is a question whether the despotism of a large class is not, in
many respects, worse than the despotism of a small class or a
single individual. It is less antenable to the ordinary
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resources of revolution. And here it should be pointed out
that the doctrine of the Divine I_ight of the Majority, or, in
secular phraseology, the doctrine of " counting heads to save
the trouble of breaking them," can be carried, and is carried, a
great deal too far. There are two principal qualifications of
the doctrine which are usually lost sight of. Upon these it is
important to lay stress, because modern democratic State
socialism is based upon their non-recognition. Firstly the
::nits of society are ._wt eq:lal. Under a system of adult
suffrage it is quite conceivable that on a question of family law
nearly all the women might be found voting on one side, and
nearly all the men on the other. In such a case it is absurd
to pretend that counting heads would be a peaceful substitute
for fighting it out. Similarly at tile ])resent day, in all
democratic countries under a very extended franchise, apart
from sentiment, ten rich men count for more, as a f(_ct, than
thousand wage-receivers. It is merely a foolish fiction to
pretend that the majority vote is a test of the will of the

people; because the will of a people (like the will of an
individual animal) is the resultant of forces operating in
various directions. That which the doctrine presumes we
want to ascertain is, What would be the result if each

question were fought out ? And the answer is certainly not
always to be found by counting heads Fo and con.

The second flaw in the doctrine is the false assumption

that every one is prepared to fight for that which he desires to
obtain--that the desire is uniformly urgent. This is not true.
A big dog _ill seldom attack a little dog in possession of a
bone. lie desires the bone. So does the little dog. But
their motives are not equally urgent. In a state of unorganised
anarchy--anarchy as it is pictured by those who do not under-
stand it---if two unequally-matched men meet over a prize
coveted by both, they do not, as a fact, take each other's
measure and decide the question accordingly. The stronger
man may be actuated by a weaker desire. He may be less

hun_y or more averse to trouble and pain. And in any case
it is probably, on the average, the best economy from his own
point of _'iew to buy off' the weaker man by making a division

of the prize_not necessarily an equal division, but one satis-
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factory to the weaker man in view of his inferiority. To
apply this consideration to practical polities it may be true
that the majority in this country are favourable, say, to
universal vaccination. It does not follow that a compulsory
law embodies the will of the people, because ever)" man who
is opposed to that law is at least ten times more anxious to
gain his end than his adversaries are to gain theirs. IIe is
ready to make far greater sacrifices to attain it. One man

rather wishes for what he regards as a slight sanitary safe-
guard; the other is determined not to submit to a gross
violation of his liberty, liow differently the two are aetu-
ated_ One man is willing to pay a farthing in the pound for

a desirable object; the other is ready to risk property, and
perhaps life, to defeat that object. In such cases as this it is
sheer folly to pretend that counting heads is a fair indication
of the forces behind.

Majorities for their own sakes would do well not to bring
the minorities to bay. The result may be either painful or
humiliating--painful, as when the nfinority (in heads, in
riches, and in organisation) withstood the tyranny of the
Stuarts; hmniliating, as when England bowed down before
the determined Boers of the Transvaal. It is not wise to

threaten what you do not mean to perform. Minorities
mean action; majorities, as a rule, d. not.

Having reached the conclusion that all history shows an
increasing tendency towards a democratic form of government,
and, moreover, that democracy is not only inevitable but
desirable in all respects, we come now to consider by what
means the government of the people can be best effeeted.

1"o begin with, all those who have a voice in the legislature
can assemble in some large and convenient place, and there
and then discuss and settle the aflhirs of State. This was the

case in ancient Athens, where, at times of great excitement,
the Ecclesia convened in the Agora would number many
thousands of voters. The sense of the meeting was taken by

a show of hands, and as might be expected, even in so small a
state as Athens, the proceedings were often of a noisy and
tumultuous description. Another great disadvantage of the
arrangement was that, when only ordinary affairs of State had
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to be transacted, and no burning questions were to the front,
there seems to have been g-reat diftlculty in getting together
the requisite quorum of five or six thousand persons. Every
citizen (male) over twenty years of age and unconvicted of
any serious offence, havhlg a right to a seat, so to speak, in
Parliament, there was no particular dignity associated with the
function, and it was found necessary not only to pay the
members a small sum for each separate attendance, but also
to fine those who absented themselves. We have in England
a functionary called the party whip, whose business it is to
make a good muster of his party when any measure of
importance is before the House; but in Athens the whips
were not metaphorically so called. Certain public slaves

•sallied forth armed with ropes previously steeped in cold
vermilion, and any stray members encountered were gently
rope-ended, and so branded with red, like sheep, as evidence

against them.
Again, the duties of the Ecclesia were not only very wide.

but also very indefinite, and instead of becoming more and more
specialised, the functions undertaken by it seem to have grown
increasingly multifarious as the power of the aristocratic body
dwindled away. (If the Bould, of the Areiopagus, of the

Ephetw, etc., it is not necessary here to speak in detail, it
is enough to say that they were not bodies expressly create,]
l_y the all-powerful popular body for the purpose of helpin:.:,
and checking and otherwise conducing to the smooth working
of that central body, like the Senate of the United States of
America, or the l'ri_- Council of this country ; on the contrary,
they dated from further back than the democratic rdgime, and like
our House of Lords they were found ready-made, and were us_,d
for purposes for which they were neither intended nor fitted.

:Nearly everything of a general character which has been
said of the Athenian Ecclesia is true _t_tc,tis _,_,l(:_r!i._ of the

ltoman Comitia Curiata. Whatever may have been the

original nature of the Comitia, howsoever the vote may have
been taken in its earlier days; whether each paterfamilias
counted for one, or whether each gens or each curia counted
for one, and the heads of families voted within their own curia
as to what should be the vote of that curia_all these questions
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though interesting, do not concern us here--the point is that
the Comitia was the assembly of the populus, and that the
individual citizens took a direct part in its deliberations. The

_truggle between the democracy and the oligarchy is, in plain
words, the struggle for a voice in the government between

, the adult males in the State on the one hand, and the heads

of the clans of which the State is composed on the other. The

heads of houses would naturally resist the growing tendency
of democracy to disintegrate the family and to reinte_ate its
constituents as units in a homogeneous state. Of course those
in whom the authority of the Curia was originally vested
would see their interest in resisting this tendency. The
grandfathers, the elders, the venerable "fogies," who composed
the Senate of ]tome, the Boul5 of Athens, and the Gerusia of

Sparta, would lean towards the old law rather than the new,
and conseque_tly their power would tend to pass from them
and be arrogated by the popular and progressive body.

]_ut even Rome, though considerably larger than Athens,
was small in compari:on with any modern self;governing state ;
strata of the population are now included among the citizens
which were then taken no account of, and if, even in those

days, the processes of legislation were unwieldy and discontinu-
ous, what would they be now if our five millions of voters had
to be convened for the transaction of public business ? This
has been the problem for modern Europe to solve. Either the
siz_ of independent states must be kept down within very narrow

limits, or the poorer strata of the population must be dis-
franchised, or else some other system of self-govermnent must
be invented.

First, there has been suggested and tried, that modern
infitation of the plebiscitum so far adapted to modern require-
ments as to admit of the local publication and discussion of the
question before the country, and the taking of the general
opinion piecemeal in the several localities. This system was
adopted by the late Emperor of the French. But this very
illustration brings to light a great danger in the process. To
avoid the constant friction and expense of polling the constitn-
encies, the plan readily suggests itself of putting the question
to be decided in a very general form. ]nste'_d of asking the
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people, "_Vill you have this law ?" and then a few days after,
"Will you have this ?" what can be simpler than to ask them
once for all, "Will you have any law which I, the head of the
Executive, may propose, till further notice ?" The thing is done :
the further notice never comes; it is nobody's business to take
the opinion of the people; the head of the Executive knows
better than to risk his position; and from an independent
democracy, we have suddenly converted the Government into
an absolute autocracy.

A less dangerous plan has been proposed and tried (with
some success at the present day in Switzerland). It is known
as the Referendum _ The main objection to the l_eferendum,
apart fi'om the friction and expense, is the principle implied,
to the effect that every citizen is capable, without any previous
instruction, not only of knowing where bad legislation pinches
him, but also what sort of' legislation is good for other classes
besides his own. This is in itself a fatal objection to the plan.

The only other method which presents itself is that known
as "representative government." The whole machinery of
representation is a complex _'owth, and by no means so simple
an arrangement as some might be disposed to think. The germ
of the idea lies in the system of rotting by proxy. A busy man
in a distant province is unable to find time or money to journey
up to the metropolis to take part in the national deliberations ;
hut a rich and leisured man of his neighbourhood is going up,
and he empowers him t_, vote fc_r both. Others hear of the
arrangement, and being anxious to record their votes but unable

to aflbrd it, they also chlb together in batches according t_, their
poliLical views and send up one man to represent each batch.
t_epresentative gbvernment is a comparatively modern invention,
for it is a mistake to suppose that the so-called delegates sent

up to the Amphietyonic Councils to represent the tribes were,
properly speaking, delegates at all. They attended in their own
right, like the members of our House of Lords, as heads of the
senior thmily or gens of the tribe.

The principle of legislation by proxy having once obtained
recognition, a regular system for carrying out the arrangement
would soon establish itself. And here we have the germ

of the assembly of popular representatives in which
E
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each citizen, as such, counts for one, apart from all tribal

considerations. The simplicity of the system and the greatly-
reduced friction of the governmental machine would naturally
have the effect, and, as a matter of history, did have the effect,

of stimulating legislation. It would tend, and did tend,
to become more searching, more detailed, and far more complex.
The qualifications of the representative would be higher. It
would require a man of more than the average culture to master
the existing law, and to draw the line between the mere defence
of the liberties of his constituents and the imposition of
restraints on other members of the community, ttenee the
custom naturally arose of electing a deputy to go up to Parlia-
ment, no_ only to speak but also to think for those whom he
rewesented. Where the line should be drawn is still an un-
solved problem. The principles by which we must decide
where the liberty of one man becomes tyranny oYer another
man have nowhere yet been clearly formulated. It is sufficient
here to show that the difficulty would be early felt, and the
effect would be the election of representatives empowered to
think and act for those who sent them, and NOt tO serve merely
as mouthpieces or messengers. This discovery, and the com-
plicated representative institutions erected upon it in all modern
democratic states, must never be lost sight of in proposals for
reform and further advance on the democratic path. It is tbr-

getfulness of this principle which explains the favour with
'which the Referendum is regarded ill certain quarters where
anything like sympathy with class rule would have been least

, looked tbr.

Perhaps the tbregoing considerations will enable us to lay
down with confidence certain principles (or what Brougham
called " canons" _) of representative government.

1. The first principle I would submit is that the vote is a
right and not a trust. Every man has a right, a moral right, to
see that his own liberty is not infringed upon by iris neighbours
under the pretence of safeguarding their liberties. A_y attempt
of the sort he is morally justified in resisting by force if
necessary, lie is not bound to submit by any contract, actual

I confess I am not in love with the word "canons." It savours too much

to my mind of blind dogma, of rules based on authority rather than reasm_.
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or tacit,or otherwisethan by fearofthe brute forceof those

who are opposed to him. The bearingof this principle

on the questionof briberyand corruptionisinteresting,but

this is not the place to discuss it.
2. By logical implication the suffrage must be universal,

and here let me recall what I have already said; namely, that
although science may and does point to this consummation as
the end and goal towards which we are tending, it by no
means necessarily follows that this or any other nation is ripe
for it at the present time. This is a question for the practical
statesman. My own opinion for what it is worth is, that
we are in this country ready tbr universal suffrage, nmle and
female. Nay more, I fail to see why even the paupers should
be denied this right. Have they not a claim to see that their
liberties, microscopic though they may be, are not trampled

upon ? Either they have no right to State support, or
they have a clear right to see that what State support
they receive is not less than that which they have a legal
claim to.

3. Thirdly, we are driven to the conclusion that no qualifica-
tions can be required either of the voter or of the deputy. It
used to be contended that the property qualification was a
guarantee that respectable persons should be returned to the
House of Commons. But in the first place, property and
respectability do not necessarily go together; secondly, i_ is a
simple matter and was a common practice to convey property to
the candidate before the election and to have it reconveyed
immediately after he had taken his seat, so that the supposed

security was a farce; and thirdly, there seems to be no
particular reason why a parliamentary representative should be
what is called respectable, so long as he is chosen and

trusted by his fellow-me_ to watch over their interests in the
legislature.

4. This brings us to the fourth "canon": for it" one class
of persons in the community has no right to prescribe rules for
another class as to what manner of representative they must
elect, it follows that ]'arliament itself should not be permitted

through the vote of the majority to exclude any duly-elected
member who has been returned by an independent constituency.
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The admission of such a claim on the part of the majority is

out of harmony with all the principles of democracy, and is
nothing less than class despotism.

5. The fifth principle which I will submit has already
been touched upon. Though essential to the sound working
of democratic institutions, it is not likely just now to meet
with very general approval. It is, that a parliamentary deputy
must he a representati_'e, and not a mere delegate. Let me
distinctly define my position: I admit the right of the con-
stituency to control the acts of its deputy in all things down
to the minutest particulars, but I dispute the wisdom; and I
denounce the practice as calculated to impair the process of
legislation. I ha_e a perfect right to choose my own boot-
maker, and, if I think proper, to stand over him and dictate
the mode of his working ; but 1 should be a fool for my pains.
Similarly if I want some one to look after my interests in
Parliament, I am justified in choosing my man for the purpose,
and I shall show my sense in choosing some one who has know-
ledge and experience of that kind of work : but having chosen
hint, I must send him unpledged, unfettered, and free to adopt
such methods as he may think fit. By all means let me ask him
questions and sound him on all points of interest to me; let

me thoroughly cross-examine hint and "heckle" him; let me
choose the candidate most in accord with my own views, but

having taken these precautions let me send to Parliament not
a telephone but a man.

6. The next principle is even more important than the
last. The end and object of parliamentary institutions is, as
we have seen, the representation of the various and conflicting
interests in the country. Suppose we desired to learn the
general wishes of the animal kingdom, we should ask each
species to send a representative, or perhaps a proportionate
number of representatives; we certainly should not map the
surface of the earth out in parallelograms, and get a represent-
ative from each parallelogram. Indeed, there is practically
nothing whatever in common between the inhabitants of a
gix'en area. The eonseguence of territorial representation is
similar to that of multiple election; interests are hardly re-
presented at all. Each deputy is a sort of miniature parlia-
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ment in himself; a colourless, insipid, faseiculus of negations

without a definite pr%u'am, or even a definite idea. To begin
with, as we all know, the aim of a candidate is to say as
little as he possibly can before the election, for fear of giving
offence to one or other of the groups in his constituency. If
he says a word in favour of temperance, the licensed victuallers

look askance at him; if he ventures to suggest that a poor
man has as good a right to his Sunday pint as a rich man to
his Sunday bottle of port, the teetotallers gather together and

talk ominously about the sons of Belial. If he dares to say
more about the State church than that the question has not
yet come within the domain of practical politics, a thousand
tongues are instantly set in motion about the godlessness of
advanced politicians. That an enemy can do more harm than
a friend can do good, is well known by all who are conversant

with electioneering; and the consequence is that every candi-
date confines himself as much as possible to the merest
generalities. He is ,_,_oin-oto do something great, but_ no one
can learn exactly what ; he is in favour of everytlfing which is
calculated to benefit the people; he has the interests of his

constituents at heart ; and so forth. It is impossible to declare
his opinions boldly and frankly.

Such are some of the effects of the representation of areas.
Its results are plainly _-isible in the invertebrate condition of

the present House of Commons. The remedy for this state of
things is the alternative system of the representation of interests,
or what is usually described as the representation of minorities,
though that is only an incidental advantage of its adoption.
No matter how small a minority may be, it can, under this
system of representation, secure a voice in the management of
national affairs, provided that scattered all over the country it
can count enough votes to obtain a single seat. The number
requisite for this purpose is of course the quotient obtained by
dividing the whole number of the electorate by the number of
seats in the people's house. It is hardly needflfl to point out
how many important interests are at the present moment
utterly disfranchised owing to the accidental /her of their not
being huddled together within a circumscribed district. The
retirement of Mr. Leonard Courtney from the Government of
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which he was a member because of the strength of his convic-
tions on this point will not be lost upon his countrymen. The
sixth canon, then, is that interests must be directly represented
in Parliament, and not mere geographical areas.

7. The next point to be referred to was one of the points of
the Charter. All the other point.s except short Parliaments
have already been carried ; it relates to the payment of members.
It is really difficult to see why one class of work is not as
much entitled to renmneration as any other class of work, pro-
vided it is useful work. I do not say that in many cases it is
worth paying for. If it is worth having, it is worth paying for.
[ know we have many members of Parliament whose services
would be dear at any figure that has ever been suggested as
a reasonable salary. Aml this throws some light on the further
question, Out of what fund should the renmneration come ?

The o]Oections to payment at all are--first, that it would
lower the tone of' the House to pay the members; secondly,
that it is never wise to pay ibr that which can be had for
nothing, however useful it may be, as in the case of air and
water, for example. Now, the reply to the first objection is
that we do not want "tone" in Parliament, we want repre-

sentation. The reply to the second objection is, though it is
true that we get members of Parliament for nothing, what sort
of members do we get ? Out of over six hundred and rift)"
persons in the House of Connnons how many represent any
class or interest, except the uninteresting class which i.-
nervously ambitious to obtain a seat in Parliament and to keep
it ? Can honesty, sincerity, and courage be expected of such
men ?

From what fund, then, nmst remuneration come ? There

are three possible sources. From the rates ? tlut as a rate-
payer it would be very much against my grain to be forced to
contribute towards the support of one who did not represent
my _,iews; in other words, to pay for the privilege of bein$
nfisrepresented. If my own candidate got in I should not
object; but there must always be a nfinority, and it is surely
hard upon the minority to compel it to join in the maintenance
of one who may be working against their interests.

It is also suggested that payment should be made out of
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the public treasury. Well, the difficulty here would be to assess
the value of the services of the several members ; it would cer-

tainly be absurdly unfair to pay them all equally. To pay the
same sum to an old, experienced, and tried statesman, and to a
fledgling squire fresh from college, whose sole claim to the
confidence of the constituency is his father's wealth and local

standing, would be about as sensible a proceeding as to pay
equal sums to the skilled cabinetmaker and the joiner's
apprentice. The notion is preposterous and ridiculous. And

yet if members are to be paid out of the public treasury it
will be necessary to strike an average and pay them all alike,
about £300 a year, as has been proposed. The services of

some meml_ers may be worth some £3000 a year, and the
services of others less than threepence.

The third alternative is that each member should be paid
by his own constituents; those who want hi::: should pay for
him, and those who do not want him should be allowed to

make a better use of their money. There are two objections
to this course : the first is that it would be necessary to ascer-
rain who arc his constituents; and in order to know this it

would be necessary to repeal the Ballot Act. We shall come
to that presently. The second is that the system would be
tantamount to a tax on the franchise. But this is more in

appearance than in reality. Payment on either of the other
two systems amounts to the same thing, except that in these
cases _he tax is compulsory instead of voluntary. Moreover,
if it is worth a voter's while to have his interests looked to hi

Parliament, he must expect to have to pay something for it. The
work costs money, and cannot really be got for nothing ; and who
so fit a person to pay for it as the person who reaps the benefit
of it ? The last method therefore, namely, payment of mere-
bets by their constituents, seems to be open to the fewest or
the least objections.

8. Let us revert to the question of the Ballot. This again
is a question: for the practical statesman. Personally I am
strongly in ihvour of abolishing secret voting as soon as we are

ripe for open voting; as soon, that is to say, as every voter
feels independent, and ceases to stand in dread of undue in-
direct influence. When practical statesmen see that this condi-
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tion is reached, the sooner the Ballot is done away with the
better. It is a standing admission of serfdom. It is notorious
that when the Act was passed the Ballot for its own sake had

not a single friend ; not one who did not admit that it was good
only as a temporary expedient--the lesser of two e_ils;
and only to be tolerated so long as unfair influence was exer-
cised over a certain class of the voters. Both Mill and

Brougham were strongly opposed to it. Surely it is important
that every man should have the right not only of exercising
the franchise, but also of doing so openly; he should not be
deprived of the pleasure and pride of expressing his convictions,
of stating on which side he is voting and the grounds of his
vote, without the fear of any evil consequences before his
eyes. Truth is infectious. And perhaps the best that can
be said for the Ballot (except as a temporary expedient)
is in the words of Cicero, that it gives men an open counten-
ance, while it cloaks their minds.: The eighth rule of repre-
sentative government is that voting should be open and above
board.

9. The duration of ]'arliaments shouhl be natural and not

artificial. The old Chartist cry for short Parliaments is no

longer heard, because we have arrix'ed at a stage at which we
see that no arbitrary limitation of the length of their duration
is called for. We have the seven years'rule; but as a matter

of fact no i'arliaments ever succeed in living out that spell.
They die a natural death, I suppose, about every five years. In
America they have a presidential election every four years;
whereas here in England we change our I'resident (our Prime
Minister) practically every five years ; the change being brought
about naturally instead of artificially. Under the sound
system of the democracy of the future, no doubt a Parliament
will die a natural death as soon as it ceases to represent the
feeling of the country.

10. One of the strongest arguments against democratic
government is that drawn from the delay due to divided counsels.
If in trade, for example, all the shareholders of a joint-stock com-

pany had to be consulted before the board of directors or the

" Gratapopuloest Tabel]a,qu_ frontesaperit hominum, mentestegit, dat-
clueearnlibertatem ut quidvohmtfaciant."
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managing director could accept an offer or complete a purchase,
the whole state of the market would have changed and the trans-

action would be almost impracticable. So the difficulty and
delay hi settling urgent matters of foreign policy in a Parlia-

ment of over a thousand members are wellnigh insuperable;
the system is suicidal; and even modified as it now is, it
places England at a great disadvantage with respect to auto-
cratically governed states like Russia and Germany. Whether
ibreign policy could not be altogether removed from the domain
of party, is a question deserving of all the consideration that

can be bestowed upon it; how far such matters might be
left to a permanent mixed Committee is a question for practi-

cal statesmen ; but whate_Ter the course eventually adopted may
be, it is certain that the democracy must learn the lesson taught
in the industrial arena, namely, the need for an independent

Executive. I am not going to discuss the interpretation to be
put upon the existing law by which the prerogative of the
Executive is supposed to be linfited in this country; I am
merely insisting on the absolute necessity ibr specialised
administration. The Executive must have full power to
declare war, and perform many other important functions
without first appealing to Parliament. The function must be
delegated; but the delegate nmst be temporarily independent.
Freedom to take the initiative, with an obligation to obtain
indemnity afterwards, will create a sufficient ministerial

responsibility.
11. I_ has been admitted that the democracy is impulsive ;

this also must be counteracted. All free peoples have sport-
taneously provided for the mature deliberation of important
and disputed questions of State. Even in our Courts of
Justice we find it necessary to guard against haste and insuffi-
cient examination of the _luestion at issue. We have Courts
of Appeal. So all free peoples have furnished themselves with
a Second Chamber which has certain powers of veto on the
proposals of the First. Even within the last few years w_
have seen a sudden wave of popular impulse which went nigh to
sending our armies to the Crimea agMn. A )-ear later, and
those who had identified themselves with this impulse were
swept from office. I am not contending that we have to thank
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the House of Lords tbr this, or for averting any other evil

consequences of popular impulse. Neither do I deny that it
may have done some good in this way. All I am contending
for is, that there should be a Second Chamber which should

have the power of appealing from the First Chamber to the
people, the verdict of the General Election to be of course final.
Much evil would theret,y be averted, and the only possible harm
which could come of it wuuld be the delay of a few months in
passing some useful and popular measure. We must not for-
get that with a Second t;hamber Ioroperly constituted there
would be as great a likelihood of the action of the " senators"
being in accord with the feeling of the people as of the reverse.
We must not confound the principle of a Second Chamber
with the admission of the hereditary principle. Let me again
insist, that there is no particular need for hurry. The change
is coming of its own accord without any call for violence or
discontinuity. It is a question for the practical statesman
to say what _adual reforms in the constitution of the tIouse
of Lords are required in order to convert, it into a suitable
legislative court of reflection, deliberation, and possibly delay :
but by no means of obstruction.

12. The last canon upon which I propose to lay stress,
is that democratic government should be worked on the

system of Party. Party government is the key to steady
democratic progress. In our Courts of Justice we find it is

not enough to have a thoroughly pure and indefhtigable judge
to sit down, consider the evidence, and adjudicate accordingly.
That is not found to be the best system. There is counsel tbr
the one side and counsel for the other. In the heat of the

forensic duel many truths are elicited, many arguments adduced,
which would be overlooked by the impartial judge; and the
result is a nearer approximation to justice than would other-
wise accrue. The same rule holds good in Parliament. One
party is counsel for the one side, the other party is counsel tbr
the other side, and the country has to judge between them.
In the heat of party strife not a stone is left unturned, not an

argument lost sight of, by which the country is enabled to de-
cide the issue.

But there is one condition essential to the safe working of
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the party system, and that is that the principle upon which
the two parties are divided, the distinction upon which the
classification is based, must be the deepest and most general
principle undeHying all the chief political questions of the hour.

For instance, when the great, question of the day was whether
the govermnent of the country should be carried on by the
many or the few, when all minor measures were considered

from the point of view of the efli_ct they would have in putting
power into the hands of the people ;--in those days Parliament

and the country were properly divided into two parties called
Tories and Liberals, of which one consistently advocated all
measures tending to consolidate the power in the hands of the
upper classes, and the other as naturally worked and voted in

the opposite direction. At the present day there is no ques-
tion of the kind before the country. It has been settled long
ago. As a political power, Toryism is utterlvextinct. So als,_

the occupation of the old Liberal party is gone. And yet the
shells remain in which men ag_'egate, and the aggregates dub
themselves Tories and Liberals. There is no vitality in
them. The only points which members of a party nowadays
have in common are a party name, personal attachments,
and in some cases an old political tradition handed down

from an age when the party cry was something more than a
shibboleth.

The question of to-day is, What ought the Government tt_

do _ and the flabby and unwholesome condition of public opinion
on the subject is due to the fact that the opposite views on
this important point are not represented as they should be by
two great parties in the State. Whatever the form of the

Government may be, the question still remains to be answered,
What are its duties ? Are we t,, adopt Socialism ? or are we
to adopt Individualism ? Statesmen must class themselves in

accordance with their answer to this question.
If we will but bear these twelve rules or canons of repre-

sentative government in mind, we shall, I think, find ourseh'es
in a position to rebut any of the arguments usually adduced
against a democratic form of government, ahhough at first
sight they are, I admit, suftieiently formidable.



CHAPTER III

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE

WHEN we examine the numerous questions which exercise the
minds of those who take an intelligent interest in polities, we find
that they fail into two distinct classes : one class relating to the
structure or constitution of government ; the other to the func-
tion or duty of government. These two fundamental questions,
" _Vhat is the State ?" and " What does the State ?" though
standing clearly apart, are usually confounded and treated

together. Now, although they may be equally vital, that is no
reason for assuming that those who agree upon the one point
must necessarily hold identical views on the other. With
respect to s_ructure, politicians fall at once into two large and
nearly equal parties, namely, those who are satisfied with the
existing constitution just as it is, and those who contend that it
.ught to be more or less modified. Doubtless, the members of
this latter class differ also among themselves as to the kind and
amount of change desirable, from the red republican, through
all shades of radicalism, to the most timid trimmer that adorns

the Liberal benches. Their opponents are of opinion that
changes are dangerous, or that at all events, if they must occur,
it is best to let them come of themselves, and to retard rather

than hasten them on. This party also contains many shades

of Toryism, from the old-fashioned worshipper of antiquity,
who would fain, if possible, reverse the tide of history and undo
the evil of modern days, to the so-called Liberal-Conservative,
who deems it wise to bend to circumstances and to float pass-

ively on the stream, though no_ to swim with it.
Turn now to the other great question, "_That ought the
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Government, however constituted, to do ? .... _Tmt are the

duties of the State, be it monarchical, republican, or mixed ?'"
And here again politicians may be split up into two _eat
parties. There are those who maintain the greatest possible
liberty of the individual citizen compatible with the equal
liberty of his fellows, and who disapprove, therefore, of all
meddlesome le_slation. They would restrict the functions of
the State to the administration of justice, the maintenance of
order, the defence of the country against foreign antagonism, and
the collection and management of revenue for these purposes;
and leave other matters to take care of themselves. On the

other hand, there are those who believe that a well-organised
body like the State is, or might be made, the most highly-
efficient machine for the carrying out of many _eat and noble
schemes for the improvement of the people and the ameliorati_m
of their lot. Such are the persons who support State education.
State charities, State museums and galleries, State railway_
and te!e_aphs, State banks, State post-offices, and even State
censors and spies. Such are the persons who would close the

public-house at ten o'clock or altogether, and who would convert
drunkards by force, who would and do ibrce their medical nos-

trums upon unbelievers, and imprison those who resist. Such
were the persons who took into the general, charge the eternal
welfare of their fellow-creatures, and founded inquisitions t,,

keep them in the right path. All these and a thousand other
matters say they, can be best regulated and managed by the State.

Diametrically opposed as these two parties are, and funda-
mental as the issue between them undoubtedly is. it is a

remarkable fact that they enjoy at present no distinctive
appellations ; and it is entirely upon difference of opinion con-
cerning State structure that the existing party divisions are
based. Indeed, some persons (even experienced statesmen)
appear to be so far carried away by zeal for structural
change or resistance to it, as never to give the equally if not
more vital question of function a thought. Others, again, care
little for the form of government so long as it is easy t_, live

happily and freely under it_

"For forms of govermnent let fools contest,
Whate'er is best administered is best ;"
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or as the old but less refined saw hath it, "A good horse is
never a bad colour."

Men of this stamp have during the last rift)" years kept
themselves in the background. The battle for equality, the
._truggles for parliamentary reform, for a redistribution of seats,
ibr extension of the suffrage, for the enfranchisement of women,
ibr the reconstruction of the House of Lords, and ibr the end-

less other constitutional reforms and changes, must be fought
out when liberty is not in danger. But the very structural
changes accomplished since the framing of the first Reibrm
Bill have produced mfforeseen effects upon the views of the
ultimate governing body with respect to the duties of the
State, which efl_cts have been quickened since some two
decades ago Mr. Disraeli threw open the floodgates still wider
to the torrent of democracy. Speaking at the inaugalral meet-
ing of the Liberty and Property Defence League, Mr. Pleydell
Bouverie, said---

"One sees proposals of even eminent men nowadays which, by
looking into the history of this country, you will find are strictly allied
to the old smnptuary laws, and laws for the regulation of labour, and for
settling what men are to earn, eat, and drink, which are to be found in
the statute bookfour hundred years ago. We thought these notions had been
exploded a_ hurtful and foolish, but they are coming to the front again,
and I think it is due to the fact that a large amount of political power is
now wielded by the comparatively uneducated and ignorant classes. The
very mistakes and fallacies which were not recognised to be such by the
(.ducated classes four hundred years ago, and which influenced their legis-
lation, arc again influencing the classes which have recently acquired
l.,litical power. They are for emulating those old-fashioned Acts of
Parliament ; unreasonable and impossible expectations are indulged in ;
and there is a great desire for ridiculous interference by Act of Parliament,
which will again have to be exploded by the goodsense of those who agree
with the gentlemen here."

Agitations for constitutional reform in harmony with the
principle of equality are giving place to agitations for restric-
tions on the liberty of one class for the benefit of another, and

the liberty of the individual for the supposed benefit of the
public. This tendency brings polities home to the doors of those
who take but a lukewarm interest in the " levelling" process,
and a very keen interest in their own freedom.
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Before we are competent to define the proper sphere of
State action with any d%o-ree of accuracy we must survey the
whole field covered by officialism at the present day, in this
country and in other countries, and in past times. ]_y the use
of the comparative method we shall possibly be enabled to

detect permanent tendencies which will guide us in predicting
the probable limitations of State action among civilised com-
munities of the future. This work has not yet been done, or
even begun, and it is needless to say I do not presume to
attempt it here. At tile same time it may be some help to
those who are seriously considerh_g this most important of all
]?olitical questions of the day, if we cast our eye over the
province _)fgovernmental interference in our own country, and
point out what substitutes for such action have in the several
departments been suggested, and how far they are feasible. Yrom
a condition of tribal _oeialism Englishmen have taken :::any
centuries to attain theh" present degree of civil liberty, and it
is admitted that considerable renmants of the old patriarchal
socialism still remain, and are likely to remain (though possibly
in diminishing quantities) for many years, decades, and perhaps
centuries to come. In so ihr as such socialism is necessary
because we are not yet ripe for absolute individualism, we are
bound to regard it as "beneficent socialism." It is none the
less socialism. It must be understood then that in the ibllow-

ing review of existing State interferences l am at present

(,fl'ering no opinion on their goodness or badness, but merely
pointing out the fact.

Although there is no particular order in which State
ihnctions need be considered, it may be well to begin with
those which are admitted by most people to be normal functions,
and to pass on to those which are condemned by larger and
larger numbers, fill we come to those which even socialists
would hardly defend. .{_-First,then, we find that the State under-

takes the defence of the country against foreign aggression. It
maintains at the general expense a costly army and navy. It
builds forts and ships, and supplies itself with all the require-
ments in connection therewith. Some persons contend that it
should not make its own guns and ammunition : that it should
not build its own ships, or construct its own military railways,
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that it should not even erect its own fortifications ; but that it

should purchase all such things and services from private

persons under suitable contracts regulated by competition.
Apart from the defence of the country, the State goes farther,
it follows the trade of its citizens to the uttermost parts of the
earth, .and for their protection it keeps up lines of comnmnica-
tion along the water highways. It holds other peoples in

subjection, partly for their own good, but chiefly for the com-
mercial advantage of Englishmen. Some persons think tha_
traders should be left to take care of themselves, to raise and
maintain their own armies and fleets, as the East India Com-

pany did last century.
The next State function of which the large majority

approve is the maintenance at home of law and order; that is
to say, the defence of every citizen against the aggression of
other citizens, and the enforcement of promises of a certain
kind (contracts). With the exception of Anarchists none
dispute tile propriety of this State work. The performance of
it reqtfires the maintenance of Courts of Justice and an army
of police. The extent to which the State should go in 2revent-
4,_q crime is keenly disputed. Some, ibr instance, would
prohibit tile carryinz of firearms; others would allow the
storing of dynamite in private houses, leaving the consequences
to private responsibility. Pecourse has been had recently to
spies and inibrmers; some consider this bad, others maintain
that it is defensible.

The next State function which very few persons deprecate
is the levying of the necessary means fbr carryillg out the above
and other Govermnent work. The raising of revenue by some
kind of taxation is denounced by _fr. Auberon Herbert, but he
seems on this point to be in a minority of one, though I have
no wish here to beg the question.

We now come to matters of State interference which

excite a considerable amount of opposition--rightly or wrongly.
The State holds itself responsible for the qualification of
certain private workers. Persons who wish to practise
medicine and surgery, to sell drugs, to lend money on pledges,
to deal in second-hand metals, to sell alcoholic liquors, tobacco,
or "game," to plead in the Courts, to mind engines, to carry on
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a variety of other occupations, must satisfy the State that they
are properly qualified by education or respectability, or both.
Some think that if the Bar, for example, were thrown open,
the public would easily judge for itself as to the competency
of the competitors, just as it now does in spite of the Govern-
ment certificate. The same argument is applied to medicine.
Due responsibility for culpable negligence would, it is said,
suffice.

And the State carries on many works also on its own
account. It carries letters and sends telegrams and parcels.
Some poh_ to the fact that the telephone companies, which
are private, are much more cheaply worked than the telegraphs,
and deduce the natural conclusion from the observation.

Others point to the high charges which private carriers made
tbr letter-distributing hefore the State took up the work and
claimed tile monopoly. But tile State examines poetry and
chooses the best poet as the Laureate. It studies astronomy
on its own account and appoints an Astronomer Royal. It
undertakes scientific expeditions and (some ten or twenty
years after)publishes reports of them. It vies with private
enterpri.w in its efforts to get to the North Pole. It collects
pictures and books and ot,jeets of antiquarian and scientific
interest, and stores them in national nmseums and galleries.

It keeps up botanical gardens, and also gardens for simple
recreation. All these things may be regarded as national, and
not calculated to benefit any particular class of persons at tile

expense of the others. In some quarters it is objected that these
matters would be attended to by private enterprise if it were
not for State competition, and better managed. It is pointed
out that the Polaris Expedition efl_eted more than the ]3ritish

Expedition under Captain Nares at less than a tenth of the
cost; and that the report of the U/_allenf/,'r is only still very

far fl'om complete. On the other hand, it is contended that
no private library can compare in any respect with that of the
J3ritish Museum. Similarly, it is said, that private individuals

could never have kept such recreation ,:rounds as Hyde Park
out of the hands of the builders for the good of the public
health.

We have surveyed the field of modern State action, and
F
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passed ill review certain institutions intended to benefit the
nation as a whole. But beyond these national institutions
the State undertakes to provide others which benefit one class
at the expense of the remainder : it maintains local baths and
wash-houses, free libraries and free or half-free schools, and it

builds dwelling-houses for certain classes of persons. It is
contended by the advocates of these State institutions that,
although one class is primarily benefited, the whole com-
munity derives indirect advantage from them. Individualists,
on the other hand, urge that private enterprise will, in the
absence of Government competition, supply enough to meet
the demand, and that more t}_an this is detrimental to the

public welfare. It is also said that the quality of the supply
is thus stereotyped and private initiative crippled. The State
is asked by some to distribute the population in accordance

with the fertility of the soil and the production of the district,
by what is called State emigration or State-aided colonisation.

This is strongly opposed by the majority, which maintains that
population distributes itself most economically when left to
itself. But the same majority approves of so distributing
wealth that those who have shall contribute something towards
the maintenance of the utterly destitute. Some contend that
the levying of a poor-rate is in response to a legal and moral
claim on the part of the poorest section of the community
_a ¢ig]_t to live. Others say it is a tribute to the national
sentiment, the offspring of pity, and in the same category with
the laws agahlst cruelty to animals; while others again defend
the poor law as a safety-valve against revolution, and without
any other justification. Again the question has been keenly
debated whether the State is warranted in stepping in between
a citizen and his own animals in the interest of humanity.
Some say these matters may safely be left to the social
sanction.

Other State interferences may be classified under the
heads of Sanitation, Morality, Religion, and Justice. Whether
individuals should be allowed to dispose of their sewage as
they think fit, or should be compelled to adopt some _eneral
and approved system; whether they should be tbrced to adopt
certain medical precautions in the general interest, such as those
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required by quarantine laws, Vaccination Acts, Contagious
Diseases Acts, notification and compulsory removal laws and
the like; whether they should be allowed to build according
to demand, or according to rules like those contained in the
Metropolitan Buildings Acts ; whether such matters as smoke-
abatement should be treated as questions of mere private
nuisance; whether the dead should be disposed of according
to the fancies of their surviving relations, or on some State-
ordained system ; whether private persons should be permitted
to use and also to abuse public water,s by polluting them until
such time as they see the necessity of combining to keep them
pure; whether the makers and vendors of foods, drugs, bever-
ages, etc., should be untrammelled by any other law than the
maxim caveat c_t)tor, or whether the State should analyse
these commodities and punish adulterators: upon all these
questions of sanitation, and a hundred others of the same kind,
opinions differ.

In the interests of Morality some contend (an enormous
majority) that the State should punish bigamy and practices
inimical to monogamy, and should prescribe between whom
marriages should lawfiflly be sanctioned. Some of those who
admit this, contend that the State is needlessly strict in its
prohibitions, e.g. in the ease of marriage with the sister of a
deceased wife. Some of those who w_mld allow y_ung girls,
against their inclinations, to be sacrificed to the greed or
ambition of parents or guardians, provided the cc,ntract is one
of marriage, deny the sufficiency of parental responsibility in
the ease of similar e_,ntracts of a temporary character, even

when the young person is a consenting party. Opinions
widely differ as to how far the State is warranted in sharing

the responsibility with parents, and in standing i:_ loco 2)arcntis
with respect to orphans. It is also debated whether the
suppression of brothels other than disorderly houses is, properly
speaking, a State duty; and the same difference extends to
the question of public-houses, where drunkenness may (or may
not) result in disorder and nuisance. In the interest of morality
the State exercises censorship of plays, though it has not till
the other day been deemed necessary to continue the pre-
caution in the case of light literature. In the matter of
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_,tate seems to complygambling, opinions widely differ, and the
with them all. It prohibits some kinds of betting and lotteries
under hea_" penalties. Other kinds, such as betting on race-
courses, it tolerates, but refuses to sanction; and other ldnds,

again, it recognises and sanetions, such as Stock Exchange
speculations. Probably it may be said that aeeording to the
spirit of Scotch jurisprudence a fair bet should be enforced
like any other eontraet, whereas English law would consistently
refuse to sanction it. As to which is the best eourse tbr the

State to adopt, having regard to the general welfare, opinions
again differ.

Coming to State aetion in the interest of 1religion, there
is great diversity of view. The tendency has elearlv been
in the direction of dinfinished Government interference in such

matters. People are no longer burned for heresy. Whether
heretics should be burnt is still a debated question, but the
"Noes" have it. Not so, however, with regard to Sabbath
observance, gunday trading, Sunday amusements, etc. On
these points, and on the maintenance of a Church Estab-
lishment, public opinion seems to be pretty evenly balanced.
There still remain an tlte Statute-books certain laws relating
to oaths, and othera relating to blasphemy, which imply that
tht, State considers itself bound to punish offences against
what may be called the national religion.

In this very brief survey of existing State funeti,ms in
England we have necessarily omitted all reference to whole
classes of Government actium, and notably to that eoming
under the head Justice. And we have passed over the whole

field of municipal functions, such as road-making, maintaining,
paving, and cleaning; lighting, bridge-building; the laying of
sewers and drains, water supply, fire extinction, the regulation
of cemeteries, markets, anti thirs, etc. etc. In spite of all these
omissions the area surveyed is wide enough to call up doubts
in the minds of both parties--Individualists and Socialists--
as to whether the happy mean has in all eases been yet hit by
the State.

The spirit of the individualist movement is one of resistance
to any overstepping by the legislature of its nornml boundaries.
It is the embodiment of the absolute principle of eivil liberty,
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or the greatest possible liberty of eaeh eompatible with the
equal hberty of all. Of those who have faith in State action
it is probable that none follow up the principle to its extreme
logical conclusion, and look forward to the time when every

nian in the land shall have his own inspector to follow him
about, to carry his goloshes, and to see that he puts them on
before crossing the road; to take notes of what he says; tc_
correct his grammar and his religious opinions when out of
harmony with authorised usage; to see that he drinks what
is good tbr him, and no more; tc_ put out his candle at nine
at night, and to accompany him twice to, church every Sunday.
Consistency wavers betbre such a prospect--an age when there
shall be no crime, n- drunkenness, no wrangling, not even

difli_renee of opinion, and we shall be an orderly people, doing
thug which is right in the eyes of the majority--the aupreme,
allwise, and serenely disinterested maiority: But if the State
socialists shrink from this _uteome of State idolatry, so "also

do their opponents shrink ti'om carrying the principle of
non-interference to extreme lengths. Probably if they arc
prepared _o aceep_ any working principle at all as to the
expediency of any proposed legislation, it is that the om_.s

2proba_di lies on those who would limit the freedom of the
citizen. "The old-fashioned presumption was always that in
_he ease of any interference with liberty, its reaqonableuess
should be demonstrat.ed before ib should be adopted; but
nowadays it seems to be the notion that the presmnption is
the other way, and the burden of proof i_ on those who have
to defend liberty instead of on those who insist upon inter-
ference." Yes, till the sweets of bondage are proved, it is
better to remain free.

The need tbr such q movement was never more urgent than

ir is to-day, for, blink the matter as we may, there is no
denying that a new departure has of late been made bv the
Conservative party, the outcome of which it is impossible to
foresee. In an apparent bid for socialist support, opposed
though it is to Conservative traditions and practice, there is
nothing actually inconsistent with Conservative theory. Be
this as it may, t.he die is east. The Conservative party have
thrown in their lot with State socialism. The gloomy and
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unheeded forebodings of Lord Wemyss, in 1883, are already
fulfilled.

"Whereas in commerce freedom of contract is the very breath of its
nostrils, the soul of its being ; and whereas the commercial transactions
in land--that is, the bargains between landlord and tenant--are in the
aggregate greater than those of any two or three of the other largest
British commercial interests ; these bargains are not only to be forbidden
in the future, but bloken in the past. This is what the two great
parties in the St_ate affirmed when, with grateful hearts and cheerful
countenances, they with delightful unanimity passed the second reading
of the Government Agricultural Holdings Bill. Contracts, not in 'ex-
ceptional' Ireland, but here in law-abiding, free, commercial England
and Scotland--forbidden in the future and broken in th_ past! Aml
why! Solely because--disguise the truth as they may under specious
phrases, bury it no matter how deep under agricultural commissioners'
reports--Liberals and Conservatives have cast principle and sound
economic doctrine aside_and are playing a game of grab for the farmer_'
vote."

The result of the game will, of course, depend on tile
answer to the question, Who holds the trump card ? And
the trump card is not nationalisation of land only, but
nationalisation of all wealth. That is the trump card in the
game. Hitherto, the part of the Conservative has been to

throw obstacles in the padl of the P_adieal charioteer, while
the Whig has taken his seat on the box and hampered the
driver's movements, endeavouring all the while to damp his
ardour with prudent counsel. It now renmins to be seen

whether the old part)" of progress with liberty can any longer
continue to play the role of unheeded mentor to the new party
of communism and spoliation. If those Liberals who, anxious
not to impede the process of structural reform, have up to the
present silently tolerated much over-legislation of which the)
secretly disapprove, rather than seem to join hands with those
who would bolster up effete institutions, do not now come
forward and speak out boldly for the ancient rights and
liberties of all classes on the time-honoured lines of property

and freedom, to whom shall the country look ?
Now that the masses have tasted power they will strive

for more, and it will be a wise precaution to guard democracy
from its own defects by limiting the powers of the State, however
constituted, and to enact, while yet it is day, that all inter-
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ference of Government in matters outside its normal duties

shall be a violation of the constitution. So long as the people
see us arbitrarily shutting up their clubs, while our own are
left open ; forcing their children to learn what we were taught
instead of what their fathers were taught, namely, their hancli-

craft ; closing their places of business on specifed days : taxing
them for the support of our museums, picture galleries, and scien-

tific expeditions ; in fine, acting as though by our mere fiat we
could shower luxuries upon them or doom them to starvation
--is it very wonderful they should wish to wield this power
which can effect so much ibr good or for evil ? If, ask the)'.
we can reduce their working hours to ten, why not to eight ?
If we can build schools for their children, why not cottages
for them ? If we can afford to protect them gratis from small-

pox, why cannot we pay the doctor's bill when they do catch
it ? R_aturally they argue that capital is better paid than
labour, because the labourer is not well represented in the
House of Commons, and not at all in the House of Lords. When

they obtain the reins, then, say they, it will be the labourer's
turn. And who shall blame them ? They are only takin_ a
leaf out of ,mr boc,k. ]t cannot be honestly denied that re-
course has been had to class legislation fbr the benefit of the

upper classes at the expense of the lower, tIave not wages
been kept d:)wn by law ? Has n,)t the price of bread been
kept up by law for the benefit (,f a class ? _Vhat have ship-
owners to say about the old navigation laws ? But it is not
necessary to assign instances when there arc hundreds in the
recollection ,_f all. Something more than mortal, then, will
these new masters be, if', for any nobler motive than en-
lightened sell=interest, they can be induced, with victory within
theh • grasp, to forego the luxury of revenge and the phnder
of their quondam taskmasters.

Nor can we lay the blame of this evil example of over-
legislation at the door of either party in the State. Both are
alike culpable, though, for reasons which are apparent, the
I%adical party chiefly has been made the tool of the rising
socialism. Unless, therefore, it can be shown to the satisfaction

of the working classes that class legislation worked in their
own interest cannot in the long run be of advantage to them.
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but rather the reverse, we must prepare for a long period of
sullen uniformity and mob despotism, such as has never been
known betbre. And yet individualism has no easy task betbre
it. The enemy is overwhelming in numbers and strongly
entrenched. With the old Anglo-Saxon love of liberty and

self-dependence on the one side; ranged against it are the not
yet extinct class hatred, a thirst for retaliation, and, above and
before all, sympathy with sufl'ering. Not that it is necessary
to overcome the sympathy, but to eonvince those who sym-

pathise, that the best medicine for all social ills is liberty;
optimc_ _cdiciJ_a cst _o_ .uti _edici-/_cc This is in many cases
no light matter. Try and convince the recipient of outdoor
relief that such relief is inexpedient. Have you seen whole

fanfilies during the famines in Ireland or India literally starving
to death on land from whieh its owner or usufruetuary draws

thousands a ?'ear ? Demonstrate to them that it would be
neither wise nor kind to abolish by law the payment of rent.

Have you hopelessly watched a crew of stalwart fellows go
down on some rotten craft within sight of port ? Convince
Mr. Plimsoll, and those who think with him, that the sea-

worthiness of ships is best left to the shipowners, tIave you
known little children of nine and ten sent down into the pit

to toil in solitude, in danger, and in darkness tbr the livelong

day ? If so, are you sure that the law relating to mines and
prohibiting such cruelty is altogether unjustifiable ? Is it
true that £80,000,000 is anually spent in intoxicating drink

in this country ? If so, shall we blame those who would do
their utmost, by legislation, to extirpate the national curse ?
Again, it is not pleasant to see the little ones of the people
:owing up in ignorance of mueh that is useN1 and beautitul
for the want of elementary teaching. Surely men will not be
found capable of banding themselves together for the express

purpose of resisting all these noble efforts for the amelioration
of poverty and weakness.

Now this question brings us to the remarkable misconcep-
tion that has somehow got afloat as to the views of individual-
ists with respect to rules and regulations in general. It seems

to be supposed that anything of the nature of a rule is in their
eyes anathema. The _adieal papers teem with questions
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calculated to bring ridicule upon those who oppose State
interference in general. It seeras to be forgotten that other

bodies can make laws besides the State. The Stock Exchange
and the Jockey Club at once present themselves as instances

of private bodies making laws which are virtually accepted by
the whole country. The customs of the Lancashire cotton
trade are the finest example of commercial law in the world.
Every club, every society and association, makes its own laws,
which are sufficiently sanctioned to meet with respect and
obedience, quite as uniformly as the laws of the land. And
yet the prevailing impression seems to be that only the State
can make laws having any binding effect--that without such
State rules and regulations everything would he topsy-turvy.
Mine-owners and miners would conspire to blow up the mines :
shipowners would scuttle their ships, drown their crews, get
up a glorious reputation for going to the bottom, and pay
double insurance; cabmen would charge at least a guinea a
mile; bankers would smother the country with worthless
paper; railway companies would smash up passengers and
goods, charge prohibitive fares, and ruin their shareholders;
theatrical managers would drive all the respectable and monied
classes away from the theatres by exhibitions of bad taste:
publicans would sit up all night in order to sell a pint of ale;
pawnbrokers would charge 60 per cent a month, and receive

stolen goods with alacrity; landlords would keep their ihrms
unlet and uncultivated; farmers would pay more in rent
than they could recoup in profit; and everybody would
work to death without taking a holiday; in line, society is
accredited with suicidal mania and must be kept in a strait-
waistcoau

The first question asked is, "What! would you allow a
thoughtless collier to light his pipe in the workings ?" or,
" Would you let the railway companies charge what they
like ?" or, "Would you have all the land thrown out of
cultivation ?" or, "Would you have all the crops devoured by
vermin ?" or something equally irrelevant. N'ow the answer
to all these and similar questions is, that it is not the ex-
pediency or appropriateness of dfis or that regulation with
which individualism concerns itself. It may be an excellent
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provision that passenger trains should noL run at more than
sixty miles an hour, or it may not ; if it is, let the companies
make such a rule, or let. the public refrain from travelling by
lines which have no such rule; but let not Parliament inter-
fere in the matter. Again, as to the naked lights in a coal-
pit, is it really believed that colliers are so absurdly reckless
of their own lives as to imperil them for the sake of a whiff'
of tobacco ? And even granting that there are a few such
dangerous lunatics in the pits, as out of them, is the mine-
owner so anxious himself for a meeting with his creditors as
to allow such doings if they can possibly be prevented ._ The

plain fact is, apart, from theory, that before the passing of any
Acts relating to mines, the most stringent regulations were in
force concerning the use of lights and lamps in the workings
--rules not so nmch imposed by the masters, as a_'eed to
alike by owners, managers, and men, for the common safety.
It is the ability to make such rules, to obey them, and to
entbrce them, which makes the Anglo-Saxon race what it is--a
colonising people, a people fit for self-government. And it is
the weakening and supplanting of tllese contractual rules by
rules emanating from a central legislature which will some day,
if persisted in, reduce the Englishman to the level of his con-
tinental neighbours. It is not. from any horror of law and
order, of method and regulation in all things, that individualism
is opposed to State interference; on the contrary, k is rather
the reverse: it is because it attaches so high a value to these
things, and because it fears to see the habits of self rule

crushed out by the enervating effects of grandmotherly govern-
ment.

In one respect there is no comparison at all between the

contractual regulations made by those chiefly interested and
the State regulations made, so to speak, by outsiders; and
that is, in point of economy, the true balance of advantage.
It is doubtless more or less dangerous to go into a pit at all;
but a law to prohibit coal-mining would be to sacrifice too
much for the sake of safety. Again, a safety lamp costs more
than a naked candle; but to tolerate the candle would be to

sacrifice too little for the sake of safety. There is always a
happy medium, and the legislature is not likely to find it.
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Take shipping--seaworthiness is a matter of' degree; if
absolute, unquestionable seaworthiness is insisted upon, the
lower-class seaman is ruined; if the cranky craft is allowed,
foul deeds ibr the sake of insurance are rendered possible.
Where the line should be drawn is a nice question, and must
be settled between the shipowner and the sailor; it certainly
cannot be settled by the State without the certainty of a false
economy. " To the seafaring population," writes Mr. Crofts.
"the character of each ship and ship's captain are as well
known as the performances of every racehorse to the betting
tYaternity. If a sailor takes employment on a rotten and
overladen ship, with a drunken skipper, to whon: astronomical
reckonings are as Greek, it is in most cases not because he
does no_ know any better, but because he cannot do any better.
Able-bodied seamen with good recommendations and habits
naturally monopolise the forecastles of the best ships, where
bad characters and Lascars are at a discount. If these latter

want to go to sea, their evil reputation does not permit of
their heing over-fastidious in the choice of accommodation anti
masters; and the question for them is fl'equently one of going
afloat with a chance of living, or staying ashore with a certainty
of starving."

I have no desire to impugn the motives of those shnple-

minded philanthropists, who, filled with sympathy for suflhring
humanity, struggle to mitigate the laws of nature by Act of
Parliament. It is not with theqe men we need quarrel: they

are possibly intellizent men of little knowledge, and open to
conviction when the truth is stated to them simply; but i_ is
their subtler allies that are to be feared, imposters who trade
on the nobler instincts of their fellow-workers for the sake of

place, popularity, or pelf. Such men are beneath conviction:
frequently they know the futility of their own proposals, but it
suits them to pose as philanthropists. Let us name no names,
but there are well-known legislators who speak with unction

of the rights and wrongs of labour, and who grind down their
own work-people with an iron heel. There is such a thing' as

Brmnmagem philanthropy; these are the impostors who tbrm
the extreme sect of what Mr. Gladstone once called " Political

quacks."
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Pint the lovers of civil liberty are not without questionable
allies, men who are open to the charge of protesting agains_
State interference with the industry in which they are them-
selves interested, lest such interference should favour their

weaker fellow-workers. When we see men whose whole political
lives have been spent in plotting against the liberties of the
people, suddenly cry out for liberty, more liberty, as soon as
their own pockets are threatened, we may know how far to
trust such men, and what their alliance is worth. Poor Jack

nmst not be allowed to drink runt : it is bad for him physically
and morally, but he may drown, tbr am I not a shipowner ?
The wretched miner nmst be wrapped up in cotton wool and
work no more than tbur hours a day, but as fbr the peasant he
may rot on my threshold, for ant ] not a landlord ? Let the
poverty-stricken be defended against, the rapacity of the
merciless pawnbroker; but it is preposterous to tolerate the
claim of the helpless widow and children whom a railway
accident has left destitute, for be it known that I am a railway
king. One can hardly blame those dernagogues who stigmatise
individualism as selfishness. Sympathy with suffering quickens
the zeal of these scribblers for quixotic legislation, while their

knowledge of political philosophy is too defective to permit of
their seeing its futility.

It is unfortunately too true that a consistent individualist
must combine knowledge of principles and the courage of his
opinions with a certain surgeon-like imperturbability in the
presence of the inevitable : he must know how to witlflmld the
iced drink from the parched fever patient ; he must be prepared
to be accused of selfishness and greed, of hardness of heart and
inditlhrence to the sufferings of others, and of hypocrisy in
appealing to the lofty principles of liberty tbr the sinister
purpose of bolstering up m\iust privileges and monopolies.
These charges must be met aud disproved, not only in general
but in detail.

Between socialism and liberalism there is no necessary
bond, neither, as we shall see, is conservatism uniforndy
individualistic. After passing in view some of the more

prominent pieces of proposed legislation of a semi-socialistic
character, which are even now within the range of practical
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politics, judged by the rate at which we have been travelling of
late in this direction, Mr. Faweett concluded one of his latest

pamphlets in these remarkable words: " In endeavouring to
explain some of the consequences which their adoption would
involve, we should _'eatly regret to do any injustice to the
motives of those by whom they are advocated. Mischievous as
we believe many of these schemes would prove to be, the great
majority of those by whom they are advocated are undoubtedly
prompted by no other desire than to promote social, moral, and
material advancement. The conclusion above all others which

we desire to enforce i._, that any scheme, however well-inten-
tioned it may be, will indefinitely increase every evil it seeks
to alleviate if it lessens individual responsibility by encore'aging
the people to rely less upon themselves and more upon the
State."

Again, Mr. Thorold t'ogers, in a lecture on " Some Aspects
of Laissez-faire and Control," has treated the question his-
torieally, l_ut, as he will himself admit, _he trustworthiness
of the results of a study of tendencies to a very great extent
depends on the length of time during which those tendencies
can be shown to have been in operation. Mr. I'mgers's con-
clusion that the general consensus i._ distinctly favourable
to increased State interference is probably correct ibr the

present time. and it coincides with what has been ah'eady
said about the recent rapid advance of State socialism: but
t_, infer Dora proof of such present tendency that increased
Government action is a ecmcomitant of civilisation would or

would not be justifiable according as the tendency can ]0e

shown to be a persistent one, or at least an increasing one
throughout the whole range of history. Any shorter period of
observation is apt to be de]usive, the present prevalenee of
socialis*ic opinions in this and other countries can no more be
pointed to as part of a mfiversal development than could
the equally remarkable advance of the extreme doctrine of
" let-be" thirty or forty years ago. Ahnost as philosophically
might the marked revival of that doctrine during a recent

period in England be cited in support of the doctrine of
individualism. Now, if we take English constitutional his-

tory as the subject of our examination, we stroll find that
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so far from being on the increase, State interference with
individual liberty has been a constantly-diminishing quantity.
We have but to cast our eyes down the statutes of the
t'lantagenet period to discover in what numberless private
concerns the State intruded, with which no modern Government

would dream of meddling. The price of corn, the wages of

labourers, the importation of coin, the manufacture of beer, the
rate of interest on loans, attendance at divhle service, and a

thousand other matters, were carefully supervised by the State.
A statute of Henry ¥III. goes so far as to forbid the use of
machinery in the manufacture of broadcloth, a law which drove
a good deal of the woollen trade to tIolland, where the "divers
devilish contrivances" were under no ban. _71y, there are
actually early English laws setting forth with what amount of
energy and thoroughness the ploughman shall plough each
furrow. Further illustrations are unnecessary, for it will be
admitted by any candid reader of history that, on the whole,
the tendency to State interference diminishes with the evolution
of societies. The slight reaction observable in our own day seems
to be satisfactorily explained by the sudden inclusion within the
electorate of two new layers of citizens with limited political

experience. The evil will disappear only when the newly-
enfl'anehised classes perceive not only that they will themselves
suffer from restrictions on free action, but _hat they will be the
first and the worst snfl'erers. When l_ir. llogers descends to the
particular instances of what may be called modern socialistic
le;islafion, he seems to be anxious and able to find some

special justification for each in its turn. Mr. ]Iogers is quite
incapable of prostituting science to the defence of party,
and yet any one might be forgiven for thinking otherwise
to whom Mr. _ogers's writings were previously unknown.
The Factory Acts are good, he says, because they result in
the restraint of waste. It might easily be shown that the
economy of labour has been indefinitely postponed by the
operation of the Factory Acts. " The doctrine of la@scz-
,f_d,re is absolute in the ease of contracts for the use of

labour, cv,:ce2_t_ cc_c,_ wl_crc--" and then comes a string
of exceptions apparently cast in general l_nguage for the
purpose of justifying the Acts just named, the Truck Acts,
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the Act of 1883 for prohibiting tile payment of wages in
public-houses, and other similar interferences with individual
freedom.

I am not going to defend tile tally-shop, though many
a poor wife has cursed the day since when her husband's
wages, instead of being paid in groceries and household stores,
were paid in cash to be spent ill drink. _Vhat is of more im-
portance to note is, that where workmen as a class were thrifty
and steady, as in the mining districts of' Durham and Nor-
thumberland, the truck system died a natural death without
any need for State intervention. Similarly, the fishermen h_
several of the east-coast ports tm'e put a stop to the system of
paying wages in the public-house in a very simple manner; by
steadily refllsing to order liquor, or even to drink it at the ex-
pense of another, they have nmde it unprofitable to the publican l
to give the use of his premises for the purpose. ZIen who have
nor the strength of mind to act thus will not be made more
self-reliant or more fit to wrestle with the many temptations
of the world b)" being put into leading-strings and kept out of
sight of beer. With respect to the free choice of a eallhag,
5it. Rogers agrees '" that the aggregate of industry sorts itself
best in the interests of all when the process is left to perfectly
free action." But this excellent generalisation goes too far for
him ; it eondenms much recent le_islati_n : consequently a
quali_qng clause must be introduced to justify it, sc_ that the
rule now reads, " The aggregate of industry sorts itself best in
the interest of all when, cc_'tai_ obrio_s comtitio_s bci_,.,Isatisfial,

arcd t)rcca_etio_s ta],'c_z, the process is lef_ to perfectly free
action." One of these precautions seems to be the State
examination of everyb_dy in order that "adequate evidence
should he given of professional competence." " The impulse,"

says _ir. Ilogers, "is towards the creation of new professions
with special tests of proficiency; this is the ease with the art
of the dispensing drnggis_, of the surveyor, of the elementary
schoolmaster," and he might have added, of the skipper and

second hand of fist.fing-t,oats. The enforcement of professional
responsibility by law is a totally distinct quest,ion, and rests on
the answer given to a deeper question than that concern-
ing the demarkation of State functions. When we come
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to the railways, _Ir. Bogers seems to have some diflleulty
in finding any sound or even specious reason for making
them an exception to tile general rule. "Tile ease of
these adventurers is most peculiar," he says. "The directors
and shareholders of the existing companies vote in Parlia-
ment against rival lhles without pretending to consider the

public good." I believe the brewers as a class do not
support local-option bills; it is hinted that the bishops
are somewhat biassed in favour of the Established Ctmrcb ;

and landowners are not always agitating for a heaxD" land-
tax;but the eharge against the railway direetors appear._
to be, not so much that they consider the interests _,f
their own class first, after the manner of others, but that they
have not the decency to prete_d to put the interests of plas-
terers, tanners, physicians, etc. etc., before their own. So the
railways are to be brought under increased State control, the
so-ealled Cheap Trains Act is only an instalment in the direc-
tion of this control. P_easons are also forthcoming for the
violation of the "let-be" principle in the matter of agricultural
holdings, of homes fi_r the poor, of places of entertaimnent
and refreshment, of education, and of sanitary arrangements.
With respect to education. Mr. t'oo'ers is candid enough and

paradoxical enough to admit that "it is of no material or
economical benefit to the recipient ;" and since we force it

upon others solely for our own benefit, at some loss and in-
eonvenience to themselves, we have no right to charge them

anything for it. l_[any people will agree that if education is
to be eompulsory, it should certainly be free, but they will
underline the w_rd "ifi"

tlut conservatism also dallie.g with socialism.

" Some persons," writes Lord Salisbury, on the subject of artisans'
dwellings, " may be disposed to inquire at the outset whether it is right that
Parliament should interfere at all. I see a statement in the newspaper that
the Liberty and Property DefenceLeagueare preparing to denounce any such
interference as unsound in prindple. I have the greatest respect for the
League. They preach a wholesomedoctrine, and neeessaryfor these times.
But if this account of their views isa true one, I think they have in this in-
stance gone farther than sound reasoning and the precede._tsofour lepislatio_
will justify. _t present no propo_l has beenmade, as far as I know, to give
assistance for this purpose except by way of loan, and surely it cannot be
maintained that loans for public objects are against the practice of this
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country because their first effects may be to promote the interest of in-
dividuals. Without entering upon disputable ground by quoting Ireland
and the West Indies, it is sufficient to recall the advances made by
various Governments, but especially by that of Sir Robert Peel, for the
extension of drainage in this country. A very large sum was advanced
to landlords at an interest which secured the State from loss, but lower
than their own credit would have obtained. It was duly paid after
having done its work. That work was in the first instance to increase
the rental of the land, and, in the second, undoubtedly it served the use-
ful purpose of giving employment under the agricultural depression caused
by the repeal of the corn-laws, and of increasing the general production
of the country. In the case before us also the loan would be justified by
imperious considerations of public policy, even if all thoughts of humanity
were cast aside. These overcrowded centres of population are also centres
of disease, and successive discoveries of biologist., tell us more and more
clearly that there is in this matter an indissoluble partnership among all
human beings breathing in the same vicinity. If the causes of disease
were inanimate, no one would hesitate about en:i)loying advances of public
money to render them innocuous. Why should the expenditure become
illegitimate because the causes happen to be human beings ? But this
unhappy population has a special claim on any assistance that Parliament
can give. The evil has in a _eat measur_ been created by Parliament
itself: If London had been allc_wed to go on as it was half a century ago,
many benefits of vast importance would have been lost, but the intense
competition for house room would not exist and the reformatmn of
'rookeries'would have been a much le.-_sarduous task. But improve-
ments on a vast scale have been made, and tho.-e improvements in too
many eases have only meant packing the people tighter. New streets,
railways, viaducts, law courts and other public buildings, made compulsory
under the authority of Parliament, have swept away the dwellings of thou-
sands of the poor, and in that proportion have made the competiti,m more
intense for tho_e that remain. Many tenements have let for a hl_h price,
which, if artificial compre,,sion had not been used, would have tbund no
tenant. Under these circumstances it is no violation, even of the most
scrupulous principles, to a_-k Parliament to give what relief it can.
Lais._z-fairc is an admirable doctrine, but it must be applied upon both
sides."

Whether loans for public objects are, or are not, against
the 2raetice of this eotmtry is hardly relevant when we are

discussing the wisdom of the plan. This country, like most

other countries, is occasionally guilty of foolish practices, and
what we want to know is, not what the State has been in the

habit of doing in the past but what it ought to do in the
future. As to the advances made under Sir _obert Peel to

landlords for drainage purposes at a lower rate of interest than
G
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their own credit would have obtained, the question is, Was
this effected without loss to the country ? That the State was
duly repaid with interest in full may be quite true, and yet
the country may have lost heavily by the transaction. The
interest on State loans has to be paid for out of taxation ; and
the question is, Would the money intercepted by the State for
these purposes have found its way into more remunerative
channels than the three per cents or not ? And in any case,

would the wealth so intercepted have fructified at a greater
rate in the hands of the people than on the fields of the land-

lords ? There is at least this to be said, the capital which is
invested by the private enterprise of the people does, as a fact,
on the average realise over three per cent per annum, whereas
the investment on drainage was after all nothing less than a
speculation which was justified only by success. It might
have been a colossal failure. Perhaps the worst that can be
said of this speculation is, that its good luck has elevated it
into a very dangerous precedent. The amount of risk involved
in it was accurately measured by the interest which the land-
lords would have had to pay if they had borrowed the money
on their own credit. " If," said the late l_Ir. Fawcett, "the

State makes loans in cases where they cannot be obtained
from ordinary commercial sources, it is clear that, in tbe
judgment of those best qualified to form an opinion, the

State is running a risk of loss." As to the useful purposes
of giving emplo)mlent, could a more dangerous doctrine be
formulated ?

Lord Salishury's chief argument for State interference in
this direction is based on a complete misapprehension of the
position of the "let-be" school. It amounts in effect to this.
These London slums are foci of pestilence; if similar dangers
were due solely to inanimate causes, you would not hesitate to
spend the public money in their prompt removal. Why, then,
should you refrain from doing so merely lest one wretched
class of the community should be accidentally benefited at the
expense of the remainder ? _rhy, indeed ? But that is not
the reason for objeetin_ to the expenditure. Lord Salisbury is
mistaken when he says " that no one would hesitate if the
causes of disease were inanimate." They would and do
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hesitate; they strongly protest. But their reason is the most

profound distrust in the efficiency of State machinery for these
and all similar purposes--absolute disbelief in the power of
the State to efl'eet the desired object. There is no doubt

whatever that Parliament has already done much in the way
of ag_avating the evil, and in making "improvements which

in too many cases have only meant packing the people tighter."
Therefore, although it may be " no violation of the most

scrupulous principles to ask Parliament to give what relief it
can," it is nevertheless permissible to doubt if Parliament can

give any, and to protest agah:st throwing good money after
bad. The problem to be solved is, How to build and fit out a

£75 tenement for £30 or £40; and we have only to look
deep enough into all the schemes propounded with a view to
its solution to find that the key to every one of them is
plunder more or less disguised. The promoters of the urban

scheme would continue to compel the ratepayers to buy land
at a guinea a foot, and to sell it to the philanthropists for five
shillings. The friends of the suburban scheme have more

respect for the pockets of the ratepayers ; they would organise
"a system of cheap trains " ; in other words, they would compel
the railway companies to can_" certain classes of passengers at
a dead loss. Whether this is done after the manner of Dick

Turpin, or on the mendel of the so-called Cheap Trains Act
matters little. Whether shareholders are to be robbed in the

old-fashioned style, or tricked out of their rights by a dishonest
Act of Parliament, is a question for those whose policy is
spoliation with decency. The passenger duty has been con-
denmed by all parties on gr_,unds of justice and expediency,
and the companies had been given distinctly to understand
that the tax wauld be abolished as soon as the state of the

revenue justified the sacrifice. On the faith of this under-
st.anding the companies refrained from fl:rther agitation in the
matter, until they were informed that they were at last to
receive part of their admitted rights o_ co'nditiorc of their
carrying a certain class of persons over their lines at an un-
remunerative rate. There are many other schemes before the
public, but of this we may rest assured, that plunder underlies
them all. If anything was wanted to demonstrate the utter
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hopelessness of any attempt to improve the dwellings of the
poor by State help, that want was met by Lord Salisbury's
own very able analysis of the position. The difficulty to be
overcome is summed up in these words, " Until their wages
rise they cannot pay for the bare cost of decent lodging such
as existing agencies can offer."

Lord Pembroke's pamphlet oll " Liberty and Socialism"
begins with an analysis of' the causes which have led to the
rapid decline in popular favour of the doctrine of laisscz-fcdrc
during the last two or three decades. "A few years ago the
doctrine of non-interference seemed to be paramount in Falglish
polities, and any one who ventured to prophesy that there
would be a reversal of public opinion before the end of the
century was ridiculed as a crotcheteer and an alarmist." Amt
yet only recently the Tb_cs is found maintaining that " the
doctrine of laissez-/hire is as dead as the worship of Osiris."

"Among other things that helped to bring about the reaction,"
says Lord Pembroke, " was the fact that it had been an era _f
continual political reform. Laws and institutions that the

country had out$q'own had to be removed; restrictions that
our wiser knowledge had shown us tile iblly of had to be
swept away. One would hardly have supposed that this
process could have been favourable to a belief in the efficacy
of interference. But, however strange and unreasonable, it
is undoubtedly true, that in many minds this purely liber-

_'ative and destructive course of legislation has given rise to
the notion that perpetual meddling by Act of I'arliament is
necessary to prevent stagnation--that unless our legislators
keep stirring up things progress will stop.: that what is called
on platfbrms 'beneficial legislation' is a kind of stinmlating
manure indispensable to tile national _owth. To those who
hold this profoundly foolish, but by no means uncommon view,

the very name [aiss:'z=fcdrc implies derelicticm of duty, and
thereby stands condemned." Who cannot bear testimony to

this strange confusion of ideas ? Because repealing or undoing
Acts of t'arliament are themselves called legislation, they are
frequently adduced as proofs of the efficacy of legislation.
Should the question be asked at a public meeting, "What
good has ever come of legislation yet ?" some one is sure to
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r@ly, " Look at the repeal of the corn-laws." It is more

than probable that the expression laissez-faire is still commonly
understood in its oldest sense to mean: Let things alone, let
them drift, let that which is filthy be filthy still. There is no
doubt that this is the sense in which it was used by the
]_rench Minister of State who first gave the phrase political
currency. And this may be another cause of its present
unpopularity. Another vulgar notion, which is thoroughly
disposed of in Mr. Herbert Spencer's O_'cr-I,cgislation, is the
erroneous one that if the maxim is carried out the duties of

the State will necessarily be reduced to nil, and there will be
no further use for a legislature. To those who are acquainted
with the chaotic state of tile English law and its ponderous
procedure this mistaken notion will not require disproof. The
reform, completion, and codification of the law will supply
material for many an abler I'arliament than any we have yet
sent to Westminster.

Lord Pembroke makes search ibr a simple principle which
shall " limit the rights of society against the individual, and of
the individual against society--a principle which if it cannot,
owing to the limitation of human knowledge, completely solve
all difficulties, will at least prove a true guide in all cases in
which we can see correctly how to apply it." The search is
fruitless and the discovery is pronounced impossible. " I can
no more imagine a principle that would tell us in ever)" case
the limits of individual and State rights, than one that would
tell us in ever)- ease whether the dictates of egoism or altruism
are to be obeyed." The principle attributed to the school of
Spencer and Von Humboldt, viz. " absolute freedom for each,
limited only by the like freedom for _thers,'" is examined and
discarded as only "an undue straining of language." " If by
any effort o1' ingenuity it be stretched wide enough to be made
the true rule in all known stages of human progress, it is
evident that its width of interpretation would make it quite
worthless as a practical guide to us. 1t; on the other hand, it
is admitted that it could no_ apply as a wise practical rule to
all these phases, or even to any one of them that has yet been
known--and it. is only claimed that it is an ideal principle
towards which progress is constantly tending, and which may
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become of universal application when men are very differ6nt
from what they are now-its equal uselessness to us in the
present day as a practical guide or test is no less plain." And,
as a test of its value as a practical guide, the writer asks those
who hold it to consider how they propose to apply it to the

law of marriage. " Are they prepared to abrogate this greatest
of all interferences with freedom of contract, and do they hold

that such a retbrm would bring a preponderance of benefit in
our present state of civilisation .2 If, on the other hand, they
declare that the principle of absolute freedom for each, limited
only by the like freedom of all, does not condemn such a law,
I am puzzled to guess what fbrm of State regulation it is
capable of defending us against. We must not loosen or
tighten its interpretation to suit our convenience." The writer
reverts to this awkward question of marriage: " I think," he
says, " we have a right to ask those who regard this as an
infallible practical rule whether they are prepared to adhere
to it in this instance ? If they answer in the affirmative, as
Von Humboldt did, most people will have a strong opinion

about the soundness and wisdom of the principle." Now,
without in the least disputing Lord Pembroke's right to ask this

crucial question, the extreme individualist may with equal right
decline to answer it. Clearly he must either admit that the
marriage law is an exception, which upsets the trustworthiness
of his principle, or else he must express the contrary view;
in which case there can be no doubt that "most people
will have a strong opinion," not only about the soundness
of his principle, but also about the desirableness of his
acquaintance. And unless he is prepared to pose as a
martyr to his political doctrines, he had better keep his
mouth shut. His interrogator may, from that, possibly
infer his inner admission, but it is surely cruel to demand

an answer to such a question in the market-place.
Perhaps Lord Pembroke's own opinion upon this point
would be interesting, and since he will admit that we
"have a right to demand it," he will doubtless favour us
with it on the occasion of his promised return to this
subject.

When Lord Pembroke confidently asks, "Yet will any one
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contend that the abolition of prescribed cab fares would be an
improvement ._" I may venture to point out, not only that
the suggestion has been seriously made, but that it has actually
been carried out in practice in the city of Liverpool, and
succeeded remarkably well. We cannot follow the writer
through his extremely interesting and profound examination of
the application to the concrete of Mr. Spencer's division of
State action into negatively-regulative and positively-regulative ;
but I am quite ready to admit ttlat until this part of the
essay has been carefully considered and fairly answered, in-
dividualists of the absohitist school, of whom Mr. Auberon
Herbert is the able, albeit somewhat Quixotic chief in this

country, must rest content to sit in the cool shades of specula-
tive philosophy, and leave the field of practical politics to
others. "Experience and observation will enable us to frame
rules and principles that will become wider and more general
with the advance of political science: and if in this science
the first principles should be the last things to be discovered.
we should remember that it will prove no exception to the
general rule." This is the outcome of Lord Pembroke's study,
and it is in complete harmony with the teachings of inductive
philosophy.

Let me cite one more authority on this _eat question.
Mr. Goschen is known rather as a shrewd and observant

statesman than as a student of abstract science, and it is
gratifying to find him warning the public against the dangers
of modern State socialism. " The dangers in the road of
social reconstruction under Government control are so grave

that they can scarcely be exaggerated; dangers arising not
only from the serious chance of inefficiency in the methods
chosen, but from the transfer of responsibilities by the estab-
lishment of national law in the place of individual duty ; from
the withdrawal of confidence in the qualities of men in order
to bestow it on the merits of administrations; from the

_owing tendency to invoke the aid of the State, and the
declining belief in individual power." Mr. Goschen appears
to derive some comfort from the reflection that pari lmss_ with
an increased demand for State interference goes an increased
tendency towards decentralisation. "The transfer of work in
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the way of interference from the central body to local
authorities diminishes the extension of central power and
patronage, which is a most undesirable accompaniment of
increased Government action; it reduces the number of the

army of men whom the central authority are compelled to
employ; it eases the work of the Government; it imposes
public functions on different classes of citizens ; it interests an
additional stratum of society in public business; and lastly, it
provides to some extent a safety-valve against possible tyranny
on the part of an all-powerful class. Jf the extended demand
for Government interference is to be progressively satisfied, it

is earnestly to be hoped that we may proceed 2ari 29ass*_.on
the lines of decentralisation." I fail to see that decentral-

isation can be an antidote to democratic despotism. What
is the use of reducing the number of central officials if ten
times the number is to be maintained by the local authorities ._
Why ease the work of a government which will only make use
of its increased opportunities to devise new mischieL simply in
order that local bodies may help to do it ? Why impose
public functions on new strata of society, when those functions
are abnormal and despotic? If we are to have a despot,
myriad-headed or otherwise, the more central, cumbrous, and
unwieldy the machinery through which it has to obtain its
ends, the better for its victims. The tyranny of the Sultan is

as nothing to the tyranny of the pashas. The larger the area
from which the central body is drawn, the greater the number
of conflicting interests which it is necessary to reconcile before

the desired policy can be carried out, and the better the
chance of its being emasculated during the process. Local
despotism is the worst despotism. Decentralisation cannot go
farther than the family ; and what kind of local government is
more loathsome than the unchecked rule of a brutal pater-
familias ? Local option, in regard to liquor and to other
matters, is part and parcel of a system of decentralisation
which, ibr the trampling underibot of private liberty and the
crushing out of individuality, has no equal anmng modern ibrms
of government. When the normal functions of the central
legislature, and of provincial legislatures down to the muni-
cipality, have been defined and approximately adapted to the
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age, then, and then only, is decentrahsation compatible with
civil liberty.

"How," asked Mr. Gladstone, "is the time of the House of

Commons to be economised ?" The answer is simple: Let

the House of Commons mind its own business--thoroughly
and exclusively.



CHAPTER IV

WHAT IS PROPERTY ?

" PROPERTY," says Proudhon, "is theft." Very likely : we
must not dismiss this opinion with a sneer. Proudhon was
unquestionably one of the clearest thinkers of his time. The
institution of property is described by Jeremy Bentham as" the
noblest triumph of humanity over itself." Good again_ But
the two propositions do not quite tally. Let us take an Italian

opinion: "The right of property," says Beccaria, 1the great Italian
jurist, "is a terrible right, which perhaps is not necessary." ]f
we inquire of the poets we get something of this kind--

"O property ! what art thou but a weight
To cru,h all soul, and paralyse all strength,

And grind all heart and action out of man !"

But poets are not always meant to be taken seriously.
Here is the opinion of the most serious and respectable of

theologians, the worthy Dr. Paley : "Property communicates a
charm to whatever is the object of it. It is the first of our
abstract ideas. It cleaves to us the closest and the longest.

It endears to the child its plaything, to the peasant his cottage,
to the landholder his estate. It supplies the place of prospect

and of scenery. Instead of coveting the beauty of distant
situations, it teaches every man to find it in his own. It gives
boldness and grandeur to plains and fens, tinge and colouring
to clays and fallows." At any rate, property seems to be a
remarkable institution. It inspires the intensest reverence
and the profoundest abhorrence.

Perhaps it will be said that I have cited extreme

1 Quoted from Bentham's Theory of Legislation.
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authorities. Then I will appeal to an authority who ranks

above them all, one who knew more about the conception in
its essence than all put together--John Austin. Surely f_om
him we shall learn whether property is a divine or a diabolical

creation. Here is his definition : " By property I mean every
right over a thing which is indefinite in point of user." There
it is. There is nothing very terrible in it, nothing very
sublime. It is tame enough, but it is true. It is the meaning
which every one must wish to convey, if he knows what he is
talking about, and if he wishes to be clearly understood by
others. But it requires explanation.

A right over a thing is a power to use or enjoy the thing
somehow or other. Otherwise it is not worth having or talk-
ing about, Themoon may be solemnly conveyed to me by
the State in consideration of my public services. I am _ate-
ful for nothing. But not every power to use or enjoy a thing
is a right. The cat which has caught a sparrow has the power
to eat the sparrow, but we do not speak of the cat's proprietary
right. A right is a power sanctioned by the S_ate. t'ights
over specific things are but species of rights in general, and
proprietary rights again are but _'arieties of rights over things.

Rights in general (by which term I mean to denote all
those liberties which are recognised and sanctioned by the State)
may be divided into two classes--rights which are expressed

in terms of things, and rights which do not relate to things.
In Russia a citizen may not quit the country without a State
permit. In England we enjoy that liberty. This is a right
which is not a right over a thing. In France a married man
with a family cannot bequeath all his goods to any one he
chooses. In England he can do so. This is a right over things.
Let us dismiss all those liberties which are not rights over things,
or more correctly speaking, which are not liberties expressed
in terms of things, and consider this latter class alone.

We shall find that rights over things may be subdivided
into two great classes_rights to Use and rights to Value. I let
my house to John Smith, and I mortgage it to Tom Jones.
Smith has a right to the U_scof the house ; Jones has a right
only to part of its Vahtc. Now according to Austin's defini-

tion of property, rights to value are not proprietary rights. It
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is true that Blackswne and the lawyers speak of lien as a" special
qualified property;" but this is only a learned way of saying
that they do not know what it is ; we may pass it by. It re-
minds one of the celebrated definition of a metaphysician as a
person talking about what he does not understand to one who
does not understand him. Nor are all rights to Use proprietary.
But Property is a species of the genus Use. Let us see whether
we cannot clearly distinguish between those Uses which are
properly called Property and those which are not.

Before doing this, it may be as well to note that not only

ordinary people but also lawyers and jurists employ the term
Property in two very different senses--a wide and a narrow

sense. Hence the extraordinary confusion. In the wider and
improper sense it is used to denote all rights to exclusive use;
available against anybody and everybody, or as the jurists say
"against the world at large." Then we have ]?,lackstone and
the Fog school trying to use the word in two senses at once,
and introducing such muddy, meaningless expressions as that
just quoted. No wonder we have such divergent views of the
institution. The definition given by the French Code is about
as useless as any definition well could be. It defines nothing.
" Property is the right of enjoying and disposing of a thing in
the most absolute manner, provided the owner does not
make any use of it which is prohibited by law." It is obvious
_hat we all have proprietary rights over anything whatever if
this definition is correct. I have a right to use your house or

your horse in any way which is not contrary to law.
Whether property is a good or a bad thing clearly depends

on the answer to the question, What is property ? The same
thing is true of liberty. As I have said, property after all is
only a species of liberty. What is true of liberty in general
is also true of that kind of liberty which we choose to call
property. " There is no such thing as natural property," said
Bentham; "it is entirely the work of law." But law, we are
told, is contrary to liberty. It therefore behoves us to inquire a
little more carefully concerning this more general expression,
Liberty. Let us follow Bentham :--

"The proposition that every law is contrary to liberty, though as clear
as evidence can make it, is not generally acknowledged. On the contrary,
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those among the friend_ of liberty who are more ardent than enlightened
make it a duty of conscience to combat this truth. How they pervert
language! They refuse to employ the word liberty in its common
acceptation; they speak a tongue peculiar to themselves. This is the
definition they gdve of liherty : 'Liberty consists in the right of doing
everything which isnot injurious to another.' But is this the ordinary sense
of the word ? Is not the liberty to do evil liberty ? If not, what is it ?
What word can we use in speaking of it ? Do we not say that it is neces-
sary to take away liberty from idiots and bad men because they abuse it ?"

Bentham is right. Nott__ng can be clearer than that law
restricts liberty. But at the same time we ought ROt tO lose
sight of the fact that law also widens liberty. For example,
if it gives me a right to do what I should be powerless to do
without the sanction of the State, it is clear that my liberties
are widened at the same time that tile liberties of all other

persons are restricted proportionately. And here I will venture
to state a proposition. Law creates more liberty than it
destroys. Any law which fails to do this in the lons run is
destined to perish. This truth is nowhere more forcibly ex-
emplified than it is in the ease of those liberties which we
call proprietary rights. We hear people talk about the sacred-
hess of property, as if it were more sacred than any other

right. So far from being primordial, property arose with law,
and could not exist without it. As Bentham puts it:"The
savage who has killed a deer may hope to keep it for himself
so long as his cave is undiscovered, so long as he watches to
defend it and is stronger than his rivals, but that is all. If
we suppose the least agreement among savages t_ respect tile
acquisitions of each other, we see the introduction of a win-
ciple to which no name can be given but that of Zaw."

It is sometimes, though vulgarly, supposed that. property is
the right to do whatever you like with your own. True, it
often does amount to that ; but this is quite accidental. On the
other hand, frequently enough the proprietor enjoys fewer and

less rights over the thing owned than some others enjoy. For
example, the owners of land held under the old tenure of
eraphytcusis exercised hardly any right whatever over his t_wn
property; so little, that at last the prmtor came to regard the
eml)hytez_tct (i.e. the tenant) as the true proprietor, or, as we
should say, the equitable owner. Not only was a grantee
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entitled to possess the lands, to reap the fruits, under the
burden of annual payment, but he could make changes in the
substance by reclaiming waste land, building, planting, and

other operations, provided he did not deteriorate the subject.
He could sell his right and it descended to his heirs. In case
of a sale the proprietor had, iv is true, the privilege of pre-
emption if he was anxious to purchase the subject on his own
account, and willing to pay the price offered for it; and for
eve© T alienation to a stranger he was entitled to exact a fine
of about two per cent on tile price. The emphyte_tta's right
was forfeited and reverted to the proprietor if he deteriorated
the subject or neglected to pay the annual rent for a period of
three years. The right might also be extinguished by consent

of parties, by total destruction of subject, by expiry of term (if
any), and by the death of grantee without leaving lawful heirs.

A very similar real right was called " superficies "; a
landed proprietor conceded to any person an area of ground
for erecting a building upon it, but without parting with tile
ownership of the soil. The property of the building remained
with the proprietor of the land, but the grantee acquired a real
right to the full possession and enjoyment of the edifice, either
for a definite period or in perpetuity; and this right was
transferable during life, and it descended to heirs. It was
regulated by contract, and might be granted either for a price
down or for an annual rent. " In many respects," says Lord
Mackenzie, "this j_ts s__2crfici_rium bears a strong re-
semblance to the long building leases _anted by landowners

in England in consideration of a rent, and under reservation
of the _wnership of the soil. ''_

In our own country the holders of Yery long leases,
though not regarded as proprietors, certainly enjoy rights over
the property quite out of proportion to those exercised by the
freeholder. Probably it is from a feeling of the truth of this
that there is at the present time a very strong desire on the
part of many to convert the leaseholder into the proprietor, or,
at least, to give lfim every facility for becoming the proprietor
in cases where the lease is a long one. I do not wish in this

place to offer any opinion on the merits of this political
1 SeeLord Mackenzie'sStz_diesi_ _omau Law
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question, but I may point out that the proposed change in its

essence is rather one of juridical classification than anything
else. I do not say that much injustice might not result from
what may appear to be nothing more than a mistaken classifica-
tion, just in the same way as much injustice was done, and
still is done nearly every day owing to the action of the law,
in accordance with the accepted definitions of such words as

partnership, use, lien, etc. All I desire to affirm is, that unjust
action need not necessarily result from bad juridical definitions.

After this di_ession we will return to the distinction

between property and other rights to use things. I suppose
most of us think, in spite of legal jargon and of the sophistries
of jurisprudence, that we know pretty well what property is.
Let us see. Who is the proprietor of a mortgaged estate ?
The person who holds the land, so to speak, as security for his
loan ? or the original owner ? Who is the owner of a pawned
watch ? The pawnbroker, or he who pawned it ? These are
two very simple cases, and yet the more we look at them the
more difficult does the answer become. Of course we know
what view of the matter the Courts will take in this and other

countries ; but that is not the quQstion I am asking. Believing
that the term proprietor has a meaning, I ask, Who is the
true proprietor ? not, Who is regarded by the English law as
the proprietor ? I suppose there can be no two opinions as
to who is the owner of a hired horse; yet, if we generalise
and say that it is easy to declare who is the owner of any
hired thing, we shall find ourselves at once in a difficulty. If
the article lent be a horse or a plough, there is no difficulty
about the matter. ]_ut if .4 lends a hundred sovereigns to _,
who then is the owner of those gold pieces ? Or if' a testator
leaves a house and a cellar of wine to his widow for life, wi_h
remainder to his children, who is the owner of the house, who

of the wine ? Now, apart from legal technicalities, we may
say that the widow is not the owner of the house, but that she
is the owner of the wine. _qlo is the owner of a watch

which has been stolen and sold by the thief to a bonc'_fide
purchaser ? Is it the original owner of the watch, who has
never vohmtarily parted with it ? Or is it the man who has
paid for it bo_d fide, not knowing it to have been stolen ?
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Here again we know what is the view acted upon in the
English Courts. We also know how the law of ancient Rome
regarded the matter; and we might ascertain, ff we eared to
do so, who is the owner according to the French, Prussian, or
Italian codes, and who is treated as the owner by the Ma-
hommedan or Hindoo law. But what we want to come at is,

Who is really the owner of the watch ? Who is the owner of
a piece of prairie land which has been imperfectly fenced in
by some pioneer of civilisation ? Who is the owner of a newly-
discovered island ? Suppose a draper deposits a certain
amount of cloth with a tailor with instructions to make it up
into clothing, and the tailor does it, who is the owner of the

clothing ? Is it the draper who was originally the owner of
the cloth ? or is it the tailor who converted the cloth into

wearing apparel ? In t[ome, if an artist painted a picture on
canvas or board belonging to another man, the picture belonged
to the painter and not to the owner bf the canvas or board.
"For it would be ridiculous," says Justinian, " that a work by
Apelles or Parrhasius should go as an accession to a wretched
tablet." But if a poet wrote verses on another man's parch-
ment the finished article helonged to the owner of the parch-
ment. If a worknmn made clothing out of cloth or skins, or
a table out of wood belonging to another, the new goods be-
longed to the workman, and the original owner of the material
had only a lien upon them to the extent of its original value.
But even here there was an exception where the product could
be retransformed into its original state, as in the case of
silversmith's work, which could be melted again into bullion.

In this case the original owner of the silver was the owner of
the plate, and the workman had only the lien. If there is to
be fl,und any general principle underlying these apparently
contradictory rules, it is, I think, the principle that the
property or donfinion should belong to him whose just share
in tile finished article is of tile greater value ; and the lien to
him whose share is less. Thus, as a rule, a picture is worth a
good deal more than double the value of the canvas on which
it is painted, whereas the value of parchment was in P_oman

times greater than the cost of clerk work upon it. The poet
could get his poem copied out again at less than the price of
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the parchment. So, as a rule, the larger part of the vahe of
plate is the value of the precious metal of which it is made.
When wine was made from grapes it couht not be restored to its
original form, and moreover it was worth far more than double
the value of the original grapes, and it was held to be the
property of the wine-maker.

All this may seem of very slight consideration, but in truth
it is of the utmost importance. Upon the answers given to
these very simple questions depend the future of the land
question, the thture of the Church question, and, more im-
portant than either, the fnture of the labour question.

We have seen that not all rights over things are proprietary
rights. For example, I have a right to ride on a horse which I
have hired from a livery stalde-keeper. That right may or may
not be available against all the world ; but in neither case can it
be regarded as a proprietary right. There is no particular reason
why a right to the use of a hired thing should not avail against
all the world, beyond the fact that in England and most other
countries it does not. Once npon a time _ a canal company
gu'anted to a person of the name of Hill the exclusive right of put-
ting pleasure-boats on their eanaI. Hill very naturally thought
that, under these circumstances, he had a right to prevent any
one else from doing so. Consequently when, nevertheless,
another person did put pleasure-boats on the canal, he instantly
sued him ; but the Court decided against him. "A ,grantor," it
was held, "may bind himself by covenant to allow any right he

pleases over his property, but lie cannot annex to it a new in-
eident, so as to enable the grante_, to sue in his own name for an
infringement of such a limited right as that now claimed."
This may be good law, but it is shockingly bad policy.

But are we any nearer the discovery of the distinction
between rights over things which are correctly styled proprietary
rights and other kinds of rights over things ? It is true we
have seen that so far from being a " right to do what you like
with your own," property is sometimes almost an infinitesinial
right over the thing owned. _Vhat is the most noticeable
difference between the right_ of one who lets a horse out for

hire, and the rights of one who hires the horse ? Suppose you

Hill v. Tuz_cr, 2 It. andC. 1°1.
H
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hire a horse for a ride on the roads, and you proceed to hunt
him across eom_try, under the ancient I[omml law you were
guilty of ft_rt_,vt; you had misappropriated a use of the
horse to which you had no title. There are a thousand
libsrties which the hirer may not take with the thing hired.
compared with one or two which he may take. He may not
clip or singe the horse, he may not dock his mane or tail; if
he should feed the horse, he must do it at his own risk in case

the food should disa_'ee. But it would take a week to
enumerate all the things that he must not do. What he may
do is distinctly known and defined. Not so in the ease of the
proprietor; he may clip the horse, paint the horse, kill the
horse, eat the horse, sell tile horse--in short, he may do just

those thousand and one things with the horse which the hirer
must not do. Thus the most nmrked distinction between the

rights of the hirer and of the proprietor is one of definiteness.
The rights of the proprietor are indefinite. He may do just
whatever he pleases with his own, with one important class of
excepLions. He must not infringe upon the definite rights of
others. %Vhat he may do is indefinite, what he may not do is
defined and dearly set forth. It is precisely the other way
about in the ease of the hirer. Here, that which he may do

is clearly defined, that which he may not do is undefined.
We may now define property as all those undefined uses

over a thing which remain over after the definite and specific
uses of others have been deducted. These defined uses may
be few or many, of greater or less value than the residue of
proprietary rights. They may vest in one or more individuals
or ill the whole State ; tbr the nation reserves the very definite
right of purchasing anything whatever in this country at its
market value from the proprietor when required for purposes of
public utility. That definke right must be deducted from the

whole bundle of rights inhering in the proprietor. In nine eases
out of ten there art several other rights to deduct before we are
in a position to define negatively the rights of the proprietor.

In the light of these reflections I now propose to take two
forms of property, and to inquire rather minutely into the argu-
ments which are to-day put forward, not without heat, for and
against their recognition by the State. I take these two forms
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because they are in every way typical. They are Land owner-
ship and Tithe ownership. They are of course of very different
importance; but each in its way illustrates the true definition
of the term "property" in a marked degree. As to the tiling
owned, land is said to be peculiar in many respects. And as
to the person owning, tithes are a peculiar form of property.
It is held by many (by no means shallow thinkers) that land
ought not to be held by private owners. And it is held by
others that tithe ownership is wrong, ff not indeed absurd.

Take land first :--Absolute, unlimited right to the land is

of course an utter absurdity. It is not usual even to speak
of a proprietor of land. We speak of an estate in land, though
there would be nothing hnproper in describing the landowner's
rights as proprietary, provided we bear in mind that such a
thing as an absohLte right to land has never been recognised in
this country. Thus in order to ascertain what are the rights
of the landowner, we must first deduct the State right to ex-

propriate tile landowner, whenever it shall appear desirable in
tile common interes_ to do so. The landowner cannot say it

is m\iust, illegal, contrary to usage, because it is not. The
practice has been recognised from time immemorial.

Vattel defines do_ninium eminc_s to be " the right which

belongs to the society or the sovereign of disposing in case of
necessity and for the public safety of all the wealth contained
in the State."

And Chancellor Walworth says: "All separate interests

of individuals in property are held of the Government, and not-
withstanding the grant to individuals, the eminc_t tlom_d_l, the
highest and most exact idea of property, remains in the Govern-
ment, or in the ag_egate body of the people in their sovereign
capacity, and they have a right to resume the possession of the
property in the manner directed by the constitution and laws
of the State whene_'er the public interest requires it. This
right of resumption may be exercised not only where the safety,
but also where the interest, or even the expediency of the State
is concerned; as where the land of the individual is wanted
for a road, canal, or other public improvement."

No landowner has ever been in a position in this country to

raise the plea that it is illegal to dispossess him of property in
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the land ibr purposes of public utility, because it is not. He
simply has the indefinite rights which remain after deducting the
definite rights vested in other people inclusive of the State. We
know that these rights have been exercised over and over again of

late years. In the case of railway concessions, the landowner
receives full compensation for his interest in the land ; beyond
this he has no claim whatever. It is his misfortune if his

ancient memories and family associations are ruthlessly

sacrificed in the public interest; and there the matter ends.
He holds his land subject to the liability to be turned out
whenever it shall be to the public interest to turn him out.
The accident has come about which renders it desirable to

make public property of his land, and he has no more gTound
of complaint than he would have if a flash of lightning sent
his chimney-stack through his roof.

_Next to this definite State right come public rights of way
and other uses which have been always admitted as customary

These public rights over the land of the landowner are perfectly
definite. Again, there are frequently private easements to
deduct. That is to say, a neighbour has a right of way across

the land, or a right to the support of his house, or a negative
right to the stream which flows through the land ; a right to ibr-
bid the landowner from molesting or spoiling or diverting such
stream. Sometimes, as in the case of copyhold, the right of dig-
zin,_ under the surface for coal or iron is vested in some one who

is not, strictly speaking, the landowner. Finally, the owner must
so exercise his indefinite residual rights as not to injure others.
He must not become, or allow his property to become, a nuisance.
But when we have deducted all these definite rights vested in

others, there is still left a residuum--a large fasciculus--uf

undefined rights, which are properly described as proprietary.
With these qualifications what conceivable objection can

be raised to property in land ? When we see that property
simply means the indefinite rights which cannot be enumerated
simply because they are so indefinite, is there any serious and
valid reason why these rights, whether over land or anything
else, should not be vested in some one individual ? For my

part I not only see no reasonable objection to this course, but,
furthermore, I observe that in this and in other countries, and
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also throughout all history, property in land has done more to
stimulate exertion on that land than any other system whatever.

We see what miracles have been wrought in certain parts of
France and tMgium by tile system of peasant proprietorship.
I do not say that these peasant proprietors are ahogether happy
or prosperous. The contrary is probably attributable to the

absurd laws interfering with freedom of bequest in those
eountries. So thr as the soil itself is concerned, there can be

no doubt that its fertility haa been enormously stimulated by
tile system of land property. TILe peasant owner of a plot of
one "rare will produce from that acre more than three labourers

can produce front an equal area bel,,nging to somebady else.
So it is said. Surely, in itself, this is a strong arg'ument in
favour of separate ownership of land; and probat@ those who
eall themselves land nationalisationists, and who run a tilt again_
private property in land, are doing more harm, or would do
more if they could, than anyother class of soeialists in the country.

I admit at once that many valid objections can be urged
against the system of property in land as it is at present
regulated. Let us examine one or two of these ohjeetions
carefully. First, it is alleged that the landowner exercises too
much influence over his tenants, that his power is hardly
compatible with the. perfect freedom of those who hold under
him. Certainly this has been the ease in many parts of the
eountry, but it was much more marked some years ag_ than it

is now, and what was called landlord tyranny is ahnost a thing
of the past. But, apart front the undoubted influence which

his position seems to give him, it is said that the contracts
which are entered into hetween landlord and tenant are, as a
rule, unfair to the tenant. Well, if this is so--and I for one

do not believe that in the majority of eases there is any
foundation for the contention--still, if it is true even in a

great many cases, this is no argument against the system of
private property in land. It shnply goes to show that tile
farmers of England are not yet as well advanced in organisation
as the artizans of the towns. If the farmer finds himself

unable, individually, to provide for entering into a sound and
fair eontraet, he ought to have recourse to tile ordinary
resources of free men, that is to say. union. It i, folly to
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apply to the legislature to upset an existing and beneficial
order of things in order to give the farmer some slight

advantage in entering into a contract.
The second objection to the land system is, that land tends

_o accumulate in single hands. This is said to be a very

strong objection. The land does tend to accumulate in single
hands. That is true, but what is the reason of it ? It is not

because we allow of private ownership. Separate or private
ownership is recognised and encouraged on the Continent in
countries where we see the peasants in complete ownership of
the soil. What then is the reason that in this country the
soil is held to the extent of tens of thousands of acres in single
hands, and that in the opinion of some these vast accumula-
tions tend to grow rather than to dwindle ? It is not because
of the system of separate ownerskip. It does not happen in
the case of other kinds of fixed capital. We do not see mills,
thctories, and furnaces held fil unworkable quantities in single
hands; and ff we see this anomaly in the case of land, it is

simply because we have been the victims of socialistic legisla-
tion. One of the worst forms of this kind of law-making is

embodied in the legislation of this country relating to what are
called trusts. The State practically acts as a trustee, and
interferes with the liberties of private persons in the interest
of persons long since dead and gone, of non-existent persons,
and of indeterminate persons. The system of settlements
permitted in this country is a flagrant instance of socialistic

legislation. The power which a living man exercises, and is
allowed to exercise, of so settling his land that when he is dead

he shall still have a say in its disposition and in the conditions
subject to which it shall be enjoyed by the occupier, would be
impossible but for the help of the State, which practically
prolongs the life of a dead man by enforcing obedience to his
commands.

Thirdly, it is urged that under the present system of land-
tenure, capital is divorced from the soil. This is perfectly true,
but why is it so ? and why is it not so in other departments of in-
dustry, where capital finds its way to the most productive channels ?
Not because of private ownership, but chiefly because of the

cost and difficulty of transfer, which is entirely due to the law.
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There are three objects in an ordinary deed of conveyance,
and there are only three which have to be taken into con-

sideration when land is transferred from one person to
another; and those same objects must be held in view when

any other kind of property is to be transferred. The first is,
that the transaction shall be sufficiently solemn to preclude the
probability of haste, inadvertence, or impulse. More importance
was attached to this precaution in ancient times under the
_oman law than we seem to think necessary to-day. Possibly
we English are not so impulsive a race as the _omans. The
nexL object to be kept in view is, that the evidence of the
transaction shall be unimpeachable. And lastly, it is necessary
that third persons shall be made aware of the change of
ownership. These three oI_ieets having been attained, and
more especially the last two, nothing more remains to be done.
There is no conceivable reason why land should not be
transferred as quickly, as easily, and as cheaply as any other

kind of property whatever. We know well that Eng'lish
lawyers and conveyancers are in the habit of shrugging their
shoulders when this statement is made, and of attributing to

those who nmke it absolute ignorance of the whole subject.
They make no attempt to show why there should be any dif-
ference : they are content to take refuge behind the intricacies
of the subject, .Bcati possidcntc._ ! It is in vain to point out
tha_ in the English Colonies this is done: that it is done in
some of the old countries of Europe, as well as in the younger
civilisations of America. The reply is, that it cannot be worked

in England, and that it is of no use talking. The thing is inl-
possible, and there is an end to it. But, in truth, the lawyer
knows in his heart that there is no ditfieuhy whatever. The
transfer of land could and should be effected in this country

as readily and simply as the transfer of a horse or of a steam-
engdne.

It is a singular thet that in England the law fails to

recognise the advance which has taken place in the education
of the people. We alone, of European nations, are still
apparently ignorant, of the thct that people can read and
write. In other countries, in France, in America, and in our

own Colonies, land can be transferred in the simplest possible
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manner by the instrumentalityof registration.The Lord

Chancellor, in presenting the Land Transfer Bill, 1887,
defended it against the charge of State interference. The Land

Act of 1875 had failed mainly because it made registration
optional. The new Bill proposed to make it compulsory. " It
is untrue," said the Lord Chancellor, "that the compulsory
registration of land is an interference with the liberty of the
subject; it is the creation of a system of land-tenure, and it
would be as correct to describe the 'Statute of Frauds' as an

interference with liberty, as to make that complaint about this
measure." This is perfectly true. Land registration will not

meet with the apposition of individualists on the ground that
compulsory registration curtails fl'eedom, and substitutes State
action for individual aetion. The interference comes in when

the State enforces a contract at all. It is a normal State

thnction ; provided it is safeguarded against fraud, tIenee the
State cannot undertake to enforce all promises; it must limit
the enforcement of contract in several ways. In some cases it
is satisfied with sufficient verbal evidence of the fact of the

promise, in other eases the promise nmst be in writing, in
others again writing is not enough, it nmst be in the form of a
deed (a ibrm which originally amounted to a public notification),
and in those eases where no writing is required, it must have
proof of consideration. It will not undertake to sanction a

nude pact. Now surely all these carefully-balanced conditions
are the very bulwarks of liberty. They are the outcome of
ages of experience, the very progeny of individualism. There
is no reason whatever why a one-sided promise should not he
enforced by the State _f such promise was made. Omuc vcrb_.m
de orc fiddi cadit in debit_tvt. Yes, but was the promise nmde ?
What is the evidence which the State ought to aeeept? That
is the question. Is a little hard swearing to ruin a man ? Or
is it not better to insist upon certain simple precautions which
in no way trench upon the freedom of a citizen, and which
safeguard the alleged promisor against false evidence, if not also

against his own hastiness ? No one is aggrieved. If writing
is required, let the promisee get the agreement in writing. If
this gives the other party time to think better of the bargain,
so much the better.
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But there is a stronger reason even than this ill favour of
what is unfortunately mis-ealled compulsory registration.
Re_stration is undoubtedly in modern times the simplest and

most perfect form of public notification. Third parties are
frequently, nay ahnost invariably, interested in the transfer of
land. How are these third parties to be apprised of the
intended transfer by which their own rights may be seriously
aflbeted ? The old formalities of emancipation with the scales

and the balance, the libri2)e_s and the five witnesses, made a
sufficient noise ill a place the size of ancient tl_ome. So the
tbrmalities which aeeorupanied livery of seisin, the number and
importance of tile persons present, the solemnity of the words
and gestures of the feoffor, all contributed tr) render tile transfer
notorious in the neighb,)urhood. In Justinian's time, when
rcs _,a_cil)i had been absorbed by _'cs _cc mc_ci2)i and
when trctditio sufficed to transfer ownership; and now in
England, where a deed can be executed in a cupboard without
the knowledge of interested persons who possibly reside in
remote parts of the country; the door is open to fraud. We
cannot come back to the beating of boundaries, the blowing of

trumpets, and the thrashing of boys and priests at the land-
marks; but we can make use of a louder trumpet than any

known to our forefathers--the public register, supported by the
public press. With such an instrument in our hands, it is
simply criminal to neglect it. 3_ Bill for withdrawing State
recognition t>om unregistered land-transfers should speedily
become law, and so increase the liberty of Englishmen.

Fourthly, it is alleged by the opponents of a separate

system of land ownership that the landowner poekets_what '
The tmearned increment ? Surely this phrase expresses the
most extraordinary piece of illogical confusion that could well

have been pahued off upon a semi-intelligent public by s_J
honest and clear-headed a thinker as John Stuart Mill. tIow

he could have brought, himself to talk about unearned incre-
ment as he did, is one of those riddles with which Genius every

now and then puzzles us. Unearned increment simply means
the reward of successful risk. Two men invest a sum of

money each in a piece of land. A in this, and B in that.
One plot turns out a success and the other a failure; you turn
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to the man who has success on his side and you tell him that
he sat down and did nothing while the land brought him in

unearned increment. He might have put out his money into
consols or into railway stock with a similar result; he would

then have pocketed his unearned increment in peace. Then
the unlucky speculator _ has suffered the unearned decrement ;
but does any one propose that the State should make his loss
good ? _Sq_y not ? Every kind of investment looks for a
reward in proportion to the risk run. If you invest in
consols you get something under 3 per cent, in railways about
4 per cent,---you might get 8 or 15 or 2, but the average profit
on all the investments throughout the country is somewhere

about 3 per cent. If you invest in a worsted factory, you
may perhaps not be satisfied unless you get over 10 per cent.
Every industry has its own average rate of profit--a_iculture
like any other. If you invest in agricultural land you may
think yourself lucky ff you get 2-_- per cent. In town
property the risk is greater and the profits expected are
consequently higher. But to single out the owner of land,
whether agricultural or urban, and to charge him with
pocketing unearned increment indicates utter ignorance of the
economics of trade.

The fifth objection urged against our present system is
that unworthy families are artificially bolstered up. In other

businesses if a son is not worthy of his father, if he be an in-
temperate, dissipated, good-for-nothing fellow, he goes to the
wall and is lost sight of. There is an end of him and of the
matter: but in the case of land proprietors the generation is
tided over, the laud is entailed and the family kept up, and we
have a deteriorated breed. This is perfectly true; but why
should we revolutionise the whole system in order to meet
this objection ? When the tenant for life is treated as the
absolute owner, he will be able to disencumber hin_self of his

land as rapidly as he now can and does of his money and

chattels. The son will reap the reward of the father's folly,
and will be compelled to commence life de novo, without the
artificial support of the State.

Thus we see that none of the objections popularly urged
against the system of property in land touch the roots of the
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matter. Some of the more childish objections would apply
with equal force to private property of all kinds. I have
heard agitators ask whether the people of England are going
any longer to tolerate a system which would enable the
wealthy and malevolent speculator to buy up a strip of land
extending across Great Britain and to forbid the rest of the
nation from passing to and fro across it. I have heard them
ask whether a system can be good which would admit of a
large landowner in time of dearth making a bonfire of the
produce of tens of thousands of acres. It is clear from what
I have said as to the true meaning of the word property, that

no speculator could prevent the people from making any use
they thought fit of his slip of land. It is also clear that the
second objection is applicable to property in anything what-
ever. Suppose a wealthy Vandal should buy up all tile extant
works of Reynolds, Hogarth, and Turner with a view to
making a bonfire of the lot, would the English people think it
necessary to abolish the institution of private property ? Or
would they not rather find some rough and ready method of
dealing with such a misanthropic maniac ?

Mr. Bradlaugh not long since introduced a Bill into the
House of Commons for the purpose of brinooing pressure to bear

upon owners of uncultivated land. tie was accused of adopting
socialistic remedies for the cure of admitted evils. I do not

think the charge a fair one. The State has reserved the right
to buy up any land whatever for purposes of public utility,
whether such land is uncultivated or not. It is conceivable

that, in case supplies from abroad ran short, i_ might be
deemed necessary to stimulate production in this country, in
which case no indi_ddual could reasonably object to the expro-

priation of a landowner who neglected to turn his land to the
best account. The question is whether the public would be

gainers by the course proposed by Mr. Bradlaugh. It is
probable that the effect of his measure might be to induce
some careless landlords to bring land under cultivation which

has hitherto been devoted to sport. But we must not forget
that the value of land devoted to sport must not be measured
by the rents paid by the squatters and commoners who glean
whatever may be lef_ after sport has been provided for. So
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that in taking a seven years' average (as is done by the Bill) of
the rents received from such land, it would be necessary in all

justice to estimate the rental which the landlord virtually pays
to hhnself for the use of his land for sporting purposes, and it
seems to me that even if an actual rent was required it would

be very easy for landowners to evade the law by renting each
other's lands at their proper valuation for sporting purposes.
We are driven to inquire whether Mr. Bradlaugh proposes to
forbid the use of land by the owner for this purpose, or tbr
any other purpose than that of food-producing. _Vhenever
land is left in the natural state, because in the opinion of its
owner it would be unprofitable to cultivate it, we may be sure
that even if the State got it for nothing at all it would incur
a dangerous risk in bringing it under cultivation. In ninety-
nine eases out of a hundred the landowner is a better judge
of his land than the general public, and he is also more anxious
to get the most he can out of it; and therefore, ahhough in
one or two exceptional instances some little good might result
from these compulsory purchases, in the great majority of cases
the nation would be a loser, and food if raised at all on such
land would be sold at a loss. At the same time it should

be pointed out, that between the aim of this Bill and the
aim of nationalisationists there is a fundamental difference of

principle.
I do no_ know whether it is worth while to criticise in

detail the arguments of this school. I am not sure that there
are any arguments common to them all or to a majority of
them. The truth is that "land nationalisationist" is a term

applied to a great many very different classes of doctrinaires,
some of whom have definite notions of what they want, whilst

others have no clear ahn beyond that of upsetting the existing
system and, if possible, transferring wealth from the pockets
of landom_ers into their own. Probably this is the leading
idea in the minds of nine-tenths of those who dub themselves

by this appellation. On the other hand, I should be the last
to affirm, because the majority of any party are dishonest or
illogical or both, that therefore the thinkers and leaders of that
party are equally dishonest or iUogieal. I know there are
men who sincerely believe that State ownership of the land
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would be for the publicbenefit.Theseare not themen who

would dismiss the landlords without compensation on the

ground that they are no better than robbers; they recognise
the great difficulty of transferring the land from its present
owner to the State without doing injustice on the one hand,

or crippling the national resources on the other. I am dis-
posed to agree with them thus far, that if their ultimate
object were desirable, the process might be efl_cted without
either of the two evils dreaded. But we disagree as to the
desirability of the end, no matter how brought about. I
contend that even if the landowners of this country presented
their acres to the people as a free gift, one of two things would
happen. The gift would turn out a white elephant and would
cost the State untold millions, or a new race of proprietors
would take the place of those who had retired. State owner-
ship of land, in the sense in which ownership is properly under-
stood, has never worked satisfactorily yet, and it never will.
If by ownership we choose to mean somethhig different from
what we usually mean by the term, there is no particular
reason why we should no_ reply that the State is already the
owner of the land. What I here mean by property and also

by ownership is the bundle of indefinite rights over anything
after all definite rights have been deducted; and it is these
indefinite rights which individuals know how to enjoy and how
to turn to account, and which the State would necessarily
either waste or abuse.

There is one argumcn_ vulgarly used against what is called
landlordism which deserves notice for no other reason than thaL

it is frequently employed by dishonest agitators in addressing the
working classes in this country. It is said that the land is

held by those whose ancestors came by it unjustly. Some
estates are still held, as they point out, by those whose

ancestors won them by the sword; others by those whose
ancestors received them as favours from the king: others
again are said to have been purchased with ill-gotten wealth
wrung from the oppressed tax-payers. It is further urged that

these present landowners can have no just title to land acquired
in this way. Highly-coloured pictures of the wrongs inflicted
upon the people by the ancestors of landlords are drawn in
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order to excite the passions of the audience, and there is just
enough of historic truth in the allegations to command the assent
and appeal to the imagination of uneducated persons; though
it must be admitted that the shrewd common-sense of the

English public is as a rule proof against this kind of flimsy

sophistry. Still the argument, for what it is worth, must be
met, like Bombastes, face to face, and with a like result.

Let us grant that some large estate is still in the hands of the
successors of one who originally acquired it by force. Let us
pretend that it was wrested by a fierce Nonnan baron from
some good kind Saxon occupier, whose only aim was to culti-
vate his land and live at peace with all men; is this a
sufficient reason for dispossessing the present owner without
compensation ? Again, suppose that some swindler, well known
to history, long ago contrived to amass a large fortune and to
invest it in Government securities; will it be contended that
his descendants of a century later should be compelled to dis-
gorge ? Or to take a wider view ; even admitting that English-
men appropriated the land of Ireland by conquest, wrongfully

dispossessing the then owners, is that a valid reason for ex-
propriating the successors of the conquerors, three, five, or
seven centuries later ? The Welsh, we are told by these
spouters, are the "natural owners" of Wales, whatever that
may mean. But who are the Welsh ? how did they come by
Wales ? We shall soon find, if we are consistent, that we

English have no rightful footing in this country. England
belonged to the Welsh before the existence of the English
people; and further back still, there are traces of a Celtic con-

quest. It is known that a race of men inhabited this island
before Irish, Gael, or Welsh had crossed the eastern waters.
Where are the descendants of these men, to whom we should

justly hand over the British Isles ? Some say their descend-
ants are still to be found in the valleys of the Pyrenees.
Even if there is any doubt, the Basques have a better title,
by reason of the very doubt, than either Saxon, Celt, or
Norman ; and the sooner we hand over our ill-gotten territories
to the most probable rightful owner, the better.

It is a pity such twaddle as this should have to be talked;
but, so long as certain metaphysical notions of right and
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justiceprevail,itwillbe necessaryto combat the most whim-

sical theories by the method of reductio azl absurdum.
I have dealt thus at length with property in land because

there is a very strong feeling among even the most powerful
thinkers, that a fundamental difference exists between property
in the soil and property in movables. Mr. Herbert Spencer
has gone so far as to furnish arguments in support of this con-
tention.

"How," he asks, " did possession of land become individualised?
There can be little doubt as to the general nature of the answer. Force
in one lbrm or other is the sole cause adequate to make the members of
a society yield up their combined claims to the area they inhabit. Such
force may be that of an external ag_essor, of that of an internal
aggressor, but in either case it implies militant activity." He goes on
to say, " It seems possible that the primitive ownership of land by the
commtmity, which, with the development of coercive institutions lapsed
in large measure or wholly into private ownership, will be revived as
industrialism further develops.... In legal theory landowners are
directly or indirectly tenants of the Crown (which in our day is equiva-
lent to the State, or, in other words, the community). The community,
from time to time, resumes possession after making due compensation.
Perhaps the right of the community to the land thus tacitly asserted
will in time to come be overtly asserted and acted upon after makillg
full allowance for the accumulated value artificially given."

Now I cannot admit that aggression is the cause of private

property in land, any more than in anything else. Force, of
course, it is : but so also force is at the back of ever)" contract.
It is that kind of force which is employed by and with the

previous consent of the coerced part)'; and which, while in
one direction it restricts liberty, in another direction enlarges

it to an even greater extent. The one kind of property has
sprung into existence for the same reason as other kinds;
namely, because the race has been benefited by the institution
of property. When Air. Spencer looks forward to the time at
which the community will openly assert what it now (in his

opinion) only tacitly asserts, he seems to be drawing a distinc-
tion without a ditt_rence; for the community at the present

day not only tacitly but overtly claims the right of dispos-
sessing the owners of land whenever the welfare of the State
re(luires it. There is nothing tacit or hidden in the claim of
the State to construct roads or railways through the land of a
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citizen without any other consideration for his feelings than
file allowance of full compensation.

Even the orthodox Blaekstone himself seems to have some

misgiving asto the natural justice of the institution of property.

•. Pleased as we are," says he, "with the possession, we seem afraid to
look back to the means by which it was acquired, as if fearful of some
defect in our title ; or at best we rest satisfied with the decision of the
laws in our favour _dthout examining the reason or authority upon which
those laws have been built. We think it enough that our title is derived
by the grant of the former proprietor by descent from our ancestors or by
the last will and testament of the dying owner ; not caring to reflect that
there is no foundation in nature or in natural law why a set of words
upon parchment should convey the dominion of lands; why the son
should have a right to exclude his fellow creatures from a determinate
spot of ground because his father had done so before him ; or why the
occupier of a particular field or of a jewel, when lying on his deathbed,
and no L)nger able to maintain possession, should be entitled to tell the
rest of the world which of them should enjoy it after him. These inquiries,
it must be owned, would be useless and even troublesome in common life.
It is well if the mass of mankind will obey the laws when made, _dthout
scrutinising too nicely the reasons of making them."

He then tries to find some adequate justification for the
institution of private property, and he finally adopts, as the
best and strongest, the theory of Grotius. I do not know
whether it has been pointed out that Blackstone's explanation

of the origin of property is borrowed bodily from the JDc jure
bdli ct pacis without a word of acknowledgment, but those
who compare the two will see that it is. He adopts Grotius's
theory of an original title from the Creator as recorded in the
first chapter of Genesis; he makes the same statement
as to primitive institutions; the same reference to the
manners of the semi-civilised races of America ; and the very

same quotation from Justinian--"erant omlfia communia
et indivisa onmibus, veluti unum cunetis patrimonium
esset."

Turning to Grotius himself we find that he also had his
doubts as to the unholy origin of the institution, lie says :
" There we learn what was the cause why men departed from

the community of things, first of movables, then of immov-
ables ; namely, because when they were not content to feed on
spontaneous produce, to dwell in caves, to go naked, or clothed
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in bark or in skins, but had sought a more ex_luisite kind of

living, there was need of industry which partieular persons

might employ on particular things. And as to the eommon

u_e of the fruits of the earth, it was i, revented by the disper-

sion of men into different localities and by the _,:a'_t ,,f j_sticc

and kindness which interfered with a fctf.r division of labour

and sustenance, and thus we learn how things became

property."
While views like these can he entertained 1,v men whom

it would be an impertinence even t,) compare with the talkers
self styled land nationalisationiats, it ib fair to admit that the

arguments of the latter receive material support from the

writings of these rec_,gnised auth_a'itie_. ]_ut it should also

be pointed out that while these arguments are &.creed suificient

to warrant the most positive &)_nlatism on tile t,art of shallow

1,,htieians, Mr. Spencer himself draw, from them the m_<

he-:itating and dr_ubting c_,nclusi_nis. "It may l,e doubted."

says lie, "whether the final atage is at present reached."

Again, speaking of the assinfilation of real and personal pr_-

pert)', lie says, " the assimilatflm nmv eventually be denied :"

aml again he suggests that '" at a _ta,_e still more advanced, it

m_q/ bc that priwtte ,)wnership ,:f land will disappear," and he

coneludea, in a passage already quoted, that the revival ,)f prim-

itive ,_wnership of land by the community " seema p,_>sil,le."

The wh, de -f the chapter tbreea_ting the filture of prr,perty

in land ]_riatles with such (lualii}'ing expre_si,_ns as "perhaps,"

" it may l_e," '" it seems possible," " it may be doubted," alld such-

like admissions of hesitaticm and un(,L-rtainty. The chapter on

l'r,_perty in his volume Ddi:ic(d .:_._:ih_tio_._concludes thus:

•' There is reason to su.-pect that while private possession of things
pr,_duced 1,v labour will grow even more definite and sacred than at
pre.-_ent, the inhabited area which cannot l_e produced by labour will
eventually be distiugui_-hed a_- something which may not be privately
t,u,se_sed. As the individual, primitively owner of himself, partially or
wholly loses owner.-hlp of himself during the nfilitant rdgime, but gradu-
ally resumes it a_, the industrial ld:ime devel_ps, _o possibly the' eom-
mmml proprietorship _,f land, partially or whallv mer.aed in the ownership
_f d_mfinant men during evolution of the militant type, will be resumed
as the industrial type become- fully evolved."

1 have said before, and I say now, that in my opinion
I
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all this doubt and diflicuhy w,_uld have disappeared from
Mr. Spencer's mind if he had thoroughly appreciated the
definition of property given by Austin as the result of his
profound analysis of the term.

The very notion of property involves, as I have said, the
distinct contemplation of two factors_a thing owned, and a
person owning. I have hitherto deah with differences in the
nature of things owned. We will now look at the subject
fl'om the other point of view.

To 1,egin with, the owner must either he one, or more
than one. If more than one, the persons owning must be
determinate pers_,ns, that is to say, person_ who can he singled
out and pointed to. If this cannot be done the question

arises, Who are the owners ? and who is to tbrbid third persons
fl'om exercising the rights of proprietorship _ Y_r example,
who are the owners of what is usually described as the
property of the Church _t' England .; Does it belong to any
determinate persons ? Can they be singled out ? No one
supposes that the mere ,,flieials of that body can be regarded
as the owners, hut if the bishops and clergy are not the owner_,
wta_ are ? Writing upon this subject John Stuart Mill says:

u Would you rot, the Church ? it is asked, and at the sound of the-_.

words rise up images of rapine, violence, plunder ; and eve D" ._entiment

of repugnance which would he excited by a proposal to take away from
an individual the earnings of his toil, or the inheritance of his fathers,

(._mles heightened in the particular case tw the added idea of sacrilege.
Bug the Church l Who is the Church! Who i.-_it that we desire t,,

rob ? Who are the persons whose property, whose rights, we are pr,,posing

to take away ._ Not the clergy ; front them we do not propose to take
anything. To every man who n,,w benefits by the endowments we wouhl

leave hi> entire income. But if not the clergy, surely we art- m:t pro-

posing to rob the laity ; we are exhurtim4 the laity to claim their property
out of the hands of the clergy who are not the Churd h ],ut only the

managing members of the ass_)eiation."

Clearly, unless there are definite persons to vindicate the

rights of ownership, there is nothing to prevent any _*ther
persons from exercising such rights, except the State itself. But
what is the ground fiJr State interference, unless it l_e that the
State regards itself as the owner, or acts as the defender
of the rights of certain determinate citizens ? That the
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Church is a corporate body, with rights as well defined as
those of other corporate bodies, seems to be an exploded idea,
even amongst its supporters. The fundamental conception of
the Church of England which is constantly put forward by
the advocates of disestablishment, says Lord Selborne, " i-_ that
of a ,qtate ehureh--a political ereation--a etmreh called into
existence by the State, and deriving from the State the
essential law of its being." " tlut," says the author of the
learned but unsatisfactot?" D,fc_zc< (_f t/_c Ch_rc/b of .E_f/la_d,
"I do not and eanno_ take my stand upon any mystical view,
such c.,/. as that the Chm'eh is a person with a corporate
conscience cognisant of matters of religion." Lord Selborne's
own view of the Church is a singularly inadequate one. IIe

says: " The Church is a society placed by its divine J_'ounder
i_ the world, though the spirit by which it i.a or ought t_, be

actuated is not of the world." I do not propose to fi,llow
him through his elaborate argmnent to prove the identity of
the Church before and after the Peformation. I do not care

whether it was the Church of t'ome or the Church of England
of which the rights and liberties were declared to be inviol-
able by King ,lohn's great Charter, confirmed by Henry III. I
care n_)thing at all ibr the decretals ascribed to Isidore. Arch-
bishop of Seville, upon which the entire edifice of mediwval
and modern papal supremacy was ])uilt up. I care no more
ibr the or@i_ of ('hutch property, than I do for the ,J'#ji_ of
the Irish landowner's property. The question for us ia a

present-day question. If we are asked to respect the pro-
prietary rights of the Church of England, we have nothing t()
do with ancient history, or with titles buried in oblivion; all
we have to do is to find out, who, if any, are the persona

claiming the pr_)perty. The difficulty is only removed one
step farther back by the modern churchman's device of dis-
claiming proprietary rights on behalf of the Church as a whole,
and reclaiming them on behalf of limbs anti branehe_ of the
Church in l_)eal areas. "In regard to all land endowments,"

says Dean Plumptree, '"the facts are so plain that he who
runs may read then:. They were given or bequeathed by the
Crown, or individual proprietors, not to the Church at large,
for the Church at large has never been a corporate society
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capable of holding prol-)erty , but to abbeys or cathedrals
which were corporate bodies with that capacity, or to the
rectors and vicars of parishes as corporations sole." Again,

Professor Freeman says: "People talk as if tile Church pro-
perty was the property of one Yast corporation called the
Church. In truth, it is simply the property of several local
elmrches, the ecclesiastical corporations sole and aggregate,

bishops, chapters, rectors, and vicars, o1"any other. The Church
of England, as a single body, has no prol:,erty ; tile property
])elongs to the Church of Canterbury, the Church of West-
minster, the ('hutch of Little Pedlingt(>n, or any other. Tkese
local ],,,dies, forming corporations sole or ag_-regate, h_ld estates
which have 1,een acquired at sundry times and in divers
manners from tile first preaching of Christianity to the English
till now." As I hax-e said, this only g(_es to shiR the question

a step farther back. -Who and what is the rector or vicar or
other cort,,ration :(,le ? In what sense can such a corporation
hold pr,_perty, or vindicate his proprietary rights against the
invasi,m of third persons? Nol_,dy pretends that the ]lev.
John Smith is really the owner of the pr(_perty vested in the
rector, even though the IIev. ,John Smith himself happens to
be the rector. Then to whom does the property really and
truly belong ? To lfis parishioners ? Certainly not. Church-
men aye the first to deny that the parishioners, as such, lmve

any claim. "It is olfly," say they, " those of the parishioners
wh(_ are members of the Church of England," and sr_we aye

driven back to the original question, Who are the members
uf the Church of _England ? Those who having beg)m life as
menfloers of that religious body have since joined other denom-
inations, or thrown off' allegiance to religion in any of its forms J
Those who regularly accept the ministrations of the ('hurch_
possibly, in ninny eases, with a view to business and credit
Those who profess the ('reed and are ready to subscribe the

Thirty-nine Articles of the Church, either %lly, or " to a certain
limited extent"? But it is useless to ask any further
questions; everybody kn_ws that it is practically impossible
to point out any determinate persons wh(_ constitute the
Church of England as a whole, or the Church of Canterbury,
of Westminster, ur of Little I'edlington in particular.
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it is no solntion of the problem to say that the Clmrch
property is held in trust. The further question at once arises,
Who are the beneficiaries ? Let us lc_ok into the title of the

Clmreh to one particular kind of property which is claimed on
its behalf, namely, tithes. This will reduce the scope (_f our
in,luiry to within reasonable linfits. I confess that the habit
of seeking tl)r the origin of titles in antedeluvian _.,rprehistc_ric
times seems to me b(_th unsatisfact_Jry and mischievous.
Th,se who defend the claim of the Church to this kind of

prt)perty usually begin their defence with a reference to
Leviticus, " if a man wilt at all redeem aught of his tithes, he
shall add thereto the fifth part thereofi" Then ibltc)ws a
terrible denunciation of tlmse who wauld abolish tithes, or who

would attempt to curtail them. "Will a man rob God ? Yet
ye have robbed me. llut ye say, Wherein have we rr_l,bed
thee ? In tithes and oflbrings. Ye are cursed with a curse : for
ve have robl_ed me, even this whole natic_n." As a recent writer

naively remarks, these words of Malachi " are rather serious in

this matter." He goes on to wonder whether we in England
are n,)t under the curse. Says he: " Whether it has ever
occurred to the grumblers of the present day, in the peri,)d of
agricultural depression, that some of this depression is a little
owing t_ the outcry against tithes, we will nr_t now stop to
inquire." From Malachi we are brought 2_c:saftt_m t,,
Edmund, King of England, who levied a church-rent of corn.
Then Ethelr('d made laws in a jumble of Latin and Angh,-

Saxon which it is not easy to construe. }h;t one decree stands
clearly out, ': Let every man pay his tithes justly." But what
is justly ? Next comes a eapy of the laws of Edward the

Confessor, which specit_- the sutdeets of tithes--corn, foals,
calves, cheese, laml)._, wool, butter, pigs, honey, "moreover of

woods, meadows, waters, mill__,parks, warrens, fishings, coppices,
orchanls, and negotiation,, and all things which the Lord hadl
given." This law, which was successively confirmed by
William I., Henry I., Henry II., and ttenry III., is really
important as showing conclusively that it was originally
intended in this cc_untry to levy tithes on commerce, an well as
on agricultural produce. " Negotiations" do not seem to count

for nmch against the long list of fitrm and forest produce, but
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for what they were worth, there they are. Why, asks the
ihrmer, should our produce be the only kind which has been

unable to shake off this encumbrance ? There was nothing
unjust, nothing wrong, nothing inexpedient in thus taxing the
people for what was then thought t(_ be their spiritual welfare.
Those who would not voluntarily give their share of the cost
of a public necessary were compelled to do so. So long as
tenths were paid to the State Church or Church State (for
they were one and indivisible) no fault can be found with the
arrangement. The evil began when benefices became ap-
propriated to particular abbeys, priories, etc. From this step

there was no natural halting-place till lay impropriators
appeared on the scenes. Thus was a tax with a specific object

gradually converted into a species of private property. When
the monasteries were suppressed, the tithes, of course, passed
to the State (the king) who, from time to time, made infenda-
tion of them int- lay hands, and the thing was done. The
question for us to-day is, Are tithes taxes, or are they private
property ? Are tithe-owners, like zemindars, to be regarded
as persons having real rights in the soil, or as mere collectors
of taxes for a given purpose ?

If' we regard them as tax-collectors, then ] cannot agree
with those who contend that tithe commutation is justified by
events, both from a moral and an economic p, fint of view.
The clergy say they have been rendered more independent of
their flocks and are no longer brought so much into collision
with them in ascertaining the amount of their demands.
Surely this is precisely what is not wanted. T(_ render one's

servants independent of oneself is but a poor policy. The
removal of the friction of collection simply means the removal
of the knowledge of the impost. The objection to indirect
taxation applies here also. If the people do not feel the tax,
they begin to tbrget it. When the object of the tax is gone
or is no longer needed they forget to demand its remission.
This is an unhealthy state of the public mind. The evil of a

tax should be distinctly felt, and willingly borne for the sake
of the good which is seen to result from it. Looking at tithes
from the opposite standpoint, that is to say, as private
property, it is clear that the corporations sole in whom the
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rent-chargeisvestedwould be justifiedatany timeinceasing

theirministrationsand in sittingdown in the fullenjoyment

of theirincome. And why shouldthey not? If thesecor-

porationsactuallyown property,it is no businessof yoursor
of mine to dictate how it shall be used. A's ancestor held

land from his lord on condition that he would supply men and
arms on occasion, and perform other military services. B's
ancestor held land on condition that he would minister to the

spiritual welfare of the neighbourhood, and see after the poor
and destitute. A's successors now hold the same land

unconditionally, and why should not B's successors do the
same ? The only answer forthcoming is, Because they don't :
and the rejoinder is, Perhaps they may come to do so. There
is no middle course between these two. No one can doubt

that originally tithes were a species of tax. ])iflbrence of
opinion enters in when the question is asked, whether the)-
have since at any time hardened h:to a species of private
property. 1"his was actually the ease with the land-tax in
Ben_al and in many other Eastern countries. It was the case
in England when, after the suppression ,)f the monasteries,
certain tithes passed into the bands of the predecessors of the
present lay impropriators. Here again we cannot go into
ancient titles" we have nothin_ to do with the right or wrow_

,_i' Henry VIII.'s policy. The lay impr_,l,riators of the present
day, as a juridical fact, have an indisputable claim to their
tithe rent-charge against all the world; a real right which
cannot be questioned or curtailed without flagrant injustice
and spoliation. Their title is as good and valid as that of any
other person having a first charge on the land, and as their
property is held unconditionally, and in no respect c,r contract__,
the lay impropriator's claim is not contin2ent on the per-
lbrnmnce of duties. IIis rights are on all-fours with the
rights of the landowner himself, and his cause is but

weakened by binding it up with the cause of the ecclesiastical
tithe-owner. In short, there can be no doubt whatever that in
t.heir case what was once a tax on agriculture and commerce
has become hardened and consolidated by time into uncon-

ditioned private property. This process might also have been
completed in the case of clerical tithe-owners, but it has not.
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The eonditi,ms still hold, and the 8tate or pul,lic still claims
the right to certain services (definable from time t:, time by
the State) in consideration of the tithe rent-charge. This
claim has been reaffirmed over and over again in our own
day. If the puldic needed to reconsider the nature of the

services t<, be required, it is quite possible that the ee-
cle,iastical tithe rent-charge might fall into other keeping. It
is also conceivable that the_e charges might eventually harden
into private property if left unmole.<tcd; lint it is diflicuh t,,
see how this is t,_ be eftbcled unless certain indeterminate b_,die-

come to be identified, defined, and deternfined. They can
never become capalole otherwise of holding property. It is
opposed to the .juridical princil,le._ of all law.

There is a siml,le explanation of the difficulty which most
peoI,le seem to labour under in recognising that tithes are a
species of tax. Tithes are levied on a particular class of

property and expended on a particular public object : wherea.,
most taxes are expended, as occasion requires, on any lmldic
object. The reason why this tax is levied on a particular kind
of property is, that there was originally hardly any <_ther kind
of property to tax, at least llone worth taxing--although, as l
have said, commerce was actually included at first under the
head of negotiations; hut "negotiators" soon gave the priest
the slip. Not so the farmer, rooted as he was t_ the soil. It
was the ,_radually increasing independence of the Church i1_
Iqantagenet times which hrmlght about the specific allocation

of this tax. Tithes originally resembled the land-tax collected
by the zemindars of tlengal and the Tm'kish tax-thrmers--a
tax levied tbr the wetthre _f the people, but collected by
special otiicials to whom the particular flmetion was entrusted
by the State. Like all taxes of this class it necessarily tended
to harden into the private property of the tax-gatherer. Such
is the natural and inevitable consequence of adopting this
mode of raising revenue. In the case of the zemindars and of

the English lay impropriators the process, as I have said, has
long ago been completed and the State nmst recognise

accomplished thets. It would l_e a gross breach of thith to
question the proprietary rights of these elasse_: but clerical
tithes have never been hardened into property. The con-
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traotual nature of the clerical tithe-owners' claim is patent to
all; it is not even a transferable right, it is simply a l_a)'ment
for current services rendered. Moreover, no determinate

person, individual or corporate, can be pointed to as tlie owner.
Except for services rendered, tithes are not even claimed bv
the so-called tithe-owner. As to the services required they
are not sufficiently definite, 1,ut there is one feature in

them worth noting: they have been defined and modified by
the legislature and may be again. Then it must 1)e admitted
that the people nfio'ht without injustice turn to the ecclesiastics
and say, " We no hmger require the kind of services you have
hitherto rendered us," just as they nfight say and do say t,_ the
dockyard htbonrers. "We sh'all," they might add, "either devote
the proceeds of the tax to some other oldect, or, as is usual when
the object of a tax or rate ceases to 1oe an object, remit it
altogether." A war tax of twopence in the pound on ineome__
is remitted if there is no war, and no one says, Why not spend
it on the schools ./ ]Jowever this is a question of policy int,,
which we need not enter here. The one poin_ I wish t,.,
emphasise is, that the t,t,sition of the ecclesiastical tithe-owner

in no respect resembleq that of the lay impropriator. They
had, it is true. the same origin, but they have become
completely diflbrentiated, and have now little left in connnon
l>eyond a common origin. If we rashly proceed to act upon a
view of the Church's position bqsed on ancient title-deeds, we
must not be surprised if our nati,malisatimfist friends likewise
claim to dip into ancient hiqtory fbr a justification of the
proprietory rights of landowners. Our buqnes< is to examine

the present position juridically, and to leave the origin of all
rights to the antiquarian and to the historian. Let us beware
of confounding' together rivhts which, though bearing similar
names and having similar origins, fall, when juridically
analysed, into ve W diflterent classes.

I do not wish t_ t>e understood a_, ofl'ering any qfinion
whatever on th_ policy of the Bills which have recently 1,een
introduced into t'arliament dealing with tithes. I am inclined
to think tha_ the proposed chan,_,e in the system of tithe-

collection is calculated t,, perpetuate what are called the risht<
of' the Church rather than to safeguard in their integrity the
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rights of the clergy. The Church is to the jurist, as we have
seen, a myth; a figment of the imagination; a name and
nothing more. But the clergy are real and substantial beings,
with rights and duties like other mortals, and any tampering
with their reasonable expectations, as guaranteed by the laws
and customs of this reahu, would be a gross injustice and a

national disgrace. ,Notice to the present clerical tithe-receiver
that he will have no successor could injure nobody. He has
himself worked and invested capital in qualifying for the post
of spiritual teacher, and cannot be robbed of his reward by any
honest means. Even if tithes were altogether remitted it
would be as necessary to make full compensation as it was
when purchase was abolished in the army. Vested interests
may perhaps b_ defined as rights based n,_t upon contract but
upon custom. Even when the State has expressly repudiated
the permanent obligation of paying certain salaries, it has
fl_und itself morally compelled t_ make compensation to those
who have been deprived of livelihood l_v the abolition of offices
which had come to be generally regarded as permanent.

But if we are justified by ancient custom in recognising
rights which have no basis in law, it may be contended that
we are justified in recognising ,_bligations similarly based on
immemorial custom. Agriculturists who have paid tithes for
over a thousand )'ears may t_e said to have a vested obligation
to continue those payments, and it is no hardshitJ upon farmers
or upon landowners, who have come into their present position
with their eyes open, t_ ask them to continue their contri-

butions to the public Treasury. It may be urged that so ihr
as the Vithe-payer is concerned, it would not be actually unjust
to g,J on levying tithes, and that it would n_,t be unjust to
renfit them. This is true of all taxation. Putting the Church
as a fictitious person altogether out of view, the existing clergy
as individuals have a right either to the continuance of their

offices for their lifetime or to full compensation. This claim
might be met, and a considerable reduction simultaneously
made, in the tax called tithes, whereby no human being would
be mulcted. The pressure on agriculture would be temporarily
relieved, and justice would be done all round. I have entered

thus fully into the tithe question because it illustrates the
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doctrine of property in relation to tile person owning. From
this point of view the several kinds of Church property stand
in the same position.

Even admitting that the independence of personal belief
from State interference is tile final outcome of social evolution,

admitting that this nation is already ripe for the advance, I
think many persons calling themselves liberationists are apt to
1,}se sight of the main conditions of its achievement. It cannot
be laid down too earl)- or too emphatically that in carrying
out tile work, true proprietary rights nmst be held absolutely
inviolate. Your pvund of flesh, but not one drop of blr)(_d.
Nothing can be more unreas_mable or more unjust than to
protest against the application of public monies to improper
purposes, and at tile same time to clam,-,ur for tile expropria-
tion of a certain class of citizens. Those who protest against
taxatit_n for spiritual purposes on tile _round that it is wrong
to rob an individual even for the puhlic good are for ever
barred from demanding the c_nfiscation of tile incomes of a
class, even ti_r the public, good. If disendowment is to be

brought about, it nmst be done without rendering one single
member of the Established Church a penny the poorer. That
is a 8i_e (1_('__o_.. t'erhaps the strongest argument tbr post-
poning the practical consideration of the question for some
time is that the true definition of property has not yet come
to be recog'nised by our laws.

The consettuence is, that much misunderstanding exists as
to what is corporate property. Cases of bequests to indeter-
minate persons abomld, and a careful examination of the
vari_us and conflicting decisions of our judges goes to show
that English jurisprudence is hardly yet equal to the task of
dealin- with this gn'eat question without doing moral injustice.
Mill, who could not withhold a tribute of admiration for the

great individualist Turgot, somewhat immodestly apologises for
him for opposing tlmndations. " Notwithstanding our deep
reverence for this illustrious man." he writes, " and the great

weight which is due to his sentiments on all subjects which
he had maturely considered, we must regard his ol,inion on
this subject as one of what it is now allowal_le to call the
prejudices of his aoe. It might have been allowable fifty
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years ago (Mill white on Church Property in 18q.'I), but to-day
the best thinker,_ are in line with Turgot, and are inclined t_,
apologise tbr Mill, whose opinion on this subject, at least, may
dearly be set down as due to the prejudice of the age in which
/_c wrote. " Turgot and his friends," said he, " seem to have
conceived the perfection of 1,_litical society to be reached, if
man could but be compelled to abstain frvm injuring nmn, not
considering that men need help as well as fi_rbearance, and
that nature is to the greater number a severer taskmaster, even

than man is to man. They left each individual to fight his
own l_attle against fate and necessity with little aid from his
fellow-men, save what he might purchaae in open market and
pay fi,r." C'ould the individualists' position be more clearly
defined to-day sc_fitr as the perfi_etion of political society is
concerned ? Mill's notion of a state which should help the
individual to '"fight against neeessity" is a little out of harm_mv
with the scientific thought of our day. His thmous article on
O,2)oraHon, and C/_rc]_ l)r(qwrty is &mlMess an able contri-
bution to the discussion, but its weakness is its embodiment

of socialist principles in reaction from the at,parently hard
individualism ,_f Turgnt.

In applying the principle of let-l_e to practical pcditics it
is necessary to make a thorough and searehing analysis _f
juridical terms, and of these the chief is the term I'r_perty.
When this has been &me, we shall, I think, without impugnin._,
the probity of such thinkers as Proudhon, find ourselves in
harmony with the views expressed by llastiat in his celebrated
vindicatbm of proprietary rights.

"Men of property and leisure ! Whence come the fears whfl:b have
seized Ul,OIJ you ! The perfumed but poisoned breath of Utopm menaoe_

w)ur exi,-t_nce. You are loudly told that the fortune you have amassed

i'or the purpose of securing a little repose in your old age, and f,_.d,
instruction, and a start in life fl_r your children, has been acquired by

you at the expense of your brethren; that you have placed yourselve,
between the gifts of nature and the poor ; that, like greedy tax-gatherers,

you have levied a tribute on these gifts, under the name,- of 1,roperty,

interest, and rent. You are called upon for restitution; and what
augments your terror is, that your advocates in conducting your defence

feel themselves too often compelled to avow that your usurpatl.n i,-

flagrant lint that it is nece-_ary. Such accusation.- I meet wlgh a direct

and emphatic negative. You have not intercepted the gift_- of nature.
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You have receivedthem, itis true,at the hand_ of nature,l)tltyou have

alsotran-A'erredthem to your blethrenwiflmut receivinganything. What

you have received i_ simply a recompense for your effortsand by no

mean.-the lomceof the giftsof nature. Such property iF legitimateand
unassailable ; no Utopia can prevail a.,.,ainst it, for it enters into the very

eon,titution of our being. N_ theory san ever .-_ueceed in blighting it, or
in _haking it.

"3len of toil and privation ! you cam_ot shut your eye, to the truth

that the primitive condition of the race i,-. that of a perfect equality of

poverty and ignorance ; nmn redeem_ himself fi'om this state 1,y the sweat
of his brow, and directs his eour,e towards another equality, that of

material pro.-perity, knowledge, and moral dignity. The progress of men

is unequal indeed, and you could not COmldain even though the rapid
march of the vanguard were in some measure to retard vour own advancer.

:But, in truth, it is qmte the reverse. No ray of light'penetrates a single

mind without in some degree enlightening your.-. No step of progres-,

even though prompted by the conscious striving tbr property, but it is a
step of progress fin' you. No wealth is. created which does not tend to

enneh you ; no property i- acquired which doe: not tend to enlarge your

own liberties. For the order of things is so arranged that no man can

work honestly for himself without at the same time working for all.
"Men of l,hihmthropy! Lovers of equahty: Blind defen,lers of

the suffering cla.--e- ! You who look forward to the reign of eolnnmmty

in thi.- world, why in your pride do you reck to subjugate men's will-
and bring them under the yoke of your own invention.- ? ])o you not

see that tlus eomnmnity after which you sigh ha; been already attained

and provided for by nature ? Has nature need either of your conceptions
or of your welshes ? l)o you not set that thl.- eonmmnity is being

realiseti day by day, in virtue of it.- adminlble decrees : that the execution
of these deeree¢ has n,,t been entrusted to your hap-hazard services and

puerile tinkerings nor even to the increasing sympathy manifested in

charity ; but that it has been entru.-ted to the most personal, the' most

permanent of all our energies--self-interest, a principle embedded m our
inmost nature, which never flag.- and which never rests. Study then the

s,_eial mechani,nt and you will find that it te-tlfies to a universal harmony

which far out-trips your dreams and chimeras-. In.tead of presmnl_tUously
ofl't.rmg to reconstruct the workmanshi I, of nature, you will then, ] trust,

be content humbly to admire and to bless it."

I have dwelt thus at length on land ownership and tithe
ownershit_ because these two fi}rms of property may he said to

be typic'd; each of them indicating the lnnits hv which any
clear and logical definitfi,n is necessarily bounded. Thus the
rights over the thing owned are not unlimited, aml the person or
persons owning must be determinate. Untbrtunately these
considerations are not always horns in mind even by lawyers.

" Property," says Lord Mackenzie, " though naturally unlimited,
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is suseeptildeof importantrestrictions."To begin with,it

neverismdimited; and it'itwere,what ground have we for

supposhlg that this is its _+at_u'a: form--whatever that nmy
mean ? This confusion results from mistaking the indefinite
for the limitless.

Austin avoided this mistake, but perhaps in defining i_ro-

pcrtff as "a right over a determinate thing, indefinite in point
of user, unrestricted in point of disposition, and unlimited in
point of duration," we may doul_t whether the two last qualifica-
tions are not necessary accidentals in ninety-nine cases out of'
a hundred, rather than essentially connoted by tile term. If
I have the use of a pound of tea for six months, it is preeiou._

little that your reversion will be worth at the end of that peri,_d.
If the tenant i_' life of a painting includes amongst his rights

over it the right of 1,urning it, we may just as well admit his
right to be unlimited in point of time. And yet this i> a mere
accident• On the whole, Austin's maturer conclusion is that

which I am inclined to adopt when he says, "I mean t,y
2)rol)crt?/every right over a thing which is indefinite in point
of user." And there he stops. This is the outcome of hi,

analysis of property as the institution exists at the present (lay.
History endorses this view. Savigny says tlmt property is
tbunded upon adverse possession ripened by prescription. Very
likely; it matters little what it was founded upon; the ques-
tion is, What is it when it has been founded ? Speaking of

its origin Sir Henry ZIaine <,ddly says : " What mankind did in
the primitive state may not l_e a hopeless sul_ject of inquiry,
but of their motives for doing it, it is impossible to know any-

rhino. Again he says: It is not surprising that the first
proprietor sh_Juld have been the strong nmn armed who kept
his goods in peace. But lvt_y it was that lapse of time created
a sentiment of respect tbr his possession, which is the exact
source of the universal reverence of mankind tbr that which

has for a long period de facto existed, is a question really
deserving the profoundest examination, but lying far beyond
tile boundary of our present inquiries." I cannot admit that the
motives of our early ancestors are inscrutable, lmt I quite agree
that the inquiry fails quite outside the province of the lawyer•
Leg land nationalisationists and antiquarians and meta-
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physicians and " agitators " argue out such questions as whether
Adam's (to_ltf.Mo_over all tile beasts of the field was a j_:s i_ rc_,
or merely a j_,s ad re',_z acq_:irc._cla_: whether Malachi was
inspired when he denounced those who neglected to pay their
tithes; whether the land of Great Britain originally belonged
to the dolichocephalic troglodytes or t(_ lake-dwellers with skulls
like the _'eanderthal specimen; whether Colonel _North of
Leeds has an absolute right to pull down Kirkstall Abbey
without the consent of the people of Leeds, or of Yorkshire, or
of England, or of the British Empire. All these questions will

thinkerscontinue to amuse and to enrage countless hosts of " " ....

for years to come. The lawyer and the statesman and the
jurist have nothing to do with them. And since, after all, the
permanent laws c,f all countries are made by the wise men in
those countries, perhaps the best thing common-senqe people
can do at the present time is to clear their heads and make
up their minds what it is which they mean hy property l_etbre
shouting themselves hoarse with the tleccarias and t'roudhons
on the one side. or tile IIentham- and llastiats on the other.



CttAI'TER V

WItAT I_ CAPITAL ._

Wm_z is Capital ? Surely many will complain that the con-
ception is clearly defined already, o1' that the whole science of
political economy must be r_fften from the very tbundation.
"If tile nature _,f capital be thorcn@fiy understood," wrote Mr.
John Macdomlel (S_trccy of 2_olitic_d _Yconom//, ] ,q71) '"political
economy is known almost to the bottom; ahnos_ all purely
economical questions may be solved, and the greater part of
fllture discussion_ consist._ of drawing deductions fl'om the
fundamental properties of capital. Its m(,mentousness must,
in the first place, l_e impressed upon the mind of every student

of t,_liti('al economy. Man with_ut capital is as purely a
fiction of the imaginati(m as a line without breadth or a

paint without magnitude. It is as essential t, the continuance
_ff'life as air. It is the breath of industry."

If the term Capital conveys m_ definite meaning, of what a
jargc_n must nearly all the problems and theorem,; of the so-
called science consist I In Mill's own words : "A branch may
be diseased and all the rest healthy : but unsoundness at the
r_,_Jtdiflhses unhealthiness through the whole tree." And it is
in speaking of capital that this apt illustration is called fbrth.

Consequently it behoves us to ascertain, first, whether the term
really has one clear meaning, and secondly, whether it is used
in the same sense by those whose works on the subjee_ are
s_udied. And in order to answer these _tuestions let us begin
1,y laying side l_v side two or three detinitions of capital

extracted t'rom well-known work._. In the -PJ'inc'il)lc.s of
Pditical Econum?/, by J. S. Mill, we find the following not
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very concise definition : " What capital does for production is
to afford the shelter, protection, tools, and materials which the
work requires, and to feed and otherwise maintain the labourers

during the process. Whatever things are destined ibr this use
--destined to supply productive labour with these various
pre-requisites--are capital."

In the J[eenTtal of _Political Zconomy, by Professor tI.
Fawcett, 1865, the following is the definition Wen: "The
wealth which has been accumulated with the object of
assisting production is termed capital; and theretbre the

capital of the country is the wealth which is not immediately
consumed unproductively, and which may, consequently, be
devoted to assist the further production of weahh." This state-
ment has not been materially altered in later editions.

In a work entitled _Political Eco_wmy ,/'or .Plain People, by
Mr. G. I'. Scrope, 1873, it is written: " We should therefore

define capital as that portion of _novablc stock which is em2loyed
or rc_serrcd for employment i7_l_roduction ; to which we would
add (in order to avoid ambiguity as far as possible), u'ith a
_'iew to prq/ft b/! the sale of its 29rod_.ce."

Mill's definition may be translated into a single proposition
thus: "Whatever things are destined to supply productive
labour with the stjelter, protection, tools, and materials which
the work requires, and to feed and otherwise maintain the

labourers during the process, are capital." Scrope's
definition already fulfils this desideratum, if the italics,

which are his own, be read separately. But Fawcett's
definition, though, to use his own words, " it is a wide defini-
tion," will he found on closer inspection to be two wide
definitions, of which the second embraces some things and
excludes others not embraced and excluded by the first,
ahhough they are connected by the form used to indicate
identical propositions. According to the first the intention of

the accunmlator constitutes an essential factor in the concep-
tion. In the second the possible destiny of the wealth takes
the place of the aceunmlator's intention. There is nmch

wealth, which, though not accumulated with the otjcct
of assisting production, nevertheless _naU be devoted to that
purpose. Such wealth is capital according to the second

K
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definition, but not capital according to the first. No doubt
Fawcett was led to perpetrate this extraordinary non sc_uit_r
by the laudable desire to eliminate from the conception of
capital that element of destiny which is so prominent in the
definition of the great logician. We are enal)led, he no doubt
said to tfimself, with this clue to look back and declare pretty

accurately what was capital so many years ago, and in
so many years to come we shall be similarly able to decide
what is capital to-day; but by what conceivable process can
we point to the things around us and say which are capital and
which are not, if that depends entirely upon their destiny ?
The eventual destiny of a thing is not necessarily coincident
with the present intention of its possessor or of any one else :
but as the latter is ascertainable and the former is not, it shall

be taken as the true test of capital. And then, perchance,
after coming to this determination, there arose before the

professor a vision of an old nobleman on the verge of the tomb,
feeding his hunters on the oats that should make porridge tbr
his labourers, with a thrifty son and heir looking on and
biding his time; and the object of the accunmlator seemed a
too nice distinction between capital and non-capital and so
was superimposed the second not exactly complementary but
rather optional mark. Now since it is quite possible and easy

to say whether a given article may or may not by possibility
be devoted to production, we have by means of these optional
definitions really eliminated the metaphysical factor of destiny
or fatality from the conception. And this is, we admit, very
satistaetory, when lo'_here comes G. Poulett Scrope and spoils the
whole design, bringing back destiny in disguise. Disgusted
with the professor's canny trick of producing one or other of
his two definitions f>om his pocket as suits his convenience,
under pretence that they are equivalent, Scrope rolls the
two into one. Instead of this class or that class, he says

both this class a_d that class are capital, both those things
which are rescrt'cd for employment in production, and also those
things which, whether so reserved or not, actually are so
employed. It is almost a pity he did not substitute " may by
possibility be employed" for "are employed." We should so
have bid farewell for ever to destiny. But alas l what means
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that which/s employed ? Of what particular thing can we say

that it is employed ill production ? Certainly not of any kind
of so-called circulating capital. Here is a sack of" oats.
It certainly has not been employed in production, or it would

not be oats, and as to whether it is to be so employed or not, it
is impossible to predict with certainty: after all, it is again a
question of destiny.

So that, on the one hand, the wealth which, though
intended ibr tile purchase of luxury, is eventually rescued from
destruction by some accident, such as the death of its possessor,
and on the other hand, that which, though intended to assist
the further production of wealth, stands an equal chance
of being wasted, are both included under the head of'

capital. Heads I win, tails you lose; in either case
Poulett Scrope smiles on the wealth around him and dubs it
capital.

Concerning this factor intention, Courcelle Seneuil

writes (Traite d'Economic Politiquc, 1867, p. 49): "Comme
notre ddfinition du mot 'capital' diff/_re de celle qui
est g_n_ralement admise, et qui a dte accr_dit6e par les
auteurs les plus respeetables, il es_ n6cessaire de donner '_ ce

sujet une eourte explication. La plupart des dconomistes

comprennent sous le nora comnmn de capital cette parti
seulement des richesses existantes que ses possesseurs ont
l'intcntion, de conserver ou de reproduire par l'industrie.
Ainsi tel objet compt6 entre les richesses serait ou ne serait

pas capital selon l'intention de son possesseur et acquerrait
ou perdrait la qualit6 de capital selon les changements
que subirait cette intention. Une telle classification a lc

ddfaut de ne s'attacher _t aucun fair mat_:riel sensible; le
m0me objet deviendrait ou cesserait d'etre capital en changeant

de propridtaire; un pain, par exemple, serait capital dans
la boutique du boulanger, mais une fois acquis par le consom-
mateur, il ne serait plus un capital. Qui ne volt tout sc
qu'une telle classification a de conventionel at d'arbitraire ?

Mieux vaut ramener le mot capital "t son aceeption vulgaire,
d'apr6s laquelle il d6signe une somme de richesses, d'utilitds

existantes er6ds par un travail antfrieur."
This popular definition is almost identical with the one
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adopted by J. B. Say, though it is only fah" to the latter to say
that he distinguished between ca2ital 2roductif and capital
iT_vrod_ctif, denoting by the first what is commonly denom-
inated capital by the English economists, namely, in Bastiat's
rough categories, "tools, materials, provisions." Though
heartily admitting the force of Courcelle Seneuil's critical
arguments against the current acceptation of the term, I can-
not find that he makes any use, in his two cumbrous and
erudite volumes, of the popular conception. I concur rather
with Mr. Macdonnel in regretting that a useful term should be
wasted. " J. B. Say seems to have needlessly spoiled a term

which fitted a well-defined idea," or rather, a very vague
idea, which deserves to be well defined.

M'Culloch's definition agrees with what we must call
Professor Faweett's second definition: "The capital of a
country consists of those portions of the produce of industry
existing in it which are DIRECTLY available either for the
support of human beings or the facilitatiug of production."
When Mr. Macdonnel says that "whatever wealth, labour
excluded, is devoted to help to form new wealth is capital," we
must interpre_ " devoted" in tt_e sense of "already applied " or
of "intended to be applied" to the said purpose, to either of
which senses my objections apply.

On the whole, _hen, after comparison, I think we must give
the preference to Mill's definition. And no doubt it is the most
representative of' the generally-accepted usage of the term. So
ibr the purposes of thi._ analysis we may mainly confine ourselves
to the condensed ibrm of it given above, namely: "Whatever

_hings are destined to supply productive labour with the shelter,
protection, tools, and materials which the work requires, and to
l%ed and otherwise maintain the labourers during the process,

are capital."
Now, passing over the objectionable factor destiny, and

assuming for the present that the destination of an article may
be approximately coincident with the present intention of its
possessor, even then the definition is merely one of enumera-
tion. _rhat is a quadruped ? A quadruped is a horse, or a
rat, or an elephant, or a pig, etc., without any reference to the
distinctive attributes of the class. Of what conceivable use is
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such a definition ? You may walk through a forest, and ever)-
now and then mark a tree with chalk. _qmn you have done,
no doubt a certain class does exist, _'iz. the chalked trees.

But, so far as scientific utility is concerned, the classification
might just as well never have been made. If the enumeration

be exhaustive we may have a very distinct idea of the various

things denoted by capital, but what we want is an e_tually
distinct idea of the attributes ecru'noted by the term.

Until we have found the connotation of a term it cannot

be said to have been defined, though it may have been trans-
lated into other words.

But the connotation of a term is often implied before it is
expressed, because it is often felt before it is seen. Even in

the case of the chalked trees the grouping may be of use
provided you were guided in your selection by some clearly or
dimly recognised features common to all the tress chalked and

peculiar to them. And so it is with capital. That there is an
actual something approxinmtely common and peculiar to all

the groups of things enumerated in Mill's definition of capital
we cannot deny. On the contrary, it is this vaguely con-
eeived connotation which has enabled economists to do s,

much work with such a classification; just as a chemist may

do good work with an ill understood or impure chemical. And
it is this something which 1 propose to bring into the light
of day shorn of its imperfections and denuded of the lbg
which has hitherto surrounded it. Like tainted water in the

kitchen, it has been mixed with all our ibod, doing more harm

in some quarters than in others, and. on the whole, sufficing
better than no water at all. What classes have suffered most

fi'om the pollution I shall point out in the next chapter.
The best recipe for exposing the weakness of a so-called

definition by enumeration is to hunt it down through all the
groups said to be comprised within it, and by selecting extreme
examples of each to show how they arc at variance, with tlw
vaguely implied connot_qtion as interpreted by common sense,
This we will now proceed to do.

First a:eamt_lc.--tterc is a cotton-mill, with machinery, _,oal.

cotton, oil, an organised body of workpeople, and every other
evidence of being devoted to production. It is burnt down.
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Was it capital ? Common sense, g_ided by a vague perception
of the connotation of the term, answers, It was capital: but
the definition says :No; it was not destined to assist produc-
tion, and therefore it was not capital.

Scco_ut cxan_l_h'.--A Scotch nobleman has a hundred sacks
of oats intended to be consumed by his hunters ; he dies, and
his thrifty heir converts the oats into porridge for his work-
people. Were the oats capital ? Mill says, Yes, and common
sense thinks so too, while Professor l%wcett first says No, and

then says Yes.
YTcird c,rcu_q_[c.--A thousand colliers on the eve of a

monster meeting eat their suppers, not knowing whether a
strike will commence on the morrow or not. Is their supper
capital? Mill gives it up, so does Scrope, and so does
Fawcett till, on second thoughts, he says it may possibly
be devoted to production, and therefore it is capital. Common
sense feels that it is capital.

Quitting destiny, the next factor that merits attention is
productive labour. The commodity in question may be

destined to supply labour with the shelter, production, tools, or
materials which the work requires, but unless that labour be
2Jroductirc labour the article is not capital. And now arises
the question: What is productive labour .2 Half a dozen
different answers are at once forthcoming. J. ]3. Say confers
that title upon all labour which results in utilities or, in other
words, gives pleasure to others. M'Culloch goes one step

thrther, and includes all labour which gives pleasure even to
the labourer, such as eating turtle or blowing bulJbles;
Mill rejects all utilities that are not capable of being embodied
mediately or immediately in material objects other than human,
while the stricter sect. exclude all that cannot at once be

carried off: for example, Mill regards as productive labour the

work of the schoolmaster, because eventually the country will
be the richer for it materially; but not until the count_" is
the richer for it will Professors Scrope and Fawcett pay any
regard to it ; and even then, if it comes through the mediuln of
the skill of labourers, as it needs must, the former refuses to class

the new increment as due to capital, but rather as due to
labour. We will, however, as heretofore, follow Mill. Accord-
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ing to him productive labour includes " only those kinds of
exertion which produce utilities embodied in material objects "
as the direct or the ultimate result. Lest I should appear to

some wilfully to misunderstand Mill's exact meaning, and to
complicate purposely this definition within a definition, I shall
do well to quote him on this point in full "I shall . . .
understand ... by productive labour only those kinds of
exertion which produce utilities embodied in material objects.
t_ut in limiting myself to this sense of the word I mean to

avail myself of the full extent of that restricted acceptation,
and I shall not refuse the appellation productive to labour

which yields no material profit as its direct result, provided
that an increase of material products is its ultimate con-

sequence." As examples of this indirectly or mediately pro-
ductive labour, he cites the labour expended in the acqtfisition

of manuiheturing skill, and the labour of officers of Government
in aflbrding the protection which is indispensable to the

prosperity of industry.
Now the only objection I have to ottbr to this definition

is, that it can have no conceivable application. It is clearly

impossible to draw a line, even a rough line, between labour
that will eventually conduce to material wealth and labom"
that will not. We have already admitted the labour of the
educator and the Government officer, and it will be hard to

exclude the soldier and the tragedian if one will but think of
the ultimate results of their work. To avoid the indefinite ex-

tension of the class, Mill had recourse to a new l_oundary line :

he again ihlls back on the intention of the labourer and worker.
Concerning the labour of the musical performer, actor, and
showman, he observes: "Some good may, no doubt, be pro-

duced beyond the moment upon the feelings and disposition
or general state of enjoyment of the spectators ;. or, instead of

good there may be harm; but neither the one nor the odler is
the eflhet intended, is the result for which the exhibitor works

and the spectator pays : nothing but the immediate pleasure.'"
Surelythis sudden changeof front is lamentable--is inadmissible.
We follow tediously the consequences of a given action through
several generations down to the final embodiment of its result-

ing utility in a material object, and we triumphantly claim for
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the said action the title of productive labour, when to our

chagrin we are met by the very prescriber of the requisite quali-
fications with the objection that such embodiment was not the

original object of the worker. May we not safely retort that
such is not the aim of anything like half the labourers whose
work has been styled productive; of the soldier, for instance,

or the clerg)nnan ? Nor should we better ourselves by accept-
ing any other eeonomist's definition of productive labour in
preference to l_Iill's.

We must, however, take things as we find them, and
having obtained the value of productive labour in known terms,

substitute them in the original equation; and we have
tile following: "_71atever things are destined to supply

those kinds of exertion which produce utilities immediately or
mediately embodied, and intended to be embodied, in material
objects, with the shelter, etc. etc., are capital."

In order to apply the term to any _ven article we have
to ascertain not only what it is destined to be devoted to, bu_

also whether the utility possibly resulting from it is ever
destined _o be embodied in material objects, and further
whether, if so, such embodiment was the intention of its

original employer.

We are still on the threshold of our inquiry. We now
come to the consideration of the separate _oups of things
which alone, even under the above-mentioned circumstances,
can be classed as capital. And the first of these is shelter.

It will be remembered that Serope was careful to reject
everything as capital that is not movable. But sheher is

usually aflbrded by something immovable, such as a roof and
wails. The warehouse that protects the finished goods is to

be rejected; the light shed tha_ protects the machinery is also
to be rejected. The tarpaulin that protects the waggons in
the yard is or is not included according to the nature of the

fastenings by which it is connected with the poles in the earth ;
while the umbrella, beneath whose grateful shelter the foreman
inspects the works and the workers, is unmistakably capital of
the first water, being very movable.

Sure]y political economy had its origin long prior to the

days of Adam Smith, in the brains of the ancient lawyers, who
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distinguished real from personal property, on the grounds that
no man, be he never so feloniously disposed, can run away
with an acre of land. I lay stress on this movable quali-
fication, because, though not expressly contained in Mill's
definition, it is throughout his work assumed to be so con-
tained, and everywhere land and its appurtenances are ex-

cluded fi'orn the category of capital.
Tile next station at which we shall stop is called

" protection." Does this include the high wall that wards off
tile thief; the iron bars in front of the jewellm"s window ; the
polieemml who watches the premises; the law that protects
tile property of citizens ? All, any, or none of these ? Mill's
definition would, I suppose, include all: but in practice, as
we have seen, he excludes all things attached to the soil.
Professors Fawcett and Serope would exclude also the police-
man and the law, except in so ihr as the latter is embodied in
material statute-books, more or less movable. Let not the
reader smile at these divisions and diflhrenees. Even the

most frivolous of them has its origin in philosophical distinctions
more or less pr_)fbund.

Nor does the term " t.uls" convey any clearer meaning.
Is the anvil a t(_ol as well as the hammer ? the chimney as
well as the bellows ? the stream as well as the water-wheel ?

The steam as well as the piston ? the coal as well as the l_oiler ?
It wouhl be hard to draw the line between them: vet would

any of the above-named economists call the wind that fills the
sail capital ? And similarly with materials. We &, not seem
to emerge from the tbg as we advance. What, in the name of
clear conception, arc materials ? There is a branch of them
known as raw materials. Here is a piece of undyed cloth.
It is the dyer's raw material, and theretbre, by definition,
capital. Again, here is a plastered house, destined to be

painted custard colour, according to the genius of the English
people. Evidently it is precisely in the situation of the
undyed cloth, and therefore it must he regarded as the
painter's capital. Is it so regarded ? Everything, in short.
destined to be improved, repaired, touched up, is capital : and
hence the greater the quantity of unfinished articles in a

country the greater its potential capital. So that we may
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create capital by scratching the paint off a neighbour's door,
because the door will probably soon become raw material in

the hands of tile painter. The fog thickens.
We need not push "materials" any fhrther, but after

noting that the shelter, protection, tools, and materials must
not only be devoted to but actually required by the work in
order to merit the title of capital, we will proceed to consider
the next group of commodities included under Mill's definition.
Whatever things ark destined to feed and otherwise maintain
the labourers during the process are also capital. Farther on
Mill admits that not all the food, but only so much as is

absolutely requisite to enable the labourers to perform their
share of the work, is capital. Now, unless we are prepared to
show how much of John's beer, bread, and beef goes to tile
repair of John's nmscles and motor nerves, and to what extent
the latter are actually confined to the work he has to do, I
cannot perceive of what use the term capital can be to science.
How can we compare profits with capital, quantitatively--that
is, find the ratio of profits to capital--unless we can measure
both. _ Again, one bootmaker, devouring in one week fifty

shillings' worth of turtle, venison, and oht port, works hard
and turns out six pair of boots : are the sources of his strength
to be deemed all capital ? It. may be that a smaller quantity of
the same stuff' would not have sufficed to suppc_rt him, any
more than a reduction could have been made in the amount, of

beer, beef, and bread consmned by another bootmaker at a cost
of fifteen shillings, who turns out an equal number of similar

boots. There is no stipulation in the definition as to the kind
of food that may be called capital, but only that the quantity
must not exceed that which is actually converted into labour.
Mr. Macdonnel handles this question in rather a remarkable
and amusing manner. After putting the question whether a
bottle of champagne is or is not capital, he answers that it

depends on circumstances. If consmned by one who produces
nothing valuable it is not capital (but was it '_). If by one
who produces something valuable, then it is capital; " or, to
be accurate, so much of the value of it as would have bought
equal nourishment forms capital, the rest being purely unpro-
ductive expenditure."
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So that not the champagne, or even part of it, which would
not have sufficed to afford the requisite stimulus, but part of
the value of tile whole of the champagne, is capital. The value,
not the matter, is capital. This recalls the definition of J. ]3.
Say: "Le valeur de routes ces choses" (before enumerated)

" compose ce qu'on appelle un capital productif."
Laughable as this shuffle appears, it is paralleled, and

indeed eclipsed, by the feats of legerdemain performed by Mill
himself and his whole army of disciples, which have yet to be
exposed,

As to those things which otherwise maintain the labourers,
no doubt clothes, fl_el, and shelter are meant, but so dense is

the mist ,already surrounding us that even this cloud adds
little or nothing to the darkness.

And so, having at last Doped our way to the end of our
journey, we confess with disappointment that the currently
accepted and best definition of capital, apparently clear and
definite enough when seen at a distance, on nearer and closer
scrutiny "dissolves, and, like the baseless fabric of th' air vision,
leaves not a rack behind."

Enough of this sort of analysis is as good as a feast. In

fact, some people have no sympathy with us in such work,
and indeed get very angry when we attempt it.

" In political economy," says _crope, " much labour has
been expended in vain, and great confusion introduced where
all is really plain enough, by over-rqinS_j, and by ill-judged
endeavours to give a mathematical accuracy to definitions and
propositions which, fl'om the nature of their sul_iect, can pretend
to no more than the grouping of phenomena according to their
most striking general enaracter_. Ilut what are the most

striking general characters of those things which are grouped
together under the head of capital ? That is precisely what we
want to get at--the connotation of the term.

However, let us lay aside our dissecting-knife and assume
that, to all practical intents and purposes, our political econo-
mists mean roughly to comprise in the class just what Bastiat

groups together as "tools, materials, provisions," and that the
variance between them is due to a desire to be more exact--

one regarding this feature, another that, as most requiring
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elucidation or qualification; let us grant that all these various
and elaborate definitions do but testify to a consciousness of the

imperfection of the original proposition, embodied in so many
qualifying clauses. Be it so. Tools, materials, provisions;
this is what is meant in plain words by capital. We will ask
no questions about anvils and chimneys; we will ask no
questions about raw materials and painted houses; we will
ask no questions about venison and beef, beer and port wine.
After all, honest folk know what they are talkhlg about when
they speak of tools, of materials, and of provisions. Like good
children, we will not ask troublesome questions.

Now may we not say we know what capital is ? at least
roughly? Not a bit of it. Just as we begin to try and
accommodate ourselves to loose fbrms of speech, and to rest
content with tolerably clear ideas of things, all our limits are
suddenly swept away by the intrusion of two new elements
into the conception, both wholly subversive of our newly-ibund
interpretation of the term.

In two extraordinary propositions we are informed, firstly,
that anything of value whatsoever which can be exchanged
for capital (as defined) is itself capital, by which we must
understand anything of value whatsoever, for the value of

a thing means that it can be exchanged ibr other things;
secondly, that there is no such thing at all as capital in an
absolute sense, but that an article may be capital in rela-
tion to one person, not ec_do/taIin relation to another person.

These statements seem so remarkable that they mus_ be

borne out by suitable quotations fl'om the works of our represen-
tative economist Mill. Speaking of a man's capital on p. 69
of the Principles he says : "What, then, is his capital ? Pre-
cisely that part of his possessions which is to constitute his
fund for carrying on fresh production. It is of no consequence
that apart or even the whole of it is in a ibrm in which it

cannot directh- supply the wants of the labourers." Again,
on p. 71 : " Whether all these values are in a shape directly
applicable to productive use makes no difl'erence. Their

shape, however it may be, is a temporary accident, but once
destined for production they do not ikil to find a way of trans-
forming themselves into things capable of being applied to it."
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To some minds itwould appearahnostdesirabletoemploy

two technical terms--one to designate the group of articles
hitherto classed together as capital, and another to designate
whatever of value is destined to be exchanged for such
capital. ]_ut as neither term would be of any conceivable

use to exact science, I shall not waste space in converting
one bad tool into two not much better. Let us rather prepare
ourselves for the second revelation, to the effect that, after all,

there is no such thing _ capital _per so. Speaking of a
particular instance, Mill, on p. 74 of the Pri_,ciph's, writes:

" Ill the present instance that which is virtually capital to
the individual is or is not capital to the nation according as
the iund which, by the supposition, he has not dissipated, has
or has not been dissipated by somebody else." In other words,

wealth which is capital to an individual may be not-capital
to the nation or another individual or group of individuals.

The same article is capital to A, not-capital to/?; and capital
is, therefore, merely a relative term, i.e. implies a particular

relation between a particular person and a particular thing.
Our original definition, to be more accurate, requires to be

so expanded as to embody these two new important factors
somehow or other. I submit the ibllowing :-

"Whatever things arc destined to snpply those kinds of
exertion which produce utilities hnmediatelv or mediately
embodied (and originally intended to be embodied) in material
objects with the shelter, protection, tools, and materials which
the work requires , and to feed and otherwise maintain the

labourers dm'ing the process, or whatever things are capable
of being and destined to be exchanged for such, arc, in relation
to some person or persons according to circumstances not
specified, capital." Or, to adopt Bastiat's abbreviated form, as

we have consented to do, " Tools, materials, provisions, and
whatsoever is intended or destined to be exchanged for such,
are capital with respect to somebody."

Our determination to look at things kindly, and, as
Scrope advises us, with our eyes half-closed, has, I /'car,
landed us in a quagmire not much better than that in which
our method of analysis terminated.

If we really wish to know what the term capital means
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we _st have recourse to the comparative method, and by
extracting that which is common and peculiar to all forms of
so-called capital that we can bring together within our field of
vision, finally discover the true connotation, instead of barely

enumerating the more convenient forms, and averting our gaze
from the ugly borderland specimens, the ornithorhynchuses
and pterodactyluses of our kingdom.

Let us commence operations by colligating the following
eases drawn together from various points of the compass :-

The above-mentioned factory in working order before it is
burnt down.

The hundred sacks of oats intended for his hunters by the
above-mentioned old noblenmn.

The slaves on a sugar-plantation.
The tall chimney which causes the strong draught in a

boiler-house.

An acre of plough land in Middlessex.
._-n acre of land on the banks of Lake Tanganyika.
A casket of diamonds cut and polished.
I shall assume that commou sense, or rather the opinion

of all those whose vague idea of capital is sufficiently clear to
cause them to desire a term or name for the conception, will

adnfit that of this group of cases the first five are capital and
the last two are no_ capital. What we have to do is to find out
what is common to the five and not common to the last two.

._knd, first of all, we see that the element of destiny is
excluded by the factory, which by supposition is not destined
to produce new wealth. Nex_ we see that, the intention of
the possessor does not affect the question, for although the oats

are intended to be unpr_ductively consumed, yet they are
regarded as capital.

The case of the slaves disposes of the allegation that man
is not capital, " but only that for which capital exists."

The tall chimney excludes the factor movability, which,

but for high authorities, I should hardly have considered
worthy of express exclusion.

And land may or may not be capital according to circum-
stances, for in Middlesex we regard it as such, but not on the
banks of Tanganyika.
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Lastly, value is not a sufficient mark, ibr the diamonds are
not capital, though no one will dispute their value.

Up to the present we can see on]3"two factors common to
the five examples of capital. Firstly, they all possess value;
and secondly, they are all originally fit or suitable for the
production of wealth. They eontahl a possibility of helping to
tbrm new capital.

But value is already excluded because it is not only
common to the fi)rms of capital but also to the casket of
diamonds. :Nor are we more fortunate with our potent.iality,
for there is that in the acre of land on the shores of the

,African lake which would enable it to assist in the production
of new wealth, viz. a fertile soil. Moreover, the wind that
turns the mill-sail_ and drives the ship contrilmtes most un-

mistakably to the creation of' wealth, and yet it is not capital.
To what straits, then, are we driven!

It seems as though there were no attribute at once
common to all forms of weahh properly called capital and yet
peculiar to them. _%r does any amount of search and
scrutiny serve to throw any light on the position. If we
increase the nmnber of cases we are no better off'. Have we

not tried everything, and in vain ? Must we after all give it
up ? One more attempt. Value is common to all, and
fitness to assist hi the creation of new wealth is also common

to all. Yet neither of these attributes is peculiar to capital.
May it be that the combination of the two is the required
connotation ? We feel we are gettin._" nearer. The wind that

helps to create weahh has no wflue, and the diamonds that
have great value help to create no wealth. Alas_ consider
these bananas at Covent Garden. They arc sold ibr three-

pence each, and are therefore very valuable. Humboldt
calculated their productiveness as compared with that of wheat
as 133 to 1; and in ninny parts of India and the West
Indies they form the chief food of labourers. Yet as we look
at them we feel they are not capital in this country.

Again, this fibrous variety of actinolite, called asbestos fi'om
its incombustibility, has been utilised, and wouht be in a

hundred ways in the shape of hlcombustible cloth (for its
fibres are as fine as flax) but for its high value.
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Suddenly the truth flashes in upon us. The connotation
of capital rends its veil of mist and gloom and comes forth
clear, sharply-defined, and brilliant as a crystal. Once seen
there is no mistaking it.

"Capital is that the value of which is due to the value of its

products."
It is not long, it is not vague, but pithy, transparent, and

to the point. Anything which owes its value to the demand,
not for itself, as calculated to aflbrd immediate gratification to
the consumer, but for sonic other commodity into the creation
of which it enters as an element, whether as raw material, as tool

or machine, as worker, brute or human--sueh a thh_g is capital.
If the value of a commodity partly consumed ibr its own sake,

partly in the manuikcture of other articles (as coals, for example),
varies with the value of the goods manufactured by means of
it, it is clearly capital, whether or no the portion of it under
consideration be or be not destined for immediate consumption.

With this key we at once and easily unlock all di_icuhies.
Take the piece of undyed cloth. ]s it capital in the hands of
the dyer ? In order to answer this question we frst inquire
whether the value of the said cloth is due to the demand for

it in the dyed state. If so, if the immediate consumer does
not offer so high a price ibr the undyed material as the dyer
can aflbrd to do, then it is capital. Take the diamonds,

supposing them to be of a fair size. Are they capital
Clearly the polisher or glass-cutter cannot aflbrd to buy them
for the purposes of his trade at the value their unassisted
pleasure-giving power can command in the market as orna-
ments: their value is not affected by his demand, hence they

are not capital.
Is venison capital ? Certainly not. Y,ecause its value is

due, not to the demand tbr the products into which it may
enter (as labom'ers, tbr instance), but to its intrinsic power of

affording immediate gratification.
Is bread capital in England ? ]n order to answer this

question we must ascertain whether an extended demand for

any commodity into which bread enters as an element causes
a rise in the value of bread. Unquestionably an extended
demand for labourers (or, as is commonly said, for labour) is
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followed by a rise in the value of bread, other things equal.

Hence bread is capital in England. And so on with any

commodity that may be proposed ibr consideration.
Both land and labourers must now be reinstated under

the head of capital, for clearly the value of labourers is

entirely due to the value of their productions, and not to

the T'atification obtainable from them immediately, except

in a few cases, such as singers, dancers, actors, and the
like, who in the exercise of their functions cause direct satis-
ihction.

Labourers in general, commonly so called--that is to

say, human beings engaged in the creation of new and Yalu-

able _Lattcr, whether by manual exertion or as managers,

superintendents, co-ordinators, or inventors--are capital.

There is nothing new in this. It has been admitted, ibr

various insufficient reasons, by some of our shrewdest
economists.

M'Culloch (Principles, p. 116) writes :--

" However extended the sense previously attached to the term capital
may at first sight appear, we are inclined to think that it should be inter-
preted still more comprehensively. Instead of understanding by capital all
that portion of the produce of industry avtrinsic to man which may be made
applic_tble to his support and to the facilitating of production, there do_.-
not seem to be any good reason why man himself should not, and very
many why he should, be considered as forming a part of the national
capital. Man is as much the produce of previous outlays of wealth
expended on his sustenance, education, etc., as any of th_ instruments con-
structed by his agency ; and it would seem that in those inquirie._ which
regard only his mechanical operatio1_ and do not involve the consideration
of his higher and nobler powers, he should be regarded in precisely the
same point of view. Every individual who has arrived at maturity,
though he may not be instructcd in any particular art or profession, may
yet witt_ perfect propriety be viewed in relation to his natural power_ as
a machine which it has cost twenty years of assiduous attcntmn and the
expenditure of a considerable capital to construct. And if a further sum
be expended in qualifying him for the exercise of a business or prol_ssion
requiring unusual skill, his value will bt' proportionally increased, and hc
will be entitled to a greater reward for his exertions, as a machm(, becomes
more valuable when it acqmres new powers by the expenditure of
additional capital or labour in its construction. Adam Smith has fiflly
admitted the justice of this principle, though he has not reasoned consist-
ently from it. He suites that the acquired and useful talents of the
inhabitants should be considered as forming a portion of the national

L
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capital. ' The acquisition of such talents,' he justly observes, ' during the
education, study, or apprenticeship of the acquirer, always costs a real
expense, which is a capital fixed and realised, as it were, in his person.'"

Unfortmlately M'Culloch finds himself just as unable to

cope with his new I_rineiple as Smith did before lfim, not
because it was a false one, but because it was based by hoth
on a false reasonin_:', a rotten ibundation.

•Nor is it by any means new to comprehend land under the
head of capital, though we are in a minority in so doing. Mr.
Maedonnel passes this criticism on the English economists,
after comprising land under materials or tools, and thereibre
under capital: "This is indeed contrary to the usage of
English economists, who put land, the representative of all

other natural agents, in a category by itself. But two reasons,
I think, warrant a deviation. In the first place, the classifica-
tion of English economists with r%oard to this point involves
an inconsistency: for though laying it down--to take _Ir.
Fawcett as their spokesman--' that capital is all that wealth,
in whatever shape or form it may exist, which is set aside to
assist future production,' and though of course viewing land
as a portic, n of weahh, they exclude land from the kinds of
wealth included under capital."

ttowever, without troubling ourselves to examine author-

ities on this point further, we perceive that under capital fall
both land and labourers--not labour, which is a mere meta-

physical entity, or, what comes to the same thing, no entity at
all, but labourers. Strange to say, this confusion of materials
with forces is made by all the leading economists without excep-

tion, including even the _eat logician and philosopher, J. S. Mill,
wh_ says : " The human being himself I do not class as wealth.

}te is the purpose for which wealth exists." And then he pro-
ceeds to class his ability to work under the head of labour. " But
his acquired capacities, which exist only as means, and have
been called into existence by labour, fall rightly, as it seems

"or " '_to me, within that deslenatmn.
A weak objection to classing labour under the head of

capital is offered by Serope in the form of a criticism on
M'Culloch's opinion just quoted.

"We need hardly observe," he says, "that things which
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are identical can have no reciprocal action on each other "-
from which we are to conclude that if land and labour be cap-
ital, disquisitions on the reciprocal influence of land, labour,
and other kinds of capital, of rent, wages, and other kinds of
profits, must needs be vain delusions and absurdities. We

may reply that species of one genus may differ considerably
amongst themselves, and may act and react one upon another
to any extent, notwithstanding the fact that they have at-
tributes in common.

Nor is it disputed that there are well-marked species or
sub-classes of capital which are approximately coincident with
the old so-called genera, land and labourers, and it is this fact
which _ves value to the problems and theorems contained in
works which are based upon an erroneous view of the tem_

capital. Were it not so the whole tree would indeed be rotten
because of the disease at the root.

But no one denies that, of all kinds of capital, human

beings alone have this peculiarity, that they are the cause of
values as well as the part cause of valuables. No wonder
labourers are a very marked and distinct sub-class of
capital :

Land, too, has most in_portant peculiarities, into which we
need not enter here: Rarities are often classed together and

distinguished by a class-mark. For instance, we talk of mono-
poly prices in speaking of coal, of the works of old masters.
and the like. Then there is the well-known division of capital

into fixed and circulating, which we will now proceed briefly
to consider; and at the same time we must observe that this

division testifies to a real but vaguely-discerned distinction
which underlies the flimsy one commonly allege& We are

told (Mill's 7_ri_wi2oles,p. 114,):" Of the capital engaged in
the production of any commodity there is a part which, after
being once used, exists no longer as eapital, is no longer cap-
able of rendering ser_ice to production, or at least not the same
service, nor to the same sort of production ..... Capital
which in this manner fulfils the whole of its office in the pro-
duction in which it is engaged, by a single use, is called

circulating capital .... Another large portion of capital, how-

See chapter on " Property."
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ever, consists in instruments of production of a more or
less permanent character, which produce their effect, not by
being parted with, but by being kept, and tile efficacy of which
is not exhausted by a single use .... Capital which exists in
any of these durable shapes, and the return to which is spread
over a period of corresponding duration, is called fixed capital."

So that the distinction appears to consist in the number of

times a given commodity may be employed in the same
process, those which can be employed only once being called
circulating, those which can be employed more than once, fixed.

Now to me it seems that, although in ninety-nine eases out
of a hundred fixed capital suffices for more than one process,
and circulating capital for only one, yet these are but accidental
and not the essential characteristics of the two classes.

The real distinction lies deeper. It is this: those things
the eventual consumption of which is essential to the creation
of the required compound or new product form one class,
vaguely indicated by the term ci_'c_datinff ; those things the

eventual consumption of which is not essential, but only
accidental, to the creation of the required compound, form
another class--_red capital, No doubt all capital is consumed,
but so is everything else ; the iron ladle required to stir this
molten metal soon wears out and must be renewed. If it wore

out in one use, as the wick of a candle is destr()yed as fast as
the tallow, Mill would call it circulating capital. So with a

quill pen. One day's use destroys it. Yet the ladle,
the wick, and the pen are all (so far as they are
e_pital at all) fixed capital. Why? Because, if they
never wore out at all, even after a million processes, so
far from being less useful, they would not only not impair
the product to which they contribute, but rather render it more
pure. The gold pen with which this is written has been in
use for many years and is in no wise worse than when it was new.

And so with a permanent wick in an oil-lamp, but not so with
the oil or tallow. If that were not changed, consumed, the
Iamp or candle would give no light, the sempstress would not
see to work, and the product, shirt, or dress, would not be made.

The nmnber of processes for which an article will serve is

quite immaterial to science ; it is a mere question of degree of
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durability, and we can base upon it no such valuable philoso-
phical classification as can be based upon the distinction between
essentially and accidentally consumed capital. And here ]
may point out that this very distinction is the one which
underlies the division of capital into tools and n_aterials. Tools

are exactly what I have defined as fixed or accidentally con-
sumed capital. Materials are our circulating or essentially

consumed capital. This discovery of identity, and the concep-
tion upon which the classes have lfitherto been instinctively
based, are of immense in_portance in the study of Plutolog_y.

And now, in conclusion, we may here review, and, with the
aid of our new light, with advantage scrutinise, Mill's four
theorems concerning capital.

The first is that industry is limited by capital. Now if
this Ineans that the creation of new wealth is limited by the

quantity of the mat.erials which enter into its constitution, the
so-called theorem is merely a truism. J3ut if it means that

it is limited by the quantity of capital ot]Lrrt]t(u_.]_,uman (which
i_ evidently nmst do consistently with Mill's doctrines) it
amounts to saying generally that where one of the elements is
wanting the compound containing it cannot be produced: also
a truism. However, it so happens that there are such com-
pounds as combinations of labourers and not-capital, as, for
example, a stone statue. Sculpture, provided the material used
be not valuable, is an industry not linfited by any capital other
than labourers. According to Mill's own notion of capital,
therefbre, his first theorem is false.

The second theorem is that capital is the result of saving.
Now in what conceivable sense can it be said of a new and

useful invention that it is the result of sa_ing ? And yet it may
be, and usually is, capital in the highest degree. Or how is a
newly-found oil well the result of saving ? And vet it is
unquestionably capital. No doubt, in so thr a._ articles capa.ble

of aflbrding immediate gratification are by preference combined
with others for the purpose of producing more valuable pro-
duets these products are the result of saving : and it is also true
Lhat most products do contain such saved elements. But we do
not want half truths or accidental truths to stand for general or

necessary truths ; and so judged the second theorem is false.
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The tlfird theorem is that capital is consumed. This pro-
position we have already discussed in treating of the division
into fixed and circulating capital. I have shown that it is
not of the essence of fixed capital to be consumed. All things
are ever changing of course. But it is no more essential to fixed
capital to wear out than it is to a silver teapot to contain a

small quantity of lead, indisputable though the fact may be as
a merely accidental fact. So that here we have a universal but

accidental proposition standing for an essential truth.
The fourth theorem is that a demand for commodities is

not a demand for labour. It is difficult to translate this into

scientific language, but, so far as it is intelligible, it seems _(,
be. either a truism or misleading. Consider the two tbllowing
statements : A demand for iron ore is not a demand for lhne-

stone and coal. A demand fbr grapes is not a demand for
apples. There is a wide difference between the two negations,

ibr in the first case a demand for iron ore is accompanied by
a demand for limestone and coal invariably, and it may
roughly be said that a demand for the one is a demand for the

other two. To say that it is not so is to state a truism of the
weakest order, being based simply on the literal meaning of the
words. But in the case of' the grapes the negation is of
a different character. A demand fbr grapes is not accom-
panied by a demand for apples, which is in nowise affected
_hereby. If we criticise Mill's theorem in the first sense
then we have a miserable truism to deal with. A demand

_br one thing is not, and cannot be, a demand for another.
But if we regard it in the second sense, and filquire
whether a demand for commodities is or is not invariably
accompanied by a demand for labourers, I contend that it

depends, in any given case, upon the answer to the question,
whether the commodities demanded are or are not capital
requiring the assistance of labourers h: order to become capable
of aflbrdh:g gratification. If they are such capital, then
a demand tbr them is virtually a demand for labourers. If
they are not such capital, then a demand for them is .not
a demand for labourers. We must condemn this theorem as

being either a truism or nfisleading.
There cannot be stronger testimony to the harmfulness of
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loose thought and corresponding phraseology than is afforded
by the spectacle of a great logician like Mill propoundhlg fore"
fundamental theorems as the basis of his work, of which it must
be said that the first is false, the second is false, the
third non-essential, and the fourth either a truism o1"

misleading.



CHAPTER VI

THE LABOUR QUESTION

" CAn'T you let things alone ?" asks the comfortable
capitalist in his easy-chair. "Let sleeping dogs lie. All is
fairly well, if only reformers would but sit still." No! there
is a time for rest and a time for action. _rhen the social

forces are gradually shaping themselves, and their eventual
tendency is undiscernible, the social tinker is out of place.
His suggestions ibr change, though frequently prompted by
-kindly feeling, are all based on rule of thumb. He would
amend the laws of' nature on superior principles evolved from
his own inner consciousness. Sometimes he labours in vain.

His eflbrts end in naught. Sometimes he is successful in
his inlmediate aims, and then his efforts end in untold
mischief:

But when the body politic is in unstable equilibrium--
when the fabric of society is shaken to its foundations ; when

all the signs of the times point to imminent change, for better
or for worse--then the true statesman is he who, before the

inevitable crash comes, can so forecast the resultant of appar-

ently conflicting ibrces as to be able to guide them at once and
without unnecessary waste of energ_y and time into their
destined channel. The navigator cannot make the wind, and
the statesman cannot create the social current, but both can so

utilise the force supplied by nature as to make for salvation
rather than wreck. To-day presents such an occasion. To sit
still and " wish for the day" means ruin. All over the civilised
world he that hath ears to hear may listen to the muttcrings
of the coming storm. Riots in America; riots in Belgium;
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riots in France; riots in Holland; riots even in tranquil
London,--all originating not with the scum and refuse of society,

but with honest, despairing workers clamouring for bread and
for work, and not knowing whither to turn ; depression in trade
(despite the rose-coloured reports of t_oyal Commissions) of an
intensity and duration unprecedented ill tile history of
industrialism: here a strike, brought to a close by the slow
starvation of the strikers, only to be followed by another due
to impossible wages; there a lock-out, rendered necessary by
vanishing profits; everywhere discontent and wretchedness,
aggravated by class envy and glaring inequalities of distribution •
all these and a hundred other signs bode revolution. It must
come. Iv is for us to decide whether it shall be short, sharp,
and bloody, or peaceful and thorough. There is n_ alter-

native, and now that the people have taken the tiller into
their own hands, it. is upon the people that the responsibility
must lie.

I'robably the first thing hi this country to strike an
observer, unused all lfis life to the strange phenomenon, would
be the spectacle of a large majority of hunmn beings toiling all
day long and every day of their dreary c_stence in order that
a small minority may enjoy the proceeds of their work--

toiling, too, at wages avowedly based on a calculation of the
cost of "keeph_g body and soul together." Surely, if it were
not so tragical, the situation would be ahnost comical. Yet we
are asked to tremble at the approach of the revolution. Of
whom ? Of those who tamely submit, almost without protest,
to this anomalous, this monstrous system of wagedom ? Of

men who stand passively by to see the lives of their wives and
mothers and sisters crushed out of _hem beneath the car wheels

of Juggernaut Plutax ? And this, too, is an age of cheap
literature, of gratis education, of rapid comnmnieation, and of
free meeting ? Is it that the Englishman of to-day has too
much sense and too little pluck for revolution of the "blood and
iron " type ? Or is it that he has hopes of a peaccflfl revolu-

tion and courage to wait ibr it ? Perhaps.
But, first., what is the explanation of this shlgular economic

system ? In accordance with wha_ principle of justi_e does one
of two partners take all the profits and the other none ? It
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was many years ago pointed out by Rieardo, and has long been
a well-established doctrine of political economy, that under the

eompetitive system of trade, wages have a tendency to _avi-
rate down to a certain limit whieh may be called the cost of
subsistenee. No sooner has a temporary rise taken place than

it is immediately swallowed up by the increase of population.
In short, population is limited by the demand for wage labour,
and therefi)re it is absurd to suppose that average wages can for

any considerable period of time exceed their normal amount.
That amount, to be perfectly aeeurate, is simply this: the

amount re(luisite to keep the workman in sv_cic_tt health, plus
enough to enable him to rear up children to take his place
when he is used up; and by " suilieient health " is meant, not
enough for happiness, but enough to enable him to go through
the average task required of him and the like of him. As Mill
himself admits, " when by improvements in agriculture, the

repeal of the corn-laws, or other such causes, the necessaries of
life are cheapened . . . wages will fall at last, so as to leave
_he labourers no better oft' than betbre." So that whatever a

workman may suppose himself to be saving and putting away
over and above his cost of living must not be mistaken for

profit. It is merely the refunding of the money spent on his

own youth and training, or a sinking fund to pay for the
unremunerative youth and training of his children, from which-

ever point of view we choose to regard it. In neither case can
it be regarded as profit, lie has no more to call his own at
the end of the process than he had at the beginning, lie has
his own body for what it is worth; but so also the capitalist
has his engine and fixed eapital. True, he has been fed and
kept during the process, but so has the engine been kept in

repair and supplied with fuel. Again, if the capitalist is wise
he has written oil' a certain sum--say ten per cent--tbr wear and

tear of the engine, i.e. as a sinking fund wherewith to buy a
new one when it is worn out. In all respects the economic

position of the two is identical. The labourer and the en_ne
are treated precisely alike. Then in what respect is the free
labourer better off than the slave ? Let us face this question

honestly. If we do not, posterity will. The truth is
that economically the free labourer is no better oil' than a slave.
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The whole of the profits of his contribution to production are
appropriated by the capitalist. The fruits of labour do not,
under tile existing system, pass to the wage receiver. Moreover,
in one respect he is worse off than the slaves or even than the
horses of his employer. In the ease of costly slaves oll a sugar
plantation, and in tile ease of' an English eapitalist's horses, it
is found more economical to keep them in good condition and
to get a moderate amount of work out of them, rather than to

overwork and underfeed them and buy new ones when they are
worn out. With free men in an over-stocked labour market

this is not the ease, or at least it is not believed to be the case

by the majority of employers, and the consequence is the
workers are usually worse treated than if they had to be bought
and sold outright.

Of course it is not necessary to remind English workers

that hi spite of all this, wagedom is a gTear_ advance upon
slavery. Liberty is worth no_ only fighting ibr, but suffering
for. And after all, the European worker can choose his own
work and his own employer, and can in comparatively rare
cases even break the fetters of wagedom and himself become
an employer. Indeed, as will be seen, wagedom is a necessary
and beneficent transitional system between the serfdom of the

past and the freedom of the future. The history of the con-
version of the serf into the wage receiver is a proud chapter ha
the story of civilisation.

But though a necessary state, wagedom is not a permanent
state. Signs of a new order of industrialism are already
apparent on all sides. The workers are chafing under the
unikir distribution of wealth which clearly results from the

present arrangement. Even the orthodox economists are
trying hard to explain it away, while a few independent thinkers
are busy seeking tbr the _bundations of the new order.

And what is it which t,he orthodox school have discovered

as a palliative for the "iron law of wages"? They have
established the beautiihl doctrine of the " standard of conffort."

This bewitching tribute to senthnent is one of the master-
pieces of modern economies. According to this soothing
theory each class of workers tends to fix on some standard of
livhag below which it will not eomteseend to exist, llather
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than live at a lower scale of luxury individual members of the
class will pass out of existence altogether, or, at least, they
will cease to increase and multiply.

The observation on which the doctrine is supposed to be
based is that certain classes of workers appear to exercise this
self-restraint. Medical men, lawyers, engineers, bankers, etc.,

do not allow competition so to swell their ranks that their
incomes are driven down to the cost of subsistence, or, as a

class, anywhere near it. Now, if this is so with highly skilled
workers such as those named, it must be so, it is urged, in a
less noticeable de_'ee with workers of less skilled grades.

It does not occur to these academic writers that there is a

simpler explanation of the observed fact than that of a tacit
class-determination not to sink beneath a fixed standard of

luxury. A very little reflection will suffice to satisfy us that
the main reason why the competition between, say, railway
contractors is not keen enough to reduce the whole class to
starvation pay is that only persons with a very large reserve
of capital to start with can compete at all. The same remark

applies to bankers and merchants, and as ibr lawyers and
medical men, quite apart from their State-guaranteed monopoly,
a considerable initial _uth_y is necessary before any one is in a
position to enter the lists of competitors, and that initial outlay
means sunk capital, so that that which keeps up their average
remuneration is not any fixed resolve on the part of fllese
classes of workers to prevent competition from h_wering their
standard of comfort, but the inability of those not ah'eady

enjoying such standard to swell the roll of competitors.
When we come down to that class of work which does not

at present require the possession of any c'_pital (beyond the
worker's own body) the ease is very different. The mere

exercise of a little imagination might have saved the professors
from falling into this absurd fallacy. Let us suppose that
wool-sorters (for example) form the excellent resolution not to
allow their wages to fall below five shillings a day. What
happens ? Trade is depressed; wages ihll; wool-sorters are
obstinate. Men out of work troop in and offer their services
at four-and-six. I_ is clear there are more sorters than there

is wool to be sorted. Now, are we asked to suppose that
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those who are out of work are to starve rather than to lower

the wage of their class ? or that those who have work are to
retire and starve in their stead ? or that both are to stand out

solid for the old wage or go on strike ? This is only the
dream of the unionist, not the fact of real life. ]_ut, says the

economist, so long as wages remain below five shillh_gs the
sorters must refrahi from marriage, so as to keep down their

numbers. Can tie really believe that this is dune by any class
of men, any particular class of workers ? and if it were--if

the wages of wool-sorters could be maintained at a higher rate
than the wages of those occupied in kindred pursuits--does he
suppose that there would be no flow fl'om the ranks of out-
siders into an occupation better paid and requiring no more
skill than their own ?

The more we examine this sublimated hypothesis the
clearer it becomes that in order to give it a shadow of
credibility we must at least, include the whole of the unskilled
workers in a single class, and even hesitate to place in a
difl'erent class those whose work requires but little skill

or original outlay; but when this is done the doctrine falls
to the ground. ]:'acts are all against it. Aald even regarded
t_s a bit of good advice it is simply disgusting in its cruel
cynicism.

One of the most pitiful spectacles in the labour contro-
versy is that presented bv certain economists who are con-
stantly piling figures on figures to show that the lot of the
working classes has materially improved within the last forty

)'ears. They seldom choose a shorter period, and never choose
a longer. Whoever presents these periodic budgets, they are
invariably received by a delighted circle of capitalists with a
willing conviction. Vainly do the workers protest that they
cannot see it, that the memory of the oldes_ amongst them
fails t,_ bear out the contention; vainly do the socialists and

others point out that the improvement is more in appearance
than in reality--_hat three shoddy coats of to-day last no
hmger than one of the olden times, that rents are higher and
meat, dearer. The late ,Mr. Lloyd Jones may knock the whole
ihbric of "evidence" into a cocked hat, as he did at the
Industrial I'emuneration Conference of 1885. _N'o matter:
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on the next occasion up comes the brazen inmge and down go
the worshippers in adoration before it, and even trade unionists
cry Amen.

It is useless to point out to them that even if their state-
ments were true of the last forty years their conclusion would

not be warranted. The immense strides in the applied
sciences, and more especially in the means of locomotion, of
quickly-distributed information, and of world-wide commerce,
are along sufficient to account tbr any observed temporary
aberration from the tScardian law during tile period chosen.
Let these disturbing causes disappear and the effects must
disappear with them. Water is not always level, but when
the storm has passed away, and the atmospheric disturbances
abated, the waves settle down again into the old plane.
Then, again, these theorists forget to compare the wages of the

whole working population of to-day with those of forty years
ago. They single out a few trades, and those chiefly in which
machinery has wrought _eat and sudden changes. And they
forget also to take into account the perquisites and privileges
which pertain to the state of decaying serfdom. These are
not to be mourned for, because they savour of slavery, but

they had their economic value.
But the best answer to the allegation that wages are

better than they were, and tend permanently to become so, is
this: it is /_ _)riori impossible. The mathematical enthusiast
who sits up night after night measuring disc after disc, plate
after plate, hoop after hoop, in the vain endeavour to square

the circle by exhaustive induction, receives his fair share of
ridicule. It has been proved _ priori that the ratio of the
circumference to the radius of a circle is incommensurable, and
there the matter ends.

Similarly the tendency of wages to sink to the subsistence
level has been demonstrated g priori, and those who seek to

disprove it by an appeal to experiment or observation are
precisely in the foolish position of the squarer of the circle.
They deserve an equal share of derision. To refuse to listen
to argument is a dangerous habit of mind, and we should be
slow to give way to it, bug surely when a man _avely under-
takes to prove that the earth is fiat, or that two and two make
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five, or that the ratio of circumference to diameter is exactly
3"14159, or that he himself is _Noah and remembers building
the Ark, in such cases it is a saving of time to laugh him out
of Court, especially if his "proof" extends through some folios
of statistics and volumes of calculations based on unverifiable

estimates and groundless assumptions.
But not only are workers kickfilg against the wage system ;

not only are our "economists" ashamed of it, and reduced to
weaving moonbeams to clothe its hideousness; not only are

philanthropists trying to devise some new and better system
as a substitute ibr it, but even men of business and employers
of labour arc themselves be_nnfi_g to admit, in deed if not in
word, that the present arrangement is not quite all that it
should be. Employers as well as employed seem to allow to a
certain extent that wages should somehow vary with the rate
of profits. This admission, opposed though it is to the flmda-
mental doctrine on which the existing system is based, seems
to be nearly universal. ._'bitra_ions between masters and

men are invariably conducted on the assumption that if profits

are higher wages should be higher also. The sliding scale by
which wages are made to vary with the price of the product
is another instance of the admission of this new principle. So
also are the co-operative societies that are springing up on all
sides. In fine, there seems to be floating in the air, as it were,
a notion (it can hardly be called a theory) fllat labour payment
should somehow vary with profits. The notion is vagme, it
owns no parentage, it is associated with no great name; it is

perhaps the spontaa,eous outgrowth of an intuitively far-seeing
public opinion, which is so often the precursor of the eventually
accepted philosophical theory.

Now, one of two things: either this new principle is
unsound, vicious, and arbitrary, or else the whole modern
system of wagedom is rotten. There is no alternative.
tlieardo's position is unassailable. Wages must and always

will graxdtate to the inevitable limit in spite of all the
temporary tinkerings of trade unions and of the legislature.
As well try to elude the tendency of water to find its level as
that of wages to oscillate about the Rieardian limit. Let us
therefore make up our minds to look forward to the eternal
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semi-starvation of the great majority of our fellow-countrymen
as the necessary consequence of the laws of nature, or else set
to work to discover some substitute for wagedom.

Ferdinand Lassalle and some others of Ricardo's more

intelligent disciples, finding themselves upon the horns of this
dilemma, broke away from the orthodox school and proposed
to solve the great problem by abolishing property in the agents
of production altogether. This is the socialistic solution.
English Radicals have proposed and carried out a number of
legislative measures calculated or intended to relieve much of
the temporary ill effects of keen competition--measures
regulating the hours of labour, the ages at which children

may perform certain tasks, the modes of carrying on some
trades, the seasons of general holiday-making, etc. A strong
impulse has also been given in this country (but more
especially in France) to the system of "profit-sharing," as
it is styled. Again, co-operative production societies indicate
another solution, and finally, there is the "capitalisation
of labour" to be explained in these pages. Let us examine

these proposed measures of reform in their order, bearing
in mind that all alike assume the instability of the existing
order, and the necessity for some change in the relation
subsisting between the so-called " employer and employed,"
that is to say, between the manual workers and the captains
or organisers of industry.

And first, what is the remedy put forward by socialism ?
and what are the grounds on which i_ is based ? It is impos-

sible to go thoroughly into this great question in the space
which can here be allotted to it, but in order that there may
be no appearance of misrepresentation it may be well to accept
rim words and arguments of a well-known English exponent
of the doctrine. " Socialism," _ in the opinion of this writer,
" ibunds part of its disapproval of the present industrial system
on the very facts pointed out by orthodox economists. It

accepts Rieardo's iron law of wages, and recognising that wages
tend to fall to the minimum on which the labourer can exist,

it declares against the system of the hiring of workers for a

1 ,,The Socialist Movement,"by Annie IIe,_ant, II'cstm_nsterl:ericu', July
1886.
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fixed wage, and the appropriation of their produce by the
hirer."

So far the socialist and the individualist reformer are at
one. But the former draws an inference which the latter is

unable to accept :--

" Socialism &.dares that natural agents ought not to be private
proDcty , and that no idle ela,..s should be pennitted to stand between

land and lab.ur and demand payment of a tax before it will permit the

production of wealth .... What, then, is the remedy propo_d by
socialism ._ It > to deal with capital as it deals with hind ; to abolish the

capitalist as well as the landlord, and to bring the means of production as
well as the natural a;wnts on which they are used tamer the control of

the commumtv .... Interest on capital has no place in soeiali,-m."

This is l,lain speaking'. Socialists difl'er among themselves
as to the ]weci.e nature of the end to be aimed at, and still
more as to the mean,a to be adopted tbr tile attainmen_ of that
end. but the above sumnmry clearly states that which they may
be said v, hold in common.

It is hut just to socialists to adnfit that if there are any

fallacies lurking t_eneath tile arguments on which their creed
is fomlded, tho_e fallacies are shared and were formulated by
the orth,_,,1.x econ,,mists themselves, with whose fundamental

prineil,les, as d_c reviewer admits, socialisln does not quarrel.
Are there any such fallacies ? and if so, what are they ? I
think there are sevm'al.

One is. that the present s.cial system (in so far as it is
individualisti<.) recog'ni_e., absolute proprietary right as some-
thing hi._her than the .v,:_._ l,op_di. "The whole n'ttion is
at the nwrc) of a COmlm'atively small ('lass so long as it
consents t,, admit that this class has a r(q/zt to own the ground
on which th,.. nati,,n liveR." ];ut the nation consents to nothing
,of the kind. and never has s_, consented. The institution of

private 1,>q,erty (in land and in everything else) is merely
maintaim,d a, 1,cin;t the t_e_t-known arrangement for ensuring

the m_st desirad,l_' and equitable distribution _,f wealth which
is p,,_sil,le t_, humttnity. Nor is private property regarded as
absolute right. '1"_,t_e_in with. land ownership is unknown to

English law, and in practice tile wishes of so-called land-
owners are m_t all,_wed to stand between the land and tile

5I
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general welt'are, whether a street is to be cut through a
congested district, or a railway through an insufficiently opened
up part of tile count W. All that individualism claims for the

landowner or the ehattelowner is, that after deducting all
national claims--when the true, highest interests of the

colmnunity have all been considered--the residual powers
over laud and over chattels shall be vested in some person
called the proprietor, l_y this plan it is believed, after an

experience of ages, that more utility will be squeezed out of the
thin(* so "owned" than could be extracted from it under any

known form of eonmmnal holding. I think it was Dr. Siemens
who said that if he found an invention in the gutter he would
give it to sonic one, lie would grant him a patent for it, in the

certainty that by so doing, by making it private property, it
would have a better chance of coming t¢* perfection and
benefiting the community than if it were lef_ to such

community in common. And the same argument has
since been applied to land ownership by Lord Bramwell.
How many of the greates_ inventions of modern times

would have been perfected if there had been no patent
law? Whenever anything whatever is _wned by two
or more persons having diverse interest in it, some of

its utilities instead of being enjoyed by all are actually
enjoyed 1,v none. Every one's experience nmst bear witness
to this.

It is not only tile individualist who holds this view. Some
of the mos_ advanced statesmen in this and other countries

contend that property in land stimulates the energies of the
workers and increases enormously the productivity of the soil.
"I'easant proprietorship " has been the cry of the most zealous
land reformers of the century, of whom J. S. Mill was chief.

Occupying ownership is now the cure put forward for the
incurable by both political parties in Ireland. Socialists
consistently denounce it. ][hlt even Mr. ttenry George
protests against any further land nationalisation than a heavy
land-tax, for the same reason, viz. that separate ownership in

land stimulates production. In fine, rent is the cheapest form
in which payment for certain necessary services can be
made by the community. Any other mode of obtaining those
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services would be comparatively extravagant. And the
same observation applies in part to the payment of interest on

capital of other kinds. It would be impossible for authors
to prove an "abstract right" to a monopoly of the copy
of their works. All they can show is, that the community
gains more than it loses by granting them what is called
"copyright." The hostility of socialists towards absolute
rights wtfich have no existence reveals a weak place in their
philosophy.

Another socialistic fallacy (though it is not shared by all
socialists) is that e_-operation is socialistic. It is nothing of
the sort, by their own definitions. Co-operation is the origin
and sustaining cause of civilisation. There are two kinds,

voluntary and compulsory. The latter only is socialistic. ]n
vohmtary co-operation there is nothing whatever of _ocialism.
Trade unionism as such is not. socialistic. It has frequently
adopted socialistic methods, and even now in this country
supports socialistic measures, but in itself it is merely volun-
tary eo-operati,m. This mistake is so commonly made that it
is necessary to expose it at every turn.

One of the chief of the socialistic fallacies is that
:/.l/ wealth is the result of labour. It is further held

that the value of everything is proportionate t_ the
labour that has been bestowed on it (two contradictory
propositions) and that t/_cr(/'orcthe lab_mrers have a moral
right to all existing weahh, an inibrence which betra)-s
an amount of logical ineptitude hardh" to be expected of
serious thhlkers.

These three remarkable contentions may be considered

together. To begin with, all wealth is not the result of
labour. Wealth is eveITthing which is useflfl to man. Thus
air and water arc wealth. But it is unfair to impose a
definition. Clearly by " wealth" socialists mean that which
is useful and a&o _,ahLaS:e (that is, rare enough to be the
subject of contention). So that we have only to add the

quality of rarity or difficulty of attainment to any useflfl
thing and straightway it becomes a product of labour. Some
defenders of this article of fidth seem to consider their ease

proved if they can show that some slight amount of exertion
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was necessary to the creation of the thing cited, or even to its
enjoyment. If valuable timider is washed down a swollen river
it has to be dragged out of the water and cut np before it is
useflfl. If a savage gathers a ripe peach he must reach out

his hand, or walk to the tree and open his mouth, and so on.
If a large diamond is found bv a digger on his first day at the
fields, we are told not only that lie has to pick it up, but also
that we must remember how many other diggers have been
toiling fbr weeks and fomld nothing.

Of course, apart f}om all this rubbish, the truth is that a
large_ proportion of valuable thino's.., c_mtain a large element of
labour in their composition, and ahnost always some small
element of original wealth. A ruby ring contains nmeh
original wealth and comparatively little lab<mr. A violin

contains much labour and very little ori,_inal weahh. Other
things vary in their composition.

But this abstract theory, baseless though it is, would not
deserve mention were it not, firstly, that it is a legacy (a
veritaMe da;_Tno,_a hcr,'di/as) fl'om lticardo, and, secmMly,
that it has been made the foundation of the ridiculous practical
contention in connection with which it is always mentioned, to
wit, that all wealth being the result of labour, and late<mr only,
the manual workers of tc,-dav have a moral claim to all wealth.

Now, if we adnfit that by thr the greater p_rtion of wealth
contains a vastly predominant prop<_rtion of labour element,
which is the ihct--nay, if' we go so thr as tc, admit that all
wealth is entirely composed of the labour clement, which is not
the fact--how does this affect the practical inference ? A

century ago, let us suppose, there were two workmen, Smith
and tlr,_wn. Smith was a good, steady, and industrious
worker; Br,_wn was an idle i)ll,_w. Smith managed to Imt

by a little money and to leave his son enough to set himself
up as an eml,l_)yer. Smith the second inherits his thther's
good qualities, and convcrt_ his competency into a f_rtune.
Brown leaves nothing, and ]h'_wn the second tbllows in his
father's lbot_teps. Now comes the third generati, m. 5mith

the third be2ins life as a wealthy man. He has n_, occasion
to work with his bands. The lal_our of his ancestors enal,lcs

him to live in idleness if tie chooses, instead of which he applies
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himself to the study of the sciences, or the fine arts, or polities.
He invents an iligenious labour-saving machine, or makes dis-
eoveries in astronomy or chemistry which add to the world's
stock of kn(,wledge; or he composes a fine epic or a grand
oratori(); or he takes a seat in Parliament and labours for the
freedom and elevation of his f'dlow-countrymen. Brown the
third begins life as an unsldlled labourer: he digs and wheels
and carries. Suddenly up springs the socialist. "This won't
du," says he ; "yon, Brown, have a right to Smith's we'dth ; it
is all the result of lal_our, and you are a labourer, while he is

not; this anomaly must be put right." Could any eontention

1}emore absurd or more unjust ? The fallacy consists in con-
eluding that, l_ecause the creator of wealth has a right to the
fruits of his labour, therefore existing lab{raters have a right to
the fruit._ of past labour. Now, the missing link in the chain
of this reasoning has not altogether escaped the attention of
some of the more h_gical thinkers of the school. " We admit."
say some of them, " that if Smith the first had gone on living
and w, wking for a century, and had himself amassed the whole
of the t\_rtune, he would have been justified in resting on his

oar_ and enjoying the tl-uit_ of his work : but instead of that,
this tbrtune has come into the hands ot' _mith the third, wh(_

has never d, me a stitch of bread-winning work in his life.
This is unjust to society, upon whom he relies tbr susten-
alice."

It is clear that this further contcntiml strikes at the root

of gift and bequest. According to this view it logically
follows that no nmn has the, right to en,ioy the fruits of
another man's labour evell with the consent and by the desire

ot' that other, not even though the two men are father anti
son; and the reason alleged is that a man who appears to be
hying on his capital is in reality living on the la_ our of those
around him. At thi._ point socialists are divided in counsel.
Some would (most illogically) permit gift lint prohibit bequest.
They fail to see the impossibility of distinguishing in practice
between the two. Ot' do_zati{_v_ortis cau_'a they have prohably
never heard, nor of the numerous devices by which legacy

and succession duty have been eluded. But perhaps these

questions are a little too practical for the bulk of that
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somewhat areamy school.: I-Iowever this nmy be, those who
would prohibit either gift o1' bequest, or both, base their action
on what may be styled t/tc socialist fallacy par excc/l,'ncc,
viz. that interest is necessarily paid out of the fruits of the

labour of to-day. On this point I muqt be pardoned for again
quoting from our Westminster reviewer :--

" If a nmn possesses three o1' f,_ur thousand pounds he can
invest them, and live all his life long on the interest without
ever doing a stroke of honest work, and can then bequeath to
some one else the right to live in idleness, and so on in
perpetuity. _Ionev in the capitalist system is like the
miraculous oil in the widow's cruse--it can always be spent
and never exhausted. A man in sixty years will have
received in interest at five per cent three times his original

tbrtune, and although he may have spent, the interest, and thus
have spent every penny of his fortune three time_ over, he will
vet possess his fortune as large as it was when he he_,'m He
has consumed in commodities three times the sum originally
owned, and yet is not one pc:my the worse. Other people
have laboured for him, ted him, clothed him. housed him, and

he has done nothing in exchange."

Here truly we have the socialist fallaey in a nut-shell.
The illustration is a good one. Capital is compared to the oil
in the widow's cruse in the story. A truer comparison could
not be found. Capital fructifies. A man who lives _m the
interest on his capital costs nobody else anything wlmtever.
]f tie and his capital were annihilated to-day nobody would be
any the richer to-morrow. If he lived t,n half the interest on his

capital his wealth would go on increasing year by year at no
cost to any one. It is not true that "it can o_J!! be increased
by other people's labour being left unpaid for while he is paid
twice over tbr his." It is not true that it can only he
increased by other people's lal_our being left even 2artlq
unpaid for. It grows of itself like a tree.

Again, I find myself at issue not only with socialists, lint
with our " orthodox political eeononfists." When the socialist

i I do not wish to be too sweepingin these charges. I haveread somevery
ingenioussuggestionson this subjectpublishedby the FabianSociety,but though
ingeniousthey are to my mind highlyunsatistactoryand impracticable.
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triumphantly asserts that " capital always has been, and
always nmst be, obtained by the partial confiscation of the
resuhs of labour," there is not a single economist living or
dead who can be called to refute the statement. All their

writings without exception, from Adam Smith downwards,
either ilnply the conclusion or express the premises from
which the conclusion nmst logically ibllow. There is no

escape. The reasonin_ is thultless. Marx has strung the
links together in a chain without a flaw. Yet w]mt is the

consequence of aeceptin_ the proposition ? Two courses of
action only are open to us. We may go on on our present
lines, recognising the fact that capitalists are robbers living on
the extorted toil of others, that h' l_ropri_t_: c'cst tc _'d, or
we may abolish property. Political economists, which shall we
do ? You leave us no alternative. All capit-d yt,u tell us is
the result of htbom' and abstinence. Now, abstinence cannot

create; it can leaw; unconsumed, lint it cannot increase what

exists. T]tcrcforc all capital whatever, on your own showing,
nmst be the result -f labour. If so, clearly the increment of

capital which results from a sn(,cessN1 industrial oper'ltion,
and which you are pleased to call profits, must really be the
result of labour alone. Capital left to accumulate at interest
nmst increase, on )'our own arguments, by having laid upon it
layer after layer of the fruits of labour--the labour not of the
owner of the capital, but of ,tl_er pc_q,h'.

Leaving our orthodox fl'iends to get out of the mess as
best they can, let us pass "it once to the true solution.

Capital fl'uetifies. On the average in this country the
total wealth employed in production (not counting the value of
the thirty millions of workers at slave prices) increases
annually by about three per cent. In order that wealth may
increase it is necessary that, instead of being en,ioyed, it shouht

be destroyed--that each portion should be thrown into the
crucible, so to speak, together with other portions. The
compound result.in K from the synthesis is worth either more or
less than the original elements. If less, the process is not
likely to be often repeated; if more, the increment of value is
called profit. One of the elements east, into the melting-pot,
not without risk. is labour force. The proportion of this
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element is sometimeslargeand sometimessmall. Whoever

undertakesthe riskof castingbread upon the watersmust

sufferthe loss,ifthereisa loss,and must pocketthe profitif

there is a profit. This seems just, and its expediency is
demonstrated by experience. Naturally profiting by ex-
perience, cautious men engage in those processes which have
heretofore resulted in a profit, and thereibre the balance on all
the operations in the year is a favourable one. On the avcra[/c
every £100 worth of wealth employed in production rather
than consumption come, out worth about £103) (']early, if
it were a mere "toss-up " whether profit or loss would accrue,

the average would be nil: wealth would be stationary; capital
would not be invested: and the national consumption would

destroy the whole of it within a few years.
Now, if an idle nmn, not caring to take even the trouhle

to look into the chances of his investments, were to divide his

capital up into as many fractions as there are industries (a
hypothetical supposition, of course), and to invest one ti'action
in each industry, he would lose on some ventures and gain on
others; on the balance, the chances are that he would gain

about three per cent on the whole lot, taking' gc,od and bad
together. Now this operation of investing u, iflwat ris]; (.i.e.
with no greater risk than is involved in trusting to the
national sanity) is called "putting out at interest." ]ly
h_vesting on what is called absohte security we "_re really
investing at. average national profit. Economic interest is

average profit--average profib after the elimination of the
element of ris]:.

Any increased gain over and above interest on capital is
the reward ot, not abstinence, but risk. ]3usiness men as a

rule write off a certain part of gross profits as interest, because
they well know that such portion does not represent the reward
of risk or of skill in planning the investment, but merely the
normal average growth of ca.2ital. This custom of business men
has led political economists to invent the most tantastic and

1 I assume for the sake of simplicity that the operation lasts a year, like most
agn'ieultural processes. When the operation is quicker the average profit is pro-
portionately smaller, and when the operation is lengthier the profit is proportion-

ately higher. Average profits, however, in the several well-tried processes vary
for other reasons which need not be gone into here--v. IKcallh of AZations.
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misleading definitions and explanations of interest. No wonder

our captains of industry make common cause with the working
classes in denouncing and despising the methods and conclusions
of this pseudo-science. Practical men have long since ceased to
attach ally importance to the slip-shod twaddle of those who
pose, as the theorists of tile art of weahh-producing : but, oddly
enough, the socialists have hastened to detect and take advan-
tage of their convenient and suitable vapourings and sententious

dogmas. Amongst other handy weapons they have seized upon
the " orthodox" definition of capital. "What is capital ?"
asks tile socialist reviewer, "and how has it come into exist-

ence'" The answer is supplied at once by the " orthodox."
" Capital is any wealth which is employed ibr profit. On this
there is no distmte." Is there not ? A glance at the conflicting
definitions of a dozen of tile chief representatives of political
economy would somewhat shatter this eomibrtable thith. _qly,
Mill, Say, Fawcett, M'Culloeh, Bastiat, and a whole crowd of
other accepted authorities all give definitions, and no two ar(
alil,'c. I refer not to the wording but to the sense and mean-

lug. However, Senior is chosen, and he says, "Economists are
agTeed that u'h,t,'ver gives a profit is called capital." In the
first place they are not agreed, and in the second it would not
nmtter if they were, as tile proposition is unhlteltigible. What
does he mean by " gives a profit " ? 1toes he mean to say that
those particular things which, having been emph,yed tbr the
purpose of production, actually have resulted in a profit, were
or mig'ht have been called capital, while similar things employed
in a losing speculation were not capital ? (It does he mean
that certain general classes of things which are fit to be em-
ployed in production are capital ? Or does he (with Fawcett)
mean that things which are i_#,'_utcd to be devoted to produc-

tion, whether suitable or not, by being exchanged for suitable
things, are capital ? Or does he mean anything at all? 1
suppose the wind that propels the ship or drives the mill-sail
" gives a profit." Is it capital ? Money spent in sinking a
shaft in the expectation of finding coal, and finding none, gives

no profit. Is it capital 7 The time spent in analysing such
" definitions " as this and the like of it certainly gives no profit.
I must be pardoned therefore for stating dogmatically what I
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have shown in the foregoing chapter that capital is all that
wealth whose value is due to _he demand for it as an element

of production, and not for the purposes of direct con-
sumption. It follows that labourers (or labour force, if pre-
ferred) are themselves capital, and every labourer is himself
a capitalist to the extent of possessing a valuable machine
whose marke_ value is due to tile demand for workers as

agents of production.

This efl'eetually disposes of one logical objection to
supplanting wage payment by any fi_rm of profit-sharing.
" Capital and labour being two distinct and, in a sense, opposed
agents of production, there must be something wrong al_out a
practical plan which confounds them together in respect of
their renmneration." And if we admit the truth of the premiss
we cannot well refuse to aeeep_ the inference. If capital and
labour actually are distinct agents of production, as political
eeonoraists assure us, then there is something,s, unphilosophieal

in classing them together for the purpose of apportioning their
respective shares in the new product. In that ease labour
must be content with its wages, and capital must rake the whole
of the profits, and the situation resulting is the one we all
see before us, and which is so graphically described by Mrs.
]3esant.

" Here is this unpropertied clas%this naked proletariat_ face to face
with landlord and capitalist, wln, hold in their grip the means of subsist-
ence. It must. reach those means of subsistence or starve. The terms
laid down for its acceptance are clear and decisive: ' We will place
within your hands the means of existence if you will produce sufficient to
support us as well as yourselves, and if you will consent that the wh,_le
of your produce, over that which is sufficient to support you in a hardy,
frugal hfl,, shall be the pr,)perty of us and of our clnldren. If you are
very thrifty, very self-denying, and very lucky, you may be able to save
enough out of your small share of your produce to feed yourself in your
old age, and so avoid falling back on us. Your children will tread the
same mill-round, and we hol,e you will remain contented with the position
in which Providence has placed you, and not envy those barn to a higher
lot.' Needless to say, the terms are accepted by a proletariat ignorant of
its own strength, and the way to profit is open to landlord and
capitalist."

tIaving examined the socialist remedy and the arguments
on which it is based, let us now turn to the neo-radieal remedy.
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The neo-radical is of tile thoroughly English type of" thinker
who never accepts any principle except " to a certain limited
extent, don't, you know." He is alwavs pointing out that "a
line must be drawn s(_mewhere," but u,hcrc he never seems to
kn,,w or care, so that it is drawn somewhere. He believes in

self-help and hdsscz-fairc "t_ a certain limited extent." He
alsc_ believes fi_ 5tare interference and socialism " to a certain

limited extenu" He is the incarnation of the spirit of com-
promise, even where compromise is impossible. But being the
resultant, so to speak, of rol,ust English common sense and of

crass ignorance and lopsided education, he naturalh" finds him-
self in an increasing majority in the country along with the
successive passing of the three _'eat tteform Acts. Con-
sequently we have to deal with the nec,-radical remedy nr_t as
the consistent and wcll-thc_ught-out nostrum of doctrinaires.
but a_ the half-hammered-_ut juml_le of conflicting scheme_
and '"dodges" of practical politicians. Of c_urse, if these were
confined to paper, no one would give them so much as a pass-
ing glance. One wouhl as soon think of catechising Hodge as

to his theory of the C_,smos, as of imluiring inu, the political
princi2)hs of the neo-radieal, the muddle-headed, knee-deep
State socialist. He has none, _f course; but he has succeeded

in carrying into efli_et what we nmst, 1 suppose, call his ideas.
We have had some half century of increasing State s_wiali_m,
not in the fi)rm of a creed to addle the brains of thnatics, 1,ut

in the fornl of actual operative legislation--_bf practical politics.
l'erhaps on a survey of all these odds and end_ & " beneficent

legislation" one is able to extract something like a pervading
notion, viz. the principle of attacking evil on the spot wherever
it shc_ws itself, whether in the tbrm of want, of misery, of crime,
_f discontent, or of' sin. If a hole appears fill ic up; if an
excrescence shows itself cut it. off. Direct local application, as

opposed to general hygienic treatment, is the neo-radical's
watchword. " Are you sufl'ering fn_m headache?" he asks,
"then have a pick-me-up." "Is that a wart ? Cut it off?"
" There is a rash on your chest. A cold douche will throw it
in and cause it to disappear." .4rod s_ on. He never imluires

whether you art, sufl'ering fl',nn bad diet or unheahhy habits of
lift,, or whether all your ailments may not be effects of the
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same cause. He has assumed the name of Ilmdical on the

h_c_s a _o_ h_.cc_do principle, because he never goes to the
roots of the malady. With him to arrest the symptoms is to
cure the disease. If some parents send their little ones too
young into the dark mines and clattering fimtories, he sends
inspectors to turn them out again. It never occurs to him to
inquire what dire necessities have concurred to drive parents
to such cruel extremities, or whether, if due to sheer hard-

heartedness, the demoralisation of the workers may not be

attributed to some deep-seated social disorder. If parental
love is not strong enough to ensure tile welfare of the children
he has no hesitation in substituting State love for it. The
effects of weakening the family affections are unknown to him
as recorded in the history of the past. He has probably never
even heard of Sparta. As to its probable efli_ets in the future
they do not present themselves to his fi'igid imagination.
Naturally, if he is not afraid to meddle with the delicate fl'ame-

work of family life, it is not likely that he will keep his hands
off tile somewhat rougher systems of industrial co-operation.
Every trade has some screw loose; growing organisations take
time and experience to attain to perfection. But the neo-
radical has no patience to wait: he will cure the defects at
once himself. Are sailors occasionally drowned at sea ? It is
clearly due to overlading. He will cure all that, so he takes
his bit of chalk and draws his load-line. " Now," says he to

tile ship-owner, "you may not load above that." A f?w years
elapse ; the new legislation has been in full working order all
the time, and lo : the number of seamen lost at sea has increased.

What is to be done ? Oh l it is all as plain as a pike-su_ff to
our neo-radieal: it is over-insurance that does it. We must

pass a short Act of Parliament to stop that. It is a noteworthy

fact that if the matter to be dealt with is shipping, it is sure
to be taken in hand by some one (perhaps a Derbyshire coal-
owner) who has never seen the sea in his life. If thctorics

want looking to, the work is undertaken by some noble carl
whose experience of factory work is limited to being " shown
round the premises," as Catherine of I_ussia was shown round
the happy village greens during the famine. If shop hours

want regulating the proper neo-radieal for tile job is some
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barrister out of work. The education of the people falls to the
care of some self-made laee manufacturer, whose own education
reflects more credit, on himself than on his teachers. I well

remember that the demand ibr more mines regulation legisla-
tion was most strenuously advocated by a London journeyman
tailor ; while most of' the happy ideas ibr reforming agricultural
relations emanate from .Birminffham.

The reason for this strange allotment of duties is obvious.
The man who knows most about the business to be reformed,

kn_ws t,_o well the difficulties to he overcome and the impossi-
bility of eft'coting the end aimed at. The young subaltern, who

bungles his theodolite and votes fortification stultification,
would undertake the conquest of China with a light heart.

Have ym_ never heard a little boy of ten summers say what he
would d_, if' he found himself surrounded in a wood by a gang
of robbers ? If not, ask one, and you will find the germ of
neo-radicalism : it is a compound of self-coi_fidenee and blissful
ignorance.

It is usually taken ibr granted that neo-radical legislation,
whether goc_d or bad tbr the country as a whole, is at least an
unqualified boon to the wage receivers. Without inquiring
into the general results of such measures, let us see how the

working classes are affected by them. To beg,in with the
Poor Law, apart from its possible utility as a salety-valve against
revolution, there can be no doubt that nothing operates
with so deadening effect upon charity as compulsion; and,
after all, true charity is sometimes good for both giver and
receiver.

But neither should the demoralising ettbcts of State charity

upon its recipients be lost sight oi: In the present state of
the l'_or Law these efli_ets are somewhat toned down, and
for a vivid amt unmistakttble illustration of the conse-

quences, of pauperisation we should refer to the times when
the principle was carried out consistently, that is to say,
betbre 1,_;_4.

Ttw fimlous 43d of Elizabeth had been amplified by the

passing uf Ea._t's Act in 1815, under which relief was granted
by the justices as a matter of course on the mere application
of the pauper or professing pauper. '" The administration and
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operation of the state of the law thus established quickly
absorbed so large and so increasing a part of the public re-
sources, and brought about so prevailing an amount of idle-
ness, improvidence, insolence, tm'bulcnce, and vice, that nine-
teen years from the passing of East's Act it was found
necessary to pass a large remedial measure in order to prevent
the destruction of landed property, the diversion of capital
from the cultivation of the land, and tile utter demoralisation

and pauperisation of the great mass of the population--to

prevent, in short, national ruin." _
The same writer expresses the opinion that the tleport of

the Poor Law Inquiry Commission, together with the evidence
appended, deserves to be read by every one who wishes to
learn the manner in which a law of compulsory relief affects
the material and social welfare of the poorer classes. In the
words of the lteport," It appears to the pauper that Government

has undertaken to repeal in his favour the ordinary laws of
nature; to enact that children shall not suffer for the mis-

conduct of their parents; that no one shall lose the means of
comfortable subsistence, whatever 1,e his indolence, prodigality,
or vice: in short, that the penahy which after all must be
paid by so_c one for idleness and improvidence is to fall, not
on the guilt)" party or on his family, but on the ratepayers."

5"or does all this apply only to a time when the principle
of compulsory charity was carried to an inordinate extreme.
" Still," to follow Mr. Pretyman, " the man who might find
employment if he felt that it were necessary to his subsistence,
or the man who is reduced to want by self-indtflgenee, can tax
the public for his support. Still the woman who has parted

with her virtue can cast upon the ratepayers the burden of
maintaining her offspring. Still men who are in receipt of
permanent parish relief marry with the result that child after
clfild is born and reared in a state of pauperism, and fre_luently
to an inheritance of disease. Still is early and improvident

nmrriage encouraged by the law. Still the husband can, by
deserting his wife and children, throw their maintenance upon
the public."

N'ext in importance to the State supply of the necessaries

i Dis2c_u2erisatio_ ' by J. 1_. Pretyman, I_I.A.. Longmans, Green. and Co.
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of lif_to thosewho are individu_llyin a stateof absolute

destitution comes the supply at less than cost price of certain
necessaries and commodities, and even luxuries, to the poor as
a whole class. It is a fact, for instance, that in some poor

neighbourhoods like the East End of London, water is supplied
at less than cost price. It is obvious that the water companies
are compelled to charge their other customers more than they
otherwise would in order to cover this loss. The argument put
forward in defence of this course is a very strong one, whether
we regard it as sufficient or not. It is said that if the poor
have to pay ibr water az] vcdore_ they naturally economise
as much as possible, and more than is consistent with the
sanitary condition of the neighbourhood. If so, it may possibly
be a wise insurance on the part of society to supply the water
at less than the cost of delivery. But the inhabitants of these
poor localities must not suppose that they obtain any pecuniary

gain by the arrangement.
Similarly with cheat, trains and cheap dwellings, which

may be considered together. Whenever the optimists begin to
glory over enhanced wages " during the last fort)" years," the
workers (especially London workers) very properly reply: Yes,
but look at the enhanced rents, it ought to be obvious to the
workers that if an employer wants hands at a particular spot

he must pay such wages as will enable his workpeople to pay
the rent demanded at or near that spot, or else to pay the rail-

way fare from a more distant and cheaper locality. If rents in
the neighbr_urhood come d_)wn, d,)wn come wages. If by com-
petition, or improvements in mechanical knowledge, or by com-

pulsory Cheap Trains Acts, or any other cause, railway travel-
ling to and from the spot is rendered cheaper, down go wages.
Tha_ neo-radicals should offer Artisans' Dwellings Acts to the

people is intelligible enough, but that they should be backed
up by intelligent socialists who accept the " iron law of wages."
and wh_, there/bre must know that the employer will necessarily

gobble up all that his workpeople may appear to gain from low
rents or cheap trains, passes all understanding. However, so
it is. To the worknmn himself who will but consider the

question in the light of common sense it must appear abun-
dantly evident that so long as the manual workers put up with
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the wage system, all neo-radical sops of this nature are the

merest mockery. To be plain, the employer of labour, who
votes for measures of this character in the House of Commons,

while he is offering fine phrases to his victims with his tongue
in his cheek, is in reality merely offering himself a handsome
present at the expense of the nation. But if he thus pleases
the working-class voters, and puts money into his pocket at
the same time withou_ incurring the censure of anv one, who
shall find fault with him ? He is asked fbr bread and he

gives a stone ; he is asked ibr an egg and he gives a scorpion ;
but. he gets the donee's best thanks for his generosity, and
pockets a round sum into the bargain. Verily make to your-
selves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness, tbr they
know on which side their bread is buttered.

When we come to what may be called State-doled luxuries
the advantage to the working classes becomes still less apparent.

Free libraries, free picture galleries, fi'ee museums, all paid tbr
out of the State treasury or out of the rates, are prol,ably a
boon to those who have time an 0 leisure t(, make ample use of
them. But whether the Northumbrian nfiner ,)r _he Galway

peasant ever receives his _lt:id 1),',_ _,r, tier the hundreds of
thousands of pounds raised bv taxation and spent on " pictures
of national interest" is a questitm which the miner and the
peasant must answer for themselves. It may ],e that menfl,ership
of a community which possesses such treasures, even without

the hope of ever catchin_ a glimpse of them. is in itself a
sutfieient reward.

I forget how much over eighty thousal_d p_,unds was spent
l_y this nation, with its million paupers, _,n the tiasc(_ expedi-
tion to the North Pole a few years ag_ under Captain Nares.
But all-important as scientific exploration and experiment

undoubtedly arc, it is a question whcther.--if th_se wh(, have
had the necessary educational opportunities lo intere._t them-
selves in these matters are not mtmerou._ en_uglt or public-
spirited era,ugh t(, find the sinews of war out _fl' their own
pockets with(,ut exacting a contribution fl'om th_,se who are
struggling to imt bread int_, their children's nmuths,--it might
not be as well to let such imluiries stand ovt_r till the rich
are in a p_)sition to dispense with the assistance _f the poor.
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Apart from these considerations it may, I think, be affirmed
that an artificial supply--that is, a supply which is not in
response to a natural demand--has a tendency to induce
a morbid appetite. For example, "in nearly all the free pub-
lie libraries prose fiction is in most demand, religion in least. ''1

The latter part of the indictment is serious or not, according
as the people of whom it is true is a professedly religious
people or not; but in any ease it seems a sad waste of public
money to provide the lazy with a mental pabulum which,
in the words of Sir Theodore _iartin, "brings creeping
paralysis upon their brains, hy steeping them in the trivial-
ities of flimsy magazines and catch-penny novels that grow
up and perish like the summer fly."

Our picture galleries have hardly yet come so far under the
like influences as to become depraved by pandering to the tastes
of the listless, but the time cannot be thr distanL As fl)r free

nmseums, one might ahuost as correctly speak of free out-door

winter midnight services. They are not popular. As a
fre_luent visitor to t.he Natural History Museum at South
Kensington ] mn bound to say that, considering its rich and
varied treasures, and the care which has been bestowed upon
them, the emptiness of its well-arranged galleries is simply
deplorable,

In favour of public State-aided baths and wash-houses the

same argument applies which is urged on behalf of cheap water
--water under cost price--namely, that they are safeguards
against dirt and disease. This may 1}e so, but the time will
come in which the respectable poor will resent the implication
that, unless they are washed at the expense of their richer
neighbours, they will renmin dirt)-. Similarly their self-respect

will rebel against such degrading charity as Cheap Train_ Acts
and Education Acts confer. Clearly, it' certain third-class

passengers are carried at less than the normal profit on railway
investments, the remaining passengers must pa.y the balance--
not the shareholders and not the nation. The indirect effect

may be to restrict the operations of the company, but directly
the only effect is to compel one class to pay part of the fares
of the other class.

1 lVcstminster _Review, July 1886.
N
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What are the arguments for State education ? The first is
that education is good, which is true or not according to the
meaning of the word " education." If it means teaching Greek
to a child who will soon want to know something of agriculture,

or teaching plumbing to one who is going to be a solicitor's
clerk, or any similar substitution of that which is good ibr that
which is better, then I should say decidedly that education is
a bad thing. Whether the School Boards provide the suitable
or the unsuitable at the present time may be an open question,
but we must remember that the State department as now con-

stituted is young and fresh, and like all new brooms it ought
2rimd fade to sweep-dean. The very worst quality of razor
shaves well at first. Time only discloses its inferiority. At
present in line with the more advanced thinkers, what will it
be in a hundred years, when, like all State institutions, it has
fallen behind the age--when it has been fastened upon by
parasitic officialism, and represents the " authorised" creed of

a bygone generation ? ttave we tbrgotten that the State has
undertaken the education of the people before ? that a tax of
one-tenth of the produce of the land was imposed for that pur-
pose? that the education provided was "fl'ee and compulsory,"
just as hanging is at the present day for all who are duly
qualified ? No doubt in the d'_ys of Charlemagne and Alfred
such education was up to the level of the age, but whether it

still fulfils all the requirements of an educational curriculum is
a question which is answered by the establishment of a new
and improved national oft'an.

The second argument tbr State education is, that the supt,ly
of the desired quality through independent channels is not
forthcoming; that the instruction administered to the children

in the voluntary schools was unduly admixed with effete matter.
There is much truth in this, but the neo-radical action based

on the observation was hasty and ill-considered. The mind of
the country was steadily expanding, and this well-meant attelnpt

at compulsory evolution will probably in the end operate rather
as a check than as an impetus.

But a third contention implied in State education is that
even when supplied in good condition the demand for educati_m
is restricted. Having artificially created a supply, the neo-
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radical proceeds to create an artificial demand. When provided
by the State, the "lower orders " will not purchase it at cost
price. Such is the weakness of parental love that parents will
not confer upon their children what kind neo-radicals consider

good for them. What is to be done now ? Clearly State love
must be substituted ibr parental love. Parents must be coerced
to supply their little ones with the approved mental food.
Education is made " compulsory." A little experience soon
convinces our philanthropists that it is not so much a lack of
parental love as a lack of parental fimds that stands between
the children and the good things provided ibr them. Education
must be free, that is to say, everybody must be educated for
nothing, which means, being interpreted, that everybody must
pay for evelTbody else's education and get his own gratis.

When education has been "free and compulsory"/br a few

years it will be ibund that a large number of persons do not want
it at any price. They will rebel against compulsory attendance
just as they now rebel against compulsory fees. They can in
many cases provide a better and more suitable education for
their children from their own pc_int of view than is provided by
the State schools, and they will prefer to bring them up as well-

trained agriculturists, or plumbers, or farriers, rather than to
have them trained as clerks in tile Government mould with the

ignominious condition imposed of accepting compulsory alms.
tateThe strongest argument in ihvour of all these forms of ,q

charity is that if the classes thus insultingly pauperised do not
see the insult, the act loses its contumely and becomes a mere

act of patronage. It is sometimes a relief when the respectable
man whom one has diffidently "tipped," pockets the tip
and the ialsult, touches his hat, and expresses his thanks.

The next class of rico-radical State interferences, ostensibly

in favour of the wage receivers (though they glide imperceptibly
one into the other)embraces compulsory rest, compulsory
insurance, and compulsory security. The first is provided for

by a number of Acts relating to Factories, Bank Holiday_, Shop
Hours Regulation, Sunday Closing, Lord's Day Observance, and
the like : the effect of which is to prescribe fixed limits to the

working hours of women, children, and young persons, at all
thnes and in all occupations: and in the case of men, on
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specified days and in certain occupations. Indirectly, of course,

the Factory Acts have the effect, by turning out the female

hands, of' compelling owners to close their factories, and so to

ibrce the full-_own men to rest, if not to be thankful.

Whether they have cause to be thankful must depend on the

financial position of the worker. As a specimen of the light in

which workmen as a class regard compulsory idleness (or say

rest) I will quote one letter written by a dock labourer to the

Editor of a Radical newspaper :--

" SIR--In your 'Topics of the Day' of last week you refer to the
closing of the banks at two on Saturdays, and make some remarks about
the bank employds, in which I quite agree; but what I want to call
your attention to is another class of employds_ and that is dock
labourers, and how it may affect them. I remind you that the docks
are under the control of the Customs, and I am told that it is being
mooted to extend the favour to the Customs. If they get it, how will
it affect tens of thousands of poor dock labourers? It is only the
pernmnent staff in the docks that get paid for holidays, which does not
amount to more than 5 per cent, the other 95 being paid by the
hour. At the present time eight hours per day is the time for work,
hut after this month seven hours per day for the next four months.
It may seem a small matter, but is a great matter to those concerned
m it. If a man is fortunate enough to get a day's work in the winter,
he gets :2s. lid., and should the docks close at two o'clock, he will only
get 2s. ld., so that it will affect the whole of the dock labourers (extra
men) of the country.

And now I will say a word as to how Bank Holidays affect dock
labourers. In the past the Act of Parliament got it tbr the banks
first, after which it was extended to the Customs, and so closed the doe'S,
_nd closed the dock labourers' mo_ths--for it is little they get to put in
them on those days. And while I am writing I will mention the extra
holiday the Customs have, viz. the Queen's Birthday, which is supposed
to be a day of rejoicing, but I can assure you that it is a day of m_aning
and cursing anmngst the class I am speaking about, and to which I
belong. ] hope this will meet the eye of some of your M.P.'s, and that
they will give us a little consideration.

I am, Sir, yours, etc. A DOCK LA_BOURER."1

The writer naturally makes the mistake of supposing that

the 5 per cent of cmploy(;s on the permanent staff' "get

paid for holidays." This is a common error. Work is paid

according to its value; and if' fifty days in the year are added

1 Weekly Dispatch, October 10, 1886.
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to the compulsory holidays, one-seventh is struck off the pay
of the workers.

It seems hard that in a country where an owner of dumb

animals can be prosecuted for overworking them, a parent or
an employer should be allowed to overwork human beings.
And this is of some force in defending these Acts so far as

children and young persons are concerned; though the im-
plication must be distinctly borne in mind that working-class
parents are cruel enough for the sake of gain to overwork
their children. I do not believe it. The class as a class, so
long as wagedom lasts, is bound, parent and child, to do more

work, or rather to work for a hmger time, than is _ood for
health of mind or body; but I deny that the working classes,
as a rule, allow their children to be overworked from the

standpoint of their permanent necessities. In any case, to
remove the care of the children from the shoulders of parents
on to the shoulders of the State is to still further weaken

the parental sense of responsibility. A little good ma_"
possibly accrue to the rising generation, but the ultimate and

permanent effect must be to demoralise and de_ade the race.
There are certain other indirect evil consequences of this

kind of legislation which file rico-radical has clearly overlooked.
It is often pointed out that if the working hours of English
operatives are shortened, the foreigner will have an immense
advantage in competition. To which the reply always is, that
the labour question is an international one, and that if all
civilised nations put a compulsory limit on the hours of work
no one would lose. Meantime, apart from the untruth of this
last statement, while the neo-radical is in a hnrry, other

nations are in no hurry, and the consequence is that whether
the labour question shouhl be international or not, the foreigner is
at present taking advantage of the short hours of the British
workman. I have already pointed out that I regard even
those hours as too long, but I maintain that they canno_ be
shortened wisely under a system of labour payment which
offers no inducement to make up in intensity ibr what is lost
in time. A free English workman under a system of capitalisa-
tion could do in six hours more than a foreign wage-slave
would do ill twelve. Meantime he works in the same way,
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and the country pays a hundred millions a }'ear for his extra
two hours' rest a day.

Why, again, in these days of electric lighting should capital
rest in the night tinle ? Journalists, actors, some cab-drivers,
railway servants, postmen, policemen, and hundreds of others
do tile major portion of their work when the rest of the world
is snoring. Why not some factory operatives ? In the mines
and the furnaces where there are no women, and where con-

sequently the Factor}- Acts do not apply, we have a succession
of shifts. It is not proposed that the hands should work
twenty-ibur hours a day, but there should be three shifts of
eight hours each; by which the dream of the rhyming
workman would be realised :--

"Eight hour._"work, eight hours' play,
Eight hours_sleep, and eight bob a day."

This consummation (with the exception of the last item) has
actually been reached in benighted and despotic _ussia, where
no foolish kindly-intentioned ]?actory Acts interfere with
privateenterprise.

Again,are thefollowingsuggestionsworth a littlereflec-

tion? I have no intentionofenteringintoa theologicalcon-

troversy,but I supposefew personshave conceivedtheideaof

calculatingthecostinpounds,shillinos,and pence of Sunday,

as itisat presentobservedinthiscountry. Such acalculation

is not a very difficult one, while it presents several features of
interest.

Before coming to figures, however, let us pave the way by
an inquiry into the nature and tbundation of our English
institution of Sunday observance. Two reasons are commonly
alleged. The first is, of course, the religious one that to rest
on the seventh day is a divine ordinance; the second is that
workers of all classes arc all the better for a rest or holiday

once a week. With respect to the first, every one knows that
according to the authority the day appointed to be kept holy
is the Saturday or Jewish Sabbath; nor is there any passage
in the Testaments which can be adduced in support of she
substitution of the first ibr the seventh day.

Without going farther into this part of the question
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probably most enlightened Christians will admit that what is

required is that every person shall set apart one day in the
week as a holiday, into the mode of spending which there may
be diflhrences of opinion. Some persons will go farther, and
contend that one day ill the week is too little for some kinds
of work and too much for other kinds. For the present
purpose I may accept the uniform system of one day in seven.
Now if it is immaterial, even from a Christian point of view,

upon which particular day of the week we fix, it is clearly
of equal unimportance whether all of us fix upon the same day
or upon difl'erent days.

With respect to the second or hygienic reason above
referred to, these observations apply with even greater force,
for it obviously cannot signify whether we rest on the first,

tburth, or seventh day, provided we get the amount of recrea-
tion required.

Now what again, if any, would accrue from the estabhsh-
ment of seven Sabbaths in the week ? in other words, from a

division of the days of the week among the labouring classes
in suehwise that one-seventh of our workers are always
enioying a holiday. Some would have the _Iondays, others the
Tuesdays, others the Wednesdays, and st) on throughout the
week. It may seem at first sight that such an arrangement
would make no diflbrence to the work done or to the value of

the work, but this is a mistake. It is true that no more

hours' work would be pertbrmed than now, but the labour
would be both better paid and more productive. And the
reason is this. Under the present system we give our
labourers a weekly holiday, and we also give our capital a
weekly holiday--our engines, our warehouses, our stock our
plant, etc. This is pure waste. Not even the most scrupulous
Sabbatarian will maintain that an engine ought to rest for one

whole day in the week. Now, roughly speaking, capital may
be said to contribute two-thirds to)wards production against

one-third contributed by labour (in more correct parlance, the
non-human capital contributes about twice as much as the
human). The immediate efl'eet of depriving this non-hunmn

capital of its rest-day would be virtually to incre_e its quantity
by one-seventh. Thus, the present proportion between the
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values of tile two elements of production would be modified.
By the law of value relating to co-elements we see that this
would bring about a considerable rise in the priee of labour.
The law is as follows: Other things equal, a rise in the value

of one eo-element is tblh)wed by a f_ll in the values of all the
other co-elements, and a fall by a rise, but not necessarily at

tile same rate. Now, labourers and maehinery, etc., are co-
elements ; the old theory of rivalry has been long ago exploded.
tIenee, together with a cheapening of production all along the
line, we should have the equally satisfactory concomitant of a
rise in wages. This stimulated demand would eventually call
into existence an increase of population equal to about one-
seventh of the number of the labouring class. A more
immediate result would be an increase in production, equal to

about two-thirds of one-seventh of the present amount, in
round nmnbers an increase of one-tenth, or over a hundred

million pounds a year--a sum sufficient to provide the whole
of the revenue without any taxation whatever. England can
therefore at any moment virtually abolish taxation by the
simple expedient of distributing the Sabbath all over the week.
We may here mention an incidental advantage of tiffs reform.
It would reconcile the possibilities of our modern civilisation

with the absoluteness and rigidity of the old institution. At
present it is matter of common observation that Sunday is a
holiday rather in name than in fact to large sections of the
eomnmnity. Postmen, railway officials, policemen, hotel
servants and domestics generally, with many more, can hardly
boast of fulfilling the letter of the law. But under tile
proposed system all members of all classes would be enabled

to enjoy a complete holiday once a week, without in the least
inconveniencing the remainder of tile population. _¢Veshould
be able to send and receive our letters as usual in the

metropolis without misgivings as to the postman's sufferings.
We should not be left in ignorance of accidents and the dying
wishes of distant friends, for want of telegn'aph accommodation

on the Sunday; nor would the trite argument continue to
apply against opening museums and galleries on the Sunday,
based on sympathy with overworked officials. To sum up, the
new arrangement would perfect our holidays and render them
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of universal application; would raise the price of labour
throughout the country, and would pay the whole sum now
annually levied by taxation.

But if the people cannot be trusted to take sufficient rest

for healtli how can they be trusted to insure themselves against
misibrtune ? tIence an Employers' Liability Act must be
passed, and a Bill brought in to make life assurance com-

pulsory. The agitation for the latter object is fortunately as
yet unsuccessful, but the former became law some few years
ago. The principle of it is simple enough. Wages cannot be
tbreed up by legislation however cunningly conceived : that is
now generally admitted. In case of accident to a workman

under the old system the loss came out of savings from past
wages or a draft o12 future wages. The averaje wage neces-
sarily covered the loss from accidents, and prudent workmen
contributed towards an accident inslu'ance fund. By the Act
the burden of providing against accidents (of certain kinds) is
now cast on the employer. The insurance fund is no longer
m,eded. In other words, the employer keeps back (as by law
compelled) that small portion of the wage which went t_ cover
the average risk of accident. This he virtually puts into an

accident insurance fund, from which from time to time he pays
out what he is called upon to pay by law. The consequence
is that the improvident man is obliged to insure. The annual
premium is extorted from him by force. Of course, this is a
good thing, if we take it for granted that human nature is

organically improvident, and that not even by the experience
of ge,nerations is providence to be hoped for. Unless we
assume this, the effect of the Act must be to counteract the

teachings of nature by disturbing the sequence of cause and
efii_et. But not only are the provident and the improvident
thrust together into one boat ; the same thing is done for the
careless and the cautious. The ungainly lout, who stumbles

over any unusual object in his way, is as well provided for, at
as little cost to himself, as the careful man who keeps his eyes
open. Under the individualist system of old the latter could
put away a smaller sum per ammm than the former to form a
fund to meet possible accidents. His own habit of caution
lessened the risk. This habit was good for himself, good for
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his employer, and good for the community. The Act tends,
of course, to weaken the habit. A workman nowadays ahnost

feels tha_ he has a ri:?ht to an accident. Why should a set of
careless fellows draw pounds and pounds for doing nothing
while he, just because he examines ropes and rungs before
trusting them, has his wages reduced to cover his employer's
loss ?

The best excuse for the ignorant promoters of this Act is
that they really did not know that it must have tile effect of

lowering wages by exactly the amount required to cover tim
employer's habili_y.

A large number of workmen have already disc,_vered what
their legislating benefactors fail to see, and the consequence is
that they have contracted with their emph_yers " out of the
Act." To mee_ this difficulty the neo-radieals now pr,_pose to
render such contract void. The workman is to be permitted
to accept a contribution from his employer towards _he accident
fund in consideration of foregoing any claim which at any
future time may arise under the Act, and then, when the claim

has arisen, to snap his fingers at the other party to the bargain
and demand fifil compensavion. In other words, he is to be
allowed to receive compensation twice over for the same injury,
once by contract and once by fraud.

It is unnecessary to go into the demoralising eflPcts of
this so-called Employers' Liability Act A_ncndmcltt ]',ill. All
Bills which contain the dishonourable clause enabling a man

to enter hlto a binding engagement to-day and to break it with
impunity and advantage to-morrow--a clause which is but too
frequently met with in these days_are the unmistakable
offspring of neo-radicalism.

Individualists know full well that tile cost of labour under

the wage system includes the risk of the work to be pertbrmed.

Wages necessarily vary with the risk. Adam Smith pointed
that out over a tmndred years ago. Consequently they have
never condemned the original Act of 18 81 on the ground that
it taxed the employer. They know that it merely compels
him to undertake the functions of an accident insurance

company. The law compels him to compel his workpeople to
insure against accidents.
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Tile Act is condemned because it puts on an equal iboting
the provident and the improvident, the careful and the careless,
and because it removes tile incentives to constant watchfulness

and prudence which tend, if let alone, to become hardened into
congenital habits. The Amendment Bill, on the other hand,
they condemn as a contemptible and immoral proposal.

In addition to compulsory rest and compulsory insurance,
tile neo-radieal hastens to confer compulsory security upon the
workers of the country. We ]lave seen the effect of his eftbrts
in the first two directions: how far has he been successful in

the third ? Ships are to be absolutely sea-worthy; mines are
to be ventilated, and explosions rendered impossible ; machinery
in factories is to be fenced round; workshops are to be kept

in perfect sanitary condition; railway trains are to adopt the
block system and the automatic continuous brake; and level

crossings are to be abolished. The men in the whitelead
works are to wear suitable elothfilg, and to drink suitable
squashes; bakers are no longer to carry on their calling in a
basement; d_gs are all to be put into muzzles; acrobats are
not to pertbrm on the trapeze without proper neo-radieal
precautions; and. dt,ubtless, in a few years, hunting, erieket,

and football will be tbrbidden as too dangerous to life and limb.
_{eantime, what is _he resul_ of all this striving after

security? The Mines' tte_flation Act was passed in 1872.
It is alleged, on the high authority of its fi'iends and admirers,
that it has been the means of saving a few dozen lives a year,
which is more than doubtful. Well, that is important: lives
are valuable, and canno_ be evaluated in terms of £ s.d. But

look on the debit side of the account. For the five years

tbllowing that in which the Act came into operation, over
12,000 workers were on an average each year thrown out of
emlflOyment, in the branch of industry afteeted, so that at
the end of five years over 62,000 persons had been thrown
out of work--east on to an overstocked labour market, to

compete in other departments of trade at a disadvantage, and,
if the whole truth could be told, to perish of slow starvation.

Sixty persons saved from a miner's grave--60,000 starved to
death by the Act! _

The Act came into force in 1873. In 1874 there were employedin and
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And the same disproportion between the direct good and
_he indirect evil wrought by nee-radical legislation of this

character holds throughout. The little benefit conferred is a
prominent and noticeable little benefit, while the immense

mischief done is remote and not always easily traceable to its
true cause. It may be doubted whether anything has tended
_o undermine England's industrial superiority so much as the
Factory Legislation of tile last fifty years. Perhaps i_ is
malicious to unearth t.he forgotten motives which brought

them into existence. But that they were the progeny of the
mean revengefulness of the landed classes for the liberal
reforms of _he day is proved beyond doubt by t{oebuck, who
pointed out tha_ the division list on Feilden's Ac_ of 1847
coincided almost exactly with the division list on the _epea]
of the Corn-Laws in 1846. Nearly every member of Parlia-
ment who vo_ed for State interference with thctories voted also

of�air, st the cheap loaf. This opinion is confirmed by a letter
from Mr. Bright himself, which appeared in the Timc,s much
more recently. "A large section of Tories," says he, "voted
for the Facu)ry Bill to revenge themselves upon the manufac-
turers, who were opposing the Corn-Laws." This is significant.
It entirely precludes the theo_3" of the philanthropic origin of
these measures, and helps to explain the anomaly of a Tory
saint bringing in a popular measure, to be resisted tooth and
nail by the best friend of the people. The effects of the Acts

have Nlly justified Mr. Bright's opposition. Mr. tlright, in
opposing Feilden's Ten Hours' /;ill, predicted that "it must
promote that depression which has for many years prevailed
in the great in_erests of the country; and was calculated to
destroy the manufacturing supremacy of the country ....

That instead of conferring a benefit on the working classes, as

about the coal mines, 53S,829 persons. Five years later, in 1879, the mining
population had decreased to 476,810, showing a loss of no less than 62,019

persons. Where did they go z. The other markets were all overstocked. These
poor people understood mining operations, but probably were but ill-fitted to
compete m other branches of industry. Let us not blink matters. They were

slowly but surely murdcrcct by Act of Parliament--s_arved to death ! Meantime
the decrease in fatal accidents in _he mines during the same period is fixed by

the same authority at 83. These figures are taken from the Report of the Royal
Commission on Accidents in Mines. 1881.
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they supposed, it would cause a gTeater evil to them than
perhaps any measure which that House had ever passed." 1

He described the Bill as "a delusion practised on the working
classes," and as " one of the worst measures ever passed."
Some half-dozen years before the passing of the first Factor}"
Act,-" trade unionism was showing such strength that it had

been deemed necessary by the anti-popular party to pass a
very rigorous measure directed against it s "If }'on want any
change," this Act virtually said to the proletariat, '"apply to
us, the aristocracy and your ti'iends, and we will bring pressure
to bear on your masters; but do not dare to put forward
demands in your own name, or we will join your masters in
erushhlg you."

_And just as democracies, torn asunder by faction, will some-
times entrust their liberties to the gum'dianship of a military

dictator ; just as the down-trodden peasants of t_ussia pray for
protection ag_finst the greed of the landowner to the holy
Czar; so in a weak moment the workpeople of England dele-
gated their own growing p_,wer to the non-progressive party.
to be used ostensibly against the employers of labour, hut really
against the free-traders. The originator of this hypocritical
and dishonest piece of statecraft has been apotheosised hv the

people : and _he laying of the first stone ot" the fitbric of State
socialism in this country is nowadays commemorated by bod_

parties as an epoch in the history of civilisation. 4
The consequences of the surrender of the workers of their

right of initiation into _he hands of their self-appt,inted patrons
were manitbld. Instead of relying on combination and on
direct compromise with their emph,yers--a system which was

already beginning to [,ear fi'uits, as the Act of 1826 shows--
they have ever since turned their eves toward the supposed
fountain of favours_Parliament. The very trade unionists
themselves at their annual congresses deliberate on, not what

they shall do for themselves, but what Parliament shall be

1 tla_as(_rd, vol. lxxxix., t'. 486.

'-' Lord Ashley's Act, passed in 1S33.
6 Geo. IV., e. 129.
The new street which has been named after the father of the Factory Acts

is faMy emblematic of the tortuous gait of party spite in the guise of philanthropy.

Why cannot our streets and statesmen be straight ?
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asked to do for them. If the sight of a glass of beer is too
tempting to he resisted by those who receive their wages in

a public-house, instead of advising their followers to band them-
selves together and refuse to accept their wages in such places,
as the east-coast fishermen did, these leaders of labour go
down on their knees to the legislature for a " Payment of Wages
in Public-houses Prohibition Bill."

But the poor helpless creatures who cannot toddle on with-
out clinging to the petticoats of the great national nurse
must not expect to be trusted even to look after their own

private affairs. Like babies they must be protected against
themselves. If they do not go to Church on Sunday there is
an old Act on the Statute-book which subjects them to a fine

of five shillings--an Act which many are thirsting to put ill
force. And they must not go to museums or picture galleries
on Sunday. Mr. Broadhurst tells the goody-goodies who gave
him his under-secretaryship that they do not desire it. Well, if

not, they need not go ; but bot.h those who do (Mr. Broadhurst
will admit that there are three or four) and those who do n(_t

might be allowed to express their views by the shnple process
of going or staying away, without calling upon Mr. Broadhurst
for an opinion, or upon the saints who have the legislature in
leading-strings. Again, the shiftless wage receiver may not
have a glass of beer before such an hour, or after sueh an hour,

or on such a day, without, a certificate in the form of a raihvay
ticket, or a lie on his tongue. The particular hour fixed varies
with the ebb and flow of saintly influence in the House of
Commons. Then the "people" must not assemble in the
streets to talk politics obnoxious to their rulers. They may
cant and sing, but if they talk politics they are "obstructing
the thoroughfare" and must go to prison for two months.

Places of amusement may be opened on all days c_'crpt tile poor
man's weekly holiday. The "classes" may drink and play
billiards all night long in Pall Mall, but the "masses" must go
to bed at regulation hour, or drink water and play "solitaire "
at home. Such is tile final consummation of neo-radicalism ;

the people dubbed "the masses" and treated as masses--all.
without regard to their individuality, run in one mould, and
branded with one brand.
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The net result of the patehings and tinkerings, the
meddlings and muddlings of this well-meaning set of ineapables
is just what might have been expected of it. By nibbling at
the liberties first of one class and then of another; by violat-
ing all those rules of government the soundness of which have
been demonstrated by the experience of ages; by increasing
and entangling all the duties of Parliament and the Executive ;
by loading the Statute-book with long, tedious, and stupid
Acts of t'arliament, too prolix and heterogeneous for even
trained lawyers to digest; by muhiplying policemen and
inspectors and examiners and State-oliieials of one sort and

another, till no man can take a pinch of snuff without being
asked to show his license, or chop fa*_-_.oot_swithout a Govern-
ment certificate ; by this, that, and the other read,justment of

the order of nature by rule of ttmmb, a state of things has
been brought about in which the workers of England, without
being made one whir the healthier or the happier, have
been reduced to the last de_ee of inefficiency, poverty, and
dependence.

Fortunately the beliefs of these semi-socialists sit lightly
on them. If their first scheme is a failure it is thrown over-

board without remorse: a clean sweep is made and a fresh

start. They are amenable to reason if it is brought home to
them through the ehannel of personal experience; and con-
sequently it may be predicted that when the country has been
brought to the brink of ruin, and when they themseh'es have
tasted the bitter fruit of their own tholing, they will wheel
round and set briskly to work to undo it. Even now there are

signs of this reaction.
But while the neo-radieal would be a comparatively harm-

less creature but for his unparalleled opportunities tbr mischiet;
and while, like the bull in the china shop, he is not'in himself a

dangerous or vicious aninml, there is a certain seer of genuine
and eonsistent socialists who regard the attainment of their

Utopia as possible only on constitutional lines, and who see
in neo-radiealism the thin end of their own peculiar wedge

being steadily driven home by the huge force of national thick-
headedness. And these the_rists find themselves aided not only

by the milk-and-water socialists of the neo-radieal school, but
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even more effectually by a third and more reprehensible set of

politicians, dishonest, self-seeking demagogues, who without either
faith in the methods, or interest in the ultimate effects of the

doctrine they preach, trade on the credulity of their fellow-
countrymen, for their own mean personal aggrandisement,
posing as philanthropists and friends of the people for the sake
of popularity and its rewards--place and pelf. Such are the
men who aspire to lead the credulous and ignorant i1_ order

that they may some day barter their delegated power and betray
theh' followers to the enemy for an under-secretaryship or a
snug berth as county-court judge. There is no need to name
names. Those who have been found out are well known, and

if I were to name some of those who have not yet been found
out, their poor trusty supporters would disbelieve and denounce

me--yet a little while. Meanwhile neo-radiealism is triumph-
ant, trade is stagnant, and the workers work and work and
die, and their children take their places, without hope or
opportunity of betterment.

But there is a bright side to even neo-radiealism. It is by
no means an unmkxed e_dl. It. serves as the safety-valve for
_he forces of ignorant rebellion, which would otherwise be pent
up and attain a dangerous and explosive de_-ee of intensity.
It owes its existence partly, as I have said, to the common

sense as distinguished from the severe logicality of Englishmen.
In France if there is such a safety-valve it is always out of
order; it will not act. It jammed in 1789 ; it jammed in 1848 ;
and it jammed in 1870. It is never to be depended on. In
England revolutionary forces were stronger in the days of the
Chartist movement than they lmve ever been in France. The

love of justice and liberty has always been stronger on this side
of the channel. But the greaL tladical leaders of the day got
control of the boiler and let off the steam in dribblets, t-'ebellion

fizzled out, in neo-radieal legislation which, beyond lowering

the pressure of the forces of discontent, did no good to any one.
(Yet, surely, this in itself was a great good _) Socialists who
look with favour on neo-radicalism mistake the blowing off' of
steam for the effective exercise of motive power. While the
socialists are getting up steam they forget to sit on the safety-

valve. It is true some of the wiser heads among them are
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beginning to look askance at neo-radicalism. Individualists

do the same, but for another reason : they believe that the "sub-
terranean forces " of society might be turned to better account
than making discordant noises. Both parties are agreed in
lamenting the waste of power; but while socialists would burst

the boiler, individuahsts would get the engine in motion along
the lines of civilisation. Semi-socialists are content to pile on
fuel with one hand "to a certain limited extent, don't you know,"
and to let off steam with the other, also "to a certain limited

extent." However, perhaps we may trust these trimmers to

thwart the aims and disappoint the expectations of their more
consistent brethren.

"Just as the French workers have already nearly captured the
municipal management of Paris, so it is our duty to leave no stone
unturned in order to obtain control of either the reformed or unreformed
municipal bodies of London. We see how much we could do to
help on the socialist cause if we had only a determined and persistent
minority, as the French socialists have, upon the municipal council."

So writes the editor of the organ of social democracy in
London, and he ventures to predict the outcome of l_is policy
in these words :--

"When next the people marshal themseh-es in battle array against
their oppressors, London will help Paris and Paris London to begin
and carry on in earnest the world-wide international rewdutiun. The
memories of the great Civil War and the Chartist movement on this
side of the Channel will be blended with those of _89 and the Commune
on the other as the two greatest cities of the civilised world combine
their forces in one final effort."1

:Never! Long before that, the neo-radicals of the day
will blow off steam enough to reduce the pressure far below
bursting point. Even neo-radieals, to use a teleological meta-
phor, were not created without a purpose.

Under the head of neo-radicalism must on no account

be included the radicalism of the old Manchester school,

which was merely advanced Liberalism. Indeed the old and
the new l_adical are more widely separated by principle than
the Conservative and Liberal. They stand at opposite poles.
The old Radical was all ibr freedom and was opposed to State

J_tsticz,September4, 1886.
O
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interference; the new l_adieal is for despotism and Govern-
ment control in everything. Just as in Protestant countries
the Roman Catholics preach religious liberty and equality,
while in Catholic countries they practise religious intolerance,
so those renegades who have passed over into the new camp
never loved liberty for its own sake, but merely because they
were themselves in a minority: and now that the reins are in
their own hands they are as ready as the most selfish tyrant
to impose their own despotic yoke on their fellow-comltrymen.

Zct-bc was an excellent ladder on which to mount to power,
but now they have got there, they are the first to kick it
down. Not a single word of what I have written about the
new school (if an academy of ig-norance can fairly be called a
school) is intended to apply to those champions of freedom
who tbught for civil equality and for civil liberty, who abolished
religious disqualifications and gave us free trade.

Unfortunately the race is welhfigh extinct. Mr. Bright
is gone and his coadjutors of the Anti-Corn Law League

have most of them passed away, and with them the spirit
which inspired diem. The League itself, it is true, has
been resuscitated under a new title and with a wider

aim, but the names of the Liberal leaders of to-day do
not appear on the roll of its members. Among modern
ttadicals one solitary figure stands out as an advocate of
true freedom. To his honour be it said, Mr. Bradlaugh has
never stooped to promise prosperity to the incompetent and
luxury to the lazy. So strong is the temptation in these
democratic days to offer political bribes to the voter, that one
has need of great popularity, of considerable self-restraint, and

of singular political honesty to steer clear of class privilege on
the one hand and majority despotism on the other. " To my
mind," _ said the member for Northampton to his constituents,
" to my nfind the great danger, especially to the democracies
of Europe--I hope not to the democracy of America_is to look

to the State to do things for you. The State is only you. It is
often less than you, and it can never be more than you ....
Democracies should leave as little as possible for the State to do.

Every citizen should prevent, as much as possible, any control

The _VorthamptonsMre guardian, September 4, 1886.
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over individual energy." How many Liberal members dare
say ditto to that in presence of their own constituents ?

It is a relief to turn to a third remedy for the
present unjust system of distribution. _rhat is called the
system of "profit-sharing " is advocated by men who are
actuated by a sense of justice and sympathy, and whose
suggestions are based oll experiment and observation. The
advocates of "profit-sharing" accept the principle which l
have described as floating in the air--that somehow wages
should vary with profits, that when the employer is making
large gains, his workpeople ought to enjoy a corresponding
prosperity. But the method they propose is this : the employer

should be persuaded to put by a certain percentage of his trade
profits for division by way of bonus among his employees in
proportion to their ordinary wages. In this way the workers
will be in a position to save if they are thrifty, and so in good
tinm to become themselves capitalists. But why shozdd he,
the employer asks, rob himself of his proper profits in order to
enrich his workmen ? Might he not as well give a tithe of his
income to the poor-box ? To wtfich the " profit-sharers" answer.
":No: it is true that the workers have no claim upon you,
either moral or economic, for a share ; but you will find that
if you give them such bonus as we suggest they will work
harder and make the total net profits so much larger that

you will not lose but rather gain by the process. They will
perceive that the harder and better they work the more they
will get, and so while they toil for their own good they will
necessarily at the same time toil for yours." As to what
percentage should be divided among the "hands," profit-sharers
differ in opinion. Nearly all agree that the share should be
small: and it is clear that according to the principles of the
system only the net profits, after payment of wages and
interest, can be devoted to the purpose.

There is no doubt that a great deal can be said for profit-

sharing. It has a decided tendency to allay the spirit of
hostile rivalry between employers and employed. It seems to

exercise a salutary influence hi preventing strikes and trade
disputes. It certainly stimulates the workers to greater and
better work. The hands are more careful to guard against
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mistakes,and thatthe interesttaken in the businessby the

hands ismuch increasedisshown,saysM. Godin,the founder

of the "Familistbre,"by the constantnew inventionsand

improvements made by the men. "Since they were made

partners" (nottruepartners?),says he,"a greatnumber of

patents have been taken out by the FamilistSre."

Again, as Mr. Egerton 1 tells us, "those working for a share
of the profits rarely ask for a Monday holiday, as do most other
(French) workmen. Thus their houses are able to execute

orders with _eater rapidity. When there was a strike amongst
the painters, the workmen at M. Leclaire's worked fourteen

and even more hours per day without the slightest complaint."
Again, writing of these same men, he says : "The idea of

equality of pay would be looked upon by them (Leelaire's
men) as ridiculous."

M. Laroche Joubert, who founded the profit-sharing paper
mills in Angoul_me, is so enthusiastic with regard to the system
that he brought a Bill into the Chamber to make it compulsory
upon all who tendered for public works. According to his own
account, his house has made profits even in the worst of times.
M. Joubert contends that his business is not liable to strikes,

and that there is _eat zeal displayed by the hands, who rarely
leave the house. But the practical commercial success of such
profit-sharing houses as those of Leclaire, of M. Godin, and
of M. Joubert no more justify us in eulogising the system as

such, than do the failures of Herr Borehert justify us in con-
demning it. All alike were based on an arrangement arbitrary,
paternal, and in all respects characteristically continental.

Let us see what there is to be urged against it. In the
first place it is demoralising to the workpeople. They
become the recipients of the employer's generosity. " The
graduated divisions of profits are conferred as favours, not as
rights." In the second place it begs the question as to the
true and rightful ownership of the profits of industry : and in
the third place so long as the percentage to be divided remains
arbitrary and is left to the discretion of the master, the inevit-

able result of competition (under the law of population) will
be to bring wages and bonus together down to the subsistence

1 Government Report on Co-operation in Foreign Countries.
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level As Herr Borchert, who has had fifteen years' practical

experience of it, says, "it cannot but retain the character of
an exceptional measure, being at best a mere experiment
among a number of others that crop up and disappear with
every fresh turn of the social problem." If the bonus increases
in any one trade the wages will correspondingly diminish_ I
speak of the time when the system shall have been adopted
not only by kind-hearted and large-minded men, like those
who have already tried it, but by the general run of cheese-
paring capitalists. When competition is keen--when trade is
bad--when profits are small--when a hun_y population is
clamouring for work and bread--then the strain will come.
Those who try to give more than the ohl wage in any form
will have to close their works or forego the normal reward t,f

risk. The more selfish (or, say, prudent) among them will
prefer to invest their money on absolute security rather than

at great risk for an equal retturn. Why spin cotton for 3 per
cent with a prospect of less or even of loss when the like
amount can be obtained from consols without any anxiety

whatever ? Again, when tile workwaan's share of the bonus is
small compared with his wage the stimulus to increased exer-
tion is not so _o-reatas might be supposed, and it is doubtful
whether 5 or 10 per cent of the net profits all along the line,
even if wages remained the same, would have any appreciable
effect on production; and if it had not, the system could not
be permanent or even of long duration. Lastly, the ownership

by the labourers of no matter how small a share in the
employer's fixed capital (and that is how most profit-sharers
insist on the workman's share being invested)forms a bond

between the two which places the small and compltlsory share-
holder in a position of dependence on the large and free share-
holder) The resulting system, as was clearly shown in the
_faison .Leclaire, is one of a patriarchal character. The em-
ployer becomes a little monarch, a bureaucracy develops itself,
laws are made affecting the workers such as no free man
should submit to, and the rights of the several parties become

increasingly difficult of denmreation. _rhen disputes arise
it is found that the rules have been drafted in the interest

E.g.it is compulsoryin the Familist_re.
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rather of the lion than of the fox and the ass, and in ease of

litigation the latter go to the wall. Ii1 fact these establish-
ments are despotic little industrial communes, and as such are
quite unfitted for acclimatisation in the hardy soil of British
freedom)

Between the theory of profit-sharing and the theory of co-
operation there is this fundamental difference: the former

regards the whole of the profits of industry as morally and
economically the property of the capitalist; the latter regards
th_ whole of the profits (as such) as morally the property of
the manual workers. Consequently it is not surprising that
all profit-sharing businesses have been tbunded by employers,
mostly with philanthropic intentions, while co-operative factories
have been mostly started by the men themselves without any
aid ab az'tra. Again, the men in profit-sharing houses are
usually of a pronounced conservative type, while " co-operators"
are notorious for their ag_essive radicalism. (I do not use
these terms in the party sense.) Thus Lord Vivian, writing
from Belgium, says: " The Vooruit and all the Ghent societies
have been established by the working classes alone, all attempts
bo ibund such associations on the invitation or with the assist-

ance of the employers having failed. This is probably due hi
wear part to the action of the Belgian socialists, who maintain
that the working classes can only rely on themselves to obtain
bheir rights and improve their condition, and that these societies
must therefore consist exclusively of working men. The last
socialist program lays down that 'the enfranchisement of

labour should be the work of the working classes themselves;
since the other elasses of society cannot seriously help on this
object,the working men's party should always work separately.'" "_

In treating of co-operation we must not fail to distinguish
between co-operative distribution and co-operative production.
Beyond the fact that they are known by the name of co-

operation these two systems have little or nothing in common.
The principles on which they are based differ, the ol4jects with
which they orighlated differ, and they are justified (if at all) on

1 Thosewhowish to see the results of profit-sharingin actual working order
.q_ouldread ]_Ir.SedleyTaylor's_ritings on the subject.

Report onCo-operationin ForeignCountries--Belgium.
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quite different grounds. And yet such is the confusion

produced by mere names that those persons who approve of
the one almost always express approval of the other.

"How is it," it is asked, "that, while co-operative distribu-

tion has made such amazing strides, co-operative production is
nearly stationary ?" But for this accidental confusion it would
have been unnecessary to have referred to co-operatire distribu-

tion in this place at all. As it is, however, it may be as well
to say a word or two on the subject of co-operation, as vulgarly
understood, before proceeding to consider co-operation in its
more accurate sense.

Co-operative distribution is based on the principle of rolling
into one, consumer and worker, demander and supplier--a prin-
ciple which traverses the law of the division of labour. A

deal of cackling has been done over some of the earlier co-

operative societies, and doubtless the stores of to-day in Eng-
land are a remarkable and an interesting study. Monster
mushroom growths of sudden and luxuriant expansion, their
existence goes to show that there is a screw loose somewhere,

and that the present system of retail trade is out of equili-
brium with society. And that this is so might have been seen
beforehand. The enormous advances made in the art of trans-

port during the last generation have defeated all the calculations
of the retail traders. One can telegraph to Constantinople for
a few pounds of Turkish tobacco, and get it for hardly more
than the cost of an equal amount at the nearest tobacconist's,
and with a better chance of obtaining the precise article
required. It is no uncommon thing for people in the provinces
to obtain the whole of their groceries from London instead of
from the retail _'oeer hard by. The very existence of snmll
retailers is threatened. The value of the service they render
is not equal to their cost of living and the rent of their busi-

ness premises. Clearly, retailing on a gigantic scale tends, like
large farming on corn-growing and pasture lands, to elbow out
the small people. There is an enormous saving in cost of
staff, and a still greater in carriage, and there is a smaller pro-
portion of surplus stock. Small traders finding themselves
thus hard pressed by a rival organisation, which began with

the wage-receiving classes and rapidly extended upwards to the
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"upmost" classes, had recourse to various expedients for keeping

and gaining custom, of which one was the obvious one of giving
long credits. And they developed the carrying branch of
their business very considerably. But when orders were called
ibr, goods left at the required hour, and a year's credit given,
it was not to be expected that apparent prices could remain
the same. The price of the article must cover the interest on
the accounts and also the resulting bad debts, and the services
of the extra hands required; and the difference between
retailers' prices and store prices would become daily accentuated.
Of course if the consumer imagines that by foregoing the
interest on his domestic expenditure, and by putting his

shoulder to the wheel and carrying his own parcels, he is really
getting his things cheaper, it is a happy delusion which does no
one much harm, but it is not a delusion on which stores can

thrive for ever. The old lady who bought a herring for a
farthing and engaged a cab to carry it home, would probably
discover the flaw in her household economy after a dozen or so
of experiments. For a time, no doubt, ag_egations of men,
working on new and improved principles, may beat the repre-
sentatives of the ancic_ r_yimc out of the field, but mean-

time they nmst act through some form of organisation, and the
men who do the organising part of the business are mortal_a
fact which co-operationists (like socialists) appear to forget.
Other things equal, the private trader must have a considerable
advantage over a company of associated traders, still more over
a motley crew of ignorant persons whose affairs are in the
hands of paid officials.

The abolition of long credits by retail traders, and the im-

provements taking place in the independent systems of small
parcels delivery, _ together with the more general recognition of'
the doctrine of" small profits and quick returns," will soon more
than equalise the conditions. Retail traders will many of them
be killed out, but others who carry on business in the large
way required by modern social arrangements will sooner or
later outstrip the co-operative societies, beat them on their
own ground, and compel them to wind up their affairs. Even

now it is only necessary to compare the prices and quality of

1 An improvement too likely to be retarded by recent Government competition.
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goods supplied by the Civil Service or Army and Navy Stores
with similar goods supplied by _Vhiteley, or other large retail
provider, to discover that the system of co-operative distribu-

tion, ha_ing drawn attention to a real defect in retail trade
organisation, is wellnigh played out Five or ten years hence
no such amateur bazaars as those now flourishing in Victoria
Street and the Haymarket will remain to excite the envy and
hatred of the retailer. They will die a natural death.

But since the object was originally to dispense with the
costly services of the "middleman" or "retailer," the movement
was clearly justified by success, l_eginning with workmen, the
contagion rapidly spread to the ranks of the capitalists and all
classes of society, and from one country to another, and it still
continues to _indicate its existence. In one sense, no doubt,

co-operation as here understood can be extended to production,

as indeed it was by the Rochdale pioneers, who _ound their
own flour and made their own bread. The same thing was

done by several of the French co-operative bakeries, and so
long as the co-operators made only for their own consumption,
so as to evade the miller's profits, the principle was the same
as that on which co-operative distribution rests. But the
justification was wanting. While the small and numerous
local retailers were and are a useless anachronism, the manu-

facturer is nothing of the kind. I am not aware that any
association has supplied its own members exclusively with
boots, or pianos, or chairs, so that the appearance of co-opera-

tive societies of piano-makers and the like brings us face to
face with the other form of co-operation, in which members are
not regarded as demanders.

Co-operative production, in this sense, is a very different
matter. It has a separate origin, a separate object, and a
separate justification. It is based on the observed fact that
the contributor of capital (so-called) walks off, not only with
the profits of capital but also with the profits of labour. This
is so, and some of the more clear-sighted among the working
classes see that it is so. Furthermore, they cannot see why
the capitalist should take any profit at all. His contribution,

they say, being dead matter, cannot add to the value of the
new product ; whatever is so added is the result of labour, and
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of labour alone. So they argue. Thus if the workers could

only scrape together enough wealth to make a start, the profits
could be divided in proportion to the labour contributed ; or if
capital must for some invisible reason have a reward, then it
should take the form of interest on value lent. It is un-

necessary to point out that this reasoning involves the socialist
fallacy that dead capital cannot yield a profit. In fine, the
systems of co-operative production which have been started in
this country are all based on an avowed recognition of this ntis-
taken doctrine, the effect of which is simply to put the boot on

the other leg. Under the present system of wagedom the
capitalist takes the whole of the profits and the contributor

of labour none. Under the proposed system of co-operation
the labourer takes the whole of the profits and the contributor

of dead capital none. One arrangement is as unfair and as
inexpedient as the other. Each should properly take profits
in proportion to the value of his original contribution, The
borrowing of capital at a fixed interest is open to many of
the objections which can be urged against paying the workman
a fixed wage.

Like profit-sharing, like socialism, like trade unionism, co-
operative production is based on a good deal that is true but

considerably adulterated with fiction and fallacy. Frequently
the good outweighs the evil. Consider the effect of co-operative
production in the following cases :1

Fourteen Paris piano-makers in 1848, without any means
of their own, or Government aid, after great hardships and

diificulties in starting, founded and carried on successfully a
business which two years afterwards owned 40,000 francs'
worth of property.

A co-operative association of fifteen furniture-turners

started with 313 francs as their entire capital. After hay-

ing at first to content themselves with wages_87½- cents per
day--they made their enterprise a complete success.

A small association of arm-chair makers, which started in

1849 with 135 francs, made 37,000 francs of net profits, and

i ReportsbyHer l_Iajesty'sRepresentativesabroadon the systemof Co-opera-
tion in ForeignCountries. Presented to both Housesof Parliamentby command
of Her NajesW, June 1886.
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could afford to pay rent of 5500 francs per annum for their
workshop.

An association of curriers started with only four working
members: in two years, 86 members were at work.

A co-operation of filemakers, starting with fourteen
members and 500 francs, acquired a capital of ]50,000 francs
and two houses of business---one in Paris, tile other in the

provinces.
A successful co-operation of boot-form makers began with

two francs.

One of spectacle-makers, with 650 francs, had in 1883 a
capital of over 1,- _0,000 francs.

Of course the difficulties with which co-operation has to
deal are those which might be expected from the refusal of the
workers to work in harmony and partnership with the owners
of wealth. As Mr. Egerton points out in the French _eport.
'"it has been found by experience that co-operative associations

on a large scale are difficult to start .... P_eally good men are
required at first. It is difficult to find the sums necessary
to begin co-operation on a large scale .... Owing to tile
difficulty in finding sufficiently large premises, only a small
number of inembers can generally work together at first."

The admission of the capita]_ist within the ranks on equal
terms would solve all these difficulties. Mr. Egertou adds:
" The very strict obedience to regulations exacted and enibrced.
and their discipline--greater far than could have been main-
rained by masters--are considered to be in great measure the
cause of the success of these co-operative societies."

It is hardly necessary to point out tha_ the spirit of
self-help manifested ill all forms of co-operation is exceedingly
distasteful to the socialists. In the first workmen's confess
held in Paris, in 1876, the general opinion was for co-operation.
though men such as M. Isidore Finance, a house-painter by
trade, and a prominent speaker at working men's meetings,
expressed himself strongly against it, not so much on the
ground of the many failures in 1848, and after the collapse
of the Crddit au trarai[ in 1868, but on account of the

se.lfishncss of the system, the members of co-operative societies
becoming, he said, nothing better than ca2itaIists.
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Co-operative production as thus understood, and based on
the theory that dead capital is not entitled to profits, has the
support of no less an authority than J. S. Mill. Looking
forward into the distant future, he is of opinion that the time
will come when " owners of capital will gradually find it to
their advantage, instead of maintaining the struggle of the old

system with workpeople of only the worst description, to lend
their capital to the associations--to do this at a diminishing
rate of interest, and at last, perhaps, even to exchange their
capital for terminable annuities. In this or some such mode
the existing accumulations of capital might honestly, and
by a kind of spontaneous process, become in the end the joint
property of all who participate in their productive employment :
a transformation which, thus effected, would be the neares_

approach to social justice, and the most beneficial ordering of
industrial affairs for the universal good which it is possible at
present to foresee. ''1 This remarkable passage shows that

_iill himself did not recognise the moral right of the owner
of wealth to the fruits of thab wealth Hence his denunciations
of the " unearned increment " were at least consistent.

1 Princii)les of PoliticalEco_wm_j,by J. S. Mill.



CHAPTER VII

LABOUR CAPITALISATION

FINALLY,let us examine the system which may be called the
Capitahsation of Labour.

In order to understand the foundations on which the

system is based, it may be as well to examine the whole labour
question from three distinct points of view : from the historical
standpoint, the juridical standpoint, and the economic stand-
point.

We may trace the history of industrialism briefly through
its successive changes along with the progress of civilisation,
and then, by discovering the general tendency, predict with
tolerable certainty the direction which further changes are
likely to take. In the earliest times of which we have any
record we find the whole of the working population--that is,
of those who toil with their hands, the agricultural labourers

and artisans--in a state of abject slavery. Long before they
emerged from that state their lot as slaves considerably
improved, but still they remained slaves. We hear much of
the liberty and democracy of the Greeks, but we know that
at the time when Athenians were enj_)ying a high degree of
civilisation the great majority of the people of Attica wen_
slaves. For every freeman in Athens there must have been
ibur or five others who were written off as mere chattels.

While every citizen of full age had a voice in the aft[firs of

the State, these poor toilers had none. So that universal
suffrage in those days meant what it would mean now if the
working classes were disfranchised. The slaves were of course
bought and sold. Aristotle himself defines them as "animated
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machines." The Malthusian restraints were rigidly applied,
not b_! them but to them, because their masters found it

cheaper to buy than to rear them. They were of two classes,
the bondsmen in the fields, who more nearly resembled the
serfs of Norman England, inasmuch as they could not be
exported or separated from their families, and the town slaves,

who were chiefly barbarians, that is, foreigners and captives in
war; these more nearly resembled the slaves of the American
plantations of last generation. They stood on a stone in the

circle, and were knocked down by auction to the highest bidder
at sums ranging from half a mina to twenty or thirty minas.
But these high prices were paid chiefly for courtesans and
cithara players. This class of slave could not ac(iuire property
like the serfs. The miners worked in chains, and frequently
died from the eflhcts of the bad air in the ill-ventilated mines.

They were sometimes kept in gangs and let out for hire, when
their owners seem to have realised something like a profit of
15 per cent. Slaves were not believed on oath, but when
their evidence was retluired they were tortured. Still, even
this was an advance upon the slavery of still earlier times, ibr

we find that it was unlawful to hurt a slave without just cause,
nor could a master kill his own slave without obtaining a legal
sentence against trim. Moreover, slaves had certain privileges
of sanctuary, and sometimes, though rarely, they were manu-
mitted, when they were compelled to respect their former
master as a patron under penalty of being again sold into
slavery.

Coming down to later times we find the position of the
I,oman slave still further ameliorated. One law makes it penal
for a master to kill his own slave: later still such an act is

made murder. Again, it was enacted that when slaves were

._(_id,the family should not be broken up. Young children
could no longer be separated from their parents, nor a husband
from his wife. Manumission was of far more frequent occasion
_han among the Greeks. From being mere domestics, mechanics,

and artisans, they rose to the position of commercial agents,
and were allowed to acquire property, called l_eculi_t_n, and
to enforce their claims in the Courts of Law. We find also

doctors, literary men, actors, and courtesans fetching high
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prices. Although Christianity did not condemn the institution
of slaver)-, it is said by some to have mitigated the harshness
of owners; but the observed change may, with greater prob-
ability, be referred to the advance in morality accompanying a
_owing civilisation. The incursions of the northern barbarians
upset the existing relations between masters and slaves, and
when the clouds are again lifted we find the "Adscripti Glebm"
in the place of all the heterogeneous classes and sub-classes
of Roman slaves. These " Adseripti Glebm" were the "serfs"

of the Middle Ages.
Serfdom or villeinage was at first a state in which the serf

belonged to the lord of the soil like his stock or cattle. They
were removable from the folk-land at the lord's pleasure. A

tendency towards something like lil,erty is seen in the distinction
between "pure villeinage" and " privileged villeinage." The
first "was when a villein held land on terms of doing whatso-
ever was commanded of him, nor knew in the evening what was
to be done in the morning." His services were undefined.
Privileged villeins, on the other hand, could not be removed
from their holdings so long as they performed certain definite
services. Base and compulsory as these services were, it is
worthy of remark that these villein-soemen were commonly
described as "free." How these services came to be commuted

one by one into a fixed rent in kind or in money, and finally in
money only, is a long story}

When the lot of the workman of to-day is unfavourably
compared (as it frequently is by socialists) with the lot of the
workers of four or five centuries ago, we must remember thac
the comparison is usually made between two different strata of
society. The happy yeomen of those days (if they were so
happy) are the farmers of to-day, not the wage-earning labourers.
No doubt the small landholders of the period following upon
the Black Death were in tolerably comfortable circumstances;
bu_ when we come to examine the position of those who had no

strips to plough, the ease is very different. But to proceed
with our short historical survey. Trade, commerce, and town

life bring many changes. The rise of the great middle class in

1 See Seebohm's E_zglish Village Communities : also Six Ccnturics of lI'ork argt

Wages, by J. E. Thorold Rogers, 51. P.
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Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ; its conflicts
with the ancient feudal aristocracy and eventual triumph, con-
summated (in this country) in the great Reform Act of 18 3 2 ;
the gradual development of two new parties, employers and

employed, or so-called capitalists and manual labourers, are
grand historical facts which bring us down to the present day.

The battle is now between employer and employed. Year
by year the strife waxes hotter. We are now in the midst of it.
Louder and louder roar the discontented hosts of wage earners.
Inch by inch the baffled capitalists retire before the onward
pressure of numbers. Masters quail; they offer terms; they
buy off the enemy for a while; and then again the billows
swell and roll forward as before. _Vhither does all this tend ?

See, the millions are organising: no longer a mob, they are an
army. The battle cannot rage for ever with equal fortune.
And which side shall win ? That is the question which some
answer with hope, others with despair. It is for us to project
the conver_ng rays of the past into the future, and with that
light to predict the outcome.

The workman is free at last. After centuries of struggles,
of successes, and of failures, serfdom in this country is dead.

The last vestige of the system perished within the memory of
living men, though it was practically extinct long before. The
sale of a human being in England, even though he himself be
the vendor, is void. A slave landed for one moment on English
soil is by law free. Even a long lease of a man (if I may
use the expression) is discountenanced, and apprentices are

getting rarer year by year. The question whether a con-
tract of service intended to last during the servant's lifetime

was legal, was raised ibr the last time, I believe, just half a
century ago. 1

The binding of even young persons for so long a period as
seven years is regarded as savouring of serfdom ; and so, with all
respect to the recommendations of Royal Commissioners, it is. I
admit that the change brings evils in its train. Periods of transi-
tion from one rdgime to another invariably bristle with dangers
and difficulties; but let us beware lest, in our efforts to escape from

them, we magnify the good of the old order which is passing

1 lVallis v..Day, 2 M. and _V.1837.
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away, more than the greater good of the new order which is
surely coming. " Faith is the evidence of things not seen."
And it is a rare virtue !

And now what have we in the place of that which is
passed away ? Instead of serfdom we have wagedom. The
present system is one of labour hiring. At tile bottom of the
scale we find agricultural labourers standing out for a real wage,
fair and square, without patronage or privilege : at the top we
find tile men in the large mills, the thetories, the iron-works,
and the mines, demanding something more than this. They
are already in the happy position to which the agTieuhural

labourers are aspiring, and yet they are discontent. No wonder.
They have diseovered by experience that they receive no more
than is necessary to keep them in repair for the employers.
The evidences of increased prosperity have been worked up and
blown out by the " exploiting" class; but the workers know
perfectly well that the accounts of their growing wealth are not
only untrue but demonstrably false d l_riori. A man will not
listen to an argument showing that he himself feels very well,
when tie surely knows that lie feels very ill. Nor will he
patiently listen to those who tell him he is very happy, when
he knows he is very wretehed. Then what are these workers

in the advance guard of the industrial army clamouring for ?
The truth is they cannot answer definitely themselves. They
hardly know. They speak with inarticulate voice, ttut we
can see from one or two indications whither their aspirations
tend. And upon the indistinct goal of their endeavours we
must keep our eye, in order that we may be able to predict the
probable nature of the relations between employers and
employed in the near or distant future. Why have some of
them agitated for a sliding scale ._ Jdeeause they feel that
they have a right to a share of the profits of the undertaking

upon which they are engaged. Therefore, they say, we
will have a sliding scale, because when the price of our pro-
duct is high we shall receive a higher wage. This shows
that whatever economic doctrine they may hold in theory, they

feel in practice that they are after all worth something more
than the wages they fetch in tile open market. Again, the
arbitrations between masters and men which have become such

P
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a prominent institution of late are clearly based on a dim
recognition of the same doctrine : and yet again, the establish-
ment of large co-operative societies for the purposes of produc-
tion or distribution is due to a feeling that the workers have

a right to a share, if not the whole of the profits of the under-

taking they contribute to. All these signs show that the
working classes themselves (and, to a certain extent, their
employers also) dimly perceive that they have some rights
(more than those of the horses and oxen who also hel I) to
create) to the resulting compound. It is hardly remarkable
that, after being long deprived of any share of the produce, they
should some of them swing round to the extreme view that
their share is tile whole of it.

The outcome of our historical survey is not definite

or precise. It amounts to this: that there is a strong feeling
among the workers (and others), not perhaps amounting to a
reasoned conviction, that they have a right to a share of the

wealth they help to create. Will a juridical analysis of the
respective rights of the workers and masters furnish the exact
quantitative relations ?

I do not propose here to discuss the expediency of the
institution of private property. I shall assume that it is the
most economical means of equitable distribution attainable by

man. Again, from time immemorial it has been admitted
that the fruits of property (the so-called "unearned increment"),

such as the apples that come on the owner's apple-tree, or the
eggs that appear in his poultry-yard, rightly and expediently
belong to the owner. Whether they ought not to belong to
everybody, or to the State of which the owner is a member,
or to the first finder or first taker, or to somebody else, is a

question which need not be dealt with here. 1 shall take it

fbr _anted as an axiom that the fruits of wealth belong to
the owner of that wealth. In the case of commixture or

confusion of valuables belonging to different owners, where

they cannot again be separated (as e.y. when different wines
are poured into the same cask, or the wheat from two fields is
stacked all together), the value of the whole so resulting is
divided between the owners in proportion to the shares
contributed by them respectively. ]n some cases one of them
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is regarded as the owner of the whole, and the other or others
is or are said to have a lien upon it to the value of his or their
shares. Such is the common-sense view of what is just in
such cases. When the value of the whole is greater than the
value of the several elements contributed, then the increment

of value is also divided in proportion to the shares contributed
by each ; as, for example, when wheat has been sown by/? on
a field belonging to .4 (the harvest may be exceptionally good);
.4 is taken to have contributed the annual rent of the field

(what he could have let it for in the market for one year), and
is taken to have contributed the original value of'the seed

and the value of his own services, ploughing, hoeing, reaping,
etc., at file price such services would have cost in the market.
The produce is then divided between A and B in proportion
to the totals arrived at, or else (as in most civilised countries)
the whole produce becomes the property of A, with the obliga-

tion attached of paying B the aforesaid proportion,/? having a
lien on the produce by way of security.

This certainly seems to be based on justice and convenience,
and whether it is actually sound or unsound (in spite of
socialistic arguments) it is the principle upon which all such-
like questions are as a fact, and for centuries have been,
solved. In l_oman law if a man bought a mare in foal, the
foal belonged to the purchaser. It is true that if he boug:ht a
female slave who was cnceintc, without any special stipulation,
the child belonged to the former master and not to the pur-

chaser; but that was for a particular reason, based on the
relations between masters and slaves, and which need not be

gone into here. As a general rule it may be affirmed that to
whomsoever a thing belongs, to him belong the fruits thereof,
and where things owned by different owners bear fruits in
common, such fruits belong to such owners in proportion to the
shares contributed by them respectively. Such was the law of
Rome. Such is the law of England. For example, in the ease
of a riparian landowner, if the river gradually deposits another
half-acre of land on to his estate (provided it cannot be shown
to have been 1)odilU detached from the estate of another person)
it is counted as part of the fruits of his land, and belongs

to trim accordingly, although it has cost him nothing.
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Let us use these facts to throw light on the problem of
labour payment. Who is properly the owner of wealth which
has been made more valuable by the expenditure upon it of
labour ? A cloth merchant or draper puts a quantity of cloth
into the hands of a tailor with instructions to convert it into

clothing. The work is done. To whom should the wearing
apparel belong when it is finished ? Few except lawyers could
say at once to whom it actually does belong by law. In one
sense (the technical and precise sense of the term ownership)
it belongs to the draper. In another and looser sense, part of
its value belongs to the draper and another part of its vahe to
the tailor. And what is the just ratio of the two parts ? Of
course if a distinct bargain had been made beibrehand, that
would settle the matter. ]f the draper had said, " The cloth

is worth £10 ; when it is ready for the market in the shape
of clothing you must pay me £10 out of the proceeds of
the sale," then the draper would have a Hen (I am not using
_he word in its usual technical sense) upon it to the value of
.£10. ]3ut he might as well have sold the cloth to the tailor
at once, indeed better, for his payment is deferred without
interest. Or he might have taken the interest into account
and said, "You must pay me ten g_Line,cesout of the proceeds,"

in calculating which he ought to have formed some estimate of
the risk he was rmming; ibr, conceivably, the apparel might
sell for less than the value of the cloth, just as most manuscript
sermons sell for less than the original value of the unspoilt
paper before the expenditure of the clerical labour upon it.
Again, the draper might have said, " ',Never mind the value of
the cloth. The value of your services is £18. I will take
and sell the finished article, and you shall have a lien upon it
tbr £18." In this case the tailor would be in a similar position

to that of the draper under the first arrangement--a very
tbolish position. Alas! but it is the position of the working
man of the present day. Suppose the clothes, instead of
selling for £28--the cost of the elements--sold for £42, owing
to a keen demand, who would pocket the 50 per cent profit ?
Under the last-named arrangement, of course, the draper would,
and quite right too. Fools are made to be bled. But now
suppose no previous bargain had been made, what would be
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the equitable way of distributing the proceeds of the sale
according to the principle underlying the law of all civilised
countries ? The case is one of commixture. The increment

of surplus value is £14, or 50 per cent. The value of the
whole product is £'42. Clearly, the draper would take £15
and the tailor would take £27, instead of which, at the present
day, under the system of wagedom, if the tailor is a journey-
man or wage-earnhlg tailor, he gets £18 and the draper gets

£24. In other words, the draper or employer pockets £9
that ought to belong to the tailor. Of course, if workers
insist, on making bad bargains, that is their own look-ont.

The political economists themselves admit and even con-
tend that unto whomsoever the capital belongs, to hhn
belong the profits. But they are pleased to put their owl_
definition or definitions on the term " capital," and out of
the dozen or so of current definitions, though they all bear
a strong family likeness to a sieve they have this one _rait
in common--they all careihlly exclude the right of the
manual w_Jrkers to a share of the profits. Their united
testimony is valuable only as showing the influence upon
ordinary minds of the fundamental juridical principle as to the

ownership of the fl'uits of wealth. The question is, Who
contributes the labour in the ordinary processes of industri-
alism ? ]3anish all " orthodox " dc,gmas about " wage flmds "
and " the three agents of production and the rest. (learlo',
if the workers are slaves, the owner contributes the labour, and

if we gTant his right to his slaves we must admit his right to
the ii'uits of their labour. He runs all the risk. If there is
a loss he incurs it. lie cannot aflbrd to starve his slaves any

more than his horses because their labour is unproductive in a
particular venture. If their labour is continually unremuner-
ative, if they cos_ more than they bring in, he nmst get rid of
them. He has made a bad purchase, just as though he had

bought a lame horse. Similarly, if he takes an apprentice for
seven years who turns out an incorrigible dolt, he is in the
position of one who has bought a house which he cannot let
tbr the interest on the purchase money, lie must make the
best of a bad job. Lastly, if he hires a man by the week, or
the day, or the hour, to work for him at a pre-an'anged wage,
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he practically supplies the labour himself, he runs all tile risk,
and the temporary slave has no claim whatever on the profits.

This brings us ihee to face with the question whether the
wage bargain is a good one fbr the worker, for the capitalist, or

for the commmfity. Historically and jm'idieally the evidence
seems to be strongly in the direction of a different bargain.
The tendency seems to be very marked towards a system of
capitalisation of labour as a substitute for the present system
of labour-hiring or wage&_m.

Before we can speak positively on this point we must try
to ascertain what would be the numerous economic effects of

so great and revolutionary a change. The capitalisation system
proceeds on the assumption that labourers _ are themselves a
lbrm of capital, because their value depends on the demand ibr

them as an element in production. It follows that it' we knew
the market value of' the labourers (their capital value as
sitar,s), and also the market value of the capital contributed
by the capitalist, we should know in what proportion the
net profits on the combination ought justly to be divided.
At present I have grounds for believing that the employer
pockets v_orc th(cn ha_f the workmen's just share l To begin
with, he pockets the whole of the interest on labourers. If we

estimate this at the very low figure of o.1, per cent on the
present depreciated value, it amounts to about £375,000,000
per ammm, which gives an average of about £12 a year, man,
woman, and child, all over the British Isles. But figures can-
not well be depended on in the absence of accurate inlbrnmtion.
I'erhaps, however, even the most sceptical denouncer of
civilisation will admit that, take them all round, British work-

men are worth at least as much as hitters were thirty years
ago in the Southern States of America. I ask for no higher

Those who prefer it can speak of labour force, but we do not speak of

engine force and horse force as articles of commerce. If one requires a portion of
horse labom', he is not said to buy a couple of hours of horse loree, but to hire

the horse for a couple of hours. Such parlance is both more in accordance with
usage and also more accurate. Metaphysical expressions like labour force arc
always best avoided. Therefore, let us rather describe a workman as letting him-

self out for hire by the horn' than as selling so much of his labour force ; more
especially as we have no means of accurately measuring that force except by time.
One might as well measure the force of two different-sized locomotives in terms

of working hours.
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estimate. And yet what is the worth of a civilised man, if he
would but claim his liberty and work as only a free man can ?

--not too long, not too monotonously, but intelligently and
economically, with an interest in his work, and a love for lfis
art or his craft ._ And what then would be the workman's

share of production ? That he has a right to the whole profits
of his labour is the contention of the capitalisationist. He
does not recommend the employer to "give" him a share by
way of bonus--he holds that tile profits on labour belong to
the labourer by _'iyl_t and not by favour. He believes that
the time will come when the hiring of a man will be as un-
common a transaction as the purchase of a slave is now.

tlu: at present the bargain entered into between employer
and employed is a contract of hiring_locatio olgcrar_,_..

Practically the transaction amounts to this : The workman says
to the capitalist, " Here I am; you see me for yourself; I can
do such or such kind of work. You want that kind of work

done. You think that by the process of combining the capittd
you have with my labour you will gain a profit. I don'_
know, and I don't care ; at the same time, I don't mean to run

anv risk. I reckon myself worth ninepenee an hour ; give me
that, and you have me and my labour and skill for what they
arc worth; put me at profitable work, put me at unprofitable

work; I don't care a straw which. If you stop paying, I st,,p
work; and if i stop work you can stop payment.. The
quantity and quality of my work will not be below the average,
but of course ] am nor fool enough t.o do more than that for
the sake uf enriching you. I shan'_ scamp any more than I
think safe, because if you find me out scamping more than the
average I shall get the sack." To which tile capitalist replies,
"All right; ninepence an hour: and twenty-four hours a day,
or as much of it as you can manage without food, drink, rest
or recreation. I shall hire you by the hour, and when my

process is completed you will leave if it does not pay me t:_
repeat it. I see my way to earn 20 per cent, and, if so, l

shall hire you again ; if not, you can go and hang yourself."
And so the bargain is struck.

Now the worker knows, or ought to know, that on the
average the industrial process is profitable; the average profit
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oil capital is about 3 per cent. This is the reward of ab-
stinence, and it is called interest. It is not the reward of risk.

If security were absolu_te in the strictest sense of the word,
even then money could not be borrowed on it for 1 per cent.
Owners would rather consume than invest at less than a

certain minimum. And yet the workman voluntarily foregoes
his interest rather than invest his labour at a risk. He would

otherwise incur the trouble of looking into the venture, he

might actually incur a loss; on the whole, he prefers the
happy security of the cab-horse to the responsibility of a
capitalist. Whether his caution is rightly called prudence will
be seen on examination. At all events, the employer hires the
labourer, invests his labour, takes all risk, and pockets all

profits (including interest). And quite right too, if---if he
first offered the workman the choice of putting his labour into
the concern at a venture as a capitalist.

It seems to have escaped the notice of most writers on social
subjects that the ordinary employer of labour performs no less
than three distinct functions :-

1st. He is a capitalist pure and simple ; that is, one whose
business is to examine every kind of investment with a view
to estinmting the risk thereof, and to invest his own (and in

some cases his clients') capital accordingly. This process
requires study, long and careful training, and vast experience.
It is seen in its purest tbrm on the Stock Exchange. it also
constitutes the chief function of bankers.

2d. He is what may be called a superintending worker or
manager, a position which calls tbr an inthnate knowledge of
every branch of the business in which he is engaged. Attention
must be paid to the minutest economies in each department,
and to the co-ordination of all--a function which is altogether

apart from that of speculation, and which is in itself sufficient
to absorb the energies of a lifetime.

3d. Lastly, the employer stands in a remarkable position
with respect to some of those who contribute towards the

process over which he presides. He actually undertakes to
guarantee the labourers a certain average remuneration for
their services. He is in the unenviable position of a company
which should be tbrmed tot the purpose of granting an annuity
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to professional men in exchange for their fluctuating incomes.
Would a doctor get up at all hours of the night if he had
compounded with such a company to hand over all his fees for
£500 a year ? The work of the company would be precisely
analogous to the third function of the present employer of
labour. He has to guarantee the wages of workmen who have
no reason to care whether the work is done or not, whether the

process is profitable or not, so long as they can keep their
places, or get others equally good. The employer undertakes
these three distinct rSles--speeulator, organiser, wage insurer.
And when a man undertakes to do two or three different things
at a time, he is pretty sure to do all badly. When a

carpenter sets up as doctor and horse-dealer, he is likely to
lose at all three undertakings, and to cheat and humbug his
customers besides. The employer tries to combine the distinct
operations of evaluating risk in trade, of organising and
superintending work, and of ensuring the success of other
people's investments_other people, forsooth, who have little or
no interest in the success of the investments! Is it surprising,
then, that. his ventures are often hastily and foolishly calculated,

that his works are often superintended badly, and at great
expense, and that those with whom he compounds for their
labour turn out. year by year less and less worth the com-
position ?

These three functions, if undertaken at 'all, should be

divided among three distinct classes of persons. In some
cases this specialisation has taken place already with regard
t.o speculation. The professional investor (say banker) who
borrows money at interest from clients who care not to run
risk, and invests it in a hundred more or less doubtful specula-
tions, is a useful and even necessary member of modern society.

Manufacturers who speculate least, and rely for profits on the
ec:onomic working of their own arrangements, are, as t_ rule,
the most successful. But as to the third function, no company

has ever yet been started with the simple object of guaranteeing
either manual workers or any other class of workers a uniform
return for their work, for the obvious reason that it could

not pay to do it except at an exorbitant rate. What the
premium is which the employer requires tbr undertaking the
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insurance of his workpeople's earnings it is impossible to say,
mixed up as it is with his profit and loss account; but we
may safely affirm that, taken by itself, this part of his business
is felly so far as he himself is concerned, and ruinous to his
clients.

And what is the observed effect of the system of wagedom

c)r labour-hiring on the working classes themselves ? It is
obvious that in many respects the interests of masters and
men, so far from being identical, actually conflict.

" The n_ininmm wage is that on which the worker can exist, how-
ever hardly. For less than this he will not work. Every shilling
above this ib fought over, and the wage rises and falls by competition.
At every stage of their relationship there is a contest between employer
and employed. If the wage is paid fl)r a fixed day's work--as in nearly
every trade--the employer tries to lengthen the day, the employed try
to sh,_rten it : the longer the day the greater the production of ' surplus
value,' i.e. of the difference between the wage paid and the value
produced. The employer tries to increase surplus value by pressing the
workers to exertion; they lessen exertion in order n,)t to hasten the
time of their discharge. The employer tries still to increase surplus
value by supplanting male labour with female and child labour at h,wer
wages. The men resist such introduction, knowing that the ultimate
result is to increase the amount taken by capital and to lessen that
obtained by labour." 1

This is a perfectly truthful statement of the position,
showing that the present system necessarily tends to bring
employers and employed into collision.

The rate of profits in all trades varies from age to age,
from year to year, and from day to day. The diurnal varia-
tions are commonly minute, and so far unimp,_rtant : and the
variations during long periods, corresponding with the rise of
some trades and the decline of some others in the country or

district, have their effects obscured by lapse of time; labour
is diverted into new channels before low profits have time to
pinch the labourer. But what may be called the annual
variations are neither too snmll nor too gradual to be felt, and
it is with these that labourers are concerned. The sea has its

tides, its waves, and its ripples, but it is the waves, and the
waves only, that make us so sea-sick.

IFestmi_tcrt_eview,July 1886.
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When employers are making their 20 per cent is it
reasonable to expect the workman, whose toil has mainly
eont.ributed to the high profit, to sit down content with his
mfifinmm wage as he did when profits were at 5 or 6 per
cent ? Clearly, wages must be raised or the men strike ; and
what is more, are frequently backed up by public opinion and
i_voured by opportunity. Masters do not care to be idle in
prosperous times, and the men know it, and sooner or later
their demand is granted or a favourable compromise effeeted.
Then follows a period of good fbrtune and tranquillity of some
duration.

Meanwhile, with little or no experience of vicissitudes,

our working man has married on the strength of the rise, or
perhaps his children have increased in number, or he pays a
higher rent for a better cottage, or his family has accustomed
itself to additional comf.rts. And now comes the decline.

The prosperity of the trade has attracted new capital, or tile
demand has contracted to its old limits, and profits sink again
to the original level or below it. It is now the nmster's turn
to grumble and ask for change: he very naturally determfiles

to reduce wages. The workman as naturally resists. His
scale of living has 1,een modified to suit improved circum-
stances; he has become accustomed to the new rate of wages,
and now he cannot well ,,o back or retrench. Another conflict

ensues, and one or other of the combatants goes to the wall.
N,_ ont. believes that this state of strain, this incessant struggle,
is desirable; every strike entails untold misery and waste, no
ma_ter what tile result may be: and yet under the present

system of wagcdom there does not appear to be anv loophole
out of tile diflieuhy. An eternal see-saw! I'ull baker, pull
devil ! Such is tile cheerless prospect.

Trade unionism is tile outcome of an organised effort to

apply a remedy from the workman's point of view. ]t is
based on tile principle of the bundle of sticks--" union is

strength." ]),ut men arc not sticks, and the weak point in
trade m_ganisation is nmtual distrust. If the men knew
their strength, and could trust one another, the end aimed at
would long ago have b_en attained. But what an end : Ever-
lasting wagedom ; forced reduction of the fruit of labour because
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it now passes into the wrong hands ; restricted total production,
as though overproduction were possible while there are hungry

mouths to fill; and, above all, a gradual tendency in tile
direction of deteriorated labour; the exercise of superior

strength, skill, genius, all prohibited; and the quantity and
quality of work brought down to the standard of the inferior
workman; in short, a levelling down of the industrial classes.
Such is the end unconsciously aimed at by the trade rations.

It is clear that the solidarity of the wage earners with the
object of doing as little real work as possible in a given time,
and of obtaining a statutory limitation of working hours, is

advocated by those who do not realise the ultimate effect of
their endeavour. Of course if' the eflhctual demand for the

commodities they help to produce continued the same whether
the supply was large or small, costly or cheap, their ainl would
be a highly meritorious one. The effect of their eflbrts, it'
successful, would be to increase the proportionate share of the
worker in the total produce fi)r distribution; that is to say,
while he would individually receive no less, the wage-earning
population would increase in order to fill up the deficiency in
labour caused by the restricted out-put of each individual

worker. In itself an increased population, without any in-
creased pressure on the means of subsistence, is a good rather
than an evil (that is, supposing that "life is worth living ").

But the actual chain of the effects of unionism, as now

directed, would be this: first, there is a ihlling off in the
supply of labour (measured by time and energy/, a conscious

and intentional falling off; next, the demand for the things
the labourers help to produce remaining constant at present
prices, the demand for labourers is stimulated; wages rise;
population increases till wages are again reduced to subsistence
level: and the position is the same except that there are more
labourers at work supplying the old quantity of commodities
at the old wage. But, since the cost of tile capital remains

the same, and the cost of labourers has been increased (just in
proportion to tile increase of workers), the price of the total
production of the country must be raised to cover the extra
cost, all of which extra sum goes to maintain the new popula-
tion. Capital receives no more than before, but the rise in
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cost, and consequent rise in prices, necessarily checks the
demand, i.e. the effectual demand. In the place of a hundred
coats, or tables, or carriages, or pianos, that were asked for
before, only eighty are asked for now. Some people seem to
inmgine that the eftb_ctof this shrinkage in the demand would
be to at once lower prices again permanently. Nothing of the
sort. Prices would fall at once, but not permanently. The

expected reduction would not come out of profits, because
profits cannot permanently fall below a certain normal per-
centage on capital. The effect of a fall is to drive capital
out of circulation and into the absolute securities. And the

reduction cannot come out of wages, because they are already
at a minimum. Hence a permanent reduction in price cannot
be made at all. The alternative is a restricted production.
Capital flows out, mad the demand for labourers correspondingly
diminishes, and population must again dwindle. How ? we
all know. Wages cannot permanently fall below the minimum.
Temporarily, no doubt, the fall does take place, and then the
weakness of unionism shows itself. The strain is too much

for it: a dozen men are famishing on a raft: a promise to
stand by one another and to live or starve together might be
binding on some few, but a terrible strain would be put on
the vwrale of most by the instinct of self-preservation. This
is an extreme example, but there is only a difference of degree
between the case of these starving men and that of the general
body of wage earners when depressi,)n in trade causes a

necessary reduction in wages. _kll may try to live and work
at something less than is needful tbr heahh, or even sometimes
hfe, or some nmy break the contract and accept twice the
wage ibr three times the amount of work. Whoever first

does this sets the ball rolling. The merest rumour that out of
six conspirators in prison one is going to turn informer causes

a general rush. To be behindhand is to be lost. So with
wage earners; a general distrust sets in, and the union is but
a nanle.

Meantime, what is the effect of this policy on the quality
of the workers themseh'es ? There is no inducement to excel.

Anything like superiority is ruthlessly crushed out. The
labourer becomes less and less productive in proportion to the
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capitalwith which he has to co-operate,and the fruitsof

labourbecome smallercompared with the amount of labour

contributedto production.Further,the increasedcostof the

labourer(oflabourhire)in proportionto itsproductiveness

stimulates the inventor to devise substitutes, and this again is
rendered easier by the mechanical character of the work to be
done. If men begin by reducing themselves to the level of

unskilled labourers, they will end by being mere machines, and
when that happens it is often easy to invent an iron machine
to do the work as well or better and at a less cost. No one

has yet invented a machine ibr doing work fit for a free man.
Perhaps, if no other argument could be urged against wagcdom,
the mere fact that the whole of t.he gain from labour-saving
machinery has fallen into the bands of the employer, in-
stead of into the hands of the class to whose members it is

almost entirely due, would suffice to condemn it.
Now it is clear that if instead of' accepting wages--letting

themseh_es out for hire by the week or the hour--the workers
entered into the venture as capitalists and free men, receiving,

instead of a fixed wage, a certain pre-arranged percentage of
the gross produce (a percentage at first based on a calculation
of the amount paid in wages over a number of years), the
receipts of the hands would vary like the profits of other
capitalists with tile success of the venture and the state of
trade. When trade was good the men would be receiving con-

siderably more than usual, and no strike would be necessary
in order to give them a fair share of the general prosperity.
When trade became depressed their share would decrease pro-
portionately with that of the other capitalists, and neither
strike nor lock-out would result from a diminution in their
income. The masters would have no reason to demand an

arbitrary reduction in the scale of labour remuneration, as
they have now. Thus the cause of strikes would l_e eradicated.

It has almost invariably been observed that, as matter of
history, tile successful strikes have been those which were
based on justice or common-sense fairness and attended with

public sympathy, while those strikes which have been made in
response to a fair claim on the part of the "masters" to a

reasonable reduction of wages have usually been unsueeessflfl.
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If, theretbre, the workpeople under the supposed new conditions
should clamour to extort alms (for it would be notldug less)
from thch" employers, ill flagrant violation of contract, and in
face of every reason to tile contrary, a few inevitable failures
would soon teach them wisdom. Public opinion could never

side against employers who, in a period of depressed trade and
low profits, were being called upon to raise their work-
people's share of the receipts, and that in spite of con-
tract; nor is it likely that such a demand would be made.

Thus it appears, whatever the advantages or disadvantages of
the capitalisation of labour, one thing is certain, and that is
that strikes would completely disappear.

Another important effect of the system will be the equi-
libration of supply and demand in the labour market during
times of expansion and depression. It is well known that in
periods of great commercial distress large manufacturers are in
the habit of keeping their works going, and paying full wages,
even though they may be working at a dead loss, in order to
keep the hands together to be ready with the flill complement
in case of revival; and also in many cases for another reason,
namely, as a blind to their creditors, to whom a sudden con-
traction of business would be a revelation. And then, when

the depression has continued too long for endurance, batch
after batch of workmen and women are indiscriminately dis-
missed ; not those who are best qualified to obtain a livelihood
in other occupations, but, if anything, rather the reverse.
Under the new system, when trade is bad and profits low, the
hands will suflhr equally with the masters; those of them
who know other crafts will prefer to change their work rather
than go on at very low pay; and having thus ceased to drag

at the " wage fired," will leave behind them those least qualified
to change their occupation. Those who go will gain, and
those who remain will gain.

Thus the action of the new system will resemble the action
of the governor balls in a steam-engine ; that is to say, it will
substitute automatic equilibration tbr intermittent readjustment.
A more perfect analogy cannot be found. A smooth continuous

readjustment by infinitesinml adaptations is, all will admit,
vastly better than artificial readjussments at comparatively
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long intervals and by rule of thumb. In tile engine an accel-
erated pace causes the governor balls to fly out. at a tangent,
and by rising to shut off steam and so to slacken the pace;
which slackening of the pace causes the balls to fall, and
thereby to put on steam and so accelerate the pace. So that
in fact the acceleration of the pace is the cause of its slacken-
ing, and ,_iccvcT'sd. This is true equilibrium. And so in trade
a falling off"in profits would at once bring about a diminution in

tide number of the recipients of those profits, and thereby raise
the average profits received by the remaining recipients. The
rate of labour payment will no longer limp and hobble up and
down after the rate of profits, dragged by fits and starts, as it
were by an elastic chain, but will accompany it, while at the
same time the number of those who divide the labour share

will dwindle Taripa.ssu with the dwhldling of the profits.
An incidental result of this self-reduction in the number of

hands in response to a falling off in profits will be the conse-

quent temporary limitation of production, an etfeet greatly to
be desired; an effect, too, obtained without imposing enforced
idleness upon the wor-king classes at a time when they are
least anxious to be idle. This beautiful self-adjustment of
the industrial machine is one of the most convincing proofs of
the soundness of the system.

Again, the gradually growing perception of the manual
worker that he is hhnself a capitalist will fairly give the

death-blow to the suicidal policy of trying to injure the
employer by permanently limiting production, keeping down
stock, or shortening the hours of labour and the quantity of
work to be done per hour. The last-named object will be
brought about in another way, and with a very diflbrent eft?ct,

as will presently be shown. Finding by experience that they
themselves are actually capitalists--that their own and their
employers' interests are identical (which at present they are
not, whatever may be said ro the contrary); that masters and
workmen are all in the same boat--they will all pull together,

and do their best for the common weal ; and so will be brought
to an end the _m'eat internecine war between "capital and
labour." The moral eflhet of this change on all classes and on
the stability of the State cannot be over-rated.
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True morality is the result not of being preached at but
of practical experience. We hear a great deal on all sides of
the "improvidence of the working classes" ; but, even ff true,

is it very remarkable ? Under the system of wagedom the
workman receives weekly a fixed sum, which he very naturally
regards as practically an income to be relied on. True, a
depression in trade may bring about a reduction, but not with-

out a long notice and probably a fierce fight; or he may
possibly be among those who are dismissed altogether; but
this is a remote and improbable contingency, to set off against
which there is the chance of a rise in wages and the possibility
of promotion. On the whole then it is only reasonable that
he should regard his present wage as a fixed income, up to
which he may live, but which must not be exceeded. That
this is the view taken by most working men is well known,
and the consequences are equally well known. The day of
decline comes; the inevitable reduction is at hand; retrench-
ment nmst be made. It is true that the labourer ought to
have laid up provision against probable or possible mishap, but

having jogged along for years at a fixed wage, how, in the
name of reason, is providence to be learnt ? Bearing in mind
that trade cycles are about ten years in length or thereabouts,
it follows that a young man starting work at fifteen may never
know what it is to have his income set back until he is twenty-
five, with a wife and children and an accustomed standard of com-

fort. ls it in the nature of most men, having earned thirty-
one shillings, to walk down on a Saturday to the penny-bank
in order to deposit the odd shilling over and above the thirty
shillings required at home, fia case it may be wanted five or six
years hence ? Of course it goes after the rest, just to give an
extra fillip to existence--in beer, gin, tobacco, or any other
article that serves to justify a little chat at the public-house.
Hence it follows that a reduction of wages is sometimes tanta-
mount to the ruin, or at least disgrace, of the workman.

_'ow what will be the effect of the capitalisation system ?
The employer ceases to insure his workpeople; they will
have to insure themselves. One week the)" will receive their
thirty shillings, and the next their twenty, instead of a uniform
twenty-five. That is to say, they will each week (or it may

q
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be each quarter) receive the real value of their work, instead

of the avcraje value reckoned over a very long period. Thus
they will learn providence by experience, daily experience, as
their masters have done, for they will be compelled to put by
the surplus on good weeks to make up for inevitable de-
fieienees on bad weeks. No preaching will inculcate
providence. Experience alone can teach it, and yet this very
experience is denied to our working classes. _qlether they
like it or no, their average earnings are insured for them, and
they are in the position of a manufacturer who should accept
a fixed annuity for the profits of his business.

But further, the new system will conduce to mitigate the

notorious inlprovidenee of our labouring population in yet
another way. Any recipient of a fluctuating income knows
very well that he considers himself justified in living up to
the _ni_im_m and not the az,eraj_' annual receipt. That is his
standard, and all above that is regarded as so much " to the
good." So that an artisan whose earnings fluctuate between
twenty and thirty shillings will spend not the average twenty-
five, but the minimum twenty shillings, and the balance will
be put by.

Why are we always preaching " thrift" to the poor ?
What is thrift as distinguished from economy ? It is the

taking care of inconsiderable margins--minute balances of
income over necessary expenditure. And what is the main
cause of, and chief inducement to, thrift among the well-to-do
classes ? I have no hesitation in saying that it is the
fluctuation in their incomes. Let me explain. When a
professional man whose annual expenses, according to his
scale of living, are £300 a year, finds his income one year
amount to £320, and another year to £280, he is com-

pelled to save the surplus in the one year to make good
the loss in the other year. He cannot tell exactly what the
next year's income may be, and therefore instead of saving
part of his extra savings only, he saves the whole. But if he
found that his income was always exactly £305 a year, he
would be sorely tempted to throw the odd £5 away in the

purchase of little luxuries. This is actually the case with
those annuitants who have no one to provide tbr but
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themselves.So if the workman whose householdexpenses

are thirty shillings a week, and whose wages are thirty-one
shillings, flings away the odd shilling upon any little luxuries
that come in his way, he is by no means an unnatursl
specimen of his kind. ]t would take a couple of years' saving
to cover a month's extra wage, and two years is a long time.
Besides, there is very littl_ inducement to put it by at all.
But now suppose his income to fluctuate; he will then find it
very easy, when he must put by four shillings, to put by the odd
fifth shilling along with it ; the shilling which now, through its
very insignificance, is virtually thrown away or worse. A
distinct effort of volition will be required in order to hold it
back. A deliberate intention of spending so much a week in
luxuries will have to take the place of a careless habit. Has

any one ever attempted to estimate the enormous gain to the
country which this a_%ate thrift would bring about ? Out
of the twenty-five millions a year and more which the revenue
derives from the taxes on beer, wine, and spirits, how much is
due to the odd shillings and sL'¢pences that are spent at the
public by the respectable and steady workman, merely because
it is in his pocket, it is not particularly needed at home, and
he has nothing better to do with it ?

Money put by in a bank means a demand for capital ,as
opposed to a demand for articles of direct consumption. Jt is
no exaggeration to estimate the annual increase of capital in
the country on the establishment of a proper system of labour
payment at many millions a year.

We know enough of the effect of a joint interest in

undertakings and in property to be able to predict with
absolute certainty several other important effects which a
just system of labour renmneration would have upon produc-
tion.

To begin with, inasmuch as the workers will feel them-
selves to be practically partners in the concern, as in effect
they will be (the legal aspect will be considered presently),
each workman, finding himself a member of a _eat partner-
ship, will be properly and justly jealous of the rest, and the
idler will be shunned and got rid of. Dick will not work ten

hours in order that Tom may work eight, both receiving the
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same pay; nor will he work hard in order that Tom may
loiter. It does not matter to Dick nowadays, it does not
affect his own wages what Tom gets nor how Tom works ; but
it will be a different matter when Tom's laziness diminishes
the total of which Dick takes a share. Nor will Dick make

things equal by loitering too. Not a bit of it. The tendency
will be not, as now, to level down, but to level up. The lazy
and unskilled must become industrious and skilful, or go to the
wall. The men will be jointly and severally their own
overlookers; and, little by little, an immense, cumbrous, and

costly organisation of overlookers will be dispensed with. This
is item one in diminished cost of production.

At present the workman very naturally regards his era-
ployer as a rival or an enemy--so he is; and unless he be
more than ordinarily high-principled, he scamps his work, or
at least gets as much pay as he can for as little effort as
possible. And who shall say that he is not justified in so
doing ? It is the world-wide practice. And yet how much
do these few words signify : "As much pay for as little work

as possible"! Why, they mean that British industry (and
that of other countries) is the result of slave-driving, of grudged
labour, of exacted work; and this means that the work done

is less than a half of what it would be under a rt:gime of
justice and common sense--and of incalculably inferior quality.
Hence the need for efficient overlooking. The salaries of
overlookers is an important factor in the cost of production.
And yet what can an overlooker do 7 You may lead your ox
to the water, but you cannot make him drink. He may

enforce the appearance of work, but not the true article. He
cannot infuse into his toiling subjects the spirit of the old
builders, whose work was a labour of love, whose soul was in
their art, and whose reward was the toil itself. Such is the

work of the independent and self-interested worker. It is not
the work of the slave, who sweats for another. 1Hercenaries

are not the soldiers for a forlorn hope, nor have the _andest
works of art been made to order at so much a day. Over-

lookers are indeed quite necessary under the present system;
but abolish them altogether, make the men their own over-
lookers, overlookers of greater efficiency and ubiquitous withal,
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and what a saving in cost of production we have here, to say

nothing of the moral effect of the change !
But this elimination is by no means the greatest reduction

in cost of production ; for when industry is rendered cohlcident
with self-interest, e_'ery man will naturally and cheerfully
work as hard and as well as he can--at least it will be his

interest to do so, and not, as now, to shirk and scamp. Wher-
ever anything approaching to this system has been tried, as in

butt.)-gangs, or in piece-work, or in other modifications, as
in the slate-quarries in Wales, it has always been ibund to
succeed: and even when a share of net profits has been
allotted as a bonus to overlookers, the result has been satisihc-

tory, and this in spite of the blind attempts of the Legislature
to regulate the joint efforts with a view to gain of more than
a very few persons. The object of the men, as of the masters,
will be to make as much as possible of that quality of article

which p_ys best in the market--a quality which, though no_
always necessarily superfine, is what it appears to be, and good
of its sort. Cheap goods are as much in demand, or more,
than dear ones, though the quality is known to be inferior.

One does not expect honeydew when one asks for shag, or
velvet when one asks for velveteen. Fifteen carat gold is as

honest as eighteen carat, and probably drives a better trade.
But the inferior quality which is to be deprecated is the
sham. Even masters are not fully awake to the difference
between a cheap article and a sham one, between butterine
sold as such, and butterine sold as butter. The scamping of
workmen has nmch to answer for, but it is doubtflfl whether

manuiheturers are not _he more culpable of the two. Be this
as it m,_y, the existing tendency to scamp work will, under
the new system, dinfinish 2ari pass_ with the increased
experience of the workman; and the imposing suite of chairs
and tables from which the castors drop off, and the veneer

begins to peel on an hour's exposure to the fire, will be a thing
of the past. In other words, the manufacturers will cease t,,
be deceived in the quality of _he goods they manufhcture, and
to this extent at least the public will benefit. The perfidity
of manufacturers has of late received a considerable and well-

merited pmfishment, which may prove a valuable lesson for
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the future, so that an improvement in the quality of goods all
round may be anticipated when the hands become partners.

The more immediate efl'eet of the change would, however,

be on the quantity of work done. This has already been
observed under parallel circumstances, and it is probably no
exaggeration to say that, were all the labourers vitally htterested
in getting through as much work as possible, instead of as

little as possible, the same number of hours would produce
at least twice the present quantity. Any one who has
watched bricklayers at work on ordinary occasions may have
been struck with the remarkable, almost studied sluggishness
of their movements; and if he has also obser_'ed the same

men at work under the stimulus of a prize on condition of
eomt,leting a promised wall within a given time, he will have
been amazed at the contrast. It is confidently reiterated that

the new system would more than double the amount of goods
produced in this country.

Another hnportant source of economy would be the proper
apportionment of time to the quality ,f eflbrt; tbr the

labourers will admittedly be the best judges of their own
hours of labour. They will wish to work as _u& as possible,
but not as lony as possible. Dr. _Vhewell, speaking' of the
vMue of time for the purposes of study, used to say: "Four
tmd two make six; six and two make four :" meaning that
the man who read eight hours a day did no better than the

man who read four. Six hours, tie thought, is the largest
amount of time whieh can economically be spent, in intellectual
study. So it is with other branches of work. Some kinds of

labour may be economically continued tbr ten or even twelve

hour_ a day, whilst others cannot be wisely prolonged beyond
four or five. Such differences in the nature of work do exist

as all men well know except members of Parliament who
persistently legislate on the assmnption that no such variations

exist. When, therefore, the aim of any body of working men
is to get throuR'h as much work as possible, they will find out
by experience what is the best length of tinie to work per day,

taking the nature of the work into the calculation, and being
guided in their decision by a proper regard to the economy of
their fbrces. That is to say, if by working hard seven hours
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a day they tirol they can accomplish as much as by working
at a necessarily reduced expenditure of force for eight hours,
they will prefer seven to eight hours.

_4mother saving in the cost of production deserves mention.
It is obvious d priori that men who are handling tools and
machinery and materials which belong to others, and in which
they have no personal interest, cannot be expected to treat
them with the same care and regard for economy which they
exercise over their own property. It is not in human nature
to do it. Both t, oman and English law make a distinction
based on this observed fact in nmn's nature. But where all

these things are the subject, of the labourer's own concern,
even though not his own property, it is clear g pr/ori and
observed as a fact that much waste and some mischief are in

consequence avoided.
We have seen that the immediate and direct results of

adopting the just system of capitalisation would be many and

great. There would be an inmlensely-augmented ratio of gross
produce to cost. Average profits would at first be greatly in-
creased in proportion to outlay, and in addition to that the total
outlay would be correspondingly stinmlated. This would be
efl)eted in several ways. The total quantity of work done
would be much greater; the value of each portion of the pro-
duce would be _'eater by reason of its superior quality ; the cost
of over-looking would be indefnitely diminished; the natural
expenditure of hunmn force in proportion not to time but to
economy would result in an enormous gain. Other kinds of
capital, both of those whose consumption is essential to pro-
duction and of those whose consumption is merely accidental
(though inevitable), wouht be more carefully treated, and waste
and extravagance checked. The friction in trade due to class
antagonism, and resulting in strikes and cheeks to industry of
one sort and another, would be got rid of, and power now

wasted would he saved by natural equilibratmn.
But the greatest economy of all would be made in the

investment of labour. And the result would be that, although

profits on other forms of capital would greatly increase, the
profits on labour would increase in still greater proportion; so
that not only would there be a larger total to divide, but the
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manual-workers' share of that larger total would also be greatly
increased. And, above all, it would be permanent, and not

liable to be swallowed up by increased population.
But the workman's fear lest the reward of labour should

in bad times fall below its present low level is groundless. It
could never even reach it in the worst periods of depression.
Apart from the total amount of produce to be distributed, the
greater proportionate share of the manual worker under the
new system will effectually preclude such an occurrence. And
then again the habits of thrift (reasonable, economic, thrift)
and providence will render the danger less serious, even in the
worst of times. Add to which the fact that the increase of

population will have no tendency to reduce labour reward to

the level of means of subsistence any more than it now has to
reduce the reward of professional men and investors of accumu-
lated wealth to that level. The true cost of increasingly-skilled
workers in every craft will regulate the pay of labour, and not
the mere cost of the labourer's maintenance during the process.
This is, of course, the key to the true solution of the labour
question.

Of course I am prepared for the objection of the " ortho-
dox": "You forget that the workers must have fl_eir wages

advanced, and that t]_is is u,/_y the capitalist pockets the fi_terest
on labour." No, I do not ibrget it, but I do not believe iu It
is a convenient fiction; and, moreover, it is dishonest, Jbr if it

were true it would not justil_, the exaction. The momen_ a
labourer has turned a handle, or stuck a spade in the ground,
he has earned at least the value of his services for that second

of time. To talk of giving him an advance is common
chicanery2 Workmen convert timber into a half-finished

boat, which the capitalist can at an!/_o_cnt sell for ten or
twelve tinles the original value of his timber, and vet he has
the impudence to tell them that they have no claim upon him
till the boat is completed, and that any payment they may
require during the process is of the nature of an advance, for
which he must charge as for a loan.

Those who would see this fallacy clearly exposed may refer to _ work with
which I am not in accord, viz. Mr. Henry George's lP_'ogress and t'overty, where

they will find the trick properly shown up.
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Let us examine this eontention. Clearly, ff the workman

eomes to one who has put capital into the same venture and
asks for a loan to enable him to subsist till the process is

complete, the position is precisely similar to what it would be
if the worker applied to an outsider, to one who had not put
capital hlto the venture. The lender would of course have a

just claim to interest on tile loan, but to pretend that the
payment of labourers .pari l_assu with the progress of their
work in a transaction of this kind is trifling with common

sense. The worker has alrccuty earned his pay. He has a
just lien on the half-finished product, which he has a right to
sell whenever he thinks fit. The orthodox contention is

_antmn.unt to sayh N that the workman is worth nothing at
all--that he is a useful natural agent like the wind or the
waves or the sunlight, without any value whatever; that
_he cost of hiring labour is, and should be, the cost of his
subsistence during the process. In the words of the arch-
ecom_mist himself--John Stuart 3Iill--" whatever things are

destined to supply productive labour with tile shel_r, pro-
tection, tools and materials which tile work requires, and to
t_'cd and othcru:isc _mi_ffai_ tt,' labourers during the process,

are capital." If this fallacy is not exposed by reasoning, the
labourers will be justified in exposing it by an aNument of
another and c_nvincing kind.

This objection being disposed of there can be no reason
why the men's share should not be handed over to them at any
time, weeklv if necessary. The manner of making this pay-
ment will be explained presently.

Lest this should appear to some to be too sanguine a forecast,
and the whole system of capit.alisation merely another Utopia, let
me hasten to point out, before proceeding to consider its remoter
effects, certain facts which should not be lost sight of in treat-

iug of any great social change. Sound revolutions are usually
slow. Borne was not built in a day, but it was burnt while
Nero fiddled)

I do ilot guaranteethe historicalaccuracyof this statement, and my reason
tbrmaking this disclaimeris the fear that somehostile erihe will pulverisemy
argumentsin favourof capitalisationby pointing out either that the fire broke
out bef;)reNero began to fiddle, or that Nerostopped fiddling beforethe fire
wasextinguished. Perhaps so.
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TO begin with, the system cannot be introduced all along
the line. Only certain classes of workers are as yet sufieiently
advanced for the reform. It would probably be useless as yet
to attempt to apply it to agriculture, where the labourers are
only now casting off' the last fetters of serfdom. Nor would
it succeed at present in small concerns conducted on hand-to-

mouth principles. It nmst have its be_nning in the large
coal and iron and textile fabric industries, in the cotton-mills,

the foundries, and the collieries. There it is already known, or
easily ascertainable, exactly what proportion of the gross receipts
of the business has been paid away in wages any year these
ten years. An average can be struck at once on the basis of
the last year, or three years, or seven years, as may seem good
to both parties, and a bargain struck. Whatever the propor-
tion may be, let that proportion of the total receipts be paid to

the hands in future, at such intervals as may suit. both parties,
either weekly or (as will eventually be the case) at stock-
taking.

Once set on foot, the advantages to both parties would
ensure its rapid spread in all directions and with increasing
velocity. And the time is perhaps not far distant when the
old system of wagedom will be regarded as an interesting
survival, in holes and corners, of a practice once nearly
universal.

I would, however, add that any attempt on the part of the
Legislature to force the system upon the country would be
worse than useless. Among peoples unprepared for it by long
habits of self-help such a course would be positively mis-
chievous, and it is probable that, with the exception of
Great Britain and the United States of America, and the Anglo-

Saxon Colonies, few nations are even yet ripe for its intro-
duction.

A beginning is easily made. The working classes in the
large industries must themselves take the lead. The masters
ought not to be slow to follow, and the completion of the task
may be leg to time without much anxiety as to its eventual
success; for, apart from the favour or disfavour with which it

may be regarded in commercial eireles, the capitalisation of
labour is based on principles from which there is no appeal.
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Approved or disapproved by masters or by men, or both, it
must assuredly come into force sooner or later. Then, and not
till then, shall we be in a position to say that the labour ques-
tion has been practically solved.

The more remote effects of the new system now come into
view. One change follows on the heels of another. When
once it becomes eve© _ man's interest to work as hard as he
can, and, what is more, to see that his fellows do the same, it
will soon become e_ddent that the best mode of obtaining new

hands is by letting the old ones elect them. It will clearly be
their interes_ to elect the best workers, and at the same time
to elect those who will come for a reasonable share. For it is

obvious that where the labourers as a body receive such or
such a share of the _oss returns, each individual's share must
needs vary inversely as the sum of the shares of the others.
Hence every workman will be interested in keeping down the
share of his fellows to its fair limit. This mode of election

of new hands will bring into existence something like regMar
meetings of the men and the election of officers and a president :
and it will soon appear natural and expedient to the employer

to pay over the whole of _he labourer's share in a lump to the
workmen's president, to be distributed amongst them in their
own way, and as they, in council assembled, shall from time to
time assess and decree. Not only the differences in the values
of labour in the several branches and departments in every
manufhcture, but also the differences in the values of the work-

manship of individual members of the body, are di_eult to
appreciate, and they never are accurately appreciated at all by
employers, who indeed ignore the latter inequalities altogether.
Quite otherwise will this be when the matter is left in the
hands of the men themselves, who will evaluate with the finest

distinctions and utmost care the work upon which they will

have to adjudicate. It will be each man's care to see that he
himself is not underpaid, nor his fellow-workers overpaid, and
the conflict of opinion and free discussion will result in a fair
valuation.

It has already been remarked that some men tan, as a
matter of mere strength, work longer than others, and that,

with a true regard to economy, such inequahties should be
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taken into consideration. There are other limits besides that

of simple endurance which may well deserve attention. Under
the present system of fixed hours the labourer is unable to
choose his own holidays, to shorten his time in case of indis-

position, to attend to other passing duties, or, in short, to dis-
pose of his own time like a free man. Beyond giving notice,
or running the risk of getting the sack, his liberty is of the
scantiest. It is undeniable that at certain times, such as the

gardening or haymaking season, it would suit some artisans to
quit their daily toil and to change their employment. It would
pay them better, and it would do them good in body and mind.
So again, those whose wives keep lodging-houses sometimes
might well dispose of their time in helping at home ; but such
a thing is out of the question under the present rigorous system.
When tile hands are the guardians of the work-time, when
each sees that his fellows are paid according to the work they
do, not according to the time they spend, nor even according
to the effbrts they put forth, it will be easy and practicable to
allow of a freer and more independent arrangement as to hours
of work than is possible at present. Each man would mark
down on the board, in the presence of his comrades, or their

appointed delegate, the time of his entrance and the time of "
his departure, and his aptitude being well known and recognised,
his due pay would be reckoned at once.

Thus we have a glimpse of flourishing companies of work-

people, all partners from the highest to the lowest, from the
employer who supplies the capital to the smallest boy that
sweeps the floor. Each is working for his own direct benefit,
and not merely to increase his employer's profits, and each works
as hard as lie can and keeps an eye on the industry of his

comrades. Paid in a lump they save the employer the trouble
and expense of distributing their wages. What overlookers or
managers of departments are needed for organising purposes
they elect from their own number, so that efficiency and popu-
larity will be secured at once, and at a reasonable and fair
share by way of remuneration.

In time even the head manager will come to be similarly
elected, for the men will not tolerate the frittering away of
their profits by an incompetent management.
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Even the capitalist employer, unless himself risen from the
ranks, or otherwise well qualified to manage, will perceive the
expediency of leaving the management of the concern in the

hands of his workpeople, who will elect the most competent
head in his place ; for he may rest assured that his capital is
safe in the keeping of those whose whole livelihood depends
upon its preservation and increase. Here, with all the ad-

vantages-such as they are--of co-operative companies of
working men, or rather with all the supposed, or anticipated, or
theoretical advantages of such companies, we have an ample
supply of all kinds of capital: of land, buildings, machinery,
fuel, raw material, and hard money. Though not their own
property--the scraping together of their own small earnings--
as in existing co-operative manufactories, yet they exercise the
fullest control over it, harassed by no meddlesome or specular-
mg employer.

The great flaw in existing systems of co-operative produc-
tion is, as I have pointed out, the hopeless attempt to divorce
labour fi'om other forms of capital ready to hand. It seems to

be part of the creed of "co-operators " that capitalists have not
in reality any claim to profits, and yet they inconsistently aim
at making those who co-operate into capitalists themselves.
Past failures of these attempts may nearly always be ascribed
to the fact that the " hives" have been capital starved. Even
recent promoters of those institutions, who accept the help of
rich capitalists, do so rather grudgingly, and as though forced
to implore help, rather than on terms of businesslike equality.
This is _o swing to the opposite extreme. Capitalists have as
nmch right to the whole fruits of their capital as manual
workers have to the whole fruits of their labour. The two

rights rest on tile same principle.
Mr. Morris has drawn some fascinating pictures of the

factory as it ouyht to be. If he would devote some of the same
ability to a picture of the factory as it will be when we have
emerged from this transitional period of wagedom into that of
industrial freedom, the work would certainly be not less valu-
able. Fact is often not only stranger but infinitely more
beautiflfl than fiction.

I have said that the workers of England, or at least a large
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section of them, are ready to embark on the system of the
future. If not, let them consider their present position. They
have had ample and bitter experience of "business principles."
Do they really believe that the workman gets the whole fi'uits
of his labour under existing arrangements ? Do they really

suppose that their salaries or wages can be guaranteed without
something like a heavy discount being charged by the guarantor ?
Do they actually believe that he runs all their risk tbr nothing ?
Is he in other respects so generous and self-denying ? Let it
then be reiterated that it is tile fault of the labourers them-

selves if they allow this sort of patronage to be accorded them.
Are t.hey incapable of taking care of their own pounds, shillings,
and pence, that their fair incomes must be doled out by the
week, and taken care of by a guardian ? Let them assume the
toga virilis. It is high time to sever the apron-strings and

to proclaim the freedom of the working classes. But it will
not be done fbr them; it must be done by them. Let them

cease to agitate for State regulation of work hours, for bank
holidays, for high mininmm of wages, for State emigration, tbr
this, that, and the other restriction on their liberty. Let them
throw off the shackles of wagedom, and the rest will follow to
t.he full l And so farewell to the much-harassed employer of
labour. The elected manager, raised from tile ranks, will take
his place as superintendens ; and in nine eases out of ten will
occupy it far more competently. The workpeople will rake
care of their own eanfings, and the capitalist of non-human
capital will be relegated to his right province, and become
the recipient of profits varying with the risk of his invest-
ll_ents.

The effect produced by the new system in the course
of time upon the social standing of those who work with their
hands will be of the nature of a revolution. Being one of the
more indirect consequences, it is perhaps somewhat difficult of
explanation.

Time was when bankers were goldsmiths, and goldsmiths
were common folk to be cufl_d and kicked by gentlemen, to
cringe and flatter and be useful. Between the days of Shylock
and the days of the Rothschilds nmch has happened. Again,
the civil engineer of to-day was in old times a kind of master
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navvy. He helped to dig, to wheel, and to carry. ]_nHneering
now ranks with tile learned professions, so that bankers and

engineers, as sueh, are socially held to be ill no way inferior,
setting aside the separate question of titles of distinction, to any
in the land. A master carpenter still continues to work with

his hands along with his workpeople. A master builder seems
at present to stand in an intermediate position; showing that
there are graduated stages in the social standing of the trades
and professions from that of a sweep to that of a Lord Chief-
,Justice. Amongst actual manual workers this is at first sight
less obvious. Yet when we compare a working watch-
maker or a eompositor with a na_wy or ehimney-sweep we
see that there are well-marked deg'rees of soeial elevation
among them.

A working man under the present r4gime is said to have
raised himself when he has aeemnulated enough to retire from
his handiwork, to beeome a master or an idler. One ean

hardly picture a gentleman going down daily to his forge and
his anvil and hammering away all day at the glowing iron.
Even a poor gentlenmn must du work of the seribblhlg order.
The pen, and not the hammer or the spade, must be his tool,
even though the pay be less, the atmosphere unwholesome, the
work distasteful, and the h{,urs longer. How many poor
eurates, needy tutors, pallid clerks, and sub-editors have been
heard to envy the lot of the rubicund Hodge, whose outdoor
work, with pay ahnost equal to their own, seems like a eon-
tinuous holiday. But it cannot be; there is a rigidity in
custom which cannot be overcome. The question now presents
itself, -Why cannot true gentlemen become blaeksmiths,

carpenters, glass-blowers, potters, house-decorators, etc. ete.?
and why cannot, or why should not, the blacksmiths and
carpenters become gentlemen ? _Vhy should the son of
a barrister, who has made a ibrtune a_ the bar, follow in his

father's shoes, and this, too, with pride, while the son of a man
who has made money as a labourer, or even in most trades, is
ashamed of his origin, and does his best to sueeeed at some
more dignified occupation ?

The reason usually alleged is that it always has been, and
still is, regarded as servile to work with the hands ; that in the
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olden times the dominant classes were of the military order,
and the tilling of the soil and manufacture of goods were

performed exclusively by the despised classes. But granting
the survival of the sentiment, though in point of fact it is

almost extinct, it yet fails to account for certain exceptional
cases which throw much light on the subject. The first is the
case of painters and sculptors and other workers in fine art,
whose labour is manual; and the second is the case of

engineers and bankers above alluded to, whose occupations have
soared above the region of contempt. The explanation is
simple. It is not the accident of its being manual that renders
work undignified. Artists have always been held in esteem.
_or is it the historical associations; for banking was surpassed by
no other branch of industry in meanness of origin and the abject
ch'eumstances of its early history. At the bottom of the whole
matter lies the ineradicable admiration for intellectual power
which is inherent in human nature, whether that power be
manifested in military genius, in forensic skill, in inventive

talent, in philosophic insight, or in artistic subtlety. Any one
with a hale body can dig and wheel, but only a Lesseps can
carry out a canal across the Suez isthmus. Any one with eye-
sight can paint a housefront or a deal box, but only a Millais
the portrait of Gladstone in the Academy Exhibition of 18 T9.
Any Hebrew usurer can lend money at sixty per cent to needy
gentlemen with expectations, but only the man of a rare com-
bination of talents can borrow at a low rate of interest, invest

discreetly, and found a bank of stability and repute. The very

poorest quality of human nature can be moulded pretty quicMy
into a mason capable of chipping stone evenly and in an average
manner, but it is not every mason who has it in him to be a
William of Wykeham or a lPugin. Ordinary mortals are fit to
do the correspondence of a mercantile firm, but those who can

write a Hard,let or a Lockslc_j Hall take their seats among the
gods.

2x_owtherefore if this is the true rendering, it is asked, is
there no room in wrought-iron workmanship for a blacksmith
to exercise his imagination and his powers of artistic manipula-
tion ? What of those beautiful gates in the Kensington
Museum ? Does ancient pottery support the belief that there
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is no room for the exercise of the higher powers in the manu-
facture of earthenware ? How is it we never find any evidence
of the labour of love among the carvings over our gateways,
among our tables and chairs, among our carpets, our books (their
bindings, that is to say), our garden railings or walls, our cups
and saucers--anywhere ?

The answer is summed up in a single word, wagedom. The
builders of ,mr old abbeys were not wage receivers. Upon

each mimltest portion of the work there is the impress
of an individual mind. The carvings, the frescoes, the stained-
glass designs, the mosaics, everything down to the little

conceits in oak-work as seen in Ely Cathedral, recall an age
when art was not sohl by the yard. In these degenerate days
(and it is no tMsifieation of history to style them degenerate
in this respect)all _)ur decoration is worked out at the least
expenditure of force by the soulless and indifferent worker.

Nor is there an)" expression of individuality : there is a regula-
tion pattern and all the designs are as if run in the same mould.

This has been pointed out so frequently before, and with such
three and ability bv ,lohn Ruskfil and others, that it is anly
necessary to mention it in order to call to mind the cause to
which it is usually attributed. We are told that it is the

introduction of machinery which has thus swept all the poetry
out of' our surr_)undin_s; that a machine having n(_ soul can
infuse no true art into its productions. But this i, ihllaeit,us
and sophistical. As well s'ty that a painter nmst paint with_ut

a brush; tbr l,ehind every machine there is a thinldng mind.
Besides, what do we find where there is no machine ? Pre-

cisely the same m,motonous heartlessness. In tl,e industrial

arts there is a certain dead level of dulness and apathy. The
art is all in the design and n,ne in the execution. The artisan
lavishes no last h)viw, touches on his handiwork ere it leaves
his affeetmnate care, as the workers in line art do. The ex-

planation is wa[/,'dom.

Let us now take a glimpse into the future : Here is a firm
of iron-workers. The hands are sell-elected and autonomous.

The company has made a name, and the returns are high and
increasing. A 2tact in the factory is a vested interest. The

original 20 per cent paid to the workpeople's president still
It
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remains 20 per cent, but the returns have quadrupled, and
with them the 20 per cent. It is difficult to be elected

a workman in such a concern. _6Then a vacancy occurs,
mindful of the reputation of the firm for fine workman-
ship, merit is the qualification for election--artistic talent
in iron-work design or skill in execution (as the ease may
be) combined with a good character. The mere fact of working
in this foundry is amongs_ metal-workers equivalent to the
much-coveted membership of the ttoyal Academy in the
present English world of fine art. So with the other in-
dustrial arts. Let the quality of workmanship once rise
above the dead level of wage work, and competition will soon
accomplish the rest.

And, as has been already observed, the true key to the
respect and homage of our fellow-men is power. It is not the

horny hand that degrades the labom'er, it i_ the absence of
any need for intellectual power in his calling; it is the fact
that his profession is open to all, too difficult ibr none. It is
merely a matter of drudgery. Efficiency is a ¢luestion not of
ability, of genius, bu_ of time and industry.

An artist has the status of a gentleman. He is sought
after and honoured, be he rough or smooth in his manners. A
house-painter may or may not be a gentlenmn, probably not :
but most certainly he has not the status of one, by reason of

his class. When house-painters shall he true artists, they will
be gentlemen. In the distant future the t;/itc of the land
(strange as it may seem) will include b]acksufiths and
carpenters; not the masters and employers of many hands,
but the bogd-fidc hammerman himself. There is nothing in
all this of the morbid.fratrrnitd of the Frenchman. It i_ cmly
a following up of the lines of history in order t(_ " dip int(_ the
future far as human eye can see," and ibrm a juster estinmte of

the worknmn's destiny than can be arrived at by any other
route.

But the whole question of the indirect effects of the new
system on art and on society is too wide t',)r present treatment.
Perhaps it would have been more prudent to have passed over
in silence these indirect effects of the introduction of a logical

system of labour payment, as tending to derogate from the
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practical eharaeter of the proposal advocated. But to those
who do not care to peer too far down the vistas of the future,
it is quite competent to confine their attention entirely to the

more immediate and direct eflbets, treating the remoter conse-
quences as t.oo problematieal for practical consideration. Those
who anticipate great social changes must, however, guard
themselves against misunderstanding'. It is not to be expected
that all branches of handicraft will simultaneously rise in status :
that gentlefolk will flock hlto all the now-despised occupations.
The duke and his younger brother the chimney-sweep will
never walk arm-in-arm in Pall Mall. It will be with labour

as it has been with trade. Some branches will outstrip the
rest. Some will come to the front as handicrafts of honour.

just as engineering and banking have done in trade. Those
departments which have in them the most room for intellectual
or artistic cultivation will leave the rest behind: and those

which have least will never rise into a higher social stratum
at all. Blacksmith and butcher will not visit.

SerNom, Wagedom, Freedom--these are the three stages
in the evolution of Industriahsm. To-day we are still mostly

in the second stage. At one end of the labour ladder we have
the agricultural labourer striving to throw off' the last vestiges
of serfdom, demanding higher fixed wages in lieu of a low wage.
increased by _'ratuities and penluisites. At the other end we
have workers in the coal and iron trades demanding wages
varying with employer's profits. The first represents the
transition (now nearly completed in this country)fl'om serfdom
to wagedom: the second, the transition from wagedom to
fl'eedom. Thus we find that the same progress is not made
all alr_ng the line, tbr we have one wing ready to advance into

rim third stage of development before the other wing is well
out of the first. We must keep our eye on the advanced
guard if we would learn the direction the campaign is likely
go take.

We are frequently met with the _,bjeetion that the present
system is perfect because it is based on fl'ee contract; that
employer and employed fl'eeiy bargain together as t_J the work

to be done and the wage to be paid: and that if a w,_rkman
does not like the terms offered, he is under no compulsion to
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acceptthem. But what is the historyofcontract? Do not
contractstllemseh'estend to become modifiedin courseof

time? ] think nomologiealanalysiswillshow us thatthey

tend to be modified in three distinct ways. They tend to
become: first, more and more free: seeond, more and more

definite; third, more and more simplex.

Without going into the vexed question as to where direct
compulsion ends and indirect compulsion begins--whether, for
instance, the traveller who voluntarily hands over his purse to
the highwayman in exchange for his life does it in pursuance
of free contract with the robber--it will be admitted that the

relations subsisting between master and wage earner ark freer
than those subsisting l_etween lord and serf. The c.han_,_efrom
serfdom to wagedom was a ehan_'e in the direction offr,.,cl_,m
of contract. I will not demand an answer to the question
whether a labourer who has the choice between subsistence

wages and starvation is altogether a free agent, because thi_
again raises a deeper question, into which we need not go
here. But it will hardh" be denied that the man who agrees t(,
receive tile flfll value of the work he actually does. instead of
so much an hour for the time he stands over his work on the

tacit understffnding that he will apply himself with average
diligence, has at all events entered into a more definite
contract.

But it i_ in respect of the third tendency of contracts--to
become more and more simplex or separate--that the system

(_f capitalisation will show itself especially eonfi_rmable.
Instead of containing a bundle of distinguishable engagements,
contracts tend to become fewer and fewer, and eventually the
ti_west possible. In this respect we may compare the faseieulus
of heterogeneous duties undertaken l_y domestic servants, lilt,St

of them rather tacitly unde'rstood than expressed, with the
comparatively simplex duties of a fuetory operative. The
contract entered into by the free worker will l_e even less

complex. He will agree with his fellow-workers to put labour
into the crucible and to take out a share of the proceeds in
proportion to what he put in. TILe capitalist, again, who
contributes non-human eapitaI, will cease t(_ insure a fixed
return to his labouring partners. He also will take out of the
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crucible a share proportionate to the value of what he put into
it. In fine, the history of industrialism illustrates the three-

fold tendency of contracts towards increasing f_eedom, definite-
ness, and simplicity.

It may have occurred to some that all the advantages
of the new system would be more than neutralised by the
gn'eat and manifold inconveniences arising out of' the
partnership questions which would be eternally springing up
between masters and their partners, the men. Many ibrms
of robbery would cease to be felonious in the eye of the
law, and, moreover, men and masters would be nmtuallv
liable fi)r one another's debts in connection with the business.

Besides, it may be said that a partnership of more than some
twenty persons must by law be registered as a joint-stock
company, which would necessitate the application of the Joint-

Struck C_unpanies Acts to every large manufitetory.
It is not proposed in this place to enter hlto a critici._m of

the existing law of partnerahip in thi_ ,w other e.untries.

Suffice it to _)bserve that the law is not slow to adapt itself
to new institutions and customs, though it is not likely t(, tak,
the initiative. Moreover, a careful analysis of the juridical
idea _)t' partnership reveals a definiti,m ,_f tile term which is
not the definiti_m received in auth_,rised legal treatises, (_r even
in the law courts. To state the matter briefly and dogmaticall/.
tile essence of partnership is n,)t the sharin_ of profit and loss,
or either or both, whether alone or in conjunction with t_ther
eonditi(ms; it. is simply guaranty. That perqons who trade in
eomm(m, sharing profits and losses, do as a rule guarantee each

other so lhr as the debts of the firm are concerned, even though
that rule may have no exception, i_ no reason tbr confi_unding
essentials and accidentals, but it is a very simple explanation
of the existing ctulihsion. Even now, the tendency in the courta
is in the direction of reec)gnising only those partnerships which
have been openly admitted by the parties, instead of arguing
fi'om coiumunity of profit and loss. And no doubt when

wc)rking men have established their undoubted claim to such
comnmnity of profit and loss, some way will be discovered of
escaping fi'om all the difficulties and ineonveniences inseparable
l¥om the present muddled notions of mutual liabilities. The
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only question is, whether the present disgraceful state of tile
law with respect to joint-stock companies will not bring the
old definition of partnership into contempt, beibre the correct
interpretation has been tbreed upon the Legislature by the
independent action of the labouring classes. Meantime, there
is no cause for misgiving on account of the effect of the law of
partnership on the working of the system.

I suppose that n(_ measures of legislative interference have
been so mischievous and so c,,stly to the country (not even
excepting the Factory Acts) qs the Acts relating to j_,int-stoek
companies. It would be imt,ossible to estimate in hundreds
of millions the enormous quantity of wealth which has been
diverted t'nml productive channels by these contelnptible Acts
alone. ]tesig'ned, d(mbtless, gts saiieguards ii_r the immcent and
simple, they have served as snares and traps, of which the
cunning and unscrupulous have taken ample advantage.
l'erfeet ti'ecd,,m, untrammelled private enterprise, would long
ere this have rendered .i,_in_-stock adventure as sate on the

aver_oe,_ as the 3 per cents, instead of which capital has
1,een scared off and found "m outlet in tbrei_n loans, ]dg3-ptian.
l'eruvian, Turkish, Spaui.,h, and the like.

If the return to the lines of individualism in trade, which

the capitalisation of lal_our will render necessary, were t(_ be
the only result of the introduction of that system, the c_mntry
would even then l_e amply rewarded. Not only will a vastly

larger proportion of weahh be devoted to production, bringing
in larger incomes t(, th,,se who invest in trade instead of
(;overmnent and fbreign stocks, but, owing to increased
security, investors will be content with smaller profits on
the turnover, made up fl,r by quicker returns; so that
ahhough the gross outcome of industry will be larger, and
although the total receipts of the contributors of non-human

capital will also be lar_er, yet the average reward of risk
will be less, and consequently the ratio of risk reward to

labour reward will be a constantly dinfinishing one. The
working classes will receive a larger share of a larger whole.
While all will benefit, they will gain the most. And what
is quite as important, the inequalities in the distrihution
of wealth (though inequalities nmst always exist, corresponding
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to the inequalities in human nature) will be less glaring and
more evenly _-aduated from top to bottom. The income
curve, whieh is a sure test of social stability, will, in mathe-
matical language, tend to approach more and more nearly to
a right line.

A f_w word._ as to the morality of wagedom. The term
fraud is extremely difficult to define. For our present purpose
it may serve to distinguish between two classes of bargain, in

bath of which the knowledge of the thcts possessed by one of
the contracting parties is deficient : but in the one case, owing
to false representations km,wingly made by one party, and in
the other case, owing to any other cause. The first may be
called a fraudulent bargain, but not the second.

Consider the tbllowing illustration of the second case:
You make the acquaintance of your groom's nephew, a poor
lad living in an obscure part of the town. You, having a
good knowledge of drawing and painting, find his chalk
sketches on the stable walls full of merit and genius, while
they are unappreciated by the grooms and stable-hoys. Esti-
mating their marketable value, you engage to buy all the lad's
productions on paper at a price which, though remunerative to

him, ia altogether disproportionate to their true worth, and
you packet the difference. Your advantage is gained without
the use of brute force, without the use of steahh, without the

use of fraud. Thus in every sense of the phrase it is a
vohmtary cmltract. Yet from a moral point of view, higher
than that from which modern society expects us to regard
these matters, is there not an element of unfairness in the

arrangement ? Do we not feel that the lad ought to have all
the proceeds of the sale of Ms drawings ?

Surely this senthlmnt may be exanfined as a sign of a
future restriction (no matter how sanctioned) upon the use of
superior knowledge. _Vhv should not this higher form of
intellectual superiority follow the lower tbrms which have
already been disallowed ? Why should it not follow fraud as
fraud followed stealth, and as stealth followed brute force ?

When this shall happen, if ever, the profits of an undertaking
will be distributed exactly according to the value of the
original eontrilmtion of each contribut.or, whether it consist of
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inorganic or organic material, of hand labour, of superinten-
dence, of foresight, or of any other ingredient. That is to say,

profits will be divided in proportion to the new increment of
value imparted by each contributor. At present there are two
sources of gain in business. The one consists in increasing
the value of purchased commodities while in possession of
them, and afterwards selling them at that increased value.
The other consists in buying an article at less than its real
value, or in selling it at more than its real value, or in both,
without in any way adding to its value. Is it not ec_nceivable
that the manufacturers and traders of the future will discard

the second made of gain ?
This mode of obtaining advantage over those ignorant of

the fitets is most clearly exemplified in the, east of bargains
made between the employer and employed, that is tt) say,
between the wage-paying and wage-receiving classes. In the
absence of open b_oks it is clearly impossible far the work-
people to ascertain how much of the profit obtained in the
business is due to their exertions and how nluch t¢, the capital
in conjunction with which they labour. Taking advantage of
their ignorance, the master is in a posititm to contract with
them so as to compound for their services at a valuation which

is necessarily below their true value.
"6-hen the manual lab_ml'er is deprived by force of the

fair portion of profit due to his labour, we Lave a system of
slavery or serfdom. Compulsion is necessary in order to
make the workman toil. _'hen he is deprived of his fair
rights l_y concealment of fact, whether by fl'aud or by mere
suppression of the truth, or in any way by which he is kept
in ignorance of his real worth, his labour may be said to be
compounded f,_r, and we have a system of waaedom. When,
again, the ascertained value of his contribution in the form of

work is the measure of his remuneration, he may be said to
labour freely and openly in the full light of knowledge, and we
have a system of freedom.

There may be nothing illegal in barpaining with an
individual, or with whole classes of the population, to pay any
sum which he or they will accept, for their work: but illegal
or not, it is surely immoral. It would be immoral to demand
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a large sum of money from a drowning man as a condition of
helping him into your boat. It would be a voluntary bargain.

He would gain by proufising any sum whatever, but surely it
would be an unfair bargain. So it is with a hungTy popula-
tion a most unfifir and imnmral practice to" pay them one

penny less th'm the true value of their labour.
There is no intention in this place of confounding morals

with law. How far a nmn may be legally justified in palming

off upon am_ther an article tbr more than it is actually worth ;
how far, that is to say, the law should deal with such
transactions at all, is a juridical question which in no way
aflleets the ethical one. O, rcat cmi_to-: may be an excellent
legal nmxim without in any way conferring a moral justification
on such dealings. It is all very well tc_ say that every man
must look after lfimself, that superior knowledge ought to have
its reward, and so tbrth: but, notwithstanding, there remains

the feeling (it may be mere sentiment) that there is something
mean, something m_,rally wnmg in such transactions, tha_ a
stigma attaches to them. But then it ceases to be immoral so

tar as employers are concerned when the workers are awake
to the true position and continue to insist upon the arram,e-
ment.

The question may be asked, How can we expect employers
to enter into a thir contract with their workpeople ? Is there
no balanee to redress ._ Is not the emtfloyer compelled to

guarantee the workman against accidents, by the Employers'
Liability Act? to educate his children, l_v the Education
Acts? to provide tbr his unfortunate relations, by the Poor
Law _ to carry him by rail at under cost price, by the Cheap
Trains Act _ to supply him with water at less than cost of
delivery ? to provide hint with books, baths, wash-houses,

parks, picture galleries, etc. etc. _ and finally to lodge him at
at dead loss ? All this may be very good and humane.

I'erhaps not to do it would be cruelty. Besides, it would
not pay to let the "proletariat'" starve! But why will
the workers of England persist in elaiming to be treated
like first-class slaves .* Even if they ,_htained all they

asked (which is impossible), what would it profit them
without freedom ?
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Again, whether we blame the employer or not, we must
admit that if the wage earner does not realise Iris position it is
mostly his own fault. Might not the employer argue thus ?--
'"If I were to sell myself to a sugar-planter for a thousand

dollars, to invest the money for the benefit of my children, and
then to pass into perpetual bondage, all of my own free will,
would you e.all the planter a tyrant and a villain, or would
you call me a fool, and add--serve you right ? Well, that is
exactly what the wage-receivil,g classes of this country are
doing to-day, and if' they do not like the arrangement they have
no one to blame for it but themselves, and this insensate howl

against capitalists is an umnanly attempt to lay the blame on

to the shoulders of any but those wh,_ arc really responsible
for the situation. A man cannot in this country sell himself
out and out, but he can let himself out for hire like an ox or

an ass, at so much a day or a week, and this is just what he
does. To let one's self out for hire is the same thing as to

sell one's services lbr a limited period out and out. To turn
round and complain after this transacti,m that the employer
pockets the whole of the net profits of the work is childish

and contemptible. You might as well sell a man yore' pig and
then complain that he sold it again tbr a profit without oll_ring
you a share. I say it is an unworthy wail."

There is something in this plea. Just so long as popula-
tion goes on increasing at a greater rate _han the means of

subsistence, and men and women go on lettin_ themselves mlt
for hire instead of working tbr their own hand, so long will the

rate of wages equal on the average the cost of keeping the
hmnan machine in fair working order, and no more.

There is no doubt the working classes have one excellent

reason for preferring to remain under the system of wagedom
rather than to enter upon a rdgime of freedom. Under the
present system they have no care or trouble for the fl_ture:

they are guar'mteed so much by the employer. Come sun,

come storm, it is all the same to them. it is the capitalist's
look-out; why need they bother themselves ? This is the

happy-go-lucky irresponsible life whieh some of them truly
prefer. They would not for the world alter it if they could.
On the contrary, even the wage system is a little too
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responsible: the golden age for the labourer, we are told, was
in tile glorious days of serfdom when, come what might, the
serf was well cared for by his lord. There is a pleasing
English ring about this: to be well eared for, tattened up, and
kept in good condition like an ox is a truly noble ambition,
and yet Mr. Hyndman and his friends tell us to look back to
the tburteenth century for a picture of a happy and prosperous

people, for what we ought, if possible, to bring back. " ()_
the hapt)y days of serfdom, the freedom from care, the jolly
irresponsibility." A lofty refrain truly. But were these serfs
so happy and comfortable after all ? The merry England of
the good ohl times is mostly immortalised, I imagine, in the
traditions of knights and barons, while the opinions of the
_dlleins and the eottiers of those days were not much noticed
or committed L,) writing. Here is one genuine working man's
view of his position, many centuries old, and now preserved in
the British _Iuseum :-

"'What sayest thou, Plowman ? How dost thou thy work ?'--'Oh.
my lord, hard do I work. I go out at daybreak driving the oxen to field.
and I yoke them t_) the pl()ugh. Nor is it ever so ha_'d winter that
I dare lmter at home for fear of my lord ; but, the oxen yoked and the
ploughshare and coulter fastened to the plough, every day must I pl,)ugh
a full acre or more.'--' Hast thou any fellow ?'--' I have a boy driving
the oxen with an iron goad, who also is hoarse with cold and shouting.
Verily, then, I do more. I must fill the bin of the oxen with hay, amt
water them, and carry out the dung. Ah me ! hard work it i,-,hard
work it is, becauseI am _zotfrec: " 1

I suppose this sentiment is hardly intelligible to some
modern ears. Their ambition is not to be fi'ee, it is to be fat :

we have had enough freedom. It is even the thshion nowa-

days to run it down. It is quite a common thing to hear men
denouncing wh_t they contemptuously call your vaunted
freedom of contract. Doubtless bitter experience of such

freedom as wagedom brings is calculated to lower very con-
siderably the fervour with which an appeal to the love of

liberty is received. That is but natural. And yet the
immorality of wagedom is probably exemplified, more than in

1 Quoted from Seebohm's E_ylish 151la,yeComm_n/li,',, a work which
should be read twice by thosewhowish to understand the land question,and
onceby thosewho do not.
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anything else, in the waning self-respect of our working classes,
as witnessed by their slavish appeals for aid and alms from the

very classes whom they persistently abuse, and in their lack of
enterprise and sell;reliance. And the ranks of those who
decry freedom and applaud those who would confer the same

favours on the deserving and the undeserving--who would

apportion satis/hction not according to efforts but according to
needs--are swelled by those whose real aim is not equal
opportunities of work, but equal opportunities of gain, of
support and luxury at the expense of their more industrious

and capable fellow-citizens. ]Jut be it clearly understood that
capitahsation has nothing to offer to the lazy, the dissolute,
the criminal, and the vagabond classes. Under such a system
(there is no use blinking matters) these classes will go to the

wall, and the sooner the better. For them there is nothing
but pity and good advice. Socialism has many good things
to offer to these classes, and I for one have no hesitation hi

advising them to embrace that fascinating doctrine with all
speed. There are but these alternatives for them : either work
and individualism, or socialism and idleness.

But whatever conclusion we arrive at as to the morality
of the existing system of labour payment, with respect to
employers or employed, there can be little room ibr doubt that

a nation which tolerates a distribution of wealth s, glaringly
disproportionate to intelligent individual eflbrt as the present
system entails is guilty of a national sin. On this one point
at least socialists and indixddualists can agree. Something
must be done, and done quickly, to rectify- the anomaly, and
the question of the day is, What ? Socialism says, Smash up
the existing, social fabric and start a new one. Individualism

says, _*o ; first try the effect of liberty--more liberty.
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A WOI'D FOR ANAIICHY 1

I SUPPOSE that mo.-t of us enjoy a whitebait dnmer with.ug pauqn_ to
reflect that scores of lives are sacrificed in order to provide u,, with a

single dish. Yet have not these tiny. animals an equal right tu life with
ourselves! What peculiar virtue does human mature possess that the

happiness and h'eedom of fellow-creatures .-.hould be ruthlessly sa,.rificed

for the transient gratification of nmn ? The u<ml answer t_ fins question i..-
an amused smile, or " Yes, it does seem odd, dt,esn't it ?" : hut when the

converse question is asked in another direction, namely, Why on earth

should the strong and the clever refrain from making then>elve_ comfi,rt-
able at the expense of the weak and dull ? an outcry i.- at once raised

about the equal rights of men. Why men ? To theologians, no doubt,

the phrase conveys a clear idea : but t_, an evolutionist who eammt admit
the exi*tence of any distinct line of demarcation between nmn and his

ancestors, the puzzle is to find mlt when those equal rights arose. I cat,

quite under.-.tand men drawing the line at men ; it is natural : but what

I canm_t understand is h_w they deduce the doctrine h-ore the princilde
of Eternal Justice. If the grt-atest happiness of the greatest nmnber

(whatever that may mean) is the true guiding principle of conduct, what
have the whitebait done that their happiness should be left out of account ?

But perhaps it i.- argued that the pleasure derived by the gourmet from
the dinner is greater than the total pleasures of life pos_-ible to such

1 This elmpter was originally read before the Fabian Society, eonaisting ehieflv
of socialists, revolutionary anarchists, an,t other very advanced polineal thinker_.

It was intended partly as an answer to those State s,_cialists who attack indi-
vidualism as necessarily ending in anarchy ; partly as a red_clm _*,labs*,rd,,m of

the teachings of those revolutiomsts who would break {lp existing institutions,
in the belief that a better order could be erected on their ruins. I reprint it here

(though in smaller type)x_ithout the shghtest alteration, because I, believe that it
meets a difficulty which may already have occurred to reader,_ of the foregoing
chapters. The extreme doctrine here enuueiated will be tbund duly quahfied in

the ehapter which follows. Should any critic open the book at this place, I have
only to ask ttmt he will read it in thv lighl: of this explanation.
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humbly organised sentient beings as whitebait. Then there is an end
of the virtue in numbers.

To apply these reflections to the political questions of the day, we
may cordially accept the maxim Pox 2o_,uli, _'ox J)ei, and yet deny

that. the voice of the people is necessarily the howl of the greatest number !
If ten fools knock me down, tie my hands behind me, and otherwise

work their will upon me, I bow to their superior force--brute force. I
conform to their wishes rather than take the consequences of disobedience.

]3ut I claim no virtue in so doing. I have the choice of evils, and I take
the less. Sinfilarly, it" the majority of persons in this or any other

country can enibrce their will upon the numerically fewer, by all means

let them do so. I may have my doubts as to their ability, but I certainly

do not for a moment dispute their right. I should as soon think of

disputing the right of the wild cat to the bird he has caught. The very
notion is absurd.

But if, on the other hand, the numerical majority cannot succeed in

enforcing their will upon the minority, by what argument are the

stronger, though they happen to be also the fewer, to be induced to

forego the advantage of their superior strength for the benefit of others,
who have nothing particular to recommend them except that they swarm
like whitebait ?

That the effective majority (not necessarily the nmnerical majority)

will have its own way. may be laid down as a truism. Thus the question
of interest for us is not whether numbers have tile right to rule, but

whether the numerical majority is likely to become the effective majority
as society evolves.

After which the further question must be met, whether, assuming

that the tendency discernible throughout history is democratic, mankind

is to he congratulated on the fact or not.
In a multitude of counsellors there is wisdom. Very likely; hut it

is on the principle of tile survival of the fittest. Certainly it is not true

of the result obtained by taking the opinion of the majority. If all the

clowns in Europe bad gathered together they would never have hit on

the theory of gravitation as an explanation of the movements of the
heavenly bodies. One man did what a miUion men could not do. Is

then the science of sociology so much simpler than that of mechanics ?

Rather the reverse. Repetition of incredible nonsense can never make

L sense, though it sometimes produces conviction. Neither can the mere
multiplication of folly convert it into wisdom.

Somebody says that the hind of England would, if properly cultivated,

support a hundred and forty millions of people. What of it ? Ctti

bono? One would suppose that th'e end and aim of tile race was to

consist of as ninny units as possible, irrespective of their quality. I feel

disposed to describe this as the Daniel Lambert view of the sal_s 1mpuli.
What would be thought of an individual man who set belbre himself as

the goal of his ambition, the aim of his life, to attain to the ,,m'eatest

possible weight or size._ Possib]y the land would support a thousand

times that numberof file% if we all agreed to cut our _hroats ; and what
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a gain that would be. And again I ask, Why Man ? He is an ugly
beast at best, taking the majority for a pattern (as in democratic duty
bound), something, thought Carlyle, like a split carrot. And if he does
happen to be distinguished from his fellow animals by his abili W _o lie
and get drunk, what then _ Of course that or any other peculiarity
justifie._ him in appropriating to his own use the wealth of nature, if £e
can, but not otherwise. Meantime the particular species which has got
hohl of the land at present is similarly justified in sticking to it as long
as possible. In the days to come when the land shall fall into the hands
of the Darnel Lambert schotfl, whose views of the salus l-_opul_is ever
increasing numbers, we may yet see a hundred and forty millions of
human beings swarming over the surface of tile country ; a veritable Age
Saturnian--or shall we say Saturnine ? What a field for the district
visitor and the missionary ! What happy hunting grounds for the quack
with his patent lolL- : Fortunately this golden age still lies in the dim
and distant future.

ttow far does the will of the numerical majority represent the will of
file people ? Doubtless those who are ready to accept the il)se di_.it of
the Catholic Church in matters theological ; those who are prepared to
swallow the dicta of Mrs. Grundy on marten- social : all such may logic-
ally take as respired the utterance of the myriad-mouthed. But trite as
the observation is, it cannot be too often repeated, that throughout all
history, truth, liberty, and j_stice have heen advocated by the few and
opposed by the many. It is true, remarkable changes sometimes take
place in the characters of men, and the same may hold good of societies
and classes. If _o, it is possible that the many, who poisoned Socrates,
who crucified Jesus, who burnt Bruno, and who but recently betrayed
Gordon, may suddenly be converted like King Hal into defenders of the
true faith. Let us hoI,e so.

After these prefatory remark.-, I may m_w proclaim myself mn uncom-
pnnmsing democrat ; but bv democracy I mean nt_t the government of
the many as opposed to that of the few, but the govermnent of all.

If I have to choose between the government of the many and that of
the few, I do not hesitate to choose the latter ! I have too firm a faith in
the selfishness of human nature to expect altruism from either; lint I
know that my own interests would be better attended to, or at any rate
less impeded, by the selfish rule of culture than by the equally _elfish
rule of ignorance.

I confe.-s t_ c,unplete scepticism a> to the overlauded virtue and in-
telligence of the sell-styled proletariat. (By the way, if I or any one else
had dubl_ed them with that contemptuou_ title what an uproar there
would have been. I have no wish to quarrel with the term, if it is
popular ; and it certainly does connote a remarkable if not the most in-
tere.-_ting attribute of the impecunious strata of society.) The question I
ask myself, with the selfishness common to humanity, is this, Where do I
come in ? On the lists of the few I fear my name would not appear ;
therefore I am against the rule of the few. The many would m_t admit
me among them because they are a well-defined class, having, as they sup-
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pose, interests diverse from the rest of the community, by reason of the
peculiar nature and system of their work ; therefore I am against the rule
of the many. But in a govermnent of all I may be able to make my
voice heard and my will counted for something ; therefore I am tbr the
government of the people by the people--not some of the people, be they
many or few, but all the people.

"Whafs everybody's business is nobody's busilmss." ,qo it is said.
If so, then the government of all by all would be tantamount in the end
t,* the government of the country by m_body, which thing is anarchy.
And not a bad thing either. In my opinion a people which should begin
de _wvo with complete anarchy would not get far wrong. In reply
to that it is usually urged that too much liberty i,, a._ bad as to,, little, if
not worse. It involves the liberty of the wolf to devour the lamb, and
the equal liberty of the lamb to dewmr the wolf; a mutual liberty to
which somehow the lamb objects, l?,ut is this really a valid objection !
I doubt it. What happens in such cases ! Voluntary a,_.-,eiation,_ ,,pring
into exl,tenee for mutual protectmn against the brute force of powerful
individual,-.. And if these prove beneficial t_, the pet,pl*, ad,,pting them,
they tend to become coextem-ive with the whole populatmn. In t_ther
words, under :t truly anarctnc system, we should have exactly what we
have now, a 1,_,liee system tt, which bv hypothesk- no one c_,uhl effectively
object. There would, however, be thi.-_ difference ; the unwilling would
not be coerced into joining the assocmtion or helping t_, maintain the
system. 3_nd why should they ? A m;m who thinks himself strong
enough to meet all 1,robable risk_ and dangers from tile violence of fellow-
men nmy justly consider himself hardly treated if he i,- compelled to
maintain a force for the protection of those who are too weak or too
quarrelsome to care to run that risk. Again, one who has all his pr¢_perty
in a strong house .-urrt,unded with a m_at and praetlcaliy una,-_sailable
may reasonably object to have to contribute to the protecti_m of the pro-
perty of tho_-e whose treasures are lying abt_n_ at the mercy of the ill-
disposed. S% one who ha_ no properly t_, lo.-e nmy rebel against bein_
compelled to join aI_ as_,ociation tor the nmtual defence of property.

The difference between Anarchy and the present system is just the
difference between V_Jluntary Co-operation and C,mq,ul._my (',,-_perati_,n,
--between Individualism and Socialism. The hi,t.ry of civilisation is
the story of the transition of society t¥_m "_,,ocialistic to an anarchic state.
The prevalent notion of anarchy which preclu,les the combination of in-
dividuals for a common end i_ of course a ridiculous one. To suppose
that under an anarchic system, a .-trom: man wmdd l,e allowed t. cut up
a weak one in the market-place while other_- looked ,,n, i-of course a
eaI_icatnre of the rdgime. Voluntary association would practically effect
what the State does now in all that i.- necessary, and theretbre got,d ;
whereas it would not interfere, as the State doe.- now, in matter., which
are better left to private management. The cardinal error of Socialism
seems to be that combination is regarded as useless unless everybody can
be brought into it. Trade unionism is good ; but the black side of its
hi-tory is that which describes the miserable bullying to which non-
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unionists have been subjected. Leave those who will not join out in the
c,_ld. If th_ bond of union is good, sooner or later most will be drawn in.

But if bad, then no matter what amount of coercion is used, the cause

will IMt and the combination collapse.

It is a nnsulke to suppose that anarchy is lawless. Nothing of the
kind ; in fact lawlessness, among_-L intelligent persons is almost unthink-

able. Where there is no ruling body, where there is no governmental

authority, "is in San Francisco within the lnemory of lnany of us, what
happem, ? Did the maranders and pest., of society tarry all before them ?
Not a bit ol it: thost, who had inherited the habits of a social and

methodical mode of life, owing to it,, greater average economy, 1,anded
themselves together and straightway lynched those who were desirous of

violating tile principles of order and nlethod which centuries of experience
have ._h,_wn to be conducive to the possible existence on a given area of
a considerable population in a supermr state of comfort. Of course tilt'

orderly were not going to submit t,_ the disorderly without a struggle;

and being the stronger party, though possibly composed of the weaker

individual_, they vohmtarily combined, and shoved the reJraetory element
to the wnll. This wa, anarchy.

We haw now r,_ached tin> position : that I aim those who think with

me are democratb becau>e _e expect some good from democracy. And

what is that go_d ? Why nothing more nor le.-s than our libt.rty. We

support democracy 1)ecau.,e it lead,_ s_'_aight t,_ anarchy. For the greater
the nnn_ber of persons with a voice in the aft)ors of the nation, the more

d:flicult will it become to carry coercive mca:ures. Each one of u.- may
bt. willing and anxiou_ ttJ coerce out' nelghb.urs in all manner of concern.,.

but wc shall ino_t _urely llnd ourselves m a minority on some question of
suprelnc importance to ourseh>> : and then we _,hall begin to realise how

coercion lose., _t- el,arln when we are ourselve,- among the coerced, rhele-

fore tile larger the number of diverse intere>ts represented in Parliament
the nigher 1_ the advent of trut. anarchy.

Analchy'. Tht. word has a drt.adful ring about it. Why, it i.-
opposed to prcq_erty: s() ig is urged. Not at all. The maxim of the

anarchi>t is, " Let him takt. who hath the power : let lnm keep wht, can.'
That is property is it not ? "' But what i.- to prevent the strong fl'om

robbhtg the weak ? Suppose the many, finding themselves poor, take it
into their heads t- expropriate the few, what then .v' Why not ) If it

can be shown that the robbery of the rich can be effeeted, and effected

with advantage to the poor, I cammt see for the life of me why it should

not be done. It IS c_ntrary to morality ? But unfortunately, high-falutin

ab.-traetions "butter no parsnips." Besides I deny it. 5Iorality is co-
extensive with selLinterest. If anybody disputes that, he is wrong. It

is rude and dogmatic of me to _y so ; but it is a short answer, and I am

not going to thscuss the first principles of ethics here. I repeat emphati-
cally, if the poor and many can see their way to dispossessing the rich

and few, and to reap advantage front the process, then they have a right

and a duty to do it.

But now arise the two previous questions : Can they do it ? And
S
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would it be to their advantage to do it if they could ? To the first I
answer without hesitation, No ; if they eould, they would have done it
long ago ; for I believe they are no better, take them all round, than my-
self, in spite of the glowing colours in which it pleases modern candi-
dates for parliamentary honours to paint them. 1 was once told by an
Oriental who knew nothing of the British workman but what tie had
read of him in political speeches, that when he first came to this country
he expected to see the "masses " winged and feathered.

But surely the many, if they will but organise and stand together, can
overcome the few ? No ; the man who cannot overcome the temptation to a
glass of grog when his wife and children have to pay for it with their
dinner, is not tile man to refase the gold of the rich to stab his fellow-
worker in the back. They cannot do it ) it is a physical impossibility.
Or, not to put it too strongly, it is any odds against them. They may
boil over in an incoherent way for a few short weeks or months, as indeed
they have done once or twice in the world's history ; but the ebullition
is merely temporary, and what is more significant, there are always
members of another class behind, making use of them for sinister purposes
of their own._

But now supposing they could effect this object--supposing tile many
could dispossess the few--would it be a wise course to adopt, even tbr the
poor themselves ? To this qu,.stion I again reply, No, certainly not. It
is useless for me to recapitulate here all the whole chain of reasoning
which goes to show that if the spur to industry were once removed, in-
dustry would cease, and I should be one of the first to strike. The eon-
sequences would be that it would be necessary to take stock of our exist-
ing wealth, and see how long it would last at a universally comfortable
scale of living. The total value of all the wealth of Great. Britain at the
present nmment, including the value of the whole populati,m at slave
prices, is just about thirty thousand million pounds. That gives us some-
thing like a thousand pounds apiece, or forty pounds a year on the con-
dition of working like niggers. Forty pounds a year on condition of
good honest work ! But would that work he (lone _. Who would do it ?
Not I. Why should I work ten hours a day for my neighbour to fool
away his time in the adjoining public ._ It would soon become passing
clear, either that we must prepare for a short lift, and a merry one (say
about two years' jollification), or else we must discover some method of
inducing people to work. The best nlethod that I could bethink myself
of, if my opinion were asked, would be the system of private property.
To every man the fi'uits of his htbour. If this view were adopted, a state

-- of thin_s would arise exactly like what we have now, with this one point
of unlikeness--that confidence would have been diminished, interest
would he higher, credit harder, wages lower. The many cannot oust the.
few ; and if they could, they had best not.



CHAPTER IX

THE BASIS OF INDI%rlDUALIS_I

THE chain of economic reasoning of which the first few links

were wrought a hundred years ago by Adam Smith, leads us
irresistibly to two main conclusions from which there seems to

be no appeal. The first of these is the law of wages, as
formulated by Iticardo, and which in the hands of Ferdinand

Lassalle becomes the " iron law of wages " (a phrase of ominous
connotation). The second is the doctrine of /aisscz-f(_irr, as
taught 1,y Bastiat and the Manchester school--a doctrine
which in practice involves the minimisation of State inter-
ference.

Between these two issues there is theoretically no an-
tagonism whatever; but it is more than difficult to realise the
existence of a democracy based on the eternal serfdom of the
great majority of the citizens--the so-called working classes.
Hence it is necess'_ry to subject both these doctrines to a

searching re-examination. The immediate object of the presem

chapter is t_) dissect the arguments underlying the doctrine of
•_bsolute individualism as set fbrth by its ablest exponents, and
notably by Mr. Herbert Spencer, who, in _tc ,][a_ _'. t]_c State,

has gathered into a focus all that is to be found scattered
throughout his works bearing on the subject The principles
of personal liberty therein enunciated have been carried to
their extreme expression by certain of Mr. Spenccr's disciples,
notably Mr. Auberon Herbert, with a thoroughness and a
temerity equalled only by that of the English successors of
Lassalle and Marx in their exposition of the creed of
socialism.
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But Mr, Spencer tfimself does not descend to details, and
in meeting him it is not sufficient to point to the results of
applying his principles to the concrete ; it is necessary to meet
him on ground which he has himself chosen, and to test his
own conclusions by his own methods.

Mr. Spencer begins with the dognmtie assertion that " the
great political superstition of tile past was the divine right of
kings." He e_mtinues: "The great political superstition of
the present is the divine right of parliaments. The oil of
anointing seelns unawares to have dripped from the head of
the one on to the heads of tile many, and given sa,:redness to
them also and to their decrees." Whatever interpretation (mr

fathers may have pl'med on the earlier doctrine, otherwise
expressed in the nmxim "The kin< ean do no x_l,mg, it is
certain that there is no general a(,eeptanee of the later doctrine
iH the literal sense. Indeed 5h'. Spencer himself admits this
by redefininv the political superstition in a t;,rm less open to
misem>trueticm, as the belief' that Government power is sul_jeet
to n() restraint.

2Xow, in one sense this is m_t a superstition, but a solid

truth. That the grouts--society regarded as an (_rganism_
can through the eflbetive majority (not necessarily the _,reatest
number) do whatever it ehoo.ws, so ihr as the resistance of

the mim,rity i._ concerned, is a stubborn fact, whether it
attains its ends throuKh the medium of a dest,_tism or through
that of a representative l'arliament elected hv universal or any
other suffrage. In an,)ther sense it is n.t true. but then
neither iq it a superstition, for no one 1oelieves it. Thag tile

_'ou 1, cannot act ineomt_atibly with its own welfare is of
eoul'se untrue. So says Austin; fhe writings of llentham
imply it: s() do those of Hc,bbes. No one disputes it to-day
--Ilot even the most extreme socialist.

The questim_ at issue between Mr. Spencer and his op-
ponents is simply this, Have minorities, in the, s-nse t)t' the

weaker party, any rights which are valid against the con>
nmnity ? The answer depends upon the definition of the
term " rights." 1t' we accept the practical and intelligible
definition of Austin, the question stands thus, Are there any
claims ior the defence of which the minority can su.ceessfully
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appeal to the group or State against the superior force of the
effective majority ? Considering that the will of the group is
known only through tile act of the eflbetive majority, the
questian resolves into an absurdity. And if the "rights" of
the minority means the power to appeal successfiflly to a
higher tribunal than the _'oup itself, the answer must again
be in the negative, for to adnfit the existence of such superior

authority is to deny the existence of the group itself as an
independent State.

BuG does Mr. Spencer mean to say that the opinion of the

larger number should sometimes give way to that of the
smaller--that even the effective majority should sometimes
defer to the wishes of the weaker party, and that this not onh-

conduces to the welfare of the group, but is constantly done ?
In that ease no one denies the prupositi,m. Every part)"
compromise testifies to the thor. To say that there is a m<)ral
law or a code of indefinite moral laws by which groups regu-
late their conduct, is simply to say that the conduct of
societies is not arbitrary, which is obvious. But to contend
that the State, when it has once made up its mind rightly or
wrongly to act in such or such a way, is ._ubject h) restraints,
is to say that which has no lneaning. The R'nJup-will, once
made up, necessarily manifests itself in action, and it is no
more subject to restraints ti'om within than is the will of a
single human being. So that the proposition which Sir.

Spencer regards as the great superstition turns ,mr to be a
great undeniable truth, or an absurdity believed t)y none. In
neither ease can it be called a superstition.

What is the element of umruth contained in the theory of
a social pact as the foundation aml justifieati,m of government ?
It is not the mere fact that no such gathering and agreement
ever took place, tbr even I{ousseau only regarded it as a tacit
contract: and writers of a very different school have based
the duty of obedience to t.he law on the ground that all
members of a community have tacitly and virtually agreed to be
bound by _he laws. This then is not the element of untruth
contained in the hypothesis, or rather fi)rmula. It is that the

ibnnula does not represent the laet. The group-will is not
the sum of the wills of the individuals composing it ; the two
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are incommensurable. Supposing that we knew the wish of
every man living at the imaginary date of the contrat social,
we should be utterly unable to predict the will of the group.
It is not even the resultant of the wills of the units, but the

resultant of those and many other forces acting in many other

directions. It. is the neglect of this fact, or rather ignorance
of it, which vitiates all the social philosophy of those who

build upon the tbundation of a real o1" hypothetical social
compact, tIabbes, I[ausseau, and Bentham, and after them
Mr. Spencer, eonmfit the error of confounding the gToup-will
wifll the sum of the wills of the units--an error pardonable

enough in the first three. The fallowing startling passage
furnishes the key to the chain of strange sophistry which goes

to make up the essay entitled " The great I'olitical Supersti-
tion," and which is happily so unfamiliar to readers of Mr.
Spencer's works. After admitting the indefensibility of the
assumption that, in order to escape the evil of chronic conflict,
the memhers of a connnunity enter into a pact or eavenant by
which they all bind themseh'es to surrender their primitive
freedom of action, and subordinate themselves to the will of a

ruling power agreed upon--after deriding the hypothesis and
its authors in langua,_,e neither generaus nor just, Mr. Spencer

proceeds to present his own alternative hypothesis.
" Further consideration reveals a solution of the difficulty;

for, if dismissing all thought of any hypathetieal agreement to

co-operate, heretofore made, we ask what would be the a_ree-
ment into which citizens would now enter with practical
unaninfity, we get a sufficiently dear justification for the rule
of the majority inside a certain sphere, but not outside that

sphere."
So that, after all, the outcome of Mr. Speneer's criticism of

Hobhes and Austin results in the substitution of a hypothetical

social compact made to-day far a hypothetical social compact
made a long time aaa. Of the two, that of ttobbes is prefer-
able. Itis supposition is considerably more intelligible than
Mr. Spencer's solution. That at an indefinitely remote period

wild people, hithert,, living in a state of anarchy, eame together,
hit upon the plan of co-operation, and there and then agreed to
contbrm to the will of the efl'ective majority, may not be a
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historical fact; but nevertheless it is a fact that somehow men

formerly in a state of anarchy did come little by little to sub-
ordinate their wills to that of the effective majority, consciously

or unconsciously; in other words, the supremacy of the State
came to be recognised as a fact. What men come to do, they
may be said in a sense to agTee to do. And if Hobbes had
expressed his pact in terms to the effect that men agreed to
abide by the decision of the effective majority--the State-will
--he would have been very near the mark. The social com-
pact and the divine right of kings or of parliaments are after all
merely two ways of expressing a stubborn fact---namely, the
fact that right is transfigured might.

But Mr. Spencer's social compact is a sort of chronic
plebiscitum. The justification for each new Act of Parliament

is to be ibund by the process of wondering what would be the
result if the people were polled. This is of course the "refer-
endure." Carried out in practice instead of imagination its
effect is to make every citizen a legislator in spite of the
admitted fact that " there can be no fitness for legislative func-
tions without wide knowledge of those legislative experiences
which the past has bequeathed."

]Jut perhaps Mr. Spencer would not go the length of taking
a poll of the people in order to justify each new piece of pro-
posed legislation. He would rather work the question out on
paper: he would ask himself not the people--whether they

would " agree to co-operate _or the teaching of religion ?" and
he would answer himself with "a very emphatic No." " In

like manner, if" (to take an actual question of the day) " people
were polled to ascertain whether, in respect of the beverages
they drank, they w_mhl accept the decision of the greater
number, certainly hall and probably more than half, would be
unwilling." Now this is just what local-optionists deny. It
is just what many others want to know. Mr. Spencer settles
it offhand by intuition. But why should the majority be un-
willing to abide by the decision of the maiority ? Is it that
the majority has no confidence in its own judgment or rectitude ?
The self-regard of majorities is usually considered mfimpeach-

able. But the strangest feature in this intuition is its
marvellous precision. " Certainly half," he says, " and probably
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more than half,"would be unwilling.Surely,ifwe may be

certain of fifteen millions out of thirty, we might venture to be
certain of fifteen nfillions and one. This recalls the scrupulous-
ness of the American gentleman who solemnly swore to having

brought down ninety-nine pigeons at a shot, but refused to
imperil his immortal soul by setting the figure at a tmndred.

"Manifestly then," says Mr. Spencer, "had social co-opera-
tion to be commenced by ourselves, and had its purposes to
be specified before consent to co-operate could be obtained,
there would be large parts of human conduct in respect of
which co-operation would be declined, and in respect of which,
consequently, no authority by the majority over the minorit,y
could be rightfully exercised."

This extraordinary passage and the superstructure built
upon it are so, unpractical, so unreal, and so visionary, that the
conclusion can hardly be resisted that the whole essay contain-
ing it and developing it has been exhumed from a half-forg(,tten
heap of the author's early writings, and published without re-
examination. ]t must be ol_vious to Mr. Spencer and to every-
body else that in the main _hose wouhl agree to co-operate who

believed their own views on the question at issue to 1,e in a
majority. Others would of course decline.

Nor does the proapect brighten when we come to the
converse question, For what ends would men agree to co-
operate ? To which the ready answer is, "None will deny that
fbr resisting invasion the a_'eement would be practically

unanimous." Indeed_ Many will deny it most emphatically.
Besides, supposing that only one person held aloof', would the
rest be justified in coercing that one to co-operate ? If so, on
what principle ? Mr. Spencer himself excepts the Quakers,
whom, however, he dismisses with a compliment and annihilation.
" Excepting the Quakers only, who having done highly useful
work in their time, are now dyintz out, all would unite for
defensive war--not however for oflhnsive war." This must be

another, of those intuitions which only a poll of the people can
_'erih- or disprove. It is at least as probable that a majority
would vote the other way. Much wmtld depend on the defini-

tion given to "invasion " and " defensive." Nearly every
civilised nation that has gone to war in the present century has
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believed itself to be acting on the defensive. Onlookers might
be able to inform the belligerents in the Franco-German war

of 1870 as to which of them was waging a defensive war, but
both sides distinctly claimed that justification. More recently,
M. J_'erry justified the operations in Ton-king on the pound
that the French were acting on the defensive! Again, as to
rebellions, were the English on the defensive when they
ineflhetually endeavoured to suppress the Boer rising ? Were

they on the defensive a century ago, when they successfully
suppressed the Irish rising ? Were the British the other day
defending Egypt against the threatened invasion of t.he dervishes,
or were the Soudanese fighting in defenee of hearth and home _

Then again as to the term "invasion." those modern English-
men (or rat.her dwellers in England) who are smitten with the
insular craze may define "invasion," s_._tar as they themselves

,tre concerned, as the entry of a foreign force _'i et arm&
upon the soil of EngIand, Scotland, and Wales--and perhaps
ireland. Whether a German occupation of Heligoland, a
,qpanish seizure of Gibraltar, or an Italian attack on _Iaha
would fall within the definition, onlv the late lamented Anti-

Aggression League can say. It wouht be even more interesting
to km_w whether a l_ussian advance upon Italia would fall
within the category of invasions which Mr. Spencer would him-
self co-operate to repel, and at what point in the onward march

the invasion might be said to begin. Putting aside the
question of British fl'ontiers, as exeeptionally simple or excep-
tionally eoml,lieated , according as we take an insular or an
imperial view _f them, let us ask whether a French occupation
of Alsace would be an invasion of Germany in the above
sense 7

But why should "invasion " be construed as territorial inva-

sion only ? Mav not British interests and rights be invaded
which are not territorial ? Was not the tearing up of the Treaty
of Paris by l_ussia in 1870 an invasion of England in the wider
sense of the term ? England, at great cost of blood and treasure,
had obtained a eertMn negative righg in the Black Sea--a cer-

tain safeguard against a definite danger. _Iay not the German
occupation of Angra l'epuefia similarly be described as an
invasion of British interests ? The district had for many years
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been treated as the property of Englislnnen, and under the
protection of England; it is contiguous to regions in which
Englishmen almost alone are interested; and tile conflict of

jurisdiction in those regions is calculated to injure trade to the
detriment of the English people. Is it an invasion ?

Further, we are not told whether there would be any
limit to the subordination of individuals to the State in those

matters in which they, "with practical unanimity," " almost
unanimously," "omitting criminals," "excepting Quakers," agreed
to co-operate. Take the agreement to co-operate tbr defensive
war, and suppose that means something definite. Would the
citizens thereby bind themselves to conform to the will of the

majority in respect of measures directed to that end--all
measures ? Might not a citizen be willing to contribute money
towards the expenses of the war without being willing to sub-
mit to conscription ? Might he not accept conscription with
power of substitution without being willing to serve ? Or,
assuming in the thee of a growing party of sincere socialists
that, "omitting criminals, all must wish to have person and
property adequately protected," is it equally certain that all

would be willing to accept the decision of the m,_.jority in
respect of the measures needful for that end ? And what is

" property" ? Mr. Spencer glides over this as a phantom ship
might glide over sunken rocks. Surely people will not
agree to protect property until they know what it is they are

pledging themselves to protect. A thief steals a watch, and sells
it to a bond-fide purchaser for its full value. Whose property
is it that the State has to protect ? A journeyma_ tailor agrees
to make a quantity of army clothing out of cloth supplied to
lfim by a cloth inerchant, who before delivery fails for ten times
the amount of his assets. Whose property is the clothing ?
Of course it is not ditficult to say what would be a thir way of

treating the claims of the different parties, or what is the exist-
ing law here and elsewhere ; but the question is, Whose is the
property ? Whose is the property in a row of houses built by
a lessee under a ninety-nine years' lease ? Or in the case of
" emphyteusis" under the Roman law ? Or in a chest of gold
coins dug up by a labourer in a field occupied by one man,

owned by another, mortgaged to a third, and sold to a fourth
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under the SettledEstatesAct--and beforecompletionofcon-

veyanee ?
It is when we come to the land question that we find

ourselves involved in the most inextricable maze. "In one

other co-operation all are interested--use of the territory
they inhabit." What territory does any individual inhabit, or
any determinate number of individuals ? Or, if indeterminate,
do the English people inhabit Ireland or India ? ]90 Lon-
doners inhabit Yorkshire ? In what sense is it true that one

is more interested in one's neighbour's field than in his cattle ?
The one supplies corn, the other beeE " But," it is urged, " we
must have some security for the food of the people. If

landowners conspired to grow no corn, the people would starve,
and such a state of things cannot be tolerated even as a bare
possibilit.y." Likewise, if the owners of cattle conspired to
destroy them, the people would have no beef. If capitalists
conspired to smash up all machinery, rails, ships, tools,
furnaces, and mills in the country, the natioI_ would be ruined
and the people destroyed. ]n short, if the race went mad, it
would possibly commit suicide. Practically landowners, like
capitalists in general, having interests coincident with those of
the whole people, refYain as a class from exercising" their rights
_o the detriment of society, and they are never likely to do so.
" But we must have room to move about ; in this respect land
is sug go_eris: man is material, and space is essential to his

existence, and if all space in sea and earth and air is
appropriated (GU,/_lS_t solu._L cj_s es/ _squc ad c_d_m) those
who own no space are in danger of being elbowed out of
existence." Quite so: then would i_ not be as well to find

out what kind of " use" it is which the public are vitally
interested in, and whether it is correctly described as a "use "
at all ? AVhat kind of power the State does as a fact tend to
reserve to itself, while recognising the proprietary rights of
individuals, is aseertai_ed more readily by a reference to the
land laws a_ld customs of all countries, than by a guess as to
what a majority of the people in its wisdom would in this or
any other country a_ee to do. In all civilised countries we

find that as a fact the State dispossesses the proprietor whenever
such dispossession is expedient in the general interest. We
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have railway concessions, new roads are made and new streets
cut through congested districts, without any more concern for

intervening proprietary claims than is involved in allowing full
compensation--that is, such compensation as satisfies the

national conscience. But what is Mr. Spencer's practical
conclusion from the premises that all are interested in the use
of the territory they inhabit z " The implication is," says he,
" that the will of tile majority is valid respecting the modes in
which, and conditions under which, parts of the surface or sub-
surface mav be utilised, involving certain agxeements made en
behalf of the public with private persons and companies." It
would take too long in this place to analyse in nomologieal

terms this remarkably opaque utterance. To some it might
seem to have been drafted in order to fit in with whatever

view of the land question should eventually turn out to he
correct. Others might be pardoned for regarding it as a pillar
of cloud for the purpose of veiling the transition front the
writer's doctrine of land nationalisation, as set forth in

Social Stati_:s (and since repudiated), to the later doctrine of
individualism as advocated in .Polities ]nstitmio_.s. To me it

appears as an arrangement of words neither having any

particular meaning nor intended t,) have any.
At this point, in order to disarm criticism apparently, we

are reminded tha_ '" details are not needfld here." Why not ?
In other places Mr. ,qpencer is most painstaking hilns_,lf, and
most exacting in his demands upon others, as to attention to
details. " Nor is it needflll," he contimlcs, " to discuss that

border region lying betw_,en these classe_ of cases "--that
border region which, as Mill pointed out, is of all regions the

most fruitful in suppl)'ing crucial testa and essential difll, renees.
" It is sufficient," we are told, "to recognise the undeniable

truth that there are numerous kinds of actions in respect of

which mt_n would not, if they were asked, agree with anything
like unanimity to t_e bound bv the will of the majority ; while
there are some kinds _t" actions in respect of which they would
unanimously agree t_, be titus bound. Here then we find a

defilfite warrant for enforcing the will of the majority within
certain limits, and a definite wan-mr tbr denying the authority
of its will beyond those linfits."
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To which the reply is that, if it is sufficient for the
philosopher to recognise the said " undeniable truth," it is
certainly not sufficient for the statesman, who wants to know
not only that there are numerous kinds of such actions, but
also what tho_e kinds of actions are; and he will not (if' he
be wise) rest content with the ipsc d_cit of any one who
evolves the answer out of his own inner consciousness; and
furthermore, he nmy no_ feel satisfied that the mere process of
counting noses, even in imagination, will soh'e the question as
to the morality of such actions.

From the position here taken up by Mr. Spencer it is but
a short and easy step to " abstract rights." After a brief and,

as it will seem t- most, in every way unsatisfactory analysis
of the " untenable" opinion of Bentham and his disciples, we
are led straight back to what modern jurists ibndly hoped was
the exploded doctrine of natural riR'hts ; '" for sundry groups of
social phenomena unite to prove that this doctrine is well
warranted, and the doctrine they set against it unwarranted."
We are then told that various savage races are controlled
by "long-acknowledged customs," t,v "ancient usages," by
"primordial usages or tacit conventions," by "universally-

recognised customs." " 5o sacred are immemorial customs
with the primitive man, that he never dreams of questioning
their authority, and when government arises, its power is
limited by them." Now, prenfising that no one denies, or ever
did den), that grate laws grew out of customs (they nmst have
grown out of something), what are we to infer from this long
string of social phenomena, ninny of which, being gleanings
from travellers' tales, are open to doubt, while ol:hers are false on
the time of them ? Are we seriously asked to believe that the

quaint and of'_en ludicrous customs of savages are themseh-es
the germs of the laws by which natural rights are sanctioned ?
Are we to understand that when (_overnment arises, its power
is linfited by them in any other sense than that in which the
will of a man is lhnited by his own desires and habits ? If
so, how ._

The truth is, Mr. Spencer is contbunding three distincl
elasses of so-called rightb : the rights which he tfimself would

sanction if he were the arbitrator; the rights which the
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claimant's fellow-citizens would individually recognise as
morally just; and the rights which are as a matter of fact

actually sanctioned by tile law of the land. The first may be
called "natural rights," or rights as they ought to be in the
opinion of their advocate; the second may be called moral
rights, or rights as they would be under a code of laws
deduced from the morals of the day; and the third may be
called legal rights, or rights which are as a ihct recognised by
the State, and which are a natural development.

It is perfectly true that, as the leaders of the German

school of jurists assert, the State laws which are actually
carried out are not in all cases and in all respects identical

with the State laws as they are expressed, whether embodied
in a code or in a heterogeneous heap of statutes, or in
authorised or received commentaries on the law. The

invariable sequences which actually tend to hold good at any
given time in any country, may be called the statical laws or
internal group-morals of that particular State at that stage of

its development. The laws as expressed are necessarily but
imperfect and often distorted reflections of these true laws, the
distortion being due no_ only to imperfect expression and
inadequacy of language but more especially to the false
generalisation of legislators or law-makers of one sort or
another. Now, it is approximately the ibrmer class, the
statical laws, which the German school style " Naturreeht."

There is another sense in which the term may be used, and
that is, to denote the law as it tends to be but for disturbing
causes ; or, assuming those disturbing causes to be more or less
evanescent, the laws as they tend to become. ]n neither of
these senses is there any resemblance to the natural rights
championed by Mr. Spencer, who is of e,_urse aware that

" "USalthough " recht " may be translated by " droit " or j ," it
cann_t be translated into English by the term "right" or
" rights" or any other single word; and furthermore, that
although "reeht " and " droit " are fairly synom'mous, "Natur-
recht," on the other hand, cannot be rendered into French as

" droit naturel." Mr. Spencer's "natural rights " are the
" droit naturel " of Rousseau, the "jus naturale " of U1pian, the
" inalienable right of every man born into the world" of Mr.
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Henry George; but not the "Naturrecht" of Savigaay. So
that the appeal to the "root-idea of German jurisprudence "

: (which is, above all, historical in method) to shore up the
justly discredited card-castle of "natural rights," is, to say the
least of it, unfortunate.

Mr. Spencer does not usually allow himself to be a slave

to words, but his singular criticism of Hobbes's explanation of
the origin of justice seems to show that for once he has ihllen
into this condition. "The defnition of injustice," says Hobbes,

"is none other than the not performing of covenants " (including
the tacit compact entered into by the members of a society,
upon which Government, according to hinl, is based) ; " there-

fore, betbre the names of just and unjust can have place, there
must be some coercive power to compel men equally to the
performance of their covenants."

Hence it is clear that by "injustice" Hobbes meant to
denote the breach of legal duties. Ignoring this definition,

Mr. Spencer substitutes his own, and naively remarks that
among his own friends he could name half a dozen over whom

tile requirements of justice would be as imperative in the

absence of a coercive power as in its presence. Possibly'.
The majority of Mr. Spencer's friends will hardly feel flattered

1,y the limitation. But the question is, Could Mr. Spencer
find half a dozen friends so law-abiding that they would obey
the law even against their conscience without the terror of
some punishment ?

The truth is, Mr. Spencer is himself under tile blinding
influence of a great superstition--a superstition he has out-
lived in other departments of thought. He still believes in

abstract justice, as something anterior to society or even to
man--something immutable and absolute. He still hohls, as
he held in 1851, that the elimination of the mentally and

morally influ'ior is in accordance with " the decrees of a large
thr-seeing benevolence." He has since enmncipated himself
fl'om the anthropomorphic belief involved, and declines to be

held "committed to such teleological implications" as the

passage cited contains; but, to use his own illustration, .just as

" Carlyle, who, in his student days, giving up, as he thought,
the creed of his ththers, rejected its shell only, keeping the
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contents," so his own mind is still unde:' the sway of the
metaphysical abstraction Justice. The laws, to have any
validity (whatever that means), must eonfbrm to this test.
lie regards the laws _olely as a means to an end, rather than
as tile products of evolution, tile resultant of diverse forces
acting in various direct,ions through countless ages. His stand-
point in viewing State laws is precisely that of ];r. Paley
viewing the marvellous adaptations of owanie forms t_, their
surroundings. A girafl_ with a short neck, argued t'aley,
wouhl assuredly perish of starvation; hence his long neck i_
evidence of tile far-seeing benevolence of his Creator. tLmesry
is the best policy, argues Mr. Spencm ; the just tend to survive
and tile un.just to perish; hence the sufficient cause of good
laws in austiee, is it not remarkable that tIobbes, writing
more than two centuries ag_, should have examined nomo-
]ogieal phenontena in a more positive spirit than the gtea!
philos.pher of the ninete, enth century ._ ttol,}_es argued, tLere
are certain classes of actions which tend to evndu(,e to tile well-

being of society. Experience has taugh_ us what in the
concrete these are; they are detailed in the expressed laws.
We find bv induetiou they may i,e classified under certain
heads in accordance with certain pr,etical nfiddle principles;
there is no aeneral principle under which the)" can all be
subsmned; but their common trait appears to be conformity

.with the group-welfare. Let us denote them by the ternt dust.
Tl{e connotation of' the term we cannot lell. This is not the lan-

guage of Htbbes s day, but it describes wfih fairnesq the method
1,e adopted. He the> inquired what it could be which counter-
acted the antagonistic efl'_rts of individuals actuated m,t by
:zroup-welfitre but by self-welfin'e: and he saw that il was
none other than the power of the ,State. He did not attempt
to resolve that force into its dements in tern> of individual

force ; there it was as a t_tet. That was sutlieient. He might
have asked himself how far file State force represented the
will of the greater number of men, women, and children in the
society ; whether the will of a strong man went for more than
that of a weak man ; of a rich than of a poor Inan ; of a clever
than of a weak-minded man : whether the wills of half a dozen
children contributed as much to the State will as the will of
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one man or two women. But he was neither curious nor dog-
matic oil these points. The fact was there, and he accepted it
as a datum. ]n his day lie found that the channel through
which this State force operated was that of monarchical govern-
ment, and he lived to see the so-called republic develop into a
monarchy in all but the name, and later still to see the old
monarchy restored. It is absolutely misleading to say that
"Hobbes argued in the interests of absolute monarchy;" such
an assertion is as unjust and as unfounded as would be the
more plausible one that Mr. Spencer argues in the interests of
the Liberal party. Hobbes was, and Mr. Spencer is, far above
arguing in any interests. Hobbes was unquestionably the pro-
roundest thinker of his age--the age of Shakespeare and Bacon ;
and many Englishmen who cherish his name will bitterly
resent this imputation. We have already referred to Mr.
Spencer's sneer at Carlyle. Here is what lie has to say of the
founder of the English school of jurisprudence, probably the
acutest logician of the century : "Austin was originally in the
army, and it has been truly remarked that the permanent
traces left may be seen in his Province of J_ri,si_rudcncc.
When undeterred by the exasperating pedantries--the endless
distinctions and definitions and repetitions--which serve but
to hide his essential doctrines, we ascertain what these are, it

becomes manifest that he assimilates civil authority to military
authority." It is difficult t_, deal patiently with this passage.
It is usefltl as showing up in a strong light the fimdameutal
error which underlies and vitiates the wln_le of Mr. Spencer's
political doctrines; an error he unconsciously adopted from his
precursor Comte. That Austin was once in the army we
know, but, beyond this statement of ihct, this criticism of the
great jurist is as untrue as it is ungenerous. Those who

attended Austin's lectures testify that, so far from having
anything of the drill-sergeant about him, he was exceptionally
modest and conversational in his method of teaching ; he wouh!
listen attentively to all doubts, and ask the opinions of his
hearers on points where he felt himself weak. But if we are
to look fbr the traces of his army discipline in his conclusions,
i_ is only necessary to repeat that i_ is Mr. Spencer himself
who, after Comte, mistakes for a difference in kind what

T
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Austin clearly saw to be merely a difference in degree; the
diflbrence, namely, between the "military and industrial
r:gimes." As to exasperating pedantries, Austin himself
attril,utes his own peculiarities of diction to a scrupulous
anxiety t, express each idea by a suitable word, and to use
invariably that word to express tile idea. His aim was to be
not all elegant but a precise writer. From tile expression

"endless " distinctions, it may be ini%rred that the complainant
has never got to the end of them ; those who have, only regret

that poor Austin did not possess the health and strength to
add to them, containing as _hey do some of the finest master-
pieces of logical analysis. The repetitions which are a blemish
_n the published editions of his works are, as Mr. Spencer
nfight have ascertained, the necessary result of delivering
several lectures on the same subject u, different audiences in
different places; and the able editors of his lectures and
posthumous papers have probably acted wisely in publishing
them as they stand. For i_ is seldom that science can be
caught, so to speak, in a state of growth in a great mind, as it
is presented lo us in Austin's wrestling writings. While, as
for the definitions that glitter like crystals throughout his
works, and which so vex the soul of his critic, it is enough to say
that an accurate acquaintance with even one of them (the
wonderful definition of property) would have saved the author
of T/_e _JTa_v. the ,_tatc pages of useless writing, the whole of
tile fifteenth chapter of ]'olitical I_titutious, and hours and
days of anxious thought. There is notlfing in the whole range
of juristic literature comparable with Austin's final definition of
property and the chain of masterly analysis which leads up to
it. Mr. Spencer writes in complete ignorance of it.

Austin and all his works having been thus contemptuously
thrust aside, the search is continued for a justification of the
supremacy assumed by the sovereign body, or, as it has been
styled, the effective m_iority. " The true question is, Whence
the sovereignty ? What is the assignable warrant ibr this

unqualified supremacy assumed by one, or by a small number,
or by a large number over the rest ?" Does any one really
believe that any community is or ever was sul%iect to the
arbitrary caprice of one or of any determinate number of its
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members ? Does Mr. Spencer believe that this country is
governed in accordance with the will of a numerical majority,
or that any such government is even conceivable ? Is it not
clear that the forms of individual force which go to make up
the _oup-force are of very various kinds ? Possibly brute
three or muscular f_ce contributes the least to the result.

Force in the tbrm of wealth, intellectual force, moral force, and

many other and derivative and combined forms, pour into the
common stream, all operating in countless directions, like the
sensations and ideas and emotions in the mind of a man, and

the resultant of these and other ibrces is the _ol_p-will. To
ask for .any higher warrant for the authority of the group over
its units, is to rake up in a fresh place the threadbare contro-
_'ersy about freewill. "How comes it," asks the befogged
controversialist, "that a man often refrains from doing what
he wills to do ? that something within him at the last moment
whispers 'I)on't do it,' with the effect of dissuading him ?"
Mr. Spencer would answer him, " My dear sir, go home and
learn the meaning of the words you use." lie certainly would
not set about to think why the body does not move in the
direction of least resistance, or why _he lesser force should
overcome the _eater; or if not, by what peculiar virtue or
authority, or warrant, or justification, the greater overcomes
the less. And yet when the subject of the inquiry is not the
organism a human being, but the organism a society, he
searches everywhere for "an assignable warrant," and bitterly
complains that Austin while admitting that a govermnent is
actuated by group-morality furnishes none. "What we have
to seek is some higher warrant for the subordination of the
minority to the majority than that arising from inability to
resist physical coercion." "We have to find, no_ a physical
justification, but a moral justification for the supposed absolute
power of the majority." But what is meant by the majority ?
Does any one suppose that the numerical majority, as such,
either exercises absolute power, or ought to exercise it ? All
that I-tobbes and Austin contend is, that what the group will._
it does, and that those members of the community who happen
Go be in line with the group-act may be called the effective
majority. No one pretends that any determinate person, or
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number of persons, ever did have or could have the making of
the group-will.

If Mr. Spencer will recast his question, and ask, " What
is the test of the goodness or badness of group-acts ?" we can

cordially join in the quest. Bentham's answer was simple:
"The greatest happiness of the greatest number;" but it was
not true, and it was not definite. The greatest number of
whom ? Of living persons ¢ or of the countless millions to
come ? If of the ibrmer, it is far from certain that a socialistic

redistribution of wealth, accompanied by wholesale infanticide,
would not be the readiest path. If of the latter (assuming
that the two interests may be antagonistie), then we have to
ask, " Why should the living sacrifice themselves for the sake
of the unborn ?" Syml)athy with the unborn ? A frail motor '.
Though Mr. Spencer evidently has faith in it. " If," says he,
"we adopt the meliorist view " (not tile optimist), "that life is
on the way to become such that it will yield more pleasure
than pain, then those actions by which life is maintained are
justified." Not at all : no act is morally justified which does
not conduce to the uhimate welfare of the agent. This is what

_ir. Sidgwick would call Egoistic tIedonism, but it is also
common sense. Evidently ]3entham's answer is unsatisfactory
in theory and utterly unworkable in practice. To expect the
legislator to measure the nfillion and one effects of a proposed
law with his " hedonometer," to say nothing of tile remote
eflhets, is preposterous. What, then, is the test of _'hieh we
are in search ? To any one who has once grasped the concep-
tion of the group as an organism--as a whole not to be
expressed in terms of its component parts, any more than a
man can be expressed in terms of the cells of which he is
composed--the answer is clear enough: the welfare of the

group. This is the warrant, this the justification.
When we seek tbr the motive of a law, we must not look

for it in the minds of individuals conforming to that law.
The motive is to be found in the group-mind. This is delicate

ground. Group-psychology" cannot be studied subjectively.
The group-will ¢'an only be known objectively, by its acts.

Hence we are not ealled upon to ascertain what the group
may thi'_: of contemplated actions and their results ; we must
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assume that it approves those actions of which the results con-
duce to tile _oup-welfare. We have no other course; but it
is sufficient. Our conclusions in individual ethics are for the

most part similarly based on observation of the results of
conduct.

We are not even bound to show that all tile units of the

group are benefited by the operation of the law: nor that the
majority of the individuals are benefited; nor that awl of the
individuals are benefited. It is true there are powerful forces
tending to bring about coincidence between the will of suttes
and the wills of their component units, lint this may be
regarded tbr the present purpose as accidental. Certainly

there ark laws, good laws, operating in civilised eonmmnities,
of which the advantages to the citizens are undiscernible, if
not altogether non-existent. Nor is it necessary even to prove
that future generations will be benefited by the observance of

the law in question, although it is difllcuh to show the gain to
the race without at the same time showing that at all events
some members of it share the gain individually. It is enough
if we distinguish between the essential and the accidental.

It is for us, after having oloserved the hlvariable sequence
(the law), to verify it by showing its bearing on the group-
welfare. That is the only proof open to us beyond the mere
induction. And without deductive proof, inductions in so
complex a science as sociology are extremely untrustworthy.
Hence no science of law can be firmly based which does not
furnish this verification. And it is disregard of this branch of
the science which is a blemish on the work of tile tfistorieal

school of jurisprudence.
But we must not fall into _he mistake of confounding the

explanation of a law with the explanation of its origin. The
cause of the origin of a nomologieal htw and the cause of its
persistence are two different things. Illustrations of this
distinction in the department of biological study will readily
recur to the mind. No moth every consciously tried to mhlfic
a butterfly, and yet such is the result of conforming to their
own little desires that whole species of moths have so com-
pletely imitated certain speeies of butterflies that even the
practised eye of tile naturalist ean hardly distinguish between
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them. And--what is more important from the moths' point of
view--neither can the birds.

We have then to look for the origin of justice (using the
term, after ttobbes, as connoting that which is common to the
enduring laws) in the conduct of individual men or animals
which are not. yet members of an organic group or state. Its
germ or germs must be sought for in the anarchic stage
of development. At the risk of repetition this should be
clearly understood; the group-welfare is not the origin of the
laws, but it is the cause of their survival_of their present
existence. The strong man who first deferred to the wish of
a weak man was not actuated by solicitude tbr the wellbeing
of his race. ]3ut it was the compatibility of such acts
with the wellbeing of his race which preserved and rendered
organic the habit of such acts. Tribes practising such acts
predominated 1)y elbowing other tribes out of existence, and by
perpetuating a race of men actuated as a rule by like
promptings, whatever they may have been. What those
feelings were_why one of superior strength should form
a habit of yielding in certain classes of cases to one who could
not otherwise prevail against him, is the question we have now
to answer.

The result of our inquiry will prove somewhat starding.
,Justice has two distinct origins. Nay, they are not only
distinct, but even antagonistic. ,Justice then has two connota-
tions. In one sense, justice enjoins a certain line of conduct ;
in another sense, justice enjoins an opposite line of conduct

under precisely similar conditions. No wonder there has
always been great confl_sion in this domain of thought. But
let us set to work and trace the notion back to its double
source.

Those who have watched the behaviour of dogs will have
observed that a strong dog will seldom attempt to deprive a
weak dog of a bone. Though stronger, he hesitates to attack
the dog in possession. Afortiori, a little dog will not dare to
attack a big dog in possession, though he will put on all his
besg military airs before yielding up his own bone. In this
instance there are two minds to dissect. There is the mental

attitude of the little dog, and there is the mental attitude
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of the big dog. Action is the end of will, or, in other words,
the resultant of motives. The strongest motive actuating the
little dog is tile idea of enjoying the hone in tlle very near
future. This future is so near, and the associations engendered
by the smell and feel of the bone so intensify this idea, that it
borders oll re'tlisation, and we have what is called an intense

expectation. I-Ience, so far as the idea of gnawing a bone is
capable of stimulating to action, we have it in its strongest
form. And what is the mental attitude of the strongest dog ?
First, he also pictures to himself the pleasure of gmawing the
bone which he sees before him ; but the idea is far less intense

than that of the possessor ; he neither feels nor smells the bone,
and the contemplated time of enjoyment is more remote.
Moreover, experience has taught hiln (or instinct, the experi-
ence of his tbrefathers) that the little dog will most probably
nmke a fight of it, in which ease even though victory be with
the strong, it will not be unalloyed with pain and ramble.
In short, his expectation will be nothing like so intense as that
of the possessor. It is unnecessary to go far,her int(, the
psychology of the position: it is enough to show that a
custom will tend to develop of respecting possession. But it
will be based upon fear, and, among the lower animal_,
eventually inherited habit, rather than upon any sense of
possessory right.

Here is no recognition of the expediency of proportioning
satisfaction to eflbrt, but a recognition of the inexpediency of
gratifying a desire at an expense in pain or risk which more
than counterbalances the probable gain. The resulting habit
is called the spirit of compromise. A boy with an apple in his
hand has a better chance of eating it than a man a hundred
yards off. The latter nmst give chase; he must then struggle
for the apple, and may, even though successful, get a blow or a
kick, and moreover, the apple may be eaten or thrown away
before he can get it. The boy's rijht, his well-warranted
expectation of enjoyment, is recognised without any extraneous
interference. Again, here is a weary hunter sitting alongside
a stag he has captured. One who is fresh, and perhaps
stronger, comes up, impelled by hunger. Here are the elements
of a fierce conflict. Both expect pleasure and both expect pain
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as theresultof the fight.Now, both partiesargue thus: A

little with peace is better than the chance of much with the
-certainty of bruised limbs and the possibility of getting nothing.
Why not share the prize in some proportion ? The question,
What proportion ? is not settled by any reference to the efforts
of the hunter, but by a rough calculation as to the least amount
of blackmail which will induce the stronger man to keep the
peace. Compromise is tile germ of ,justice.

It is obvious that, on the average, ibrce is greatly economised
by eompronfise. This force, which, on the average, is wasted
co 11o purpose on internal conflicts, might be turned to better
account by the group tbr purposes of external defence or
aggression. And moreover, on tile average, individuals would
not lose by the arrangement. The State would therefore
be impelled by sell;interest to recognise all such compromises;
the State whose members practised the rule would tend
to survive; and the habit would be hardened into what we
call instinct in the "lower animals," and conscience in man.

/3ut justice has another and a very diflbrent origin. This
also is to be ibund in the patriarchal stage of social develop-
ment. We need not-o ihrther back in our search than the

stage in which already there is recognition of offspring, and
what is called parental love. Nor need we analyse that senti-
ment. Parental love is a fact which nomology accepts as
a datum.

A parent, without perhaps being able to assign a better

reason tbr it than sympathy, will not permit an elder child
always to take advantage of his superior strength in his dealings
wi_h a younger. An arbitrary State interference takes place.
And here is the second germ of justice. Why it is not just,
parents do not trouble to inquire, but for some reason or other,
based on sympathy with weakness, the possessor of superior
nmscular force is arbitrarily debarred from reaping the natural
advantages of that superiority. I-Iere is no question of fore-

casting the probable rest' a trial of strength, no compromise
based on average econm_ T. On the contrary, there is no doubt
of the victory of _he s_ronger ff uninterfered wit.h ; and, moreover,
the adjustment is not a vohntary one, but compulsory. It is
imposed from _:ithout.
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When the "gens" takes the place of the tamfly as the

political unit, the head of the house is no longer swayed by
quite such immediate sympathy with the weaker members.
In tile meantime, his decisions have come to be based on

principles of a more general character. Again, as these
compound groups are recompounded, and the gens gives place
to the tribe, personal sympathies are still further weakened, and

judicial decisions are based on still wider generalisations--all
of them, be it remembered, the outcome of experience, and not
severally deduced from any high moral principle of abstract
justice. When at last we reach the stage in which we see
nations, each containing many tribes, all welded together into
an organic state with its cm_,_s j_,ri_ cirilis, the ruler can
have but little, if any, personal knowledge of the citizens, and
he (or those to whom the judicial function is delegated_ must
be guided in his decisions by rules of high generality which
are popularly believed to be based on what is termed justice;
though what that is, not even the shrewdest of ancient or
modern jurists has been able to telI us. What is connoted

we do not know; but we are now in a position to define
"just," in this its second sense, as denoting those group
interferences between individual citizens, which aim at more

or less equalising the co_tditiu_s of the competition. Here is no
question of ascertaining by a rough forecast what the result of
conflict woukt be, and arranging the matter accordingly, without.
recourse to force. Nor is the arrangement a voluntary one,
based on the good sense of the two parties concerned--their
reason, conscience, or inherited habit. It is an external

intert_renee by third parties for reasons based on sympathy
with inferiority. This is accomplished by prohibiting the
exercise of certain faculties (as a general prohibition) which,
in a state of anarchy (or nature, as some wrongly call .it),

would give a decided advantage to one of the contending
parties. Thus, on the plea of justice, forms of superior force

came to be one by one eliminated,ao _!ealth was, as a matter
of history, long tolerated by the _t_e when violence.',_was
deprecated. Later on, when ste'dth ceased to be allowed, low

cunning was admired and permitted free play, just as nowa-
days sharp practice is winked at by many who would recoil
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from iYaud; while even among those who are accounted
high-minded among us, it is regarded as a laudable exercise of
intellectual superiority to buy cheap from one who is ignorant
t_f tile true value of an article, and to sell dear to another who

is also ignorant of it. Similarly the State permits what all
honest men regard as blameworthy, while it ruthlessly puts its
toot down on what appears hardly more culpable. Where tile

line will eventually be drawn it is impossible to say. The
Roman law allowed one who had sold a thing far bel(_w its
true value to come upon the purchaser for an account : we do
not. Which is just ._

I wish to lay special stress on the double origin of what is
popularly regarded as justice. One is socialism: the other is

individualism. The one is based originally on parental sym-
pathy, which slowly expands from the family to humanity;
the other is based on selfish compromise, and tends finally to
absorb the whole field of law. Altruism tends to become

wholly voluntary and law to l_ecome wholly based on average
individual advantage and implied voluntary contract. Thus
scientific anarchy is shown to be the end towards which

society is moving. That is to say, we are approaching a state
in which law, based on the rights of the selfish, will be tempered
not by paternal despotism and compulsory &a_'ity (a contradic-
tion in terms), but by true voluntary altruism.

At the same time the individualist is bound to recognise
the organic nature of social _oToups,and to remember that to
artificially and arbitrarily impose a more advanced form on an
organism nor yet ripe for it is not to hasten but to retard its
development. To uproot the poor-law system, to abolish the
system of State police, to leave prosecution tbr murder to the
initiative of the murdered man's friends, or the Union to which

he voluntarily affiliated himself, to leave the defence of territory
to those who eared to defend it--such an extension of the

principle at the present time in any existing country wo_fld
be about as prudent and scientific a course as to impose free
institutions, a representative system, and trial by jury on the
Fijians. A wise gardener does not open a rosebud with an
oyster knife. Hence I must not be understood as advocating
the immediate practical application of principles which apply
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to future civilisations. I prefer to regard them as tendencies,
and therefore as finger-posts to direct us on the line of least
resistance. The ideal in all things is that towards which we
may ever strive but which we may never reach.

It now remains for us to decide whether by the term
" rights" we mean moral rights or legal rights. The definition
is optional. Usage justifies either. But having chosen, let us
beware of employing the word in one sense in the major premiss,
and in the other sense in the minor premiss, or the conclusion.

Austin chose to define rights as legal rights; he was ¢luite
justified in doin_o' this; and having done it, he never swerved

to the right hand nor to the left. Mr. Spencer chooses to put
the other interpretation on the term as used by Austin, and
thus makes lfim appear to say that which is ridiculous.
Austin knew perfectly well that usage precedes law, but he

also knew that rights could not precede government in the
sense in which he employed the terms, which is obvious.

It is clear from argument based on economy of force that
the State would tend in many classes of eases to sanction
pre-existing moral rights ; but the "justification" or "warrant"

for this course would be not the moral rights themselves, but the
gain to the group. Hundreds of instances will readily occur to
the mind wherein the State has, so to speak, ridden roughshod
over moral rights, and wisely so too. Lazarus at the gate of
the rich man had a moral right (in the opinion of the narrator's
countrymen) to some part of the other's wealth ; but the State
did not sanction that claim, and it i._ currently admitted that

it would be inexpedient for any state to sanction such a claim.

Here we have a moral right which does not tend to grow into
a legal right. It is unnecessary to ascertain the basis of the
moral right ; it is enough to show that if law is to be based, as Mr.
Spencer thinks, on "natural rights," by which he seems to mean
some kind of moral rights, then we shall have group-morality
(law) which is not based on group-welfare, which is absurd.

Let us turn to the evolution of law. V_hat is a law in the

nomological sense ? It is the statement of an invariable
sequence of which the antecedent is the act of an individual
citizen or individual citizens, and the consequent is the act
of the group or state. No amount of enacting or legislating
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makes a law; it is the carrying out of the enactment, or an
invariable tendency to carry it out, in the absence of disturbing

causes, such as ignorance, false evidence, esca_)e of wrongdoer,
etc., which justifies the statement and verifies the law. Of
course there are many so-called State laws (statutes, etc.)
which are not as a fact carried out in practice. Some are
obsolete, others unworkable, and others uncongenial to the

conscience of the age. All such are but distorted reflections
02' mendacious mis-statements of the true law (_aturrecht),
which as a fact obtains. Such so-called State laws, statutes,
decrees, edicts, etc., nmst continue to be called laws out of

deference to popular usage; but the true laws in tile scientific
sense--statical laws--are the statements of invariable sequences,

by whomsoever promulged, it is the province of the legislator
to discover these laws; and more--to divine by a study of
history and his own time the changes which are in course of
being worked out; to discover by some process not only the
law as it is, but the law as it tends to become. The laws of

the change and development of statical laws may in Comtist
phraseology be termed dynamical nomological laws. And the
first question tbr the nomologist to decide is, as to the method
to be adopted in the search. Transcendental jurists, it is
needless to observe, adopt the method which, oddly enough,
Mr. Spencer has tbllowed and defended. The laws as they
ought to be, must, they say, be deduced, like the propositions
of Euclid, from one or a few fhndamental principles, of which
the chief is fiat i/_tstitir_.

The empirical school of jurists, on the other hand, contend
that there are no known truths of the highest generality, and
that each law must be tested on its merits by its fitness to
conduce to the wellbeing of the people, or some of them.
And they proceed to find this out in each case by observation,
experiment, or calculation_an heroic task, which does more
credit to, their patience than to their appreciation of the
vastness of the subject. All seem alike to overlook the
suitability of the method adopted in the other inductive
sciences--that of making inductions from the minor social
rules which have stood the test of time; of casting the
conclusion into the form of a more general rule ; of extracting,
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when possible, that whieh is common to this rule, and other
general rules arrived at by a similar process, and so of arriving
at a rule of higher generality. As in other departments of
science, the inquirer is then in possession of many laws of
various degrees of generality, which he must veri_" by applying
them to new or unconsidered or hypothetical eases. This
proeess of exhaustive subsumption will either strengthen the
probability of' his original conclusion, or show up the weak
point in it; in which latter ease he will be in a position
to qualify it in accordance with his widened experience. The
third part of the proeess which is conveniently carried on
concurrently with the others, is that of making deductions
from the general laws reached by induction. As in other
branehes of inquiry, some of the greatest and most valuable
truths will be brought to light by this proeess; but it need
hardly be said that the value of a deduction depends not only
on the correctness of the logic, but on the truth of the premiss.
Hence it is that most of the deductions hitherto contributed

to ethics and jurisprudence, being deduetions not from general-
isations based on the actual sequenees observed in the actions
of men and of groups of men, but on meaningless dogmas as to
I_uty, dustiee, Virtue, Right, and the like, have little or no
value whatsoever.

The historical source of law has already been indicated,
and it is evident that State laws are not, and never have been,

deductions from the highest moral truths, or supposed truths.
They took their rise from the generalisations which were of
necessity made when questions became too numerous and too
complicated to be decided, each, from beginning to end, on its
merits. Precedents were eked; the _'utio decidcttdi was ex-

tracted, correctly or erroneously, and the result was a State law.
In making these generalisations, either consciously or un-

consciously, the law-makers o1' judges of old naturally made
imperfect inductions, ,just as our lawyers do now. They
seized upon some accidental feature common to a number of
eases which seemed similar, instead of upon the essential
feature. Tiffs accidental feature they took as the basis of the new
generalisation or State law. To take a modern instance of
this fallacy. Of thousands of partnership eases tried in this
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country, commurfity of profit and loss seems to be a common
feature. Hence lawyers of high repute (see Lindley on
"Partnership ")have seized upon this trait as the distinctive
mark of partnership; thus confounding the accidental with
the essential, and entailing great injustice and hardship. The
essential element in partnership is not community of profit
and loss, bug reciprocal ,_mlaranty. It may be said that nearly
all bad State laws which are not the result of erroneous

beliefs are due to false generalisations. Nearly all the con-
fusions, tile complications, and the injustice of the English
laws relating to liens, to mortgages, to debts of priority, to
consideration, to bankruptcy, etc. etc., are due to bhmder-

ing generalisations. Lien, for example, has never yet been
correctly defined in any legal authority, simple and beautifld
as the connotation is. Consequently, many true liens are
unrecognised by law, whilst others are sanctioned which have
no proper existence, to the great injury of the actual owner.
Like remarks apply to such elementary legal conceptions as

debt and security. In many eases the false generalisation is
too wide; it covers eases which bear only a superficial
resemblance ; but in others it frequently fails to cover cases to
which the eon'eet _tio dccidendi applies.

Some State laws are repealed, or cease to be operative;
others persist through centuries of social development. What
is the reason for the survival of some laws and the extinction

of others ? Tribes whose laws conduce to the wellbeing of
the race necessarily outlive and thrust out of existence those
tribes whose laws, however apparently reasonable or just, do
not conduce to the group-welfare. This becomes more
obvious when we reflect that in some times and places laws
are operative and conducive to group-welfare which in other
countries or in other ages would clearly lead to disintegration.
No one pretends that monogamy, for example, would be a
desirable institution in a poultry-yard. Few would condenm
polygamy among nomad tribes in a thinly-populated area. Is
there a hint as to its immorality or inexpediency in the Old
Testament? Again, infanticide was legally practised by
Greeks and Romans, and to-day it is recognised in China.
Even stealing is said to have been lawful in Sparta; and
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duelling is allowed and encouraged in several European
countries to-day. We have only to refer to Montesquieu for
numerous fi_stanees of laws and customs in v%me among
peoples separated from ns by space and time, which, if
introduced into nineteenth-century England, would probably
ruin the country. We shall easily satisfy ourselves that the
fitness of a law is not to be rested by any reference to a

supposed standard of justice or virtue, but by its eflhct on the
eventual welfare of the race adopting it. If it is not conducive

to the _roup-welihre one of two dfings will happen:
either the law will be dropped, or the group will perish.

Thus the just and the unjust laws (regarded from any
arbitrary st'mdpoint) will survive together where they are
conducive to the welihre of the group, they will perish

together where they are not conducive. And so it beihlls that
many go_d laws are not just, if judged by the common sense
of a so-called just man. (Yor that justice has a connotation,
though undiscovered, there can be little doubt; and that, in
the absence of a true definition, there is no better clue to fl_e
connotation of the term than the instinctive feeling of' the

multitude in applying it to the concrete, is also tenable.) Indeed
since the widest-ranging laws are but generalisations from
laws of les._ generality, and since every step of the process
opens the door to fallacies which may become ingrained in the
law, it tbllows that in a highly civilised and complex society
hardly any of the laws, whether written or unwritten, can be
regarded as just. The most that can be sh_)wn in their favour
is that any alternative laws which might be proposed wouhl
probably result in even greater injustice--in a larger number of
cas_s of hardship than the existing laws ; which in many ease_
is not saying much. But such is the ibrce of habit that wt_
seem t() see justice in a law of undoubted expediency in which
there is not a tittle, in any sense of the term, which has ever

been suggested. This habit blinds us to the immense
differentiation which has taken place in morals and laws. He
who would deduce laws as they ought to be (i.e. as they tend

to be) fl'om morals, must be capable of calculating the present
position of the geological strata from a knowledge of the
antecedent physical conditions of the globe.
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From a very early stage we find the moral and the legal
rights in collision. For instance, how came it that when the

weaker child tried to take possession of a thing which the
elder and stronger was using, the parent refrained from
equalising the conditions ? Brute force was allowed to pre-
dominate. Here the sympathy with intensity of expectation
overpowered the sympathy with physical weakness. And so
at the present day proprietary right prevails over syropathy
with the hardships and disadvantageous position of the poor.
It is in accordance with the group-welfare. It is only when
man enters upon the scene that sympathy with intense dis-
appointment after intense expectation and antipathy for the
cause of the disappointment are manifested. From the
moment when the family as a whole, through the patriarch,
interferes on t_ehalf of the holder or possessor of a thing and
against the would-be despoiler, fl'om that moment we have
the recognition of possessory right.

Let us ibllow up the development of this recognised right.
We have seen how it would come about that one who had

gathered a cocoa-nut wouhl be left in undisputed enjoyment, or
that otherwise the State would interfere to ensure that result.

Now suppose he had captured a stag, and could not eat the
whole of it at one meal. Four courses would lie open to him :
he could carry about with him as much of the carcase as he

could lift, and relinquish the rest ; or lie could sit down along-
side of it until lie was again hungry ; or he might hand over to
a friend as much as he could not eat ; or lastly, he could inform
all and sundry that the carcase was his own, that he chfimed it,
that he could, if he chose, remain with it and so get his claim re-

spected, and that to compel him _o do so would be a restriction on
his liberty. Probably this fourth course would be the last to be

adopted, but it would necessarily come into use, for the simple
reason that it would be a saving of the common tirae--an

economy of gronp-fbrce. And not until the recognition of this
right over a thing not in actual possession came to be assured,
could the right of property in its fullest sense be said to have
reached maturity. From the third course, which would be

based on the possessory right of intensity of expectation, would
of course spring the right of gift, transfer, or alienation.
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The right to things within the grip or within the power of
immediate resumption has widened into a right to things not

within the gTip: this presently and necessarily extends to
prescriptive ownership. The claim to ownership, once put
tbrward without dispute, lasts indefinitely. Then the right
of gift develops irresistibly into a right to transfer, from donor
to donee, a thing out of reach by word of mouth. And since
it takes time to obtain possession of a thing at a distance,
it clearly comes to pass that a future gift is regarded as
valid. Meanwhile nmtual gifts or exchanges have become

frequent, and gifts in exchange ibr future services have
developed into conditional future gifts, or rather conditional
promises to give. It is clear that from this would arise in the
most natural manner the recognition of gift contingent on the
death of the donor, or, in other words, of testamentary bequest ;
which is the key-stone of the present system of civilisation--
property in perpetuity. Temporary rights over things held by
,Jthers would tend to come into existence without blurring or
weakening the proprietary or permanent right of the true owner ;
,md thus the State would come to sanction the rights of hirers
and lenders. It is quite needless in this place to trace the
_adual _owth from the ori_nat germ--possessory right--of
the innmnerable ibrms of rights over things now sanctioned by
the nmdern State.

Thus from absolute liberty, e,mmmn to man and the lower
animals, tempered by sympathies and antipathies in harmony
with group-welfare, spring first possession by tacit understand-
ing, then right of possession sanctioned by patriarchal power,
which is the ineipient State; this extends to recognised
possession of things not within the grip or immediate resump-
tion. (No hard-and-fast line can be drawn between these

stages of possessory right.) Then come prescriptive ownership,
together with uses to alien property, sub-uses of several degrees ;
condominium, which tends to split up into property in the narrow
sense, and lien (not even yet fully differentiated) ; and finally,
property in ideas and other more complex proprietary rights.

To sum up. If " rights" is a term with two meanings,
"justice," which is used to connote that unknown principle
common to all rights, nmst also have two meanings. Justice

u
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may be that which is common to all moral rights, or that
which is common to all legal rights ; and if it is the one it
cannot be the other. It is not a case of the greater including
the less; the two principles are disparate. Most moderns
employ the term in its ethical sense. Hobbes, as we have seen,
employed the term in its nomological sense, just as Austin
employed the term rights; and (so far as Air. Spencer's criti-
cism is concerned) with the same result, namely, that of laying
himself open to misrepresentation by one who does not take
the trouble to ascertain beibrehand in what sense the term is

used. Common usage hardly justifies Itobbes's use of the word,

which, at all events nowadays, is used to express a moral
abstraction ; and it will be well to confine it to this purpose.
To contend that the true laws (those actually carried out as an
invariable rule) cannot be unjust, would be paradoxical to
modern ears. That they cannot be illegal is a safer proposition,
and a truism withal.

We have seen that there was a time when justice was non-
existent, and by what process of evolution it was eventually
brought about that certain classes of actions came to be regarded
as just and others as unjust. :Nothing now remains to be
done but by a survey of just actions (as generally admitted at
any time and place) to extract the essential conlmon peculiarity,
and the result is the connotation of justice. The definition
will never be reached by laboured arguments on the model of
a geometrical theorem, as may be seen from an examination of
Mr. Sidgwiek's able analysis of the conception in his Mct]wds
of z_'t],ics--a work of great negative value, but absolutely
barren of positive results. With ethics, as a so-called practical
science--as a science of that which ought to be, in contradistinc-
tion from that which is--we have nothing to do; neither,
sfinilarly, with jurisprudence as vulgarly defined. It is in all
probability the visionary and unpractical conclusions reached
by jurists which have rendered that branch of inquiry so

unpopular with lawyers--that is to say, with those who may
be supposed to be more than other people practically acquainted
with the problems contemplated. It is not jurisprudence as
hitherto treated which is the necessary preliminary to the fruit-
ful study of politics, but rather what may be termed nomology,
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or the inductive science of law. Before proceeding farther, it
may be as well to restate what has so far been stated only by
implication as to the nature and method of this science.

Nomology then is the scientific study of certain of the
relations subsisting between the organised group and the units
or individuals of which it is composed ; or, in other words, of
those sequences of which the consequent is a willed act of the
group ibllowing upon an antecedent act or situation of one or
some of its units. This definition of the subject is no doubt
technical, and at first sight not very intelligible; but it is
accurate, and strictly in harmony with tile definitions of other
branches of science. For the scientific study of things (which
term rightly includes relations) means an inttuiry into their
origin, growth, development past and future, and decay ; and it
is well, before making use of colloquial or slipshod language, to
be sure that it truly represents a clear and precise idea. A_
the same time, a translation of the technical into homely
English is also desirable in order to avoid pedantry of diction
throughout, and to dispense with circumlocution. Vulgar
parlance, in fine, often serves as a short ibrmula, and combines
brevity with apparent simplicity--an appearance due, however,
rather to use than to logical exactness. In plain hmguage
then, nomology treats of those acts of the State which are
voluntary and which are caused by the contemplation of
situations or doings of individual members of it. And indeed
we may without much danger cut out the term " situation,"
ibr by lhr the greater proportion of State acts are performed in
response to the acts of individuals; while those due to the
contemplation of their unchanged situation are at all times few,
and in the case of developed societies ahnost entirely absent.
Thus in this country at the present day the State punishes no
man on account of his position, as, for instance, because he is
deformed, or dark complexioned, or unfit for military service,
or even leprous or otherwise loathsome. Nor does the State
reward or compensate men otherwise than for a change in their
position, except in case of extreme poverty, and even the poor-
laws may be said to be rather a safety-valve against rebellion
than a tribute to pity. Be that as it may, it is certain that
the enormous majority of State acts follow upon a change:
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that change is brought about either by so-caLled natural causes
(accident), or by the act of a member or members of the State.

Thus, on the one hand, your house may be struck by lightning,
or you may be kicked by a horse; or, on the other hand, your
watch may be taken by a thief, or your ribs broken by a
garotter. In the first of these cases the deplorable change in
your situation will not induce tile active sympathy of the State ;
but in the latter cases, where the change is due to the act of
another person, then the State is moved to action. So that we

may eliminate, as the causes of State action, not only unchang-
ing situations, but also changes caused by accident or nature
(in which terms are included all causes other than the acts of

fellow-members of the State). Again, those acts of members
of a state which are virtuous and worthy of approbation do
not in a highly-developed society entail any regular recognition
by the St'ire, such as a reward. Where rewards for virtue or

for public service are made, it is not according to law or
reguhlr rule, but according to the feeling of the moment. So
that we may also eliminate such acts of the citizen as do not

so arouse the anger or antipathy of the State as to entail State
action. And this leaves us with no cause worth much con-

sideration but the hateful acts of members of the community.
These group-acts being voluntary and ibllowing on the con-

templation of tile acts of members, it is clear that such con-

templation nmst arouse feelings of pleasure and pain sufficient

to serve as motives. When produced by regarding the
sufferings or pleasures of others, these feelings arc called
sympathy or antipathy according as thev are like or unlike the
feelings regarded. Thus we may sympathise with one who is

either in pain or in pleasure ; so similarh" we may antit)athise
(so to speak)with one in either situation. It is absolutely
essential to conceive of the group or state as acting in accord-
ance with the motives of sympathy and antipathy ; such acts
taking the form of charity, compensation, or reward, in the one

case, and of spoliation, compulsory restitution, or punishment,
in tlle other. It will be objected that this arrangement leaves
no room for tile whole important class of legal rights. And
this is in fact so. But it will be remembered that we are at

present considering the antecedents or causes of State acts, and
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not tile effects of such acts (which may of' course be regarded
as included in such acts), and it will become apparent that a
legal right, as such, cannot rouse the State to action. How
should it ? A legal right has by implication been defined as a
liberty o1" power which owes its existence to tile recognition
and guaranty of the State. So long as that right exists, the
power is or may be exercised: but when the power ceases to
be exercised or exercisable, that right is i_o facto dead.
There no longer is an?" such power, whether guaranteed by the
State or not. Theretbre a legal right cannot serve as a cause
of State action.

But the change in the situation may arouse the sympathy
of the State ; and if that change has been caused by the act of
a citizen, then such act may arouse the antipathy of the State.
Or both sentiments may be aroused simultaneously. Thus the
wrong may be an antecedent of State action ; aml the change in
the situation of the injured party may likewise so serve. And,
as has already been hinted, it is only, or almost only, when
_he misfortune is regarded as connected with the reprehensil,le
conduct of another, that the State as a fact does take

action, and then probably as much for the sake of hurting the
wrong-doer as of benefiting the sufferer.

it is impossible fll this brief sketch to enter upon the
keenly-debated question of the nature of the difl)rence between
crime and injury, involving, as it does, the definition of crime.
It may therefore be pardonable to express dognmtically the
view that crimes are those acts of individual citizens which

arouse the antipathy of the State for the wrong-doer suf-
ficiently to bring about a State act of the nature of punish-
ment: while a civil injm2_"is an act which, without necessarily
arousing any State antipathy for the agent, arouses State
sympathy with another citizen who is hurt by it. The
resulting group-act has for its end. not the punishment of the
doer, but the rehabilitation of the sufferer; though for reasons
connected with group competition, the restitution or compensa-
tion or reparation resulting fl'om the State act. does, as a rule,
also operate as a punishment on tim doer of the injury. ?'or
example, if one who carelessly breaks a shop-window is made
to pay for a new one, it is not because his act is regarded by
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the State with positive antipathy, but because sympathy with
the owner of the window is sufficient to entail State action on

his behalfi At the same time, it is clearly a painful thhlg
(virtually a punishment) for the injurer to be compelled to
pay.

A fimdamental division in the study of the law is that which
is based on this difference between crime and injury. And

one of the first dynamical laws which the study of nomology
will bring to light, is that which relates to the gradual
absorption of the law of crimes into the law of civil injuries.

Seeing that both classes of laws tend to restrain rather

than to impel, it is clear that the law as a whole may be
regarded as restraint on liberty. In order to understand

liberty, we must firs_ understand law. Liberty is the eom-
t_lement of law. When we know the angle, we know its
complement.

And now let us reconsider the whole question front the
opposite point of view. What is liberty ? We are told that
in a state of nature we are all free ; there is too much liberty.
Take the ease of the wolf and the lamb. tIere we have a
" state of nature"--a state of absolute liberty. The wolf is

at liberty to devour the lamb; and similarly, the lamb is at
liberty to devour the wolf----if it can. The poor Indian, bound
to a tree to be shot at by his neighbours, is living in a state
of pettier, liberty--e_lual lil_erty; tbr he was free to tie his
neighbours to the tree and take shots at them. _4 state of
full liberty then, is one in which the strong are free to rob

the weak, and the weak are fl'ee to rob the strong. Clearly
this is an unenviable state of things for the weak. The strong
may call it liberty, but the weak call it anarchy. The two
are identical. Then why all this outcry for liberty, and never
a word for anarchy ? We all know that in order to escape
from the evils of liberty, men banded t.hemselves together in
groups not consciously or suddenly, but by a slow process of
evolution which can be explained; and virtually agreed to
suppress by united action certain forms of three. In short,
the actions of individuals were brought more or less under the
control of the group--Society, the State. Once created and
set in motion, this club or state tended from various causes to
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encroach more and more oil the freedom of the hidividuals

composing it, until the restraints, the exactions, and tile

meddlings of the governing body at last brought about a
reaction in favour of a partial return to anarchy--liberty.
Certain matters and things were removed from the domain of
State control, and men were no worse, but all the better for
the change. The State, tbr various reasons connected with the
structure of the ruling body, brought itself into disrepute ; and
each deliverance from its arbitrary interference was hailed as
a clear gain t,., the liberties of the people. In some cases the
change was fbr the better. In others it was again tbund
necessary to revert to the system of State control. The reason
why certain nmtters can safely be left to the free action of
individuals, whereas others can not. may be shown in detail:

but m, general statement has yet been framed by which we
can see at a glance betbrehand whether a particular matter
should be controlled by the State, or may safely 1,e left to the

unlettered aetflm of the units. Civil liberty then may be
accurately defined as the greatest possible freedom of the
individual from State interference, compatible with the well-
being of the social organism.

Put to set up this definition as a practical rule of action is
vain. It is like telling one who asks for moral _uidance t(,

kee t) to the path of virtue. What he wants to know is, which
is the path of virtue. Similarly, the practical statesman
wants to know which are the matters wherein the State must
here and now exercise some kind of control in order to secure

t,he stability of society, and which are the matters to be
safely left to individual caprice.

is it not unphilosophical, without the strongest reason, to
contend that what at one time led to the elevation of man-

kind, namely the substitution of organised social control ibr

antagonistic and competitive individual free eflbrts, at another
time leads to its deterioration ?--that what was once a factor in

social inte_'ation, is now a factor in social disintegration ?

And yet this is the position taken up by the worshippers of
liberty pure and simple, like Mr. Spencer and Mr. Auberon
Herbert. Government is the cement which binds the units

together into a complex whole. Moreover, the study of history
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shows us unmistakably that the increasing tendency has been
and is in the direction of rendering the Government stronger
and stronger in proportion to the individual forces opposed to
it. Crime is followed by punishment more speedily and more
certainly than it was of old. It is not the weakening but the
strengthening of the State to which we must look for the
amelioration of society--the subordination of the will of each
to the welfare of all. And this is called socialism. Yet we

do not find that even the most pronounced socialists aim at
supplanting freedom of thought by the religion of the majority,
or of any ruling body ; nor do they aim at reviving any of the
ancient laws by which the dress and food of tile various classes
of persons were prescribed by Government. Just as tile
extremest individualist would shrink from destroying Govern-
ment altogether, and repealing the whole of the criminal law,
so would the extremest socialist shrink from snl,ordinating
the will of the units in all matters to State control, tIence

we are again driven to the conclusion that "a line must be
drawn somewhere." And the question still is, Where ? Mr.
Auberon Herbert draws it at tile elimination of brute fbree, or

what he calls " direct compulsion." J3ut on his own showing
he is driven to some strange shifts in order to show how
certain actions, which he and all nmn agree should be
forbidden and punished by the State, are but forms of brute
ibree. 1t' one pours noxious vapours into tile air, he is
" constraining the faculties of those who are obliged to breathe

the poisoned air against their own eonsentY If one falsely
libels his neighbour, he has "taken his own actions from him,
and substituted other actions tbr them ;" and so on. It is

fair to say that Mr. Herbert has misgivings as to the soundness
of these explanations. What is " direct compulsion" as
distinct from indirect ? Two monkeys in an apple-tree are
apt to fitll out--especially if the apples are few. Two hung W
hywnas in presence of a fat carcase are apt to fight. Sheep on
a barren hill-side, on the other hand, eat away as hard as they
can, and starve each other to death, indirectly, as it were.
They do not seem to have arrived at a perception of the
elementary truth, that the simplest way to get the better of a
rival is to "remove " him. Perhaps the Carnivora find
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themselves better armed tbr the fray; and besides, if suc-

cessful, they are immediately rewarded with a ready-made
repast. Sheep do not care for mutton. But there is another
reason for their peaceful behaviour. If the weaker, or more
cowardly, or more peaceable of the two hyamas, glaring at the
dead turkey, could see a few lean birds lying about all round,
perhaps he would leave his bigger rival in undisputed
possession of the turkey. ]_ut he does not, and lie is very
hungry, tie must fight, or starve a little longer. Now, when

a strong sheep finds a weaker one browsing luxuriously on a
well-covered hillock, lie quietly hustles him out of the way
and takes his place, while the weaker brother retires to some

neighbouring spot where the herbage is short and brown.
Why the stronger do not pommel the weaker out of existence
once for all, is a question of sheep sociology which is not the
subject of the present inquiry.

What should be pointed out is, that savage man in the
hunting stage did rise, and does rise, to the far-seeing stand-
point of the tiger, and. consciously or unconsciously, discerns
the expedience, as an economy of force, of t_hting and killing
his rivals at once, rather than putting himself to the trouble

_)f continually outstrit)ping them in the chase day after day
and year after year. One of these modes is direct, the other

is indirect. In what way is the one more justifiable than the
other ? At all events they do fight and eliminate one another
t_, an extent unsurpassed even by the Carnivora, so that, as a
thor, few if any of them die of starvation after the manner of

their more peaceable descendants. But prebently again, with-
out any very clear c_msciousness of what they are aiming at, they
begin to discover that although it is in the nmin a good thing
to decimate their fellow-men, it is just as well to tolerate the
competition of _ few of them, wi_h a view to co-operation against
more distant rivals. There can be little doubt that the germ
of co-operation is to be found in the instincts of gregarious
animals. Here the instinct of competition comes into eonflict
with the instinct of co-operation, and thus at this early stage
a line has to be drawn in practice, if not in theory, between
the one province and the other. During the course of social
development, when co-operation becomes conscious, organised,
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and compulsory, we have the State. Some classes of actions
pass in and out of the domain of State control many times in
the course of history, and it is only after centuries of experi-
ment that the consensus of society finally settles down (perhaps
for no clearly assignable reason) in favour of leaving them
permanently in one province or the other. Thus, what may
be called the group-opinion in this country seems now to be
settling down in favour of allowing the expression of religious
and scientific beliefs co be left free from State interference. In

the matter of the nmrriage relation, the group-opinion seems
for the present pretty well settled in the opposite way. Now
this group-opinion is tolerably clear and steady long before the
advent of majorities to direct control of legislation, and it must
theretbre have a basis, a )'ai,s,_. d'e;trc, though not necessarily a
consciously recognised one. And that basis is surely the well-
being of the group as a whole. So that, Mthough we may not

be able to tell beforehand whether any particular class of
actions should or should not tie brought within the domain of
State control at any particular stage of social development, we
can say that, whatever the group-will may be on the subject,
it is actuated, consciously or unconsciously, by a striving after
the welfare of that particular society as a whole. The _oup may
be mistaken, just as an individual may err in honestly doing
what he believes to be best tbr himself in the long run ; but it
is surely better and safer t_ trust to the group-instinct, and
to have t:aitli in the forward tendency of society, though its gait.
be a little zigzag, than to put it into a strait-jacket whenever
its action does not seem to tit in with some preconceived theory
of group-morals.

But though liberty thus turns out to be a word without
any positive meaning, it is clear that certain tbrms of liberty
are good and other tbrms are bad. And the distinction between
them at any stage of development is between the individual
liberty which is compatible with the group-welfare, and that
which is not. Names are of little consequence ; but the latter
may be called license, and the tbrmer civil liberty. It may
fairly be doubted whether there has ever been a restraint put
upon individuals by even the nmst despotic of governments,
which may not at one time or another have been a necessary
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and beneficent concomitant of social evolution. The power of

life and death exercised by the old ttoman paterfamilias over
his children and slaves was probably at one time an unmixed
good. And the like power of the King of the,Ashantees is or
was probably conducive to the oToup-welfare.

Is there then no discoverable rule for our practical guidance ?
Is there no observable tendency, no law of social development,
upon which we can build up a practical working maxim of
legislation ? I believe there is; but it is not embodied in
the formula "No Government."

The first requisite for social integration was a strong central"
power which should effectually suppress all forms of individual
activity calculated to injure the group as a whole. Tribes
which developed this form of organisation waxed strong,
while tribes which consisted of undisciplined and disorder/!/
numbers were crushed out in the struggle for existence. Thus
the tendency to centralise was brought about necessarily,
and to a certain extent unconsciously, just as the -_'egarions
habits of sheep and deer have been developed without that
clear prevision for _'oup-defence which the habits seem to
imply.

And jus_ as in getting copper out of the earth we get with
it many other things which are worse than useless, so in
obtaining control of certain of the actions of its component
members, the gronp got control of many other classes of actions
which could not at the time be easily distinguished or dis-
entangled. Having got our copper-ore and its surrounding
rubbish to the surface, succeeding operations consist of disengag-
ing the useless fl'om the useful. Some of the substances, like
sulphur, are very persistent, but in time the metal shines forth
pure and bright. So it is with political institutions. The
whole history of civilisation is one long series of operations for
the disentangling of the metal from the dross. That which is
good and necessary in the law--State prevention or elimination
of certain classes of actions, such as murder and assault, steal-

ing and breach of contract, nuisance and indecenc e, etc. etc.--
becomes more and more marked, stronger and more popular.
Good citizens do not chafe under it--it even ceases to be re-

garded as a restraint upon liberty ; while that which is bad
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and mmecessary is front time to time expelled from the body
of the law, or, as the saying is, the people wrest from their
rulers one liberty after another. To take a recent instance:
it is only a generation ago that the English people wrested
from the Government the liberty to buy what they wanted in
the cheapest markets. To-day they are struggling to throw off"
the last remaining fetters in the matter of full religious
liberty.

This then is the observed fact, that as civilisation advances
the State tends to throw oil' one claim after another to interfere

with the free action of its members, while at the same time it

becomes stronger, more regular, speedier, and more certain in
performing the functions that remain to it. Where it interferes
it interferes thorou_'lflv

At the present time the tendency is one of throwing off'
certain fi_rms of State control. Therefore when we see an agita-
tion got up for the purpose of adding to the duties of the State, we
may reasonably conclude primd facic that it is an agitation in
the wrong direction. This is one practical rule. And when we
see the State interfering in matters having little in connnon
with what is beeonfing more and more clearly marked ,mr as
its normal province, and nmch in common with what has long
ago been relegated to the domain of private enterprise, we are
again logically justified in presmning that such matters ought
to be removed from the domain of State control. Upon those
who maintain a contrary opinion must rest the on_ls2)ro_)a_di, the
hurden of showing why these nmtters should be under control,
while those are lef_ to individual freedom. This then is the

ground upon which individualists can take their stand. If
they aim at more they are in danger of drifting into circular
arguments about rights and liberty, and the like metaphysical
and casuistical shallows, where their adversaries will have them
at advantage.

But if this is the positiun to be taken up by those
individual thinkers whose study of sociology has led them to
perceive that the tendency is in the direction of the widest
liberty compatible with social stability, while others have
reached the opposite conclusion, namely, that the State is a
great maehine for doing things better than individual enterprise
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--what is to be the attitudeof the bulk of'non-thinkers

towards these two parties ? It is hardly to be expected that

each labourer, beibre recording his vote for a parliamentary
candidate, will make himself acquainted with the principles of
sociolo_', nor is it likely that he will arrive by intuition at a
more correct view of political questions than those who, even
after some study, have embraced the doctrine of socialism.
Even if he entrust his political conscience and his vote to a

better-educated man than himself: is there any reason to hope
that he will choose an individualist as his mentor rather than

a State socialist ? Not the least. What then is the form of
government which both parties should concur in regarding as
best calculated to lead in tim end to that political system which
they respectively regard as the best system ? Probably every
one believes in the one-man form of govermnent, provided he

himself is the one man. If individualists could get hold of the
tiller, assuming always that they are on the right tack and in
advance of the age, no doubt they would realise the ideal of good
government more quickly than by trusting to the resultan_ of
conflicting forces in a democratic society. But putting that on
one side as out of the question, can they refuse to lend
their support to a system of civil equality, a system towards
which we are gradually approximating ? In the conflict of
opposing eflbrts that which is fittest will sur_dve. To deny
this is to despair of the race. If we have not faith in the
ultimate emergence of our struggling fellow-countrymen from
darkness into light, then we are _rying to bring about by
artificial means what will not come by nature. Those who lack
thith in the destiny of the race must do what they can to keep
afloat, so long as may be, by a process of patching and tinkering,
and of a judicious drawing upon the group-capital for the
requirements of the present generation. But those who have
that faith must learn to look without dread on the temporary
abeITations of the people. They must bear in mind that
throughout history it has marched steadily tbrward, not indeed
without turnings and backslidings, but still, in the long run,
forward on the path of civilisation ; and that there is ingrained
in the very nature of civilised man an inherited love of fairness,
and an instinctive belief in the wisdom of proportioning satisfac-
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tion to intelligent effort, which will not easily be eradicated. It
is this belief which underlies respect for property, and not any
sublimated h l_riori " warrant" whatsoever. Thus every man

who has faith in the race must ascertain by observation the
tendencies in the structural development of the State, and
instead of struggling against those tendencies--instead of
stemming the advancing tide with his mop--he must
welcome such reforms as history points to, in the confident
expectation that any temporary concomitant ills will be more
than counterbalanced by future gains. If his own ideal
conclusions on matters political, scientific, _*r _esthetic are
correct, they will be realised by trusting to the unimpeded
advance of the democracy. If they are wrong, he will rejoice
to think that his efforts will be cancelled by those of better
men. Be he individualist or socialist he will 1,_yal]y accept
the verdict of the people.

Personal liberty is the final outcome of social evolution,
and not the cause. The wider the area, the greater the number
and diversity of conflicting interests, the nigher will be the
advent of individualism. As each class and each individual

fights for his own hand, he will find that the lowest price at
which he can obtain his own _oTeatest freedom is the granting
of equal liberty to others in certain departments of activity
which experience, and experience alone, can demarcate.

Whether we regard the ,iuestion from a positive or a
negative point of view--as the science of law or the science of
liberty--we shall find that, in order to be of any value, our work
must take the form of an inductive science; and it must deal

with the facts of social organisation, and not with high-sounding
sentiments, however sublimely conceived_with the "Natur-
recht" of the school of Savigny, not with the "droit naturel "
of the school of Rousseau. Until thisis conceded, we can have

no stable foundation on which to base a sound and progressive
individualism.

Since liberty is the complement of law, it is impossible to
understand liberty without understanding law. If the actions

of individuals were so controlled and subordinated to the group
as to leave no liberty whatever, we should have a state
of absolute socialism. This is actually the case with the
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individual cells or groups of' cells which together eons_itut_ the
human body. The cells lmve, so to speak, "lost their identity."
The welfare of the human being, or other higlfly-developed
animal, is alone the end consciously aimed at and unconsciously
approached, without reference to the separate interests of the
cells of which he is made up. This is absolute socialism, and
we must therefore beware of reasoning too nmch concerning
social matters by analogy. It', on the other hand, the welfare
of the group as a whole is absolutely ignored, and there is no
combined or organised action to interfere with the separate
interests of the individuals composing it, then we have absolute
anarchy. This is precisely the case with many races of wild
animals, especially _he Carnivora. The welfare of the race as
a group or whole is ignored, and the units alone are considered.
Thus we may take a tiger as representing in his person absolute
socialism and absolute anarchy--socialism in his internal
relations, anarchy in his external relations. If we take tiger-
kind as the whole, and tigers as the units of which it is made

up, we see that there is an anarchic relation between the whole
and the parts. If we take a tiger as the whole and the cells
(which in the remote past were individuals having separate
feelings and interests) as th_ units of which it is made up, we
see that there is a socialistic relation between the whole and

the parts.
The whole history of civilisation is the history of a struggle

to establish a relation between society and its units, between
the whole and its parts, which is neither absolute socialism nor

absolute anarchy; but a state in which, by action and reaction
of each upon each, such an adaptation shall take place, that the
welihre of the whole and that of the units shall eventually
become coincident and not antagonistic. Such is the problem
of civilisation, of the develc_pment of the hyper-organism;

integration without impairing the individuality of the compol_-
ent units. The final result to which we shall ever approximate,
but never attain, will be perfect civil liberty, or the greatest
liberty which is compatible with the utmost wellbeing of
society as a whole; and perfect law, or such subordination of
the individual will to that of society as may be compatible
wi_h the utmost wellbeing of the individual.
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Tile outcome of these reflections seems to be, that just as
from parental sympathy springs State interference, which when
developed casts off' every shred of sympathy and antipathy,
even to the extent of awarding to Shylock his pound of flesh,
so from special interference, through a long process of generalisa-
tion and fl'iction, springs law, which in its final development is
as incommensurable in terms of justice as is an oak-tree in
terms of gravitation and molecular repulsion. Growing out of
justice, as tile living, thinking animal grows (or grew) out of
inorganic matter, it cannot be resolved by man into its
component elements. And the process is going on around us
to-day.

While then we may say that the law is a fairly coherent body
of rules prohibiting the exercise of certain kinds of force (superior
faculties) in certain classes of cases, it is not possible to say
offhand, or to discover on paper, what those kinds of force are,
or what are the classes of cases in which their exercise is pro-
hibited. This can only be done by a careful and exhaustive
examination of tilt laws themselves, by subjecting them to a
searching analysis, by a scientific instead of a popular and super-
ficial classification of their matter, and in short by a process of

rigid reduction.
Thus arc we brought to a position the very opposite of

that taken up by those who would test every law by the
standard of justice. We have reached the standpoint of Ben-
tham, who cared nothing for vapourings ,tbout justice, but who
would test every law by its effects on the welfare of society.

(It is true he substituted the welfare of the greatest number
for the welfhre of the gToup; but this is immaterial here.)
We are in the same boat with those who, rejecting the appeal
to abstract virtue as a test of the goodness or fitness of their
actions, substitute she ultimate welthre of the individual. A

practical test is as far from view as when we started. Hence
the persistence with whieh the need should be insisted on for
the thorough study of law in the concrete, and lhc discorery,
not the manuikcture, of the true statical laws which are

aetually operative in societies; of their tendency, and of the
dynamical laws of their change and development. It is by
the discovery of these laws that we shall find ourselves in
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possession of true and useful practical guides through tile
labyrinth of legislation and politics. We shall arrive at rules
which are neither so simple as that enjoining an equal deal at,
cards, nor so vague and inapplicable as that which requires us
to follow the eflbets of an action, down through it_ million
ramifications, to, the utmost ends of time.

The art of politics is the application of the science of
nomology to the concrete ; just as engineering is the application
to hmnan wants of the science of mechanics, and as navi_'ation
is one of the arts based on the science of astronomy. Until

we have mastered the science we shall make but little progress
with tile corresponding "trt. Till Adaln Smith laid tile fi_unda-
tions of m_dern economics tile fiscal policy of the Government

was a game of perpetualsee-sawbetween rivalcroteheteers.
Allwas ruleofthumb. Soisitto-daywith theg'reatquestion

of lil,ertyand law. Yesterdaywe were allfree-tradersand
advocatesof "let be"; w-day we are cm the hi_hro_idto

socialism;to-morrowtiltFates onlyknow where we shallbe.

The onlyem'eforthispolicyof driftisa patientand imelli-

gent study of' homology, whereby middle prh_ciples of practical
applicati_m will be brou,_,'ht t,J light, and the absurd fallacies of
social doctrinaires lint to flig'ht ibr ever.



CHAPTER X

LAND-LAW REFOR_IERS

IT is easier to diagnose a disease than to prescribe a remedy.
Most persons adnfit that the land law of this country is not
what it should be. But it does not in the least follow that

the cure proposed by each of the army of quacks ready to
prescribe for the malady is the best, or even a wholesome treat-
ment. At the same time it is a mistake to speak of land-law
reformers as if the term denoted a number of persons with a
common aim. They detest the present system, and there their
agreement ends. It is impossible to deal with them as a
sino'le body with definite plans, because as a rule they disagree
among themselves on almost ever)" point of _he program.
Furthemnore, they seldom set forth their views as a whole;
and to pick out one proposal from one reformer and another
from another would be manifestly unfair to both. Conse-
quently in our endeavour to ascertain the opinions of this
somewhat motley crew it is necessary to deal with them
sepan_tely. I propose in this chapter to discuss the sugges-
tions of a gentleman who has put himself prominently betbre
the public in connection with what is cal!ed tile Free Land
League, and whose views on land-law reform are pretty clearly
sketched in a lecture on the land question delivered some few

years ago at. the Oxford tleform Club, and since published
with the sanction and approval of a cabinet minister who
has since passed out of public notice. At the time of tile
delivery of the lecture, Mr. C. A. Fyffe described himself as
the Liberal candidate for the city of Oxford, and although tilt

election has since taken place, he is still in a position (so far
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as I know) to sustain that r61e. Commenting upon tile plans
set forth in the lecture, Sir Charles Dilke was not ashamed to

write: "What may we expect with regard to the treatment
of the land question in the next Parliament ? On this subject
I will commend to notice a pamphlet which has been written

by Mr. Fyffe, who is Liberal candidate ibr the city of' Oxford,
and who I hope will represent the city of Oxford. Mr. Fyffe
in his pamphlet has discussed in a thoroughly practical way
the difficulties of the agricultural interest in this country at
the present time, and has shown methods tbr their solution
which are deserving of much attention." I think _Ir. Fvffe's
_dews, though not altogether clear and definite, are shared by
a considerable number of neo-radieals at the present time, and
I am therefore of opinion that a careful examination of his

proposed alteration of the law is not by any means a mere
waste of time:

J3etbre prescribing a remedy, our social physiciaJa must
needs diagnose the disease, and this he does through the mouth
of an imaginary "intelligent foreigner." Unfortunately for
the correctness of his diagnosis, the intelligence of the created
cannot exceed that of his creator, and the foreigner is conse-

quently a very unintelligent foreigner indeed. He expresses
surprise at, seeing the condition of a great nmnufacturing
country unlike that of his own. tie cannot understand large
farming and its effects ; still less the necessary results of the
inm'oduction of machinery. Leg him speak for himself: "I
see substantial farmhouses with good useful buihlings, and
often with immense eornricks about them; but . I do

not see the little houses seattcred about, that one might

expect, or the frequent large villages that would be met with
in any equally rich district on the mainhmd .... And when
I go from your lonely country distriets into your towns, I
observe enormous over-crowding and over-competition." I_Ir.

Fyffe and his foreigner are unable to see the economy of con-
eentration in the case of manufacture as opposed to the im-

possibility of concentration in the ease of a_-ieulture. His

What followswas originallywritten for and adopted by the Parliamentary
Committeeof the Libertyand PropertyDefenceLeague,and waspublished by
them under the title of Za_M,1885.
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foreignerisequallysurprisedtofindthata populationwhich

exportsmillionsofpounds'worthofmanulheturedgoodsshould

be obligedto importprovisions."I find,"sayshe,"thatyou

pay to the French and other nations ammally the tbllowhlg
sums : For butter, £12,000,000 ; for cheese, £5,000,000 ; tbr

potatoes and vegetables, £4,000,000; tbr poultry and eggs
£3,000,000. And I am not surprised that under such eireum-
stances the English people, conservative as they are, are now
asking themselves whether there is not something in their land
system which needs a good deal of amendment."

The intelli*,ent., tbrei,mer_ havin_ pointed out the evils in a
land system which, acre ibr acre, produces more food from the
soil than is produced by any other system fl'om the soil of any
other eonntry in the world, calls in the physician, Mr. C. A.
Fyfl'e, whose '"own ideas, such as they are, have been o'athered
in the course of some years' superintendence of corporate
estates amounting to about seven thousand acres," and who has
so far bungled his c,wn aft(airs that he has now " the misfortune
to be personally interested in a small landed property, of
which," says he, "I have at. present one hundred and fifty
acres on my hands ; so that I address you to-night in the char-
acter ot'a distressed agriculturist."

What a spectacle ibr the gods l The distressed agri-
culturist, after hopelessly coll.tpsing under the load of one
hundred and fifty acres, boldly comes tbrward and volunteers

to undertake the management of the whole hind of the country.
But then, what city clerk does not know exactly how to smash

the 3Iahdi, or to drive the ttussians back beyond Sarakhs ?
The only difference in the eases is that somehow the city clerk
does not succeed in propounding his views from the shoulders
of a cabinet minister, that is all.

However, Mr. Yyfl_ begins well. It was doubtless a
revelation to the reformers to learn that " there is no law of

primogeniture, except when a man dies without a will." The
previous belief may be inferred, namely, that every landowner
is by law compelled to leave the whole of his realty to his
eldest son. Another disillusion awaited them when the news

was to be almouneed that perpetual entail was also a bogey of
the reformer's imagination, having been practically knocked on
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tile head as far back as the days of the t_ed and _Thi_e I_oses.
Surely the reformers' occupation was gone_

At the same time, while admitting that the cust.om of
primogeniture is an arguable question, it is possible to differ
from Mr. Fyfl_ on the wisdom of altering the law in case of
intestacy. In all such cases law should follow custom, other-
wise great injustice may be done. For example, out of a
hundred landowners one forgets or neglects to make his will,
or by some accident or fraud the will cannot be ibund.
Meantime he has made careful provision tbr all his younger
sons and daughters, setth_g some up in business at great
expense and settling large sums on others at marriage--all
with the intention of leaving the land to his eldest son.
Such is the belief of all, such the expectation of all. Is it
just to disappoint these expeetatiol_s and to leave the eldest
son not the richest 'but the poorest of the fanfily ? No; the
excellence of all laws relating to intestacy depends on their
strict observance of the prevalent customs. In the words of
Mr. Justice Stephen : "Laws ought to be adjusted to tile habits
of society, and not to aim at remouldin_ them .... If the
law deviates fl'om these guiding principles it becomes a
nuisance." Alter the custom if you can, Mr. Fyfl_, but in
the name of justice and common sense leave the law alone.
As to family settlements, if there is nothing more to be urged
against them than the lame eeononfic arguments brouo'ht by
the lecturer, they may safely be left to take care of themselves.
t'erhaps, however, this is the place to remind the great school
of reibrm by State interference, that whatever of evil (and of
good) there may be in the present curious system of limited
entails, by means of disentailing assurances and resettlements.
it is mostly due to the action of the State in standing virtually
as trustee ibr or protector of a non-existent person. And betbre
proposing any new law for doing away with the effect of this
abnormality (be it good or bad) it might be more consistent to
remove the cause. The idea of a non-existent owner is nor

altogether natural, and whether it might not be dispensed
with is an open and an arguable question.

But kir. Yyffe's cure is far more drastic, if less intelligible.
IIe trusts _hat "the simple course will be taken of abolishing
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family settlements altogether." Until the meaning of this is
inade clearer it is useless to offer any observation on it. Will

Mr. Fyffe tell us how he proposes to make the proprietorship
of land everywhere ownership in fee simple ? Is he also pre-
pared to abolish trusts altogether ?

_hen we are told that all mortgages and charges on land
"ought to be made public, and to be registered in some Court
open to pubhe inspection," we readily assent; bu_ are at once
met with tile warning that to cede an inch is to lose an ell.
"It is an open question whether in the public interest all
mortgages and charges whatsoever on land should not be
made null and void." If so, the sooner the question is
closed again the better. }'irstly, it is an impossibility.
Whoever holds a valuable property can borrow on it, whatever
the law may be as to the precise nature of the transaction.
Secondly, if there is one form of credit which is open to fewer
objections than any other, it is that higMy expedien_ and
useful arrangement fbr tiding over an emergency, by borrowing
at a low rate of interest on what is practically absolute security.
How many manufacturers have been saved from collapse in
periods of depression and commercial crisis by the accident of
holding estates which were never bought with such a view ?
As for simplification of transfer, Mr. Fyffb has nothing to say
to it, except that the abstract of title would be cheaper and

less bulky if it were not for these charges and mortgages.
So far there is nothing either very startling or very

original in all these suggestions. Indeed the whole subject
of land ownership is a difficult one, not to be dealt with by

rule of thumb or by uninstructed persons. Instead of raking
up and refurbishing the rusty old weapons of Owenire law-
tinkers, Mr. Fyffe might do better ser_dce if he would rummage
in the dustiest corners of Oxford libraries and contrive to

unearth some of the lectures delivered there seven hundred and

fifty years ago, in which abundant evidence will be tbund _hat
the foundations of law lie beneath the surface, and that in the

learned discussions of the glossators and scholastic jurists are
more likely to be found the true solutions of these problems than
in the amateur superficialities of nineteenth century demagogues.

To do our author justice, he is not satisfied to follow in
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the footsteps of the land refbrmers of the last generation.
That is not enough for him. He opens up a prospect of
changes based, not upon freedom or its semblance, but on
State interference. In plain words, Mr. Fyffe is a State
socialist. "After all," he says, "we are great communists in
this country;" from which fact (melancholy or the reverse)
the inference is drawn, why not let us be more communistic ?

Possibly this argument has weight with some who would
shrink from drawing a parallel inference from the allegation
that after all we are to a certain extent dishonest people in
this country. Anyhow, whether in other matters communism
is good or bad, there can be no doubt that it must be good in
the matter of land, which we cannot surely bring ourselves to
believe to be a "purely commercial object." Phraseology of
this sort is invincible. How can any one prove or even argue
that land is a "purely commercial object "? What does it
mean ? The explanation throws no light on the subject.
" Land," we are told, "has two characteristics, which taken

together distinguish it from an)- c_ther commodity. The use of
a portion of it is absolutely indispensable, and it. is not capable
of being increased." One would have thought that the use of
a portion of air, water, food, clothing, and a variety of other
things (not of course including common sense)was absolutely
indispensable, and certainly as to some of these it is true that
they are not "capable of being increased." Water and air for
example. At the same time what does it signify to the wretch
to whom these said things are indispensable whether or not
they are capable of being increased, if he himself is not
capable of getting them. A man in want of a loaf derives
no consolation from being told that bread is one of those
things which are capable of being increased, or even that it
falls into Mill's third class of commodities. But is not land

capable of being increased to all practical intents and purposes ?
Land, which is rendered doubly productive, is TracSicMlU doubled
in quantity. But leaving that on one side, is it not a fact that
within the last two centuries the English people have increased
their land by millions of square miles, in spite of the quaking
insular policy of those who, with punctilious respect for the
proprietary rights of Red Indians over their hunting-_ounds,
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evince the most callous unscrupulousness in curtailing and
even destroying the proprietary rights of their own fellow-
countrymen ? It is true that if a man with one acre of land

wants another, he cannot have it in the same place; he must
move: but what does it matter what form his labour takes,

whether it consists in bringing goods to himself or carrying
]fimself to the goods ? That is to say, by the application of
labour land ca_ be increased--and by land is meant useful

land, valuable land. At all events at the present time there
are more acres in the world waiting to be claimed, cleared, and

utilised, than there are people anxious to claim them. When
the planet is thickly populated with civilised people we will
undertake to reopen this discussion with Mr. Fyffe. Just now
we must let his theory pass and turn to his practical proposals
based thereon, for he hhnself trusts less to his metaphysical
arguments than to the brute force of the many. Says he:
"We know perfectly well that the accumulation of landed
property in single hands might easily reach such a degree that
the nation would not put up with it ; and I t]tcrcfurc" (not be
it observed for any speculative reasons) "make no apology for
assuming that the public interest ought even now to be the
first principle in regulating our land laws, and that private
property in land mus_ be subject to such limitation as the
public interest dictates." Would not this argument hold with
respect to the accumulation of corn in single hands, which
actually did take place with much efleet at one time ? And
are we not therefore to "assume that private property in corn
must be sub.jeer to, etc. ?" Forestalling and regrating were
terms familiar to the ears of our forefatl_ers, but we vainly
hoped we had got past those days of paternal govermnent.

Wait a moment. /)o we know perfectly well that landed
property in single hands might easily reach such a degree ? It

has not reached that point yet, and the tendency is even now
in the opposite direction. Again, is it not a contingency
equally probable in the case of other kinds of property ?

Suppose some half-witted or misanthropic person eontrived to
collect at any cos_ all the extant works of some great painter
with the malicious object of burning them. Would the nation
"put up with it "? And if not, what course would it adopt ?
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And ihrthermore, does this possible danger justify us in
assuming (without any apology too) that "the public interest,
ought even now to be the first principle in regulating our
laws relating to personalty of' a kind strictly limited in
quantity "? After all, it would be a harmless proposition.

What is meant by it ? No one denies that property in land
ruust be held subject to such limitation as the public interest
diet'_tes. What one objects to is Mr. Fyfl_'s limitation.
Even Oxford retbrmers nmst have heard of compulsory
purchase of land for purposes of public utility, of railway con-
cessions and the like. If it can be shown to the general

satisfaction that any square yard of this country could be
bought by the State with advantage, there is notlfing in the
laws or the constitution to prevent such compulsory purchase
from being efl'eeted. The only dispute between the refonners
and ordinary mortals is as to the expediency of purchasing the
land against the will of the holder without any conceivable
cause shown.

The whole question lies in a nutshell. Is a system of
land tenure, such as we now have, under which the holder

enjoys undefined rights over the land subject to tl_e public
right of purchase at full market value--is this a good system

or not ? The retbrmers say no, and each refi)rmer has a
project of his own which is better. Mr. George would tax

landlords about 90 per cent, of their rent, and let them
alone, l'rofessor Wallace would buy them out by degrees over

a period of about twenty years, by which they would be
robbed of the difference between the value of the tYeeh_ld and

that of a twenty years' lease. Mr. Hyndman would expropriate
them at once without compensation or so much as " by your
leave." But we are now concerned with Mr. Fyflh's project.

His plan is not wanting in that simplicity which characterises
the systems of Fourier, of Henry George, and of Prince
Krapotkine.

The central idea is to empower any corporate body or
single individual lacking land to take it on payment of a
reasonable sum to the owner. " I would theretbre suggest,"

says our author, "that an individual or a company requiring
land for any useful purpose, and not necessarily aflheting the
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public at large, shall have the right of going before the local
Land Court and obtaining an order for the compulsory sale of
the land." It is true that the object alleged must be one that
is beneficial to the neighbourhood, and that no substantial
objection can be adduced by the landed proprietor, whatever a
s_tbsta_tial objection may be--most certainly the objection that
the land belongs to him and that he wishes to keep it will not be
accepted as substantial. Why not ? Because " he who needs
ground tbr his own occupation seems lorimd facic to be a more
suitable owner than one who lets it to another. It is not,

however, necessary to dwell upon the grounds which would
naturally influence the Land Courts in the exercise of their
discretion." Certainly not. And now a word upon this
argument of ))ritual facic suitability. Does it apply to the
horses of a livery stable-keeper ? Is the person who wishes to
ride one of such horses clearly a more suitable owner than he
who merely lets it out for hire, and ought he therefbre to have
the power to purchase it at a fair figure ? Again, as to
suitability, there can be no doubt that a hungry man would be
a more suitable owner of a cake than the confectioner who puts
it in the window for sale; and really one fails to see why
this test should not at once decide the ownership apart from

any wflgar question of price, reasonable or otherwise.
The lecturer has not got quite so far as that yet, and he leans

to the view that some compensation should be made to the
owner. First let us see on what basis this compensation is to

be calculated, and then let us follow the economic reasoning
by which it is supported. Now the principle of valuation by
which the Land Court is to be guided is the beautiflfl and
elastic principle of equity. " By an equitable value, I do not
mean either an agricultural value on the one side or a fancy
value on the other, but such a price as an owner desiring to
sell would accept from an ordinary purchaser." Now who is
the thought-reader that is to find out what price one who does
not want to sell would accept if he did want to sell ? One has
heard too of men so desirous of realising that they have
parted with really marketable things in a hurry for "an old
song." Then how desirous of selling is the owner to be
pictured by the Land Court thought-reader ? Is he to be
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anxious to sell, or willing to sell, or prepared to consider a
good offer ? But before solving these problems we must learn
what it is which the landowner has to sell, or ought to be

taken as having to sell. tIow are we to find out, not what the
rent actually is, but what, morally speaking, it ought to be ?

" I think we ought to proceed in this way," says our teacher :
"first the labourer should be kept in decent comfort " (please
define); " then the landlord should have a trifling payment for,
as it were, putting the tenant in a position to use his capital."

And how much might this be we are anxious to learn; and
here is the answer, "Say, the value of what the land would
grow uncultivated." The thought-reader is non-plussed; we
must have recourse to the Wandering Jew this thne. What
sort of land was this betbre a spade was stuck into it ? Was
it tbrest, or moor, or marsh, or barren rock, or was it perchance

under the waves of the sea ? And in any ease what would
the market value of its produce have been at that time ?
Were there any inhabitants in the neighbouring country, and

did they build with timber, or burn peat, or did the)" graze
sheep or eat.tle ? "Nonsense," shriek the reformers, "nobody

asked the value of what the land did ge'ow before it was
cultivated, but the value of what it would _ou, grow un-

cultivated." Now this in no way alters the question ; tbr at
what point in its history is the piece of land to be supposed
to have begun to be cultivated ? And what is enhivation ?
The richest acre of golden wheat at harvest-time has not been
cultivated for weeks and months. The poorest acre on the

wooded hillside is being eultiwtted when the leave_ fall in
autumn, or else pasture land is not cultivated at all. But wordy
speculations of this kind make such a dust that it is a relief to
_,e_ back to somethin- definite. _Ir. Fyffe is prepared to be

generous, or at least to admit that generosity might be shown.
After proceeding as aforesaid, he allows a _'caso_ctblcpercentage
to the landlord and the farmer on the actual eapital they have
put on to the land, and a ihir return to the fitrmer ibr his work and

superintendence ; and then, " ,_)"there is something over after-
wards, the landlord m.ight have part of it, as purely unearned
ineome, over and above what he may fairly claim." What
that is we have seen. At this point one feels strongly tempted
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to commend to Mr. Fyffe's careful perusal a little work written
about seventy years ago by one David _icardo, and entitled, 0,_
the t'rincit)lc_ of _Political .EeonomU a'nd Yaratio_. He will

find therein some elementary truths simply stated which will
cause him much surprise; amongst other matters he will find

an explanation of rents, and how they are arrived at. He will
find that the wages of the labourer are settled by circumstances
over which neither landlord nor farmer has any control; he
will find that after paying these wages, the normal profits of
the farmer, together with the return of his outlay, are next
deducted from the _'ross produce of the land, and finally if
there is anything left over (on an average of years), i_ passes
to the landlord as rent.

Now, this is precisely the state of things fbr which the
heart of the candidate is yearning. He is after all in the

same boat with his constituents, who are still buckling on
their armour for an onslaught upon perpetual entails and
compulsory primogeniture. What he is struggling to bring
about is the " ' t_ut it is noexisting custom of the country.

satisfaction, they say, to live even in ]'aradi.-e without knowing it.
In order to bring the new order of things about, the first.

requisite is of course a District Land C_Jurt. Without this it

is clear there could be no means devised of giving one part?" to
a contract the best of the bargain, and that, it need hardly be

said, is the ultimate object of the ref,_,rm. Having got the
indispensable machine, how is it gtJing to be worked, and what
is it going to turn ou_ ? Under tl_e heading of "necessary
change_ in the law between landlord and tenant" (we had no

idea there was any law so situated), we find exposed to view
our three old friends from Ireland, known as the three F's.

There they are in all their hideous nakedness, just as might
have been predicted. Manut'actured for Irish consumption
only, it was not to be expected that they would long he
excluded from the English market.

1. Fixity of Tenure : " No tenant to be removed from his
holding without the permission of a District Land Court." It

is unnecessary to examine the grounds on which the court

may refuse such permission, for it is enough that such require-
ment at once creates a dual ownership.
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2. Fair ]tents : " The Land Court musL have the power of
fixing rents in eases of dispute and of reducing them even in
the ease of existing leases." This again is plain speaking, and
requires no further elucidation or comment. But when this

interference with contract engagements is justified by the act
of " the English Court of Chancery, in interfering with and
setting aside those clauses in mortgages which gave the
mortgagee absolute rights over the mortgaged estate in ease of
default of payment," we may be permitted to doubt whether

)lr. Fyfli_ has any clear idea of the principle on wlfich equity
of redemption is based. Perhaps the Oxfi}rd reformers will

tell us whether the mortgagor or the nmrtga_ee is the pro-
prietor in the exact sense of the term. I-Iowever, these
supposed anal%ies had better be avoided bv those whose
acquaintance with legal l_ltih_sophy is of so dubious a character.

3. Free Sale: "The larmer should have the right of
selling his tenancy t,, any one whom he chooses, subject to the
landlord's right to urge any ol,jeetion to the new tenant before
the District Land C,mrt." In support of this contention our
guide again displays an extraordinary ignorance of history.
" Of course," says he, "if the tenant is to l_e regarded as a sort

of feudal retainer of the landlord, it sounds shocking that he
sh(mld have the right of nominating a successor.'" Now this
is just the case in which the nomination of a suc'eessor, so far

from sounding '"shoekh:g," was, as a matter of fact and history,
a thing of everyday occurrence. And what is to be the
landlord's safeguard against having any sort of va_'abond thrust

upon him for a tenant ? Simply this : the incoming tenant is
to be " put upan his oath as to his means, his character, and

his qualifications." Now, supposing our author put upon his
oath as to his qualifications as a land reibrmer, should we be

justified in stigmatising his probable answers as perjury ? The
spectacle of the incoming tenant on his oath as to his means
would not perhaps be very striking: but when it came to his
character, unless the whole thing is to be a mere tbrmal farce,

there would be some interesting situations. "Are you a sober
man ?"--" l_lostly, your Honour; six days out of the seven, anyhow."
--" Are you strictly honest ?"--" Well I never take anything
that doesn't belong to me unless I want i_ very badly."--" Do
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you always adhere to tile truth ? "--" For choice, your Honour,
when there is no harm in it."--" That will do ; you can pass ;
--the next incoming tenant."

So much for the three F's, to which a fourth is added,
evidently necessary to the well-working of the other three;
and this is the opinion of the lecturer, or of some equally
exalted and disinterested person, on all questions of " fairness,"
" reasonableness" and so forth. May we venture to call this
fourth F "Fyffe's opinion"? For instance, in case of
compulsory sale the landlord might not get as much as he

could wish, nor yet the market value of his freehold, nor even
as much as the purchaser would be willing to give for it ff
pressed; but he would get as much as it is "fairly worth."
Here the iburth F comes hi. _7_o is to judge what it is

fairly worth ? Apparently there is no other test than "Fyffe's
opinion." Again, when the municipality of a growing town

sakes up the land around it, neither an agricultural value nor
a i:ancy value is to be paid, but an c_uitablc value. Now,
what is the measure of this equitable value ? Apply the
fourth F. There is no other course open. Yet again, beibre
paying his rent, the farmer is to deduct a "fair return for his
work and superintendence." What is a "fair return"
Apply the fourth F. It solves at once even greater problems.
What is the proper rental of the whole country ? "When
landlords complain of the present bad times, I ask myself
whether the good times, which they unconsciously make their
standard of comparison, were not the result of injustice, and
whether the rents they then received would not have been
impossible if there had been anything like a fair distribution
of the profits of agriculture." Exactly ; but then landlords do
not yet understand the principle of the tburth F. They think
that an article is worth what it will fetch in the open market.
When they shall have mastered the ibur F's they will doubtless
cease to bewail the agricultural depression, so far as it con-
cerns themselves. They will adopt the stoical attitude of the
owner of one hundred and fifty acres, who thus gives his mis-

fortunes the go-by: " Therefore, in so far as the land difficulty
merely means the unpleasantness of landlords not getting so
large a rent as formerly" (let us pardon the style, in eonsidera-
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tion of the sentiment !) "which is what it means to a good many
representatives of the landed interest in the House of Commons,
I put it by, as a matter which may indeed excite individual
commiseration, but does not call for public attention."

Before following our public-spirited teacher from country
to town, attention should be drawn to one passa_o'e in his

lecture to the reformers which is really significant enough.
"During the last few years statistics show that nearly a million
acres have been transferred from the plough to grass. But now
comes a very striking fact, and one on which a great deal

hinges. Though a million acres have been turned into grass,
there is no increase in the number of cattle. The meaning of
this is, that the farmer's capital is gone, and that he has not
the means of getting a sufficiency of stock, even when the
land is laid down in _ass. This is only one out of a multitude
of facts all pointing in one direction." True, but in which
direction ? After years of "beneficent legislation," fl'om the

Agricultural Holdings Act at the top down to the Bill for
defining a rabbit-hole at the bottom, what do we find ? Why,
that. the sense of insecurity brought about by all these
interferences with freedom of' contract, and all these violations

of the sanctity of property, has resulted in shortness of credit
and dwindling capital. There is nothing new in all this, but
our modern reformers are just where the great thinkers left

them at the beginning of the century, and nmst be ;net with
the same old weapons.

I have already referred to P_icardo; let me now qu:,te
Bentham : " It' the legislator find it good to take away from a
particular class of citizens a fifth part of their revenue, why
stop there ? _Vhv not take away another fifth part, and still
another._ If the first reduction answered its end, a further

reduction will answer it in the same proportion; and if the

measure is good in one case, wily should it be bad in tile
other y Wherever we stop, it is necessary to have a reason
for stopping, but whatever reason prevents the second step will
be just as good to prevent the first. This operation is exactly
the same as diminishing rents under the pretext that the
proprietors are useless consumers, and the farmers productive
labourers. If you shake the principle of security as respects
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one class of citizens yo,t st_alecit for all. The bundle of rods
is its emblem."

Though t.his is the language which Bentham addressed to
French "reformers" of nearly a century ago, it is equally
appropriate to their English imitators of to-day.

It is merely a question of time. Give but free scope to
"beneficent legislation " and sooner or later every trade and
interest in the country will attain to the ruined condition of
British Ag*riculture. To take but one example, it is a fae_
that the Mines' ]legulation Act alone threw no less than

63,000 persons out of work within less than six years of its
coming into operation. In other words, while it is hard to

show that it has been the means of saving ten lives a year,
it is a fact that indirectly it has killed at the rate of ten

thousand. But the appetite has been whetted. The blood
has been tasted and the trembling capitalist shall himself be
thrust aside in the rush for more.

"Si torrida parvus
Venit in ora eruor, rediunt rablesque furorque ;
Admonitaetlue tument gustato san_fine fauces,
Fervet, eta trepido vix abstinet ora magistro."

Mr. Fyffe clinches his argument in favour of the J[,_,r F's
with a little anecdote which, so far as it proves anything, shows
that if you want to make extensive alterations in your farm,
you had better take it on a long lease. P,ut, as an illustration
of the kind of stuff that is used in certain quarters as a
substitute for argument, it is worth quoting :--

" One of the best managed farms I know is conducted by two partners,
one of whom had always been a local farmer, while the other had been in
business in London, and, after leaving London, took with him, I believe, a
considerable capital into the country. There, instead of setting up tlmfarm-
ing business-entirely on his own account, he entered into partnership with
the local man, and socombined his own capital with the skill and experience
of a professional farmer. Their holding was a ,_ortof oasis in the midst
of an impoverished neighbourhood. Unfortunately, however, they were
so imprudent as to be content with an annual tenancy under a peer,
thinking that his lordship would never disturb them. My lord, however,
found it desirable the other day to sell his land, and the result is that
the partners find themselves under a new landlord, whom they cannot
get on with, and they have, in consequence, to leave the place. In this
ease the inducement to the capitalist to put his money into the concern
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was the supposed security of tenure under a peer--this proved imaginary :
and I contend that it is necessary to make such security not imaginary

but real, and that this can most effectually be done by such changes in
the law as those which I have sketched."

This same anecdote has, no doubt, been pigeon-holed for
use as an argument for the abolition of the House of Lords, and
may do good service in many other causes. There are, how-
ever, two considerations which seem to throw some doubt on

the story, one is the improbability that two men enjoying the
friendship and advice of our teacher should be so stupid as to
have dealings of any kind " wkh a peer," and the other is the
circumstance that "my lord " should have found it desirable to
sell his land. That a peer, having once held land, should.
under any conceivable pressure, have been induced _o relinquish
his hold, nmst have struck the reformers as extremely un-
historical; the theory being that he gradually tends to elbow
out all his neighbours and aecmnulate all the land in his own
hands. But let tha_ pass. The point is thac tile farmer persists
in paying too much in rent, and the consequences are manifold.
To begin with, all the agricultural labourers in many villages
are old men. Whether they began life as old men, or have
been reduced to that condition by the scantiness of their wage,
we are not clearly told. Or it may be the absence of young
people that has provoked the remark: if so, perhaps a peep
into the Board 5ehools would explain the matter, where vhe
children are still to be found, not, it is true, learning much of
their future work, but plodding steadily on in the direction of
the differential calculus. So that when we are triumphantly
asked, " Whose fault is this ?" some might answer it is the
fault of the retbrmers, and others might go so thr as to single
out Mr. Forster or Mr. Mundella as mainly responsible. But

the true explanation, according to tile pamphlet before us, is
the rent. "We come back to the real mainspring of the
whole concern--because the farmer has agreed to pay too
much in rent." The question now is, How are we to smash

this "mainspring of the whole concern " ? It is partly to be
done by reducing the hours of labour, and " the reduction of the
hours of labour, I suppose, can only be accomplished by an
agricultural labourers' trades union (sic !) ; but the object is a

Y
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right one and a possible one. It is a right one because the
social improvement of the labourer is all but hopeless if he has
to work twelve hours a day; and it is a possible one, because
there is a margin of unearned profit in the shape of landlord's

rent, which may perfectly well be diminished without inflicting
a wrong on anybody." The attention of all property owners
and all honest men is called to the fact _ot that such stuff can

be written and is written to-day without danger of criminal
prosecution, but that it is written with the approval and
blessing of a cabinet minister, who commends it to notice,
after asking the question, "What may we expect with regard
to the treatment of the land question in the next Parliament ? "

And while all this is going on in the country, what is
going to be done in the towns, for "people have of late begun
to understand that the land question is a town question as
well as a country questi,m"_ Alld why a t,,wn question?
One reason is, we are told, " because the action of our land

system has been to drive people unnecessarily c,ut of the
country, and so artificially to increase the overcrowding of our
towns, and the misery resulting from over-competition." In
other words, the condition of the labourer in the country is so
dreadflfl that he is driven to take refuge in fl_e towns, which
are already overcrowded and full of misery. The misery and

wretchedness of the towns is great, but that of the country is
£_reater ; so much greater that the towns are r:latirc[ U gardens
of Eden, and are a positive attraction for the peasants. _N_ow
if this is so, we should expect to find that the lot of the

working classes all round is going from bad to worse. But
wkhout endorsing all that is urged to the contrary by Mr.
Giffen and the optimists, i_ may safely be asserted that the
condition of the working classes is, at any rate, no worse than
it was forty years ago. Hence we must find another reason
fbr the observed influx of the country population into the
_owns. And that reason surely is not far to seek. Any one
with mc_re knowledge of recent events and better powers of
observation than Mr. Fyfl_'s intelligent foreigner, is aware that
the economic working of great manufactures requires local

concentration. The times have altered since every village had
its hand weaver and every cottage lass was expected to "mind
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her wheel "; and only persons of tile type of the intelligent
Maori or Hottentot can be pardoned for lamenting that "it is
difficult to draw employers of labour away from the large
towns, and to induce them to start their works in new places."
Very difficult indeed'.

Another reason why the land question has become a town

question is because of the system of building-leases, so we are
told. And this is how it operates. "Any one wanting a house
must go either to one of the ground landlords or to some
builder to whom they have let the land." That is a bad job

to begin with. Why should not the ground landlord come to
him ? Then he has to pay more than the agricultural rental
of the site. Preposterous ! Surely land in Lombard Street or

Cornhill ought to be let for twenty-seven shillings an acre.
As a matter of fact it fetches a trifle more in the market, but

that is on account of the rapacity of the landlord, and must be
put a stop to. For, after all, " the value of the land has
increased through the industry of the people, not usually
through the merit of the landlord." But tlfis is not the worst.
Not only will this landlord make you pay rent during the term
of your lease, but when it is over " he will make you pay to
renew the lease." Incredible ! " Of course this is particularly
hard on tradesmen and men of business."

It is a pity the reformers could not have been left to
ruminate on the woes of the landless in general, without
having their attention distracted by the harrowing narrative of
their guide's own misfortunes. We have seen how the hekless
lecturer bungled his farm of 150 acres, to such an extent that
not one of the reformers oflhred at any price to take it off his
hands and set them free for the great work of land-law reform.
Well, this ill-fortune (to use a euphenfism) follows him up to
town. He buys a house, the landlord of which and a spec-
ulative builder, some mortgagees, a loan company, some bankers,
and "a whole army of money-lenders and lawyers" had got so

hopelessly mixed up and tied in a knot, that when he came to
take part in the conveyance, counting " the surviving partners
of the bank and the represelttatives of those who were dead,
there were no less than five firms of solicitors making profits
out of the sale of the house, to say nothing of the profits made
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by the bank and the loan company. Of course so_e_ody must
pay for all this, and that somebody is tile purchaser." There
it is ! Alas l that somcbod//was the lecturer. No wonder the
land question has become a town question. Such is Mr. Fyffe's
luck, that if he went for a cruise in the Mediterranean tile

land question would straightway become a sea question. If he
went up h_ a balloon, it would become an air question ; and if
he went to another place, it would become a "burning question."
It may be some eomibrt to Mr. Fyflb to learn that the un-
fortunate somebody who has to pay for the hxury of five titres
of solicitors, is not the purcha._er but the vendor.

Meantime the question for the retbrmers is, how to get
rid of all these crying scandals. Fortunately i_ is not a
difficult task. On tile contrary, "tiLe remedy as between
tenant and landlord seems simple enough, namely, that. pro-

posed by Mr. Broadhurst's Bill, empowering every tenant with
more than twenty years' lease unexpired, to acquire, on equitable
terms" (remember the fourth F), "the fee simple of his holding."
Could anything be simpler ? You hire a horse tbr a ride, Mr.

Broadhur._t gets his Bill through Parliament, and, hey, t_resto !
you acquire the fee simple of the horse. Everybody would be
happy. In the ease of the leasehold estate "the landlord
would get what his reversionary interest is f_dr/// wort]_ "--in
the opinion of Mr. Fyfl'e ; and the tenant, "if he made tile place
more valuable by his industry, would get tile fruits of his
labour." One cannot analyse the tburth F at every turn.
The reader will see that it' tile landlord did not value the

reversion at something more than the figure based on a calcula-
tion of the rent, he would clearly have sold tile premises alto-
gether and invested the proceeds in something else. Those
who have taken the trouble to wade through the Leaseholders'
(Facilities of Purchase of Fee Simple) Bill will be inclined to
think that its proper title would be Freeholders' Spoliation
Bill. The objection has been raised to the Bill that if all the

occupants in a certain respectable locality were independent
freeholders, some one maliciously disposed might erect a
frantic piece of architecture enough to scare the birds and
make the horses shy. But we are now told that this objec-
tion " could be easily remedied by making the ownership of
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ea6h tenant subjee_ to the same stipulations againsv nuisances
or annoyances which existed in his lease, and giving to other
occupants of the estate the same power of enforcing those
provisions which originally belonged to the ground landlord."
Town dwellers wlm know the diffficultv of building a new wing
or throwing out a billiard-room or conservatory, owing to the
grmnbling punctiliousness of neighbours, jealous of their rights
of light and prospect, even after tile landlord's consent has

been obtained, will hardly look fi)rward with glee Co the time
when all tile fellow-occupants of the estate are to have the
same power of enforcing th,se provisions which originally be-
longed to the ground lamllord. Besides, what is tile bond

which is to hold these fellow-occupants together ? Is the
memm T of the old c_tate and itq l_oundaries to be handed
&_wn lbr ever ? And if not, hc_w i._ a householder to answer

himsdf the question. _Vh_, is mv neighbour ? I'erhaps on
inquiry this " simple phm " i_ n,-_t quite s,: simple as it looks
at first sight, apart fi'om the question of its h_mesty, thtt even
this is not enou_fll "1 think," says Mr. Frill,, "that tile Lease-

hohl Enfi'anehisenmnt ]}ill does not go thr enoug'h." Here,
again, he is a little mixed. There never was any such fill
befl,re t'arliament a_ the ,me named. Mr. ];roadhurst's ]'ill waq

entitled '"Leaseholders' (Facilities of l'urcha._e of ]:ee Sinlple)
I3i11." There was, it is true, a ]1ill 1,raught in in 1884, entitled
'" Z,'asehold,',',,' ]£nfrancllisenlent fill," not indeed bv _Ir. th'oad-
hurst, 1,ut. bv L,_rd Ilanddph Churchill. Has Mr. Yvflb read
either ? And if so, u, which &,es he refer when ht, .-_avsthat

it does n_,t g,, fhr enough ? He proc'e_ds: "In my huml,le
opinion, the eonmmnit v, say the municipality of a growing
town, ought to have the l,,wer to take up the land round it,
just as a railway company mi,..qat,at an equitable value " (fimrth
F) " to be fixed by some public authority. The eonnnnnity, as
it expanded, would _hen be its own landh,rd : and tile increased
value in the land would fifll to the benefit of those whose

activity had produced it, and not to the landlord, who has sat
still." Now, assuming the market value to l_,epaid to the
owner (anything less is robbery), the speculating conmmnity,
sav mnnieipalit v or eommum', will either gain or lose by the
transaction. According to Mr. I:yffe, it will always gain;
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such is the inference. This being so, why does not Mr. Fyffe
get up a company for buying up all these belts or areas round
growing towns ? He need not pocket the increase. After
deducting his expenses, he can present the balance to the
municipality and be put on the register of public benefactors
forthwith. Is it that there are keen men with as good an eye
ibr a rising market as himself, that deters lfim from under-
taking this remunerative and philanthropic task, or is it the
dread that his ill-luck will follow him even here? When

bought up, this belt of land "might then either be built upon
by the municipality and let to tenants, or be sold in plots for
the citizens to make their own buildings. There would be this
further advantage, that the suburbs of growing towns would
then be planned and laid out by some responsible authority."
Now this "responsible audmrity " is just the party we wish to
avoid. We know him better by the name of "jobbing
official."

Municipal bodies have quite enough to do, and as some
think fitr too much, without launching into the land speculat-
ing' and building _rades. Bu_ as if this were not enough, they
are to be empowered to advance money on loan ouc of local

funds to persons anxious to keep a cow or grow fruit and
vegetables; otherwise where is the money to come from ?
The labourer with the holdin£ granted him by the municipality,
"will want. at least from £20 to £50 to make a fair start.

I see nothing else for it." And the neo-radieal's goal is reached
at last.

"Every Englishnmn i_- entitled in the last resort to have tbod, fire, and
lodging provided for him in the workhouse uut of the ratepayers' pockets,

without the least chance of their getting anything back ; and I do not see

that it is by any means so had an apl,lieation of public funds, if, instead

of waiting till people are paupers, we lend, with due precautions for re-
payment, in order to give a start to those who, in the absence of such assist-

anee, will certainly live upon the public rates as paupers in their old age."

Such is the outcome of the Oxford reformer's philosophy
_one colossal scheme of national pauperism.



CHAPTER XI

AN ANALYSIS OF SOCIALISM

IN a memorable speech delivered in the House of Lords on the

31 st of July 18 8 5--a speech that will live in the pages of his-
roD" when most other utterances of the session are buried in well-
earned oblivion--Lord Wemyss divided socialists into three
classes : the socialists of the street ; the socialists of the schools ;

and the socialists of the senate. The first he summarily disposed
of as hardly worthy of serious consideration. " The socialism
of the eonmmnist," said he, "may be treated very shortly.
There are four very happy lines which I think accurately
describe the communist :--

" _What is a eomnmnist ? One who has yearnings
For equal division of unequal earnings :
An idler or bungler, or both, he is willing
To fork out his penny and pocket your shilling '.'

That I believe to be a very lair description of a communist,

with the exception that I greatly doubt his readiness to fork out
his penny. Nevertheless, I have a great respect for him. He
knows what he means. He means business. His business is

the equal division of unequal earnings. There is no theory
about him. He is a tharoughly practical man ; and one respects
practical men."

True ; but these are not the people with whom I here pro-

pose to deal. There are the theorists--the socialists of the
schools, of whom Mr. J. L. Joynes is one of the ablest expo-

nents in this country. Of these Lord Wemyss uses a very
different language. Says he :--" I come next to the socialism of
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the professor--the socialism of the schools. Now we live in
a time when, perhaps more than in any other, men feel for
the sufferings of'their fellow-creatures. It is essentially an era
of humanitarianism. Philosophers and professors in their
writings are casting aside the old school of political economy

and hdsscz:fa:irc, and advocating State intervention as a cure
fbr all evils. They look to the State to protect the weak
against the strong, and to equalise the conditions of life. I
believe, my lords, that all these attempts will end in signal
tailure, and that, in the long run, it will be proved that the
older school of political econ_my is, on the whole, sounder, ay,
and more humane, than that of the modern lmmanitarian school

of philosophy."
I_ is this class of political thinkers with whom ] propose

to discuss the social pn_blem in the present chapter. ]t must
not be forgotten that the doctrines underlyin- neo-radicalism
are the self-same doctrines which are (_pen]y expressed and
consistently acted upon by the leaders of the party of seientifie
socialism. Hence, though f_w neo-radic'ds have either the

courage or the education to lay down the first principles of
their own policy, i_ behoves us, who find ourselves opposed to
them at every turn, to learn from their unacknowledged leaders
what these 1,rineiplcs are. t'robal_ly the most compact, and
also the most plausible epitome of socialist principles obtainable
in this country, is Mr. &_ynes's UatccIdsm. It is simply written,
and _,2)p,'ars intelligible to ordinary readers. For these reasons
I propose to take it to pieces, to examine it in detail, and to
expose the fallacies on which it is buih up. It i,_contained in
ten short chapters. Let us take them one by one. Chapter
I. is entitled "])ivision of Toil." Mark the use of the word

" toil." Adam Srnith spoke of the divisic)n of labo_e_'; others
have made use of the expression division of _cm.],'; but l_ir.
Joynes chooses the word toil; it rhymes with moil, and

it bespeaks a poetic pity for the toilers_the horny-handed sons
of toil l I mention this only because it. is one of the
socialistic tricks. The middle-class tradesmen are styled
t,m:,rf/cois, which is French fbr burgher or townsman, but
English ears are reminded of that sleek snob and tbol, the
bo_,_rffeois gentil/_omme. It would be difficult to arouse
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antipathy amongst English audiences for the stout burgher.

Then the poor are called the proletariat, because the term
recalls swarms of helpless little children, born without any

request on their part to fight their way through this struggling
world. It is all very touching, no doubt, but ad ccq)tand_m
phrases are not logic after all.

The chapter about toil consists of fifteen short questions with
the socialistic answers. With the first three it is not necessary

to _luarrel. But with the fourth answer begins the l_eo_m_"_, of
the question. "How may these two sets of persons be roughly
distinguished ? As employers and employed; idlers and
workers ; privileged and plundered ; or more simply still, as rich
and pool.' Here we have " emldoyers," " idlers," " privileged,"
and "rich," used as synonymous terms. Every honest man
knows that employers a,_ a rule. so ihr from 1eing idlers, work
harder than their eml_loye(,s. Their work may be less disagree-
able, and may (in some cases) occupy less time; 1,ut taking
quantity and qualily toxether, they work ihr harder and do thr
more work. Their ability to do this has, in many cases,
earned them the position of superiority which they enjoy.
Then again, the poor are la- no means, as a rule, addicted to
work. They mu_t earn their meals or starve, but 1,_,vond that

they show, as a rule, very little taste for work. As i;_r the
allegation that the empL,yers plunder the workers, it is simply
an unfair way of describin_ a series of transactions which 1,v a
gross straining of language might be so put. The filcts are, that
the workman barters all prospective profits of his lal_our fi_r a
consideration in cash down. It is a foolish bargain, and the

workman of course gets the worst of it. In short, he forfeits
the whole fruits of his labour, but he does it voluntarily,

readily, and tbr choice, ]_ecause tie has neither the courage nor
the industry t_ use his own judgment and take his own risks.
To call this plunder on the part of the employer is untrue and
UlljUSt.

That the poor are in this helpless position is due, he says,
to the fact that society is at present organised solely in the
interests of the rich, evidently regarding the social organism as
an artificial creation. Nature is not surely accused of working
"in the interests of the rich." But not only does nature,
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or the human artificer who constructed the social organism

with this class partiahty, place the poor in an unenviable posi-
tion; it is also necessary to arrange that they shall not find it
out until the advent of Mr. Joynes. The poor cannot, he says,
organise society on a system which will prevent their being
robbed of their own productions, because the existiny oryccnisa-
tion itself ]Jeeps them iynora_,t of its own causes, and consequently
powerless to resist its effects.

Now for the cure. This is to be based on the principle

of justice--the principle which has ever been appealed to by
each wrong-headed reibrmer i¥om the days of Adam. But ill
order to give justice a chance, and something to go upon,
another question must needs be begged; and that is that the
fruits of' industry are the f_uits of labour. If capital contri-
butes to the increase of wealth, clearly the capitalist has a
right to at least his proportionate share of the increase. We
must therefore pretend that capital does not contribute. Yet

the contention is absurdly false.
I cannot see why socialists are necessarily opposed to all

political partie._ as ourauthor alleges. It is true that existing
parties are both opposed to them. That is to say, Conservatives
deny the trnth of the political doctrine on which socialism is
based, while neo-radicals have neither the consistency nor the

courage to carry their principles into practice. They are
afraid of being c.,:tre,_.c! But there is no necessary antagonism
between neo-radieals and socialists. Nor are we concerned to ask

why the name socialist has been bestowed on these extreme
advocates of compulsory co-operation. The reason adduced by
Air. Joynes is certainly not the true one; firstly, because there
are many persons quite as anxious as he is to "displace the

present system of competition for the bare means of subsistence,
and to establish in its stead the principle of associated work,"
who do not call themselves socialists, and whom nobody calls

socialists; secondly, because the description of the socialistic
aim is utterly inadequate. The individualist believes that the
enlightened and progressive self-interest of individuals will
eventually, though gradually, bring about a higher order of
society--higher, probably, than any human being now living
could even conceive, much less plan. The socialist, on the
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contrary, has no faith in this individualist evolution, or is too

impatient to wait for it, and he proposes to effect a sort of
artifcial evolution on lines laid down by a majority in council
assembled. The acts of the citizens are to be dictated by
socict!/. Hence the doctrine is called socialism.

The second chapter of the Catechism is entitled " The
Capitalist System." It abounds in fallacies, and perpetuates
the ridiculous notion of "use value," which is carefully
distin_'uished from "exchange vahe." The whole tissue of
cobwebs is extracted bodily from the works of the orthodox

political economists. It is the padding which forms part of
their stock-in-trade.

]t will be seen that the sole source of wealth is said to be

labour. -N_owsome economists define wealth as everything
which is useful to man a_ul which has exchange value. But
Mr. Joynes defines it very distinctly as "everything that
supplies the wants of man and ministers in any way to his
comibrt and enjoyment," whether it has an exchange value or
not. Hence air and water are wcahh. When he goes on to
say that all weahh is derived fi'om labour, he says that which
is absurdly untrue. Le_ hfin either adopt the old definition
of weahh--which is wrong--or else give up the old Ificardian
theory of the origin of wealth. His present positi_m is
untenable and ridiculous. I prefer to define wealth as all that
which is use_hl to man; we can dispense with Mr. Joynes's
rigmarole. Wealth then ihlls into two large classes. 1. Those
usefhl things to which man has been adapted, as all animals
are adapted to their environment by the elimination of the
unfit and the survival of the fit. 2. Those useful things which
man has adapted to his own use. In the tbrmer class would
come air and water; in the second class would fall all kinds
of tools and manufactured commodities. Man has become

adapted in the wild state to the fi'uits and other foods around
him; and the berries and nuts he gathers from the trees,
though wealth, are no more the result of his labour than the

sun, by whose rays he is warmed and com_brted. Even _Ir.
Joynes would hardly go so far as to base any theory of
distribution among tribes of monkeys on the _ound that the
apples and cocoa-nuts around are the product of their labour.
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Farther on we shall see the object of this baseless contention

that wealth is derived fl'om labour; for yet another false
premise must be improvised before the doctrine is of any use
as the basis of socialism.

As for the term "use value," it is alm4_st meaning'less, and

absolutely without either use or value as an economic expres-
sion! I_ is impossible to measure the amount of pleasure
which anything' is capable of affording. Such amount varies
with the individual enjoying it. Moreover the different kimls
of pleasure enjoyed by a single individual are, intt'r sc, incom-
mensuralde. Hc_w many times does the pleasure of eating
cheese-cakes _o into the pleasure of gazing on a lovely land-
scape, or listening to a grand symphony? Let ns clear our
heads of all these cobwel, s. The elements of plut(dogy are not
really very difficult (,r mysterious. Most of the dust has been
kicked up t,y the econmnists themselves. Let us see. Wealth
is evcrythin._ which aflbrds pleasure to man. Part of it is
tbund ready to halld, contributed, so to speak, by nature: and

part of it is due (in part) to the labour of man. Iiut even
this latter is not as a rule. wholly the product of lahanr. If
tlle raw material had value before it was operated upon, that
part ()f the manuthctured article's value is due not t_., lab(,ur

but t() nature. The value of a thing is simi,ly the amount
(according t(, any standard of measm'ement) of _,thcr things for
which it can 1,e exchanged. And this of course varies in
dittbrent localkies. In London a speetroscc,pe is _,'ort]_a gaod
deal more than a handful of glass beads; on the (/old Coast,
a goc,d deal less. The expression " use value " should be
abolished altogether. Then value stands for exchange value,
and that. alone. The following statement, therefl)re, amounts
to n(,thing more than that a loaf is more usefld to a
hungry man than to one who is satiated. This is quite true,
but nc_t. very original or protbund. " Its use value to a
starving man is infinitely _eat, as it is a question of life and
death with him to obtain it; it is nothing at all to a turtle-fed

alderman, sick already with excessive eating; but its exchange
value remains the same in all eases."

We have nex_ to learn what capital is; and the definition
given of k is just as accurate as the definition of wealth. It
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is the result, we are told, of past labour devoted to present
productions. Of course capital is as much the result of past
labour as wealth in general is the result of past labour, and
no more so. Capital is, in truth, all that weahh whose value

is due to the demand tbr it as an element of production, and
not as an immediately enjoyable commodity. Nobody enjoys
a file, or a saw, or a bale of flax ; but most of us enjoy a ripe
peach or a basin of turtle soup. Now coals we may enjoy
directly by making a good fire on a winter night: and they
also serve as elements of production. They are capital or not
capital according as their value is determined by the demand
tbr them in use in furnaces and factories or tbr keeping us
warm. Thus jet burns quite as well as coal, and would be as
useful in furnaces. So do diamonds. But they are not capital
because their value is due u, the demand tbr them as directly
enjoyable or useful eomm_,dities.

However, Mr. ,Joynes's definition is quite good enc_u2h f,-,r

the purpose he has in view, as will be seen. I-Iaving thshioned
his tools, he sets to work with them. lie points out that the

landlord secures his profit by extorting from the labc_urer a
share of all that he produces under threat of excluding him
from the land: and flint the capitalist extorts fl',uu those
labourers who are excluded fl'om the land a share ,,f all that

they produce, under threat of withh,flding fl'om them the
implements of production, and thus refusing to let them work
at all. lie then a_rees, we arc told, to return to, them as
wages ab,_ut a quarter of what they have produced by their
work, keeping" the remaining three-_luarters tbr himself and his
class. And this is the capitalist system.

One would have supposed that even the mosb ordmdox
political economist would have been able to detect the circular
form of this fallacy, liow do the landlord and eapitalist
secure their rent and profit ? lly a-,.'torti_j fl'om the labourers,
who are excluded from ttle land and fl'om the ownership of

capital, the greater share of what they produce, and leaving
them only sufficient to keep them alive. That is the explana-
tion with which we are supposed to put up. But why do the
silly labourers permit this extortion, seeing that they thr out-
number the landlords and capitalists ? Oh, the landlords and
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capitalists, with their ill-gotten gains, hire soldiers and police-
men to keep the labourers ill subjection. But why do not the
labourers extort from the capitalist the whole profits of his
capital, and with the proceeds hire an army to hold hhn in
subjection ? Well, you see, they have to ,,et the profits first"
the capitalist has got the start of them. And how, we ihrther

ask, did he get the start ? Why did not they get the start,
seeing what an advantage they had in numbers ? Well, the
ihct is, he made a bargain with them, and they got the worst
of the bargain. Quite so; the whole transaction is a volun-

tary one. There is no extortion, no coercion. The capitalist
system merely denotes the arrangement nnder which each
contributor to an adventure takes a share of the gross returns
proportionate to the capital contributed by trim.

And now from a great falsehood we come to a great truth,
namely, that the amount returned to tim labourer is the anlount
necessary to, keep him and his lhmily alive. Yes; such is the

result of the iron law of wa_es--thc terrible law which keeps
the bulk of the population down close to the starvation limit.

Mr. Joynes does not seem quite to understand it, or the proof
of its truth, tbr he considers it necessary to bolster it up in a
palpably superfluous way. He calls in the doctors as

witnesses. Now no proof of this kind is required. The pro-
position can be demcmatrated deductively, and is as certain as
any proposition in Euelid. Given the wage system and the
postulate that population presses on means of subsistence, and

then the iron law of wages follows as obviously as day tbllows
night.

IV is true the "orthodox " have woven a fabric of moon-

beams wherewith to clothe the nakedness of this spectre, and
they have called it "the standard of comfort." tiut the

hideous form gleams through the unsubstantial vesture, and
the victims of wagedom are devoured as before. The fiction
is eomtorting; and as tbr the fitct--well, that does not afl'eet

the "orthodox political econonfists." But the present system
nmst be made to appear decent.

-_ " CeSetting, aside the animus shown by the use of the words
" extortion " and "threat," there is little or no fault to find

with Mr. Joynes's statement of the case. It @ true that under
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the wage syst.em now in vogue, tile "iron law of wages " does

operate to keep down the reward of labour to the cost of
"keeping body and soul together," and we need not quarrel
with the manner in which the truth is brought to our notice.

Neither need individuals quarrel with the remedy proposed,
namely, that tile labouring classes should become their own
employers. By all means let the workers become their own
employers. By the laws of civilised communities all persons
are the owners of their own bodies; but they are permitted to
let themselves out for hire, though they cannot sell thernselves
out and out. This system of letting themselves out for hh'e

by time is called the wage system, and it is doubtless the cause
of most of the ills aflhcting the working classes. 13ut the
change would not abolish idleness. Idle people (and I do not
admire them any more than Mr. Joynes) would continue to
flourish in idleness on the fruits of capital, which is not the
fruits of the labour of living persons, but (ibr the most part)
the fruits of the labour of persons long since dead. This
curious fallacy crops up again and again.

Chapter II. concludes with the observation that the work
done by a eompany would go on just as well if the shareholders
disappeared. Possibly it would; but how would the work of
the Company have progressed if there had been no share-
holders to begin with ? Take this ease. A man, who might
have been tilling the _'ound and growing potatoes, spends

his time in making a plough. It takes him many weeks to
make it. When it is finished, he lends it to his neighbour

ibr a consideration which pays hinl better than if he had
tilled his land. Both parties gain by the arrangement.
Straightway the agriculturist says : "Very good,' friend,
but you are m_t wanted. The ploughing goes on well
enough without you. Leave your plough with us, and go
and improve yourself off the face of the earth." That is
just what Mr. Joynes says to the shareholders. Aald this is
socialism !

The third chapter deals with what socialists call surplus
value. We shall see what is meant by this term. Meantime
no o'qiection is taken to capital as such. "The way in which it
is used is attacked by socialists, not the thing itselt; and i_ is
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only by means of a democratic state, acting in the filterest of
the producer, that it can be turned to the advantage of the
labourer."

Here we see the cloven hoof, bearing out my previous
contention, namely, that it is not merely co-operation which
socialism denotes, but compulsory co-operation--co-operation
planned and enforced by the State or organised society. Here
it is admitted. Ill the description of socialism in the first

chapter this feature is entirely ignored. While admitting that
under the system of wagedom, capital is not exactly used " in
the interest of the labourers," we shall see whether SLate

socialism is really the onSy scheme by which a cure can
be effected; whether individualism is not capable of evolv-
mg an industrial system workable in the interest of the

labourers," and also in the interest of the c_pitalists, who,
after all (and despite modern cant), are worth more, and a
good deal more--man ibr man--than the much-belauded
'" proletariat."

]]ut to return to our text. How is State socialism to

work ? "By taking into its own hands all the hind and
capital, or means of production, which are now used as

monopolies tbr the benefit of the possessing class. As the

State has already taken over the Post-Office and the Tele_'aphs,
so it might take over the llailways, Shipping, Mines, Factories,
and all other industries."

The expression, "in whose interest," which fi'equently
1/occurs throughou_ this C(_tccl_s_, is either meaningless or

nfisleading. If i_ means that there is any conscious pur-
pose--any design on the part of those who uphold the
present industrial system--it is manifestly untrue. If it

merely means that the employers get the best of the wage
bargain, it will not be denied. The employers do receive a
profit on their investments, and the wage receivers do not.

But to say that production is now carried on in anybody's
interest is a most unjust insinuation, more espeeial]y when Mr.
Joynes himself admits that employers are not individually
responsible for the systera; for he will hardly pretend that
employers have consciously entered into a sort of class compac_
to keep the proletariat in subjection. That may be the c_cct
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of certain social causes, but it certainly is not the p_trpose of
willed acts.

We are then told that the labourers produce the machinery,
which is no mort true than the statement that the female alone

prod_ccs the offspring. It is apparently true, and that is all.
Sometimes capital contributes less than the labourers; some-
times a great deal more. Again, to say that the employers
" take it away" from them is just as fair as to say that Mr.
Joynes goes and takes what he wants from the grocer's sho 1,
Of course he does--and pays for it. We are intended to
gather that the employer steals tile labourer's machinery,
whereas tile " taking away " is pursuant to the wage contract.
When Mr. Joynes says that the cure is tbr tile State to " take
into its own hands" tile land and the capital which is now
private property, he might be a little more explicit and say
whether he means 5u_j it or s/cat it ; because in tile one case
the community would be ruined, in the other ease only the
best members of the eonmmnity---just at first. There is no

need to quarrel with the contention that to buy these things
--all the ships, mines, railways, factories, gas-works, canals,
furnaces, etc.--would be just as good a strr)ke of business, and
just as sound a policy, as the " taking over" of the post-office
and telec_raphs. I can bethink myself of no more impr(_ving
task for soeialists than to be set to work to go through the
accounts of the department from its commencement down to
the present year. And alas: when all is said and done, our
teacher in the very new sentence admits that the workers
wouht be no better off" than befi_re. Look at the poor post-
nlalL.

Cannot tile workers combine together by co-operation, it is
asked, to defeat this principle of competition ? No ; not unless
the whole body of workers are included iLLone society, and

that is simply socialism, s'_ys our teacher.
Here we have tile grand socialist mistake of eonfounding

voluntary co-operation with eompulsory. If the whole body
of workers were included in one society of their own free will
and accord, that would no more be socialism than tile present

system. It is really time the socialists dropped this absurd
contention. Trade unionism is no more socialistic than a

Z
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joint-stock company or a cricket club. But what is tile con-
elusive reason adduced ibr disearding voluntary co-operation ?
Simply that it cannot get rid of competition. So much the
better. It must be proved that eompetition is really the
harmful principle in the existing system. That lms never
been done. It is some comfort to find the wage contraet
described as a "bargain." It is usually described by our

teacher and his fellow-socialists as an arrangement fo_'ced on
the labourer.

We are next introduced to "surplus value," which is
defined as the difference between a bare subsistence and the

fruits of labour. " Neeessa W labour is that which would feed
and clothe and keep in comfort the nation if all took their part
in perfornfing it." It is already exqdent that Mr. ,loynes, like
all socialists, is a member of the '" Daniel Lambert " school of

politics. To exis_ is neeessary ; to be fat is necessary : but to
be educated, euhured, somettfing above the mere brute--that is
not neeessaw, it is a luxury.

What do we mean t,v necessary labour ._ ] mean nothing
by it. 1 never use the expression. The labour which results
in a noble wm'k of art is in my opinim_ quite as _cec,ssaW as
the labour which results in a pair of corduroy trousers, kIore-
over, the very existence of most persons is by no means

necessary in the sense of " indispensable." The world could get
on very well without them. Once upon a time a thief put
forward the plea of necessity--" Mais, il facet riz'_'c : " l_ut the
judge quietly and pertinently replied, "Jc _e _'o_ l_as la
:/_&:s._itd" There is no necessity to keep alive a huge, ugly, and
stupid population; and the labour spent in "feeding and
clothing" the nation might well be more suitably, and even
productively, spent in ereating things which minister to the
higher tastes, tIowever, all these reflections fall under the
still unanswered question, ls life worth living ?

No individual employer, we are told, is responsible for the
exploitation of the labourers; the blame applies to the whole

class. Individual employers may be ruined, but the employing
class eontinue to appropriate the surplus value. And the
_'eas_n of _his is because competition is as keen amongst the
capitalists as among the labourers. It determines the division of
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the spoil ; different sets of people struggling to get a share in
the surplus value. It does not affect the labourers at all. It
is assumed that the 191u'aderis to be shared among the " upper
classes," and the only question is in what proportion this shall
be done. All this may be quite true without justifl-ing the

language used when we are told that that which tile employers
take from the employed is _oil and plunder. It is nothing of
the sort. It is merely the fruits of a bargain which, from the

labourers' point of view, is a very foolish and bad bargahl.
We may admit that, without accusing those who get the best of

the bargain of being phmderers.
But in what ibllows it is not the language only which is

censurable, it is the gross fallacy on which the whole socialist
argument rests. " This phinder is labelled by many names,
such as rent, brokerage, fees, profits, wages of superintendence,
reward of abstinence, insurance against risk, but above all,
intere._t on capital. They are all deducted from the la]_ourers'
earnings. The_e is no other ihnd fi'om which they could
possibly come, and they are simply taken for nothing, just as
a thief accumulates his stolen goods." Here is the socialist
fallacy in its nakedness. '"There is no other fund from which
they could possibly come:" i.e. wages of superintendence, fees
for medical attendance, and legal add*ice and such like; as if
all these payments were not for hard work and skilled work
done. To say that a man who adds more to production by
working with his head than perhaps one hundred men do by
working with their hands is paid necessarily out of' the fruits of

their labour is simply transparent nonsense.
There is quite another explanation of the payment for in-

terest and rent, and "abstinence" and insurance against risk.

Capital, as I have said, contributes to new value, sometimes
more, and sometimes less, than tile labourers engaged on the

work. It may be the saved result of work done a year ago, or
fifty years ago. Anyhow, it has never been consumed by those
who had a righ_ to consume it. As soon as it i,_ employed in
further production it has to be destroyed. When the product
emerges it may be worth less than the elements fi_vested, or it
may be worth more. As a rule, ci_51ised man being a prudent
animal, it is worth a little more, on the arcraye about 3 per cent
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more. Thisisthe averageprofiton capital,and itisproperly

called economic interest, because the element of risk may be
eliminated by spreading it over a wide area of investments.

Those who insure the interest reap the larger profits if any,
and incur the loss if any. You cannot eat your corn and sow
it; and if you sow it, you are not satisfied to receive a like

amount at the end of the year. Is it not ridiculous to say
that the man who sows your corn hi your field tbr you is the
sole producer of the new value next harvest ? All capital
fructifies--grows like a tree. If a sapling, eight-feet four in
height, grows three inches in a year, it fairly represents the
annual growth of capital.

Here is an interesting definition of interest. " Interest is
a fine paid by the private organiser of labour out of the
surplus value which his labourers supply, to the idle person
from whom he borrows his capital." We now see what a
particularly ridiculous conclusion we arc driven to, if we
accept this theory of surplus value. Interest a fine_ Of
course the expression "surplus value " has no definite meaning
whatever. It vaguely conveys to the socialist's mind the
difference between the value of the work which has to be done

and the value of the work which he would not mind doing
without the stimulus of hunger; that is to say, the average
amount of work which would be required if everybody was
satisfied to be warm and fat, and to have plenty of sleep. It
is curious to observe that in such a sodden state of society
prevision would be weaker, a future pleasure would compare
less favourably with an equal present pleasure, and co_sc_ucnt[ff
interest would be higher. No one will exchange a present
pleasure for a future pleasure without an extra inducement.
Mr. Joynes himself, with a peach fil his hand on a hot summer
day, would not exchange it for the promise of an equally
luscious peach on the next hot day. Why should he ? But

if the would-be purchaser a_eed to give him two peaches on
the next hot day, he might think it worth his wlfile to close
the bargain. That would be 100 per cent interest; and
yet Mr. Joynes would hardly consider he was imposing a fine
on the other party. A man must be a metaphysician, a
lunatic, or a political economist to understand the stuff that
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has been written by the "orthodox" about interest. Thus,
when we speak of interest, we must steer between Scylla and
Chaubdis--between the socialist contention that it is a device
of the devil for enriching the rich at the expense of the poor,
and the orthodox theory that it is a divine reward fbr the
exercise of some subtle and saintly virtue called abstinence or
thrift. The plain truth is (as every banker assumes in
practice) that interest is the current estimate of average
national profits. If, therefore, interest is a fine, profits qre a
fine. One cannot draw a line between two men, one of whom

draws 2_ per cent from Government securities, and the other
of whom draws ,,1,,_ per cent from Great Western preference
stock, l{ut, after allowing for these peculiarities of thought
and of language, Mr. ,Ioynes makes one very true and
important admission. The share contributed to industry t,y
the capitalist, as compared with the share contributed bv the
wage slave, tends to become larger and larger. And the
tendency must continue so long as the workers tolerate the

present wage system. True ; l_ut socialism is not the cure or
the substitute for it.

Mr. ,Joynes makes it clear that he shares the neo-radieal
delusion that filctory laws have the eflbet of raising" wages.
This is untrue. I shall not take refilR'e behind the argument
that, owing to the ease with which laws are evaded, the
expected eflbet in the abstract tkils in the concrete. I _o
farther. I say that, even granting invicdaldc lhctory laws,
wages would not be pernmnently afflicted. Let it 1)e
supposed that an Eight H_mrs' Bill is passed, prohibiting all--
men, women, and ehildren--fl'om working" more than eight
hours in any one day. What is the eflbet ? Not that of
malting an eight-hour day's wa_'e (_tiIla] to a ten-horn' day's
wage'; N(. ; the first efl_ct is that the worker will get only
four-fifths of his tbrmer wage. ]_ut this is bdou_' subsi#c_e,'
WaflC. True: but subsistence wage includes the item for a

sinking fund to enable the worker to rear up children to take
his place. This is the first item to be knocked otti The
workers of the required kind are not reproduced : the price of
that kind of labour rises a little t_) meet the demand; then

the price of the goods at which they work is raised. The
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demand shrinks: down goes the trade, and a lower level is
reached--we have a smaller population, dearer necessaries and
luxuries, and (it is true) shorter hours. Mr. ttyndman has
over and over again pointed out that an Artisans' Dwellings
Act would have no other eflbct than to put money into the
pockets of employers. If the State paid the whole of the

labourer's rent the employer would be able to reduce his wages
by precisely that amount. Mr. Champion lately pointed out.
the same thing. If Mr. Joynes really understands and accepts
the "iron law," he should admit that he has made a mistake

in speaking of degrees of exploitation, of "exploiting to the
uttermost." _Vagedom ,is what socialists call " exploitation to
the uttermost." There is no deeper depth to sound.

The fourth chapter in this curious Catcchis;_ is charac-
teristically entitled "Methods of Extortion." Capital without
labour is helpless, we are told. Now, nobody ever said that
capital without labour is, as a rule, productive. Nor will
Mr. Joynes pretend that labour without capital is pr,-_ductive.
zts a r_:lc, both labour and capital are helpless without the
other. It is true that in certain cases capital is productive
alone, as, ibr instance, when an owned tree of value pr,_duees

fruit without any attention. So, also, labour is occasionally
productive without the aid of capital, as when a sculptor
creates a work of value out of some valueless stone or clay.
But, c_s (_ rule, Mr. Joynes is right hl saying that without
labour capital is helpless, lie should have added that labour
without capital is helpless, lie proposes as a remedy that the
State should compete with the capitalist by providing employ-
ment for the labourers, and paying them the full value of their
productions. :Now, what in reason's name is meant by the
State ? And how is it going to acquire the capital necessary
to enable it to employ the labourers ? It is clear from the
context that bv "the ihll value of their production" Mr.

Joyne, means " the full value of the total product of industry" ;
that is t_, say, the fruits of labour lJh_s the t}uits of capital.
If so, it is o]_viou_ that the capital held by the State would
rapidly dwindle away, unless made good from some other
source. The question is, }Vhat source ? And the only possible
answer is, Taxation.
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Large accumulations of wealth by individuals is an evil,
says Mr. Joynes, but capital in private hands is worse. No

proof', and not the smallest evidence, is Wen in support of this
sweeping allegation. No proposition has been more keenly
disputed than this. ] for one certainly cannot accept Mr.
Joynes's i2)sc dixit on the subject. If large accumulations
of wealth in private hands is an exql, it must be for some

reason. What reason ? I assert that so far from being an
evil, it is an unmixed good. No one is forced to accept my
dogmatic assertion, but there it is. Large accumulatious of
the particular kind of wealth denoted by the term "capital" is
also a good in itself. At least we have been shown nothing to

the contrary; and, moreover, we see that it is an increasing
tendency, and that such tendency ia accompanied by a dinfinish-
ing cost of production. At the same time nobody denies that
good things may be abused. Weahh nmy be expended in
drink and debauchery. And this is true of capital. At the
present time capital is expended in hiring wage slaves. If it
were reserved for investing in industrial undertakings in which
only free men were engaged, the larger the accumulations of
capital in individual hands the l*etter. If wagedom were
suppressed anyhow--by capitalisation or by socialism--then
large accunmlations of wealth would, we are told, not matter so

much. Why not ? Because the capitalist system presupposes
the existence of two factors, and is unworkable and impossible
without them. First, private property in a:'cumulated wealth :
and secondly, the presence of proper:yless labourers in the

market, wh_ are forced to sell their services at cost. price, that
is to say, at wages that will _.ive them a bare subsistence and
enable them to work on the morrow, this being the cost of the
daily reproduction of the force or power to labour which
constitutes their sole property. There is a slight but important
omission here. The whole of the factors are not enumerated.

There is the item which goes to enable the different kinds of
workers to rear up children to take their place when they are
used up. When this is neglected, and the item is not paid to
the wage slave, the result is that the mm:ber of hands in the
trade where the omission has taken place is reduced, and wages
rise till the normal proportion of hands is again reached.
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Thus the employer cannot permanently shirk the payment of
this item. As a rule, he does not try.

Still there is an element of truth in all this. The present

wage system is one under which the labourer forfeits (there is
no need to say that he is robbed) the whole of the profits of
his labour. That is true; but he does it voluntarily. The
socialists propose an alternative system in which tile capitalist
is to forfeit the whole of the profits on his capital. This is
equally unreasonable, and inasmuch as it is proposed to deprive
him by force against his will, it is r_bbery. Why cannot
capitalist and worker pull together, and agree to take each
the profits on his own contribution ? TILe capitalisation of
labour would solve the labour question without injm 3" to any
one.

Perhaps the l_est answer to this question is that given by
Mr. Joynes himself. What has hitherto prevented tile workers
fl'om combining for tile overthr_)w of the capitalist system is

ignorance, he says--ignorance due t_, the system itself, which
eompela them t(, spend all their lives upon nLonotoIL()US toil,
and leaves them n_, time for education.

Throu_'hout this Uatcchi._ a free use is made of technical
terms, both economical and legal. But the use of the teml
"t>aud" is the most unwarrantable. What is fl'aud ? If a

drowniw, man is induced u, promise half his tbrtune beibre
another man on tile bank will tlm_w him a rope, is the bargain
a fraudulent one ? Not a bit of it. ]t is a shameful bargain,
but there is no fraud in it. If a nmn sells a rare bo_k for a

mere trifle to one who km_ws its true value, the sale is not

fl'audulent. The buyer may get a book worth £200 fi,r half-a-

crown by what we should call a shabby act, but there is no
fraud. Then, where is the fraud in hiring a wage slave : It
is simply nonsense to use such language. " ['nder the slave-
ownin-system there was no fraud involved, but only force,"

says -ur author. " The similarity between the slave-owning
and the capitalist system is complete, with the single exception
that three was used in place of fraud."

Freedom of contract is next de,_cribed as a farce. Now

it is not altogether a farce. First of all the labourer is free to
choose his master. But, beyond that, he is perfectly free to
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capitalise himself if so disposed, and, by union, force the proper
system on employers, who would benefit as much as the
workers. His "freedom " is limited in this respect only hy his
own ignorance and laziness--internally, not externally.

Having described freedom of contract as a farce, the
question arises in what sense is it free ? The answer given is,
that the labourer is free to take what is off, red or nothing
0_; let me add, the lull fruits of his laborer, as ascertained after

the completion of the process. This he is fool enough, or
eoward enough, to refrain from demanding, and to reject when
offered. As a class, tbr this reason, wage slaves deserve no
pity. Folly may be a pitiable quality, but it does not always

arouse the emotSm of pit)-. Of course, failing this course, the
workers nmst, as Mr. ,l_ynes says, accept the market value of
their services, or nothing.

" Nor has he anything to fall back upon. except that in England
t-Iumamtv has revolted against the reign of the eaIdtahst, and provided
the workhouse as a last resource for the labourer, taxing the capitalist for
its support. But the capitalist has turned this pieee of socialism tu his
own ends by rendering the workhouse so unpleasant to the poor that
starvation :s often thought preferable, and 1,v in_-_stingthat no useful
work done in the workhcmseshall be brought intu his market, where its
presence wouhl disturb his calculations and impair his profits. He only
allows it to exist at all because he knows that its existence may stave off'
for a time the Revolution which he drea&-."

,qurely there is a c_mtradietian here. Mr. &)yne_ has
eareflflly divided the population into capitalists and labaurers,
rich and poor, idlers and workers. He now tells us that the
capitalist all.ws the workhc, use to exist, " _Jeca_,_sche know.,_ that

its existence may stave off for a time the revolution." He
also tells us that ]Ir,tma_itj has provided the workhouse.
Who are included in the ranks of' hmnanity ? Have the
workers provided the workhouse fl)r themselves ? The thct is
Mr. Joynes has not yet made up his mind whether the work-
house is a socialistic tribute to pity, or a cunning capitalistic
safety-valve ag'ainst revolution, or, as he prefers t.o call it, "t]_c

tlevolution " with a big If. }2dueated persons can talk about
revohltions in nmnners, customs, habits, morals, etc., without

feeling t.o tingle at their own daring. Just as salvationists
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trade on the mob's well-known weakness for a good romping
chorus, so the socialists trade on the taste of the young roughs
for Jack Sheppard, blood and terror. It makes budding
" Britons strut with courage." Tile orator who lfints with
flashing eye at deeds without a name, at hidden knives and
dynamite, who menacingly reminds the Duke of ]}roadacres
and landlords in general of the fate of Foulon; such an one

is already a hero in his own conceit, and hMf a hero to
the buflle-heads who listen to him as children listen to ghost
stories.

However, Mr. Joynes is not quite so far gone as that. By
revolution he means what ordinary people mean--a complete
change, a change which we all look forward to, one which will
abolish all unjust privileges and differences, and will render
the workers their own employers. That is what co-operatimfists
and capitalisationists all look ibrward to, but they are content
to spell the word with a little modest "r," and to risk the
SUl,port of the Tiehbornites, the Skeleton Army, and other
" thinkers of that School." But let Mr. Joynes explain himselfi
By revolution he means " the complete change in the conditions

of society which will abolish all unjust privileges, distinctions of
rank, or difference between wage payers and wage earners, and
will render the workers their own employers." We are next
treated to a diatribe aRainst landlordism, " of which force is the

chief element, since it labels the surplus value'rents,' and
uses all the resources of civilisation in the shape of police and
soldiery to enforce their payment by the people; but the
element of fraud is present, since the labourer is told that he
is free to give up his holding if he does not wish to pay rent."
If our author is addressing himself to the silly rabble above

mentioned, his workmanship is, on the whole, too good. It is
thrown away upon them. But if he is writing for educated
persons, I venture to say that this last passage is an insult to
their common sense. To call the bargain between landlord and
tenant a fraudulent one, t)ecausc the tenant is told flint he need

not enter into it unless he likes, is trifling with the intelligence
of the reader. As for the other and "chief element," it is

absurdly untrue that force is used in this or any civilised country
tbr the extortion of rents. No one is compelled to pay rtmt.
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any more than he is compelled to buy a fiddle or to hire a
cab.

There is practically no difference between the mode of
enforcing rent and the mode of enfbrcing payment ibr the hire

of other goods. If Mr. Joynes hires a horse or a threshing
machine for a week he will be of_rccd to pay, if he can; and

whether lie can pay or not, he will be fvrccd to deliver up
possession of the horse or machine, however much lie may
sincerely believe that the act of hiring has somehow invested
him with some kind of pr_prietary right. Tile element of
force enters as much into one class of cases as it does into the

other. There is no appeal to police and soldiery in the on(,
case more than in the other. When one man takes or re-

tains what belongs to another, he must be made to surrende_
it.--by fbrce if necessary. Where the fraud comes in it i,
hard t_ see.

But there is another egre_'i,_us fallacy herein contained.
The man who pays rent and then takes the whole profits of his
industry is not a wage slave at all, but a free man, more
especially when his bargain with the landowner is of the nature
of a lease, calculated on the average productiveness of like

hind. Whether he pays his rent in the shape of money or of
service._ makes no difference whatever as to the honesty of the
barg_tin.

I have s(, little criticism of a substantial kind to pass upon
the gi,t of 3ir. Joynes's fifth chapter, entitled " Maehine_ and

their [%es." that I am ahnost tempted t,, reprint it without
comment as a fair statement of the capitatisationist view of the
subject. But the tone of the answers is s_) unsatisfhctory that
I could n,)t adopt that course without compromising myself,
and moreover, the first and last portions spoil the efli_et of
the whole. "Labour-saving machinery is used, as its name
indicates, to reduce the cost of production, and by cost of pro-
duction we mean the amount of human labour necessary to
produce useful things." I mean nothing of the sort. It is true
that'the employment of machinery is one way of reducing cost
of production, but it is only one way. Neither does the term

" labour saving" cover all the methods of reducing the cost of
production. Nor is it correct to describe machinery as reducing
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cost of production solely through the reduction in the amount of
human labour required to produce useful things. To begin with,

locomotive engines save horse labour, which is not human.
Furthermore, machinery effects a great saving not only in
labour, but also in capital. For example, the wool-combing
machine saved the whole of the noil which used to pass away
with the waste. To such an extent was this the ease, that

whereas hand-combers were charging fourpenee a pound,
machine-combers were able to comb .t))r _othi_[! at a profit
until competition compelled the whole trade to adopt the
machine. So brick-making machines and certain mineral oil
processes enable us to utilise materials which were formerly so
nmeh refuse.

I have already dweh upon the persistent socialist tidlaey

--shared, it is true, l_y the orthod(_x school of pr_litieal economy
--that the ec_st of production is the amount ,,f human labour
rettuircd to produce. First of all, it is not even literally true,
l_eeause nature supplies sc_me valuables withnut lal_r_ur. J_ut
the main flaw in the statement i_ that it overlooks the s_/crc.ssirc

processes in production, and in practice attributes the value of
the product to the labour consumed in the latest proces.-, or. at
all events, in the last few princesses, ttaving premised this, I
am in complete accord with the rest of this chapter, wLieh states

very fifirly and very clearly the precise position of wage
receivers with respect tt_ machinery. Labour has not benefited

as it should have dc)ue tlm_ugh the introduction of machinery.
" It is questionable," says John Stuart Mill, " if all the improve-
ments in machinery have lightened the day's toil of a single
man." Vnfortunately this is by nc_means the worst _,f it. In
addition tc_ these occasional and transitory evils, there i.- a great
and growing evil resulting from the increasing introduction of
machinery. The resulting division of lat_our so specialises the
work of the several classes of workers that there is less and

less need for the exercise of intelligence. Their work tends
to become more mon(_ton_ms, easier, and consequently sustain-

able for longer hours than formerly. They are becoming less
like men and more like automatons day by day. t'e()ple do
not. make boots or shirts now; they nmke tops vr button-
holes.
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" Their employel; it is true, saves their labour in the sense of getting
the same work done by the machine without having to pay theh" wages.
But this is not a permanent advantage to him individually. As long as
he has a monopoly of the machine, it is a great advantage to him, but
other capitalists soon intruduce it also, and compel him to share the spoil
with them. The owners of the raaehmes try to undersell each other,
with a view to keeping the production in their own hands; and com-
petition beats down prices until the normal level of capitalist profits is
reached, below which they all decline to go."

All this is very true, and altogether at variance with the

teachings of the orthodox school. Nor need we quarrel with
the succeeding portion, except as to the absurd and ideal
division of society into two classes, idlers and workers. This
is, of course, a piece of socialist stock-in-trade; but if for

workers and idlers we read wage receivers and wage payers,
Mr. Joynes's contentions are not very wide of tile mark. He
very properly exposes tile orthodox fallacy which vitiates every
argmnent of the economists, and that is the assumption that
the lal,ourers have no righ_ to complain so long as the
employers are content with taking only the normal rate of
profits as their share of the surplus vahe. It is well that this
fhllacy should be pointed out and insisted upon. I have often

been met, when advocating capitalisation, with tile argument--
No room for improvement. The " orthodox" shakes his head.
"You admit," says he, "that profits cannot fall below their

normal level. Where then, under (_t_! system, is an improve-
merit in labour renmneration to come front ? Clearly, it must
come out of the consumer's pocket, or re)t. at all."

Again, he is right in pointing out that cheapness of
production is only an apparent, not a real benefit to the
workers. "It would be real if all who consumed were also

workers. As it is, the working class get all the disadvantage
of the h)w wages, and of the adulteration, which has been
described as a tbrm of competition."

All this again is true. At the same time tile manual
workers do not suffer so much from adulteration as migh_ at

first sight appear. Few articles consumed by the wage receivers
are adulterated with substances injurious to heahh; and

ehea I) substitutes for expensive articles do not, in the end,
bring extra profits to tile manufacturer. Competition brings
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down tile profits on the sham to the normal level. The
calico-maker who puts 40 per cent of China clay into his goods
gets in the long run 40 per cent less for them. Consumers

who like these cheap goods, irrespective of their quality, get
articles _wre than 40 per cent worse. The consumer is the
chief offender and the chief sufferer; serve him right. J3ut
the workman who buys (as a rule) the best quality of goods
he can, cannot long be cheated out of his money's worth.
Competition does it.

" What makes the reduction of cost appear advantageous to the wage
earner_ is the fact that their wages are paid in money. The money price
of all articles has risen enormously during the last three centuries owing
to the incre_ed abundance of gold. The money wages have rL-enalso,
but not in anything l_ke the same proportmn. Again, the cheapening of
bread and other necessaries is _hown to have been an empty boon to the
workers, because it has been proved again and again on the. highest
authority that the labourers, as a body, at present obtain so bare a sub-
sistence that it does not sufficeto keep them in health ; therefl}re they
could not at any time have lived on half the amount. Smfilarly if bread
became twice a_-dear, wa_es would necessarily rise. A Wiltshire farm-
labourer could not maintain his family on half their present food ; and
though capital cares nothing about individuals, it takes good care that the
labourers shall not starve in a body."

Here, azain, the first effect of a general fall in wages is lost
sight of: The population of the workers whose wa_e is below
the normal subsistence level ceases to increase. It is not a

case of wholesale death by starvation. The capitalist, so far
from taking care that the thing shall not occur, watches it
with indifference every day. He cannot help it. Indeed, i_
may be said that i_ is no business of his. It all goes on in
accordance with " the laws of supply and demand"--laws

which have a real existence, in spite of the fact that they have
never yet been stated 1,y political economists, who are content
to refer t_ them as immutable but mysterious decrees, located
somewhere, and sanctifying the existing state of mundane
aff_drs, more especially the extravagances of the rich and the
sufferings of the poor.

P,ut in spite of all the evils resulting from machinery Mr.

,loynes would not advise the workers to destroy the machinery.
To destroy what they have themselves produced merely because
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it is at present stolen from them, would be absurd. The right
course to pursue, he says, is to organise their ranks; demand
restitution of their property ; keep it under their eontrol; and
work it for their own benefit.

Here again we meet with the altogether unjustifiable word
" stolen." Mr. Joynes himself would never accuse an indi-
vidual employer of stealing. The term has a moral connota-
tion, and this should be borne in mind. I quite agree that
that which, under a better system, would have passed into the
pockets of workmen has, under the existing wage system,
passed into the pockets of capitalists. It is to be regretted,
because it tends to keep whole strata of society down at the
level of cost of subsistence. There can be no reasonable doubt

that if t_ritish wage receivers had been free workers--had
broken down the wage system--at the beginning of the
present century, the many, many millions of pounds' worth
of produce due to machinery would now be their property.
The future is likely to be quite as prolific fil inventions, and
it is not too late to mend. tIut to pretend that because
labourers of one sort or another have been too indolent or

too stupid to take care of their own investments, therefore
they have been robbed by their employers, is the height of
folly and untruth.

]n disputing some of Mr. Joynes's propositions it is
necessary to be very cautious for fear of doing an injustice,
because terms are used in a sense which is unusual with

political economists, or, at least, which ought to be. For
instance, " cost of production " is emph_yed to mean the labour
expended in the process. Ordinary people use the term as

meaning the united values of the labour and capital consumed
in the process. But now the question arises whether the
prices of articles would be raised if the community were

or,_anised on socialist principles ? Mr. Joynes thinks not---
" not necessarily, nor in most eases; but hi some this would
certainly be the result." ]_ut surely, if the labourer received
more for the same amount of work, either the price of the
product would be higher, or else the difference would have to
come out of somebody else's pocket. Now I am far from
denying that under a better industrial system the manual
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workers would receive a larger share of the proceeds of industry.
I think they would. I also agree that in the present state of
improved communications a large number of the middlemen are
unnecessary, and consequently a useless element in cost of
production. This is the ease with many retail shopkeepers.
If' the reduction made in the cost of middlemen went into the

pockets of artisans, etc., it is evident that total cost of pro-
duction would remain the same, and prices would remain the
same.

Substituting proper language for such words in the

Catechism as " theft" and " stolen" it is true that the poorest
class of workers do actually give their labour away, or very
nearly so. But this can be remedied without adopting
socialism. Some of us cannot roast a sucking-pig nowadays
without burning the house down ! And who, now, are these

dreadful people--these middlemen who are to be so ruthlessly
swept away ? We ought to sympathise with individuals who
have been reared to perform services which are no longer
required. If cheap, safe, and rapid transport have rendered a
good many distributors superfluous, they will have to learn new
trades, or do as best they can. Such was the ease when rail-

ways pushed on one side those who only knew the coaching
business. When machinery supersedes hand-workers, the
socialists proclaim unbounded pity for them. Then why

anathematise the unfortunate superfluous retailers ? Simply
because with them are confounded in the socialist imagination
a host of others, with whom they have absolutely nothing in
common.

Who are the middlemen who intercept and share the
surplus value produced by the labourer ? They are, says our
guide, the unnecessary agents and distributors, the holders of
stock, bonds, and shares of every description, and all those who
are supported by the wealth producers either in idleness or in

useless labour, of which latter class of persons flunkeys are a
conspicuous example.

Here we have the unfortunate distributors jumbled up
with shareholders--that is, simple capitalists who may or may
not be workers--and with flunkeys, who, poor fellows! work
hard enough in all conscienee. To stand and sit about for
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hours with tight stockings, cold feet, and "powdered '" tthat i_
whitewashed) hair is a form of martyrdom which most work-
men would fly fi'om, even though the fimtory or the workhouse
were tile alternative. This passage alone testifies to a hopeless
confusion in tile mind of Mr. Joynes, which goes far to explain
his strange attitude toward many elasses of useful public
citizens. Where does Mr. Joynes draw tile line between the
thmkey, tile private gardener, the piano manutheturer, and the
laeemaker .e

"But the rich," it seems, " do not even support their own

flunkeys, and nmintain in comfort those who produce luxurie_
for them. These people are maintained entirely by the
workers, though the nmintenanee is passed thr, mgh the

hands of tile rich, wh, thereibre imagine that they pr_,-
duee it."

This statement is absolutely false. Flunkeys (under which

oarefully chosen term of opprobrium Mr. Jovne_ probably in-
cludes all elasse, of domestic servants) are maintained entirely

out of the fairly acquired property of those who employ them.
And by thiq [ mean, of course, not that thieves d_ not some-

times acquire property uni, tirly, and even emph_y domestics
with their ill-gotten gains, but that honest nmster_ and ntis-
tresses pay their servants ,ut of the ti'uits of capital without

inflicting the smallest, injury or loss on _ther elas_es of workers.
If ,I,,hn and William bv diligence and ability acquire more

than enough to kee l, themselve_ in ordin'trv ('mnl;a't, they are
ju,tified in restin_ fi'om their labours and spending their super-

fin-us gains in hxuries. ,tohn lmys horses and carriages and
works of fine art: William hires singers amt dancers and
"flunkeys" t. wait upon him and anmse him. In what way
does William rob ,,r injure those who are (_bliged t- go (m
earninR' their daily bread any more than &,hn .e burely even
s,eialists nm_t see that thi_ is a di,_tinetion without a dittbrenee.

This conclusion in nowise precludes us from _ivin_ a hearty
assent t,_ the contenticm that expenditure on luxuries is not
good for trade or },eneficial to tlle workers.

It is clear that if rich people had better taste than they
seem to have, less wouhl be spent on "hxuries" which are

not luxuries, on things which utterly fail to give tile pleasure
2A
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which is expected from them. The money which is spent on
Brummagem trinketry, on hideous female apparel, on florid
gingerbread architecture, on meretricious painting, and on
gorgeous equipages and retinues, will in time to come, when

the taste of mankind is elevated, be devoted to the production
of things from which more true, lasting, and proportionate
pleasure can be derived by educated minds. Meantime, while
hunmn nature is what it unfortunately is, we must remember
that everything which aflbrds pleasure--even t() the unrefined
--is useN1. Economically there is no other definitivn of

"useNl" but " that which gives pleasure directly or indirectly."
Flies are useN1 to spiders, thistles to donkeys, glasa beads to
Hottentots, and sham jewellery to factory girls. A hundred-
weight of each would be of very little use t_ Mr. Joynes,
except to sell to tt>se who appreciate them. Not_,dy pretends
that money spent on "flunkeys " henefit._ anvl_odv except those
who enjoy, o1' think they must needs eRioy, the services of the
" flunkers': just as nobody is benefited l_v a like t'xpenditure
on pine-apples or expensive cigars except those who eat and
smoke them. At the same time it is a matter that concerns

the spenders only. If they demanded even what in our
opinion arc nlore nsefld things, nobody else would t_enefit, un-

less, of course, they happened to be publie-spirite,,l, and were
1,1eased to spend their surplus weahh on the 2ratifieaticm of
their fellows. But then the question of altruism enters here,

and no one has a ri!fl_t to eomlJain because his neighbour is
not generous. One who lays ou_ a public pleasure-_romM is a
better citizen than one who lays down a cellar vf ],ort for hi_
own drinking. Granted; but we have no right t_, coerce a

_ieh man t,, '" enjoy "' his own wealth in our own way.
There ia a lamentable absence of definiti, ms all throuo'hout

this ('a.t,',:ki.sJ_, and indeed throughout all s,,eialist works.
What is waste ? What is useful ? One canm,t understand in

what sense the terms are emplo)'ed here. By "useful" I
mean all that aflbrds pleasure. The harrel-orcangTinder is
very useful in an Eas{-end alley, lint not at all usethl in a
West-end square. '"Flunkeys " are useful to tho_e who take at
real pleasure (no matter how indirectly caused) in their ser-
vices. And even the most cultured person finds dmnestic
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servantsusefulin doingnecessarywork,whid_ he wouhl other-

wise have to perfornl himself--such as cooking" and laundry
work, Socialists cannot honestly believe that the world would

be better if Mr. Herbert Spencer and Lord Tennysc, n blacked
their own boots. Then l_v waste I mean the expenditure of
wealth without a corresponding or pr.p.rtionate attainment of
pleasure. It is wa_teflfl t:) use se'tsoned ,,ak lbr fuel. because
the pleasure effect is small--out -f all proportion to. the out-
lay. But socialists regard everything aa wasted whirl: does
not go into a poor man% belly. It i_ all a que-:ti,m of
definiticm.

All this is meant t_ lead up t,, the grand eonclusic,n, the
irrepressible socialist fidlacy, that pe_@e wh,, earn weahh (,n
__Lmday call:lOt teat an, t spend it ,m Tuesday wid_ou: ]',,],bing
thc,se who are working .n Tuesday. Tim: is the wh,de c.n-
temicm in a mirshell. It ou'.sbt, say they. u_ t,e M,viou._ that

a man cann,_t re>t and cat with,,ut being in,.lel_ted :,, th,,>e

who, pr_,duoe the food he eats. ltut why d,, the "w,,rker-"
supply the " idlers '" with fl,,d and al.-o wkh luxurie- ? .'.imply
l,ceuu.w the "idler_." that i. tile :','.,/,;'... _ive them in ex-
change some of the wc, lth ibr which they .r their f:_thers

w.rked in days gone l,v. The thiI_g i. _imple en,,ugh, and
yet i_ is stran,.z,'_qyi,.m,_red.

And then f.llows rh,. s,_ciali>t (.urc fi?r all lhi-. 1Hllllel)',

('ompul_oryw,u'k. Bus what .,_,ain_.'w,,rk? M'_'ull_,eh

described l,ul,lde-ld,,win,.t, and turtle-eatin_ _:: l,:':,duetive Ltl,(mr.
Mr..hffnes w_,uld n.t &-nit 3 the_c o('cul,ati_,n,_with the title
r,f work. Then where w_mld hc draw the line / Is &,g-training

work _ anglin-? sc,ene-paimhl- ? If s,'em.- t aintin- is work,
d:en acting must als:_ l,t. work. and 1,r<,l,a}d) t_allet-d_tm'h:g : for
w,wk is defined t,v ir_ :.,L lk_ot- and c,Unl,-bera amt l,hil,,_,,pher_

w,,uhl ('ease t_, exist except as amateurs wh,, dabbled i_t these
studies 'filer wolk h(,urs. :roles> the Slate undert,,,,k t,, define

l.,,etry and music and philos_,l,h)', and t-rccoa'ni_e ._,,lnc >-l,eci-
III('IlS a'_ work. It w.uht then l,e lleeessal')" t,_ declare h,)w m:u_v

lines of epic (say. the 1:///[/_ qf //.' ]C;.:/) sl.,uld :_',, tbr an

hottr's work in :Jsmith)'. ,)I an hour's fishing on the 1)_,gger
]lank. Wouht all work be nwusured by time / Tlwll it w.uhl

l_c necessary to measure the ld:il,_aopher's work by the time he
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Wok to write out the conclusions he had reached, or else to

all,,w him for thinking: and the State would have to take pre-
cautions to) see that when he was apparently sitting still and
doing nothing, he was, in ihet, :hi.n#iJ_y. And then, if the out-
come of hi_ thinkina was Mr. J_vnes s 6< tceh'zsm, tile State would

have to decide whether it wouhl rank as good work alongside
of 1,oot-making or as waste time al_mgside lmbble-bl_wing.
_Vlmt an absurd slough thG socialism lands us into l Then
%tl,_w the exceptions in favour of the " old," for which one can
see n_, justificati<m except on the groun<l that, as a rule, they
may be taken t,, have done their w,,rk in the world. And

thi- i. just lny ettqe for the rich. when once it is admitted tha_
a lawthl and moral way c_f enj,@n,.z,' one's weahh is to make
one'> children happy. As for Mr. aoynes's exception in filvom'
of the children _,f the State, I thil t,_ see how they are a " per-

tl.etly just charge" upon tt>se who are not responsible f_r
their existence, and wh_, &, not lmpl,en to care very nllleh

al,qtt them. We rim) pass (_ver " the infirm" till we know
wh,, they are. Are l,_,rn idiots included, or confirmed drunk-
ard% _r p_-rs,ms ruim,d by vie<,n' persons injured by aeeident_
in the course of their w,M<. _,1 in the hunting-field ? 1-'urther
"rod better particulars, ple'tse, Mr. J,,vnes. It is already passing
clear that under _ s_,ei_di< ._ystem tile w_wkers w_,uhl nnt gel
the lhll fruit_ (,f their laham. Om mentor glides velv swiftly
t,ver " certain _,ther deductionv fbr measures _f public utilit.v."
Whic.h he lh,-y ? An army ? A navv : Courts of justice ?

Insl_eC'tor_ ? Paid legislat(,rs ? State instruetm's _f youth .)
A po.t-,_flice ? }Iarl_mrs and lightlmuses ? What eEe ?

"The,Me. ,_f l'r_,fit " is the title of the next chapter of the
C_,t,','/,i_',,c It is 'l pity tha_ Mr. Jovnes enshroud._ the prob-
lem with which he has t(_ deal with the "money fog." He
could have explained his position (the socialist position) with-
out dragging in thi., p_,litieal ec(momist's dust-eh,ud, dl_mq/
ha_ n(,thin,, whatever t(, d_ with it. We are introduced t_,

the er_oke, l w_ys of those who make money tff gambling either
on the race-e,,urse or _m the stock-exchange in which case one

gaml,ler's gain iq an, M_er's loss. "Put another fin'm of ex-
ehanffe prevail., thac of tho_e who, not being workers, produce
m, g-_d-, but yet have eonmmnd of money. They exchange
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their money for goods, and those goods hack again into
lnoney."

/ have not tile pleasure of the acquaintance _Jfany of these
lunatics. It seem_ to be an inn-cent tbrm of amusement ; but.

one cannot help thinking that Mr. Joynes must t_c uninten-
ti_mally misrepresenting them. If; at tim end ,)f tile double
process, these amiable person._ turn out to have, (._..a m_[c,more

money than they began with, one w,mht supp_,_e they must
have done somethin2 in addition t,, what )ir. Jt,)-nes ha_, been
able to see. No wonder ht. a.q_a the innc_r.enr que_ti,,n, '" Then

what ia tile use ,d' the prtJce._s if they only get m_,m.v at the
end, when they had m,,neyat the 1,cginning _'' What htdeed ?

He thinks it may bc that at the sec.nd exehan-'e the) get
more m,.mev tlmn the) g'avc at tilt' first. " This ]bet ha_ l_cen

explained l_v eet_llt)llli%- 1_vthe lnert_ statement tllttt t]1_. hlt_lleV-
lm,nger either gave lea_ lll, ulcv than tile ,.,_,_,dawere wt,rth at
tl_e firat exchanxt_ _,r g,_t m_Jrc dmn they were w,,rth at the
second. ]_ut they ,,mit u, n,,tc tl_c fitct tlmt th_se -ame

money-mongers are in the market h,_th a_ l_uy_,rs and wllel-s,
and that without a miracle they c;mm,t all gain _,n ]._h traus-
aetil)ll-q ],lit IlIUSt 1,'";e ill-cllina' precisely th(' all/olllll th%" gain
in huyin._'.'" The econolllibt-, i}11'11,ale rt,l,rC_-eme,l a- >aying
that "the _Jther fell.w'" i_ the lunatic. A('c,,rdil_) t,, them,

there is a class of pets.n- wh_, -pend th.ir dine in cxcllan_ing
g_tls t_r m, mey. aml ill l_uyin,_,"with tirol m_n_.) ,,thor g,_ds
winch are worth l_s,_ than th,. 2_,,_d,- th,,v lm,l t,, _xart with.
_',_w Mr. ,h,vnes i_ unal,h, t,_ credit tile existence .f this class.
Neither d_)es he t_eliexc ill miracles. Hence tie i.- _[riVell to

search t'_r an_ther explanation. The. first that h_. c, mm. a_.r(.,ss
is that de_:a)'in; _)ld -urvival ii'oln anti-nine,hinter &_)-_: t,ut it
i_ fidr to rem,rk that he di-mi_e, it a_ alt_gcth(.r in:t,lc_tuate

l_ aceount tbr all tile pr,,fit_ _,f capitalist- wh,, d,, n,,t w_rk.
Indeed it is t,_,, bmall, he say.-, "t(_ aec_unt f,-_r a tithe
of it."

"D,-_esnot this add exchange value t_,hL- pr,.luctions ! N,a lllll_-s_
he ha.- a monopoly of the machine, and can thu.- fear n. compvtith,n ex-
cept that of hand labour; otherwise the exchan,_,e valut, of hi- ,_'.,_d_sinks
in proportion to tht. increased rapidity of their productwn. If he can
make two yards of cloth in the tim_. which lie formerly dtwc,te,l W _)lle.
and all other weavers can do the same, the price,-r exchange,value of
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two yards, sinks to the tbrmer price of one ; though of course the use
value of two is always greater than that of one,

"Are not monopo]ies frequent ? No individual capitalist can keep a

monopoly for any great length of time, a,-_all inventions become common
property at last ; and although it is true that the capitalists as a body

have a monopoly of machinery as against the workers, which adds a

fictitious value to nmchine-made goods, and will c.ntinue to do s. until

the workers take contro] of the machinery, yet this extra value is too
small to account for a tithe of the profits of the money-mongers."

All this seems to show that, reluctantly enough, socialists
recognise that capital oi; at all events, one kind has the
'" power of creath_g exchange value in excess of its own cost."
Mr. ,lovnes 1,refers to say that lahour is itself rendered more

productive ],y being placed in juxtaposition with this kind of
capital: just as we might say (with p(__rfect truth) that when
coals are thr,_wn into the fire-box, it is not the coals which

have the power of creating more motive-power; it is the
eng'ine which accelerates its speed and increases its pr_,ductive-
hess, owing t,) the fact that the coals are there. Mr. aoynes
wouhl awue that the owner of the engine should have all the
resuhing gains, and the owner of the coals none. Le_ that
pass; another explanation has to be ibund, and this time it is

to a vertain extent a sulostantial explanation. It is no_
sufilcient, because it doe_ not explain nearly all the profit of
the cal,italJst: l,ut it Jq true. ])eeause it doeq explain a great
part of' it.

': There mu,-t be one thing needful which they must be able to bnv

in the market in order to make these profit% smnething which _-hall itself

have the power of creating exchange value largely in excess of its own

cost, in order that, at the end of the transaction, they may have secured
more money than the)" have expended. There i,, only one thing with

this power, and that i_ the labourer himself, who offers his labour force

on the market. Competition compe]s him to he content with it: cost

price, namely, sul0sistence wages--that is, enough to keep himself and his
family fi'mn starvation."

This is the gq'eat truth e.ntained in socialism--the jewel
in the dungheap. There is a soul of truth in almost all ihlse
doctrines, and this is the truth which almos_ ,justifies the

existence of socialism. Too much stress cannot be laid upon
it. The orthodox political economists not only ignore it, but
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flatly den)" it. Wage receivers do not receive more and never
can receive more, permanently, than subsistence wages, all the
tkllaeious ar_zuments of tile economists to the contrary not-
withstanding. _ sineerelv trust that thorough and consistent
socialism will spread and prosper until this truth is firmly
grasped and acted upon by tile manual workers of this and
edger countries. "The bargain between him and the capitalist
requires him to give tell hours or more of work for the cost
price of tw, or three; and he enters int. it because, in spite
of all so-called freedom of contract, he has no other choice.'

To contend that the majority of citizens ill a t?ee c,mntry have
m) choice but to put up with a bad bargain is the height _,t
absurdity. ] am quite ready to admit that a part of the, profit
which g_,es to, the capitalist shoul,l t,roperly go to the manual
worker : and it u'outd go ta the manual worker if he had the

courage and energy to ask tbr it. Instead of that he ,:,,_m2),/._
the capitalist to hire him by thne or by the piece, come luck.
come lo.,s: and tbr this insurance surely the employer mu_t
char_'e. Why should he run a risk for nothing ? If Mr.

•loynes ran his _wn omnibus from Bow to ]trixt_m he would
expect to Vet a profit on his outlay. It; in additi_m, he also,
ran my omnibus _ver the same line, at a hire c,f £:/ a week.
payable to me for 'bus aml horses--win _,r lose--he wouhl
also expect t_, make a profit on that. S_, the employer of

wage receiver_ expects not only a profit on his own capital.
but also a tin,tit on his workpeople. He pockets the profits
which they tbre_o; but then they incur no ri._k of loss. And
tile effb_.t ¢_f their cowardly policy is ju;t thi_--that they
forfeit all al,,ng' the line tile average profits of trade in the

country in which they work. In other words, they give away
the interest on that valuat,le property--their own selve>
t'erhaps some 1,Iamc does attach to employers as ,q class for not
exerting themseh'es to enlighten their employees a- t_ their
true interest: but the chief blame rests with the workers

themselves, who vohmtarily submit to wagedom when tile

times arc ripe flu' a higher form of industrial organisation. It
must be obvious that by shirking their share of risk, wage

receivers seriously impair their own etilcieney, and thereby
again diminish their gains. They will wake up some day
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without any assistance from socialism or from mawkish
philanthropy.

'"Has the capitalist no conscience ?" asks tile catechist.
""Individual_ cannot alter the system, even if they wcmld, and
the capitalist is now often represented by a comt_any, which, if
it had a eonseienee, eould not pay its 5 per cent. After the
lab_mrer has produced the price of his _wn wa,_,'es,he g-es on to

produce exchalwe value, tbr which he is not paid at all, for the
benefit of the capitalist." And this, says he, is surplus value.

Mr. Joynes ib very angry with the capitalist. What does
he d,_ with the surplus value ? he asks. "He keeps as much
as he can for himself under the name of pr,)fits _,f his business."
And quite right, t,_). He keeps al! tile pr_fit, _m his raw
.materials and tools, his land and plant, Lis machinery and
tmrse_, and slave_ (if any) and wane slaves, and everything
el*e which lie ha_ to lmv or hire, and fl_r the investment of
which he i_ hin:sclfre,ponsible. Mr. J_,yne_ seem- l_ think he
d_e_ n,,t keep it a/l, but he d,Jes, every penny of it. tit' course
he has t_ buy hi_ raw materials and plant, and t_, feed his
hor_ea and tind fuel lbr his engines : to pay rein l;_,r the "loan "
,_t"the land Le use_ (if it i_ m_t his own propertyt, told wa_es
or rent t_,r the loan of tile labourers he uses (if they arc not his

,.,wn t,ropert)-), and s_ _i,rth. It matters little what we _'_.,l/these
l,ayments. He ha_ to pay them, and he expects his pr-fit, and, as
u rule, he _ets it : and when he _ets it he sticks t_ it. Mr. ,h,vnes

,hinks he does n_,t keep quite all, t}ecause out of it he has t_}
pay landl, a'ds, other capitalists ii'om wham he haa l_c_rrowed
capital, bankers and brokers whc_ ]Lave etli_cted thv,e h_ans tbr
him, nfiddlemen wh_) sell his wares t,_ the public, and finally,
the pul_lic, in order to induce them to }my from hiln instead
,,f ii'om rival manulhcturers. "And he tries t,, ,justify" this

appropriation of surplus value by his class on the gr, mnd that
capital ha< the power of breeding and producing interest t_y
a> natural u process as the reproduction of animal,."

Yes, so far as the profits _,n his ,_wn capita] are concerned,
lie does so, l,ersuade himself, if he thiliks at all. Some do lint.
He has seen apples grow ml an apple-tree without any human
assistance whatever, and he has seen a windmill working away
without any m,_re than the smallest help from man: he has
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seen machinery producing wealth out of all proportion to the
labour which is expended in attending to it. He fails to see
anything absolutely inconceivable in the idea of a monster
engine worked ]_v concentrated solar heat or tidal action which,

without, any assistance from living men, shall produce, con-
tinuously, articles of use to a lazy generation. He revards
this as highly improbable, even in the distant future; but

inasmuch as it is not inconceivable, it c,,mpletely knocks the
l_ottom out of the socialist notion that only the living workers
have a right to the products of _ndu_trv.

It is odd, think_ our author, that the eapital%t can find any
dupes t_, believe in so absurd a theory, ],ut lm in,tile a aenuine
l_elief into himself and c_thcrs that this i_ the case. "From

which the intbrenee is. that the labourer ought to be grateful
to the capitalist tier furnishing him with empl,,ynlent. Whcrea_.
the lat_ourers really have t_ thank the capitalist for det?audin_"

them of three-(luarters of the fi'uits of their tcdl. and rendering
leisure, educatbm, and natural enjoyment _thn(_._timl,o_sible lbr

them to attain." ] am glad to be anl_,ng the " dul)e_" an(t am
nmch ,,l,li_,_(l to Air. ,l(_vnea for _ivin2 some of us crt'dit tia' a
:/c_t,i_tc beliefi tlnt the infcrem'c a_ tt, the ]al,mrer's
_ratitude doe, llOt foll,_w. N,_ thanks art. due either way.
Each d_,es the best he can tbr himself, and asks far n,,
testimonials.

Tile eighth chapter t_f tile O_ltcc]__'aJ_ldeals with '" oitiections "'
lint that title wouhl not ],e cnc,u_h. 5ir..I,_vne- must knock

his antag(,nist d_)wn t_ef'_re shaking hands; .-_ the chapter is
entitled '" Inadequate Objections." _iost peol)le would prefer
t,, pr,_ve the inadequaoy t,f the ol,jeetions belbre stigmatising
them : but ._cialists will be socialists. If socialists happen t(_
he p(,or, he says. they are described as interested schemers fl_r
the overthr,_w of _ut excellent s_eiety in order that. 1,eing them-

selves idle and destitute, they nmv hc able to seize upon the
wealth accumulated by more industrious people, if rich. they

nmst obviously be insincere in their socialism, or thev would
at once give away all their capital, instead of denouncing what
they themselves possess. The charge of interested motives
i_ invarialdy brought 1,v s_cialists against all wh_ uph_,ld
existin_ institutions. And how should individualist.- meet the
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charge ? With contempt. The idea that those who prosper
under the present just system have no right to uphold it
because they are gainers by it, is too absurd to require refuta-
tion. Persons who fling this charge about on either side may
safely be left out of calculation. But the charge against the
rich socialists requires a little more attention.

"In a capitalist society, the mere purchasing of an article in the

market involves the exploitation of the labourers who produced it ; and
this is not iu any way remedied or atoned for by giving away the article

afterwards to somebody else. The owner of capital cannot prevent it from

exploiting the labourers by giving it away. It cannot be used as
socialism enjoins, except under an organised system of socialism. The

wealthy socialist can mitigate the severity of competition in all his per-

sonal relations. Beyond that he could do nothing except u_e his wealth
in helping on the sociali,-t cause."

There i, an element (,f truth in all this ; but it is not quite
accurate. It is correct to say that the weahhy capitalist with
socialist leanings tanrest, after making his profits by wagedom.
remedy or at_)ne for it by giving it away to somebody else, but
there are twc_ thin,_s he might dc_: he might _ive back

his prc_fit_, not t,, somebody else, but t_ the w_rkpeople wh_
earned it for him ; _r, secondly, he could refrain t'rom employing'
wage earners at "ill, and insist on'co-operating with free
labourers tbr the tm._ducti, m of new wealth. Of cr,urse I do n_,t
recommend either expedient, but 1 say that they are both open
to h(_nest and wealthy socialists.

Clearly, ira capitalist adopted the first course, namely, that

of returning the interest on lab(_ur to the labourers, he would
be running all their risk for nothing, while they wmfld have
lacked all _he stimulus to industry which such risk (and col
responding chance of gain) affords. If he adc*l,ted the second
course, which at some future time will be a prudent course, he
wouhl have t_, spend most of his time in looking round
tbr thrifty, prc_vident, h_mest, and industrious co-workers, who
know their own value, and are willing to invest their labours
and take the risks. Such men are not easy to find to-day,
because our manual workers have hardly yet emerged from the

wagedom stage of industrialism. Just as slaves could not be
converted into wage earners in a generation, so neither can
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wage earners be transmuted at once into free workers. They
lack mv_tual t:7est.

How may s,)eialists reply to the taunt that their scheme
is impracticable : " By quoting the _)pinion of J. S. Mill that the
difficulties of s.eialism are greatly over-rated; and they should
declare that, so far from being an impracticable Utopian
scheme, it is the necessary and inevitable result _,f the historical
ev_)lution of s.eiety." Now the quotation ti',)m Mill merely
shows either that Mill himqelf _,-mt,'?-.r(,tcd the difficulties of
socialism, or that lie used the ternl in a sense diflbrent fl'om

that in which it is m_wadays understood. For the sec.nd retort.
namely, that socialism is inevitable, I cannot give 3It..loynes
nmch credit, i lni,.t,ht widt etlual el,,(iuence rejoin, " It isn't."

And n,,w we are intr,,lueed t,_ a relnarkable c-nfltsion

of idea,, with which :,cialists invariably try t(, cajole the.
adv,,eates (,t' any form ,_f c.-oi)erati,m--the pretence that all
c,-operati,,n is socialistic. As th, mgh there were n-difference
t,ctween v_hmtarv c--_q)erati, m and coml,ul_,)ry c_,-.peration.
This is exactly the v']_d;' diflbrenee l_etween s,_eiali_m and indi-
vidualism; tbr l_,th h,,k forward t_, increased c,_-,_rdinati(al

-f industry. It is theretbre n,_ I,r,,_,f c_f advanein_ s,_eialism
t_ p_int out the fact _f an increasing tendency towurds ec_-
,perative ]'r_'ducti_m.

And here we come t,, a e,,ml_r, nnising and even damning
admissi_m. Individualiam has. we are t_,hl, prepared the way
and renderc,l s.eialism practiualJle. S,_ciali_ts are t_, take

a,lwmta;t,e ,d' the go_d which individualism has th,ne. ]hit if
the results of individualiam up t,, the present "_re satisfi,etory.
and even e-sential t(_ fltrther pr,,xr_s_, one nl_lV he excused fca'
suggesting that it might 1,e as well t(, let it ah,ne, and trust to
its flu'ther devel,,pment. A system which ha_ worked well
fr.m tlw year one d,_wn t,_ to-day may surely l,e tried a little
longer befi_re being condemned. " Cut it down : why cumt_ereth
it. the ground.)" i._n,,t a wise sentence, even in the case ui' a tree
which pr_duce.a n- fl'uit : still less of one which admittedly
pr,)duees p,_od fruit.

It is not necessary to dispute the prop.sition that if the
State were t,_ " take into its own hands," that is. to sh',: (Mr.

Joynes is sometimes very fond of that word'.) the capital of
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capitalists, and to divide its proceeds among the workers only,
the workers would gain l_v the arrangement, pecuniarily, for
a few years. Similarly, if the railways were taken away t'ronl
those who own them and given to the shipowners or the
omnibus conductors, the latter would he gainers. I am super-
stitious enough to hold that stolen riches never bring lasting
prosperity; but I admit the recipients would temporarily be
weahhier for the "transaction." There is no better il]uqtration

of the inefficiency of State trading than that adduced by Mr.
doynes himself--the post-office. Is he really ignorant of the
reason wily private capitalists eannnt ('ompete with the State ?
la he not aware that the State rigidly ent'oree_ its m_mol,ly in
the most tyrannical and overl,earing re'tuner, and that, hut
f,_r thi._, it xwmht hmg ag,, have been so ihr out-distanced by
private enterprise a> to t,e a laughing-stock and an eyesore ?
The _ame precaution nfia'ht, it is true. be taken in tlle ease of
State railway..: and then, surely enough, private enterprise
w_,uhl l_e mm!_le t_, emnpete. ]hit rem_we the hoaxT hand of
the State. and I will ,.,ire Mr. Joyne- the wh,ole of the exi.qtin:.:"

capital (,f the .-entry to start with (with,,ut COml,en-ati,m ), and
undertake to leave him and his state miles t_ehind ht the race

in half a dozen year.-. 1 tbar he ha.. never qtudivd the hi,tyre
.f the raihv'dv syqtem in India. ,,r c,mq_al"ed the pr,,gress of
railways _,11the Continent and in Enghm, l. I wouhl also CIIlll-
mend t_, his notice the writings (,f Lysander Sp.cmer ,,n State
letter-carrying.

Alld m_w tht. question arises. W, mhl tile ext)ropriated
.apitalista t,e entitled t- c(,mpen_ati.n' TI.: rel,lV i_ note-

w.rthv. " As a matter of t,rineil,h . it is uniu>t t_, (',mlpensate
the h,_hler. ,d' st.leu ;:_,_(l_ vet _d' the 1,,cket. of those who

have suflbrvd the theft; t,ut it mi_'ht t,e ext,edient t(, grant
some ('Oml_ensatim_ in the shape of ammiti.s." N,_. Injustice
i_ never eXl,edient. If capitalist_ have really st_,len their
wealth, it cannot l_e expedient to compensate them lor re-
sL_aring it t- tl., rightflfl owners. J-Ierc we must be more
uneolnpromi_in,.z, than the sc_eialists themselve.. ]'ut first
._h-w how a man why ha_ refl'ained from at (,nee eonsmning

the lm,tuee _,f his lal,-m' can l_e said to have stolen it when
an interval ,if time has elap_ed between its pr_duetion and its
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consumption. This plunder part of his program is evidently
very distasteful to Mr. Joynes lfimself: He glides quickly over
it. lie proposes a compr, mlise and compensation. And he
passes rapidly ,m to a re.re congenial topic--the tendency of
the ew)lutiml of society. It tends, we arc told, always toward.
more complex organisation, and to a gq'eater interdependence
of all men upon each other; each individual bee.ming more
and more helple<_ l_y himselt; but inore and more powerthl as
part of a mightier society. And yet, says he, it i_ n,,t true
that individmdity would be crushed 1,y s,,eialism. On the
contrary, it is crushed by the present state ,f s,,ciety, and
would then al,me be thMv devel,,ped.

Yes, individuality is s_)rely crippled l,y waged.m: l,m it
w,,uld be ah,)gether l,aralysed ly s,,ciatism. Freed, mr iq a
sh,w development. It must l,e wm'ked -ut on the present
lineq wittvmt any t)reach of contimdty _,r artiticial cataclysm.

The increasin_ dependence of lnan u],,n his fellows--upml
s,,eiety as an ,r,aaniam--is an mldcnial,le fact, which indi-
vidualist_ rec%'_"nisea.-_readily a_ socialists :--

" Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers, and I linger on the shore.
And the in,lividual withers, and the world > more and more."

Tile wh-h, hi._t,n'y of eivilisatiml is the hi._t_,ry ,,fa struggle
t,, estal)lish _ relation between society and it_ units, which i_
neither absolute s, wialiam n_,r abaohlte anarchy lin the old and

absurd sense ,,f the al)aencc of ca-_a'dination and w_hmtarv
regulati_m), lint a state ill which, l,y action and reaction ot
each up.n each, snell an adaptation shall take place that tlle
weltare of the wh_)le, and that of the unitL shall eventually
becmnv c-incident and ll'Jt allta_OlliSti(..

No ela_s (_f pers, ms. a,- a rule, q,eak s(_ contemptuously of
authority as socialists. It i_ thereibre surprising what delight
they always maniff, st when they can exhmne any passage t>om
tile works of leading political eem_olnists which can be twisted
int. something like an appr,)val _t' their theories. Mr. Jovne.
quotes Mill and Yaweett. Mill says: " The reqtraints of
eomnmnism w_,uld 1)e fveedmn in emnparison with tile presenl

condition of the majority of the human race. Tile generality
of labourers in thi,_ and most other countries have as little
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choiceofoccupationor freedomoflocomotion--arepractically

asdependento11fixedrulesand on thewillofothers--asthey

couldbe in any system shortof aetna]slavery."Faweett is

citedas sayingthatthereisno choiceofwork or possibilityof

chan._'e for the factory hand, and that the boy who is brought
up to the plough nmst renmin at the plough-tail to the end of
his days. There is nothing in this with which individualists
quarrel. Every eapitalisationist affirms the evil ()f wage(tom
quite as emphatically as ,_[ill himself: or the socialists. Two
medi('al men may agree qbout a disease, without for a n_oment

concurring a_ to the 1,rol,er cure.
tIut let u_ see what these witnesse< have t_, say qbout the

proposed cure. Mill's essay " On Liberty" is to() well known
to need quotation. It i_ one long indictment of socialism.
Take tiffs passage from tile fifth chapter: " If the roads, the
railways, the banks, the insurance (Itiee_. the great joim-stoek
companies, tile universities, and tile public eharitie._ were ,'dt of
them })ranches of the Government; if, in addJti()n, the nmnicJ-

pal eorp, wati,ms and local boards, with all that n(,w devolves
,,n them. became departments ,)f the central admini<tration : it'
the emph_yees of all these different enterprises were _,pt,(dnted
and paid by the (}overmnent, and l,)_,ked t,, the (-L_vernment
tbr every rJ-e in lit_', n,,t all the fl'ced, m_ ,,f tile Press and
l'°pular c, mstitution (,f the Le,_,i-lature w(mhl make thi_ _r 'my
other country free otherwise than in name. And the evil
w(mld he _reater, the more effioiently and scientifically tile
administnttive machinery wa_ constructed, tlw more .,kilful the

arrangements tbr ,d__taining the best (lua]ified hand._ and heads
with which to work it." _Ir. Yawcett's ]_qmphlet (,n State
S,,cialism i, less known. He ends it ],y saying: "The (.on-
elusi, m which, above all, we desire 1,) enfiu'ce is that qny
sehenw, however well-intentioned it may he, will in,iefinitely
increase every evil Jl seeks to alleviate if' il lessens individual

responsil_ility lw e.neoura£'ing the 1,e_qde t_, rely less upon
themselves and m,,re upon the State." If these are the
"mthm'ities Mr. Joyne._ puts forward on ],ehalf of socialism, he
is welcome to the support he obtains. ]}ut of course the ease
is not left to rest on "mthority. It has been urged against
socialism that it will take away all the incentives to exertion,
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and induce universal idleness in consequence. " On the
contrary," says ore" author, "it will apply the strongest
4nee.ntir,' to all alike, for all must work if they wish to eat,
while at present large classes are exempted by the accident of
lfirth from the necessity of working at all." And to the

objection that soei:dism will destroy culture and refinement
by comi_clH_v! the leisured classes who have a monopoly of
them to do some honest work, he replies that on the contrary
it will bring the opportunity of culture and refinement to all

by putting an end to the wearisome labour that continues
all day lt,llg; while the leisured class will learn by experience
that work is a necessity fi)r perfect culture.

Mr. Joyneb has not yet nmstered the moral of the thble of
the Sun and the Wind. He does not distinguish between

persuasion and tl,rce. }lie jumbles ul, together as incentives
t- industry the love of knowledge and the ambiti,n of the
scholar with the l_irch r.d of the pedagogue. In a sense these
nmy all be said t_, be i_,_cc_tires t,, work. But th,,se which
s,_cialism w-uld relax are the internal incentives: those which
s.eialism w_,ul,.l sul,stitnte tbr them arc external--coercion.

It would certainly be l,etter fin" everyh-dy if those among the
leisured classes who, having" en_nl_h t,_ live on, ],refer t. idle

away their time, could t,e induced or ],ersuaded t,, work at
something u_eful to nmnkind. It w_mhl als,_ 1,e 1,crier fin'
themselves. Most of their class d,_. But t_, coerce thoae who

d,, n,,t choose t_, work w-uhl l_e t,, place the lil_elties .f one
set .f eitizm> in the keeping of am_thcr set. ]'os>il,ly Mr.

,h,)mes wouhl make an excellent task-master. I b,lieve he
has had s,mm exl,erienee in furnishing incentive.- l_, industry
to leisured specimens (_f the rising Venerati, m. I d,, not wish
to be understo.d as implying that )h'. aovnes would not make
the best task-master procurable. My contention iq that
tibe.rtv i_ t_etter than "my task-nmster: and that in the long
run it will bring about the best quality and most desirable

quantity ,d' work. " Wearisome hd,our that cm_tinues all day
long" is inefficient lal_our. The best quality of lal_our is that
which cammt be emltinued all day long. SI_ venly shirking.

scamping drudgery can hardly be dignified with the title of
labour at all. The iaec_tives of the stick and the sack do not
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stimulate to the highest quality of industry. Tile best work
is even now done by tile, leisured class under a short-hours'

system. And ii, as Mr. Joynes contends, " work is a necessity
ibr perfect culture " (which I admit), so culture i> a necessity
for perfect work. We have a great field before us in trying to

refbrm the t:_stc_of all classes. Labour is wasted in supplying
that tbr which there may indeed be an efl'eetual demand, but
which affords an absurdly snmll anmunt of gratification in

proportion to its lal,our cost. This cannot be changed t T
State action.

When we urge that State nmnagement would give rise to
,iobbery "tnd e_,rrupti_m, he replies by pointing to the present
State, organisation of the police and the post-office, in neither

of which are jol,1)ery and corruption conspicuous features. ]t
is odd to find a leadin_ socialist proclaiming the purity of the
police. Perhaps I may refer to the socialist organs k)r a
refutation of this amiable contention. A Iladieal meml)er

of ]'arliament lately declared that, to his knowledge, nearly
all the unfm'tuna_e women in his neighbmlrh(,.d paid black-
mail t,, the police. Mr. J,,vnes might find corroborative

evidence of thi, if he would make a tour of the public-houses
and ascertain the conditions of their freedom from D,lice
espionage and imerference. As fbr the post-office, I will
refer not t_ the organs of socialism, but to the organs _i'
individuali,_m fl,r the proois of official purity or the reverse.
A fcw questions have in the present Parliament been asked

of Mr. t_aikes al,out some singular promotions in the post-
ot_ce. But apart fl'.m corruption, what about the lnore
erushin_" ehar:_,e of inettieiency and incapacity.: Take the

telegraph department or the parcels post. _)r compare the
sucees_ of a private tirm (,f letter-earrie,rs in America with

that of the State department, even when the former was
handieapl_ed to the extent of 60 per cent! If no better
examples of State action c'm be adduced on behalf of the

8tate s_,cialism of the future than the police and the post-
office, the les< ._aid the better. Socialists w, mld do well t,,
rely on the magnificence of the unknown.

Having demolished these objections to his own satisfimtion,

Mr. d,_)-nes proceeds to pulverise another, which it is not niy
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business to sustain--the cuckoo cry--tha_ if you make all
men equal to-day they will all be unequal to-morrow, because
of their different natural capabilities. But, says he, what
socialists aim at is equality of opportunities, not of natural
powers. There are scores of unnoticed objections to socialism
besides the " cuckoo cry," which no individualist ever puts
forward, except in reply to some of the cruder proposals of
ignorant communists, to whom it is neither necessary nor wise to
reply at all. If the "cuckoo cry" has ever been raised by an
interlocutor to the " scientific socialism" advocated by the author
of the Ca/rchi,_m, it must be that such interlocutor was a bad

advocate of a g(_od cause, and not worth powder and shot.
Mr. J___ynesproceeds to expound the doctrine that those

who are especially giRed by nature owe a larger return to the
community than those who are less naturally gifted. But why
should we repay to the eomnmnity what we owe to nature _
"Why pay B what A has lent us ?

"But capitalists, instead of acknowledging this debt.
arra_ffc," says our teacher, " that persons of extra industry and
talent shall have every opportunity of enslaving their lesq
fortunate nci_hb(nlrs, thus adding an inequality of condition_
to the natural inequality of talent."

" Capitalists arra_ff,' !" How can capitalists arrange t(_
enslave their fellow-citizens ? Are they strong enough to
resist a c(mlbination of their less ibrtunate neighl,ours, if those
neighbours refuse t(J fall into the arrangement ._ If so, Mr.
Joynes may as well stop his pret_ehina. He and tile " les,_
fortunate neighbours" will have to d(, as they arc told. The
stron,_ will have their way. ]3ut if the "less fortunate

neighbours" are capable of putting a stop to this one-sided
"arrangement," why do they not do it ? There is no need ibr
socialism. Those who are capable of inaugurating" a socialistic
r(,gime are equally capable of breaking up tile present arra_ffc-
merit by which certain persons (presumalfly weaker than them-
selves) pocket the proceeds of their work. Mr. J,)ynes does
not tell us how the weak can arrange to desp.il the ,_trong.
Nor, on the other hand, if the despoilers are the strong, h-w

the weak arc going to shear them of their Samson locks by
the mere process of talking socialism.

2r,
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We have now reached the ninth chapter, entitled "Gluts
and their P_esults." It should be carefully read and considered
by all. It is well and clearly put, and, but for a few hints at
the cure for the e_41, might have been written by a capitalisa-
tionist. It may be divided into two parts, which, unfortunately,
are inextricably woven together. The one part describes the
evil to be remedied, and points out the futility of the proposals
of " reformers," and is, in the main, admirably done. The

other part sets forth the remedy proposed by socialism. This
part is clearly and ably written, but embodies some fundamental
iMlacies, and would, if accepted, result in national disaster--
the very first to suffer being the wage receivers, in whose
interest it i_ put forward. The chapter now under considera-
tion belongs ibr the mos_ part to the pathological division of
the subject, and demands very little adverse criticism, except
in so far as it attributes the evils to the wilflfl mali[_asance of

a particular class of persons.
The periodical depression of trade, with its accompanying

distress among the labourers, is said to be due to the fae_ that
individualist capitalists are striving to enrich themselves alone,
instead of co-operating to supply the needs of the community.
'" During a period of activity, when prices are high and the
markets for goods are not overstocked, a great competition goes
on among c'_pitalists, who wish t_ take advantage of the high
prices and produce more quickly the go_,ds which can command
them. And the effect of thi._ competition is that all the
available labourers are employed; all the machhlery is se_

_oing ; and no eflbrt is spared by the manufacturers to produce
the utmos_ quantities of the goods which are in demand on the
market."

Tru]y, the love of money is the root of much evil; but
under a system of capitalisation, that is, of fi'ee labour,
capitalists would not receive such abnormally enhanced profits
(by " capitalists" I here mean the owners of non-hmnan capital),
and the workers would be less likely to push a rising market
t_, extremes. And what, it is asked, is the inevitable result ?

A glut is shortly created of these goods. Far mor_' than were
wanted have been made. All the store-houses are full "md no

more purchasers are to be found. The capitalists soon get
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tired of heaping up what they cannot sell, and wish to stop

production. The/ turn off all their extra hands, and propose
such a reduction of wages that the rest agree to strike rather
than accept it. Production is stopped for a time, and the
capitalists are not obliged to pay wages, or else agree to pay
only for half time until the glut has gq'adually disappeared as
ttle goods are absorbed by the public. A fresh demand arises.
The workers are all employed again, and the glut recurs with
the utmost regularity. .Now there is not the smallest neces-

sity, says Mr. Joynes, for this periodical distress.
In the main this is true, lint as a statement it iq surely a

little dogmatic. Will it be denied thut slavery itself was
necessary at an earlier stage of industrial ev.lution ? Wage-
dom is necessary now; but whether the day is not nigh when

it will no longer be necessary, with all its concomitant gluts
and strikes and distress, is the question we want to find the
answer to.

ttere is a queer passage which seems to show the cloven
hoof of despotism, ahvays to be found under the garlnents of
socialism. ,Mr. ,Jovnes must ],e taken t(, aim at the enthrone-

ment of some tIigh 1 11v.,_tof Humanity who knows better than
his fellow-creatures what is g_od fi,l' them, and who is endowed

with powers to compel them t_ make what he thinks usethl or
desirable instead of what they themselves choose ta make:
" That which vitiates the. whole system of produeti, m at present

is the prevailing idea that g_ ,l_ are n_t to be produced tbr the
sake of their usefulness, lint tbr the sake of making a profit tbr

capitalists and giving employment to labmtrers." ]{ut sm'ely
it is the demand of' the general consumer which causes things
to be made ; the proiit of capitalists is merety the intermediate
cause. Of course if there were no eflbetual demand for

_pl_ctrc_zl/?/useless things, there would be no profit in making
them. If a tawdry chrmn- gives more pleasure to the

frequenters of an inn-parhmr than one vf _Ieissonier's finest
masterpieces, the chromo is actually the more useful of the two
tbr the inn-keeper's purpose. Mr. Joynes wants a high priest
to forbid the ereatfim of works of had art. Individualists mqy

regret the prevalence of bad taste in all things, but they hold
that the consumer is the only judge of what is useful. If
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"cheap and nasty " wares drive dear and sound wares out of

the market, that isthe fault of the consulner--of the people

themselves,whose tastesare imperfectly educated. 1}esides,

the State has m) rightto callthingsnasty ifthey please those

who demand tliem. Mr. Joynes nmy call them nasty, and we

nmy "lgree with him, but to tile State nothing is nasty except
that which the people dislike. Adulteration is not bad when the

purchaser prefers a cheap and adulterated article. FiReen carat

gold is no nastier than eighteen carat. Some men would prefer
three shoddy coats of different cut and cohmr to one broadcloth

coat which would outwear the whole three, provided the three

eoats e,_st altogether lm more than the one coat. In that c'tse

the sh(,ddy coats are more u._ef'ul than the tn'oadcloth.

When fraud comes in, the ease is altered. But large
profits are not the cause of t>audulent adulteration. TILe con-

sumer is again to blame. His tbible is cheapness in disregard

of _luality. And the manual workers are the greatest sinners

in this respect. I lmve no wish to nmke light of adulteration.

[:ni_m is tile cure flu" fraudulent adulteration. For upen

aduheration there is no cure but steady reibrm of the people's

taste. There is no more hideous sight on this disfigured earth

than a party of workpeople in their " Sunday clothes." An, l

surely the abominations which do duty for " ornaments" in

their houses cannot lre set down to poverty. A cultured person

wouht find it both cheaper and pleasanter to, be without such
ornaments.

Mr. Joynes is .justly wroth with those well-meaning
reformers who do not understand tile labour question, hut who

are constantly calling on the workers to be sober and thrifty.

"A- addressed to the individual struggling against his neighbours
under the capitalist system, this advice is excellent. It may enable him
to rise into the capitalist class, that is, to exchange his position in the
ranks of the oppressed for one in those of the oppressors. But as a
panacea for the wrongs of the system, or as a cure for the sufferings of
the labuurers as a cI_% it is inadequate, because a general improvement
in intelligence, thrift, and sobriety, if shared by the whole class of
labourers, merely supplie: the capitalist class with a better instrument
for the production of surplus value."

Such also is the result of improvement in the ability of the

workers under the present system. It is not easy to finprove
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upon all this. So long as the workers accept wages it is useless
t. hope for a general improvenmnt in their condition. Individu-
ally they may become better instruments of production, in which
case a larger number of them nmy be enabled to exist on the
planet. Sonle people would define civilisation itself by this
feature. For example, M. Eugbne Simon, in his work on
China, says: "We spc'tk of that state as most cicili._cd in
which on a given area the largest p,.,ssible number of human
1,eings are able to procure and distribute most equally among
themselves the greatest amount of wealth, liberty, justice and
security." It is true that thi_ trait is, _s a rule, an accompani-
ment of high civilisation, lint it is not the essential attribute of
it. It' lift is in itself a good, then the more the merrier. Let
us have a well-packed planet:

"But what fi, life ?
"Tisnot to stalk about and draw fresh air
From tmte to time, or gaze upon the sun ;
'T:_ t,, be fl'ee. Whe:t liberty i._-;one,
Life grows in-ipid, aml has h,,-.tit.-.lehsh."

It is hard to see of what use a large p_,pulativn is, unless
the lift, is a happier and more beautiful lit> than that m_w lived
in " civilised cmmtries" by the great bldk of the pe,_ple.
]loubtless thrift, sobriety, hard w_,rk, and above all "Mal-

thusianism," give th,_sc wh_ practise them an advantage in
e,unpeting with other individual workpet,t,le similarly situated.
And to this extent the advice is sound: l_ut it shouhl not be

overlooked that while thrift and parsimony, if general, would
increa.-e p,_pulation, the _[ahhusian practise would n,_t tend to
diminish it. The richer classes invariably adol_t the plan of
late marriages, and middle-class peolfle of m-derate nleans
adopt other prudential restraints:and it is sensible advice to
the still poorer classes t,-, tbllow their example, llut li'om a
l[aee point of view the advice nmst be justified (if at all) ,m
very different grounds from those usually adduced. Is it wise
to check the increase of wise people while that of the im-
prudent goes on with increased fimility l_y reason of the gap
left by their more provident fellows ? And yet _elf-eontrol
brings unibreseen blessings in its train.
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Mr. Joynes excuses social reformers on the ground that
they seem incapable of understanding either the inefficiency in
one way or the efficacy in another of their well-meant advice
to the labourers as a class. I am not disposed to credit
" social reibrmers " with the degree of incapacity necessary to
justify" them in preaching the doctrines they do. There is
something a little worse than incapacity about the sleek
preacher who o.c,aes up t(_ men living on subsistence wages, or,
perhaps, altogether out of work, and recommends them to try
" thrift." At the same tinle thrif_ fidls into the category of
tile self-regarding virtues, and does not deserve all the hard
things said of it by th_se who see that it is of no use as a
class panacea.

Our author rejects tile Malthusian doctrine. He says it is
perfectly true that a limited space of land cannot support an
unlimited number _,f people, but as even England, to say
nothing of tile worhl, has not reached that limit to population,
it has at pre_ent no bearing on the ease. The Chinese seem
to have ree_g'nised this truth. " In regard to population," says
M. Simon, _ "the (/hincse lhr exceed us (the French), and while
we complain _f the excess of ours, which we endeavour to
restrain by warb, celibacy, and voluntary sterilisation, the
Chinese continue to, nmltiply as if' the earth were without

limits. Correctly enough; the)" have no fear of the result, for
tile fertility of the land depend,- n,t up(_n its extent but upon
the quantity of labour applied to it."

It is perfectly true, say the socialists, that in the present
capitalist system tile man wh_ has no children at all is in a
better pecuniary position than the man with a large family,
since, just as in actual wartare, children in the modern
competitive battle-field arc an encumbrance where ever)" man
has to fight for his living, and maintain his family as best he
may. l;ut the standp,)int _f the Mahhusians differs from that
of the socialists, inasnmch as the former accept the basis of
the capitalist society--namely, tile existence of two distinct
classes of wa_'e payers and wage earners--and merely advise.
the workers tc) attempt to secure a larger wage. Now this

1 Uhi_:t: i_s Soci_d,Political a'_tdlldiglous .Life. By G. Eug. Simon.
SampsonLow, 1887.
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result would not be attained by following the advice of the
Malthusians, except, as I have said, by individuals. The wage-
earning class would gain nothing by it, except the satisfaction
of being more productive instruments for the creation of
wealth.

Apart from the political or social _pect of this question,
there is an economic criticism on the above treatment of

Malthusianism which ought to be made. Mr. Joynes makes
the somewhat shallow "Georgian" observation that England
has not yet reached the population linfit, and that therefore

Malthus's law does not apply. _STe may perhaps attribute
this remark to carelessness; for it is obviaus that all pe(@es,
civilised and savage, have reached the limit. Possibly there
are rare occasions (though it would be difi%ult t_ point to
them) ill which the population of a tribe or nation has doubled

every twelve and a half years. This is the rate (according u,
Euler) at which Europeans tend to increase under a system of
unlhnited supply of necessaries and absolute; freedom from
plagues, wars, etc. If wheat and meat could be had ii_r

nothing in the British Isles, the population would be just about
eight)" millions at the end of this century.

The chapter closes with the usual socialistic appeal to brute
force. It is a pity socialists make such a display uf drcqwau
rouqc. Every relbrm rests ultimately on the will ,)f the strong.
Socialism has no monopoly of democratic stability. Neither
is there any reason (beyond its own inherent h_gical rottenness)
why this doctrine shouhl not be accepted by the effective

majority in this comm\v and put into practice without any
appeal to force. It might lose its attractions for some of its
supporters. Stripped of its fireworks and barricades and
trumpets and little red caps, it might appear too hmndrum

and commonplace ibr the bulk of the party, but it would gain
considerably in the respect of sensible men and women who
have grown out of the heroic age. "The workers' claim is

likely to be attemled to as soon as ever the majority of the
workers really understand their own position, and consequently
become convinced of the advantages of socialism; and as for
the capitalists, though appeals to justice may make isolated

conversions of individual capitalists, nothing short of a display
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of organised force will enable tile idlers, as a body, to perceive
the advantage of taking their due share in the necessary work
of society under a just system of socialism." It is a pity to
east a damper on all this ardour. Many of us also look
forward to the day when all classes of workers will rebel
a_ainst wagedom. When they do this they will receive the
full fl'uits of their labour, neither more nor less. At present
they forfeit tile whole of the profits oll their labour, with the
indirect effect of reducing their own etficiency and removing
tile natural incentives to healthy and happy work. The
prospect at the far end of the vista opened by capitalisation is

quite as ravishing as, and more "realistic" than that painted
(in lovely eolom's, it is true) by William _iorris. It wants an
equal artist. It is not the pictures in the socialist gallery,
but the men at the door that shatter our nerves with tile

splitting trumpet and deafening drnm. If only fi)r ten
minutes, please, Mr. Jc)ynes, co'_ sordbd.

_\'e have now reached the tenth and last chapter of this

singular production, it is hardly necessary to mention the
title. No work on socialism w(_uld be in order without a

chapter entitled " 1revolution '." T() be orthodox, it ought to
be printed in blo_)d-eolour, but we are fain to put up with
black in a penny pamphlet printed in small tyI,e on flimsy
paper. Yntbrtunately the good sense which characterises the
C'(#cc/_ism throughout the other nine ehapt_rs (though inter-
laced with thllaeies) is entirely absent in this tinal eflbrt. It
nmst he admitted that it is diffieuh fi_r a sane nmn to write

anything readable on such a silly theme as revolution. It is
i_bsolutely necessary to intentionally jumble up two dis-
tinct meanings of the term. All social changes, when e,)mplete,
are styled revt)htions. We constantls- hear ot' the revolution
t_rought abou_ by the invention of the steam-engine, of revolu-
tions in manners and in tastes, and in social habits and
(,ustoms. But in another and a narrower sense the word is

understood to signify the upheaval of the governed classes
against their rulers--a successful rebellion. The attempt to
confound the revolution of printing with the democratic irrup-
tion under Oliver Cromwell is simply to play upon words--to
make a heavy joke at the expense ot' the gaping tilt-heads who
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usually do duty for the advance guard of socialism. _Ir.

Joynes stoops to perpetrate this antic, as we shall see; but

tie begins by pointing out a real evil in competition. It tends
to retard the evolution of altruism. No one disputes it.

There is never a rose without a thorn, as the lying proverb

truly says. It must be shown that the evil outweighs the

good betbre it can be held to condemn the source of hoth.

And as for saying that Man rises superior to Nature, and that

he is not subject to natural laws, no one's il)sc diaJit is enough

u_ sustain such a contention. Men can aher their surroundhlgs,
while lower animals cannot, we are told. But if sonic men

not only can, but do alter their surroundings for the better,

and maintain the change, then it surely tblh)ws that such men

were and are the fittest. If _Ir. Joynes believes that it is

the destiny of man to live in fihh, foul air, and squalor, it is

his duty to bring men inu_ harmony with such conditions with

the greatest possible expedition and the least friction. It is

cruel t,_ keep up a class of men tmstile t_ their destiny and

artificially cultured against their nature. If be does not take

this low view of lmmanity he should be content to remove all

hindrances of "m artificial kind to the c_peration of natural

laws, among which is that of natur'd selection.

"Capitalists defend the principle of competition on the ground that
it brings into play a man's best (lualities ; this is t_cca.-ionally its result ;
but it al*o bring_ ollt its worst qualities by stimulating hnn to struggle
with his fellows for the relative improvement of his c,wn po_-ition, rather
than tbr the absolute advancement of the interests of all. Because in
ordinary competition one man's gain is another's los,. The theory of
the survival of the fittest i,, that the class of persons who are most fitted
to live and pn)pagate their race in the conditions with which it is sur-
rounded is certain to survive the rest; but such art the exi:ting social
conditmns that they favour the survival of the most valueless."

This question of the ultimate result of the survival of the
_ittest has been much debated, alike in the zoological and in

the social world. The common fly of the window-pane seems

to be gradually exterminating his more able-bodied relative,
the blue-bottle. The fine old black rat of our ance._tors is as

dead as Diana of the Ephesians; and his successor is as

inferior to him in physique as a Cockney counter-jumper is
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inferior to a mailed warrior of feudal England. Can we then
put our trust in natural selection ? Or shall we follow the
socialists, and pin our faith to artificial selection ? Much
has been done by that process among domestic animals and
plants, and much more will be done. But we must bear in
mind that in all such cases there is a selected type fixed upon
by a higher mind--that of man. Is man prepared to decide
the future type of hmnanity? He must be a bold man or a
fool who undertakes the task. Selection is either natural or

artificial. Sc_cialists professing evolutionism advocate artificial
selee_ion; whereas individualists prefer to put their trust in
natural selection, because, while the good results of artificial
selection are [imiteJ b// }_u_7_aT_2_'eseience, those of natural
selection are unlinfited.

" The final result of such conditions and surroundings as the filth,
foul air, and S_lualorof a town rookery is the crushing out of those who
are least able to adapt themseh-es to these surroundings, and the con-
sequent survival of those who are most fit for filth, but least for decent
social life ; amt the law of the survival of the fittest doe,-not affect men
in the same way as it affects the lower animals, because it is possible fi_r
men to alter their surroundings, while other animals must simply adapt
themselve; to them, whatever they may be."

}h_ then we are confronted with the question, Wh'tt
is the end of lift'? Is it better that there should l_e

one living" being supremely happy, or a million thirly
comfortable, or a thousand millions whose pains outweigh
their pleasures ? Is conscflmsness itself an evil ? Would it

not 1Jebetter (whatever that may mean) if there were n_ hmnan
beings ? We cannot tell. But assuming that life is w_rth
living--as we must if politics are worth discussing--then that
social system which enal_les the largest population to get sul,-
sistence out of a given area is 1)rivdc ,flrecie the best system.
And the system of unlinfited competition seems to satisfy that
requirement. At all events, nobody has shown, or pretended
to show, that any other system will produce a better result_
using the word better in the sense of "productive of a larger

sum-total of pleasure-feeling sentient beings." This weighing
of happiness by the ton of flesh seems a coarse proceeding, but

it is also the only mode of comparison available. However,
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Mr. Joynes does not dwell long on this aspect of the subject :
he flies off to his orthodox socialist joke :

"What is the revolution for which socialists strive ? It is a Revolu-
tion in the methods of the distribution of wealth corresponding to that
which has already taken place in the means of its production. For
wealth is now ahnost entirely produced by great numbers of men
working in concert, instead of by individual effort, as in former times ;
while individuals still possess command of its distribution, and use their
power in their own interests. Now, forms of government are changed
so as to readjust them to the economical changes in the forms of pro-
duction which have been silently evolving in the body of suciety by
mean.-of Revolutions ; for instance, the French Revolution of 1789."'

Here we have it--the revolution, "which has already
taken place in the means of production," is thrown into
the same category with the French I_evolution of 1789.
The word Revolution occurs seven times in this chapter,
and each time it is spelt with a big It. The word " change "
is spelt with a small "c"; words like "feudalism," and
" capitalism," and " aristocracy," are not printed with capital
letters. Then why is this absm'd distinction conferred upon
the word revolution ? It is a small matter, but it is very
significant. It is part and parcel of that rather ridiculous
hal)it that socialists have contracted of' tricking themselves out
as heroes and swash-bucklers. It reminds one of little boys
making themselves paper helmets; and there is not the
slightest evidence to show tha_, like some of those valiant
urchins, they would not run screaming away if the eat jumped

out of the cupboard.
Leaving Mr. Joynes in the proud possession of his big P_

and his paper helmet, let us see what ground there is for say-
ing that the structures of states are adapted to their fimetions,
as a general rule, by revolutions. Tile " cataclysm" theory is
abandoned even in geolo_-. "Sudden appearances upon the
planet " of vegetable and animal species are not now spoken of
except, by very ill-educated persons, and those who are paid to
disseminate untruth. Then how i_ it that the pioneers of a
new political system shouhl be fimnd planting their founda-
tions on tile old-thshioned doctrine of " jumps"? The only
instance furnished by Mr. Joynes is the locally-circumscribed
though dramatieally-thri!ling boulcverscmcnt which took place in
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France just a century ago. We are asked to regard this irrup-
tion as the cause of the demolition of feudalism. Doubtless

it did accompany the consummation of that tfistoric change in
that part of Europe ; but how is it that feudalism disappeared
in other parts of Europe ? This sort of stuff reminds one of

the uld pal_eontology. The Tigris and Euphrates have more
than once overflowed their banks, but that does not quite
explain the existence of "stone cockles" on the Great Orme's

Head. We should have more faith in "scientific socialism,"

it' its form and method were more in line with latter-day
science.

That the French l-tevohtion failed to attain its objects is
admitted :

"But its objects were not those at which socialists aim. It was
merely the political expression of the fact that feudalism was demolished,
and the reigm of capitalism established on its ruins. It ended in the
overthrow of tht. political supremacy of the landed aristocracy, and the
establishment of a l_ourgeois plutocracy; that is, putting the political
power into the hands of the merchants and money-lords of the middle
class. The change in the forms of production which rendered this
inevitable was the fact that the possessionof agricultural land had ceased
to be the chief means to the attainment of wealth. The possession of
capital and the use of machinery had taken iL-place."

To be more accurate than Mr. Joynes, agriculture had
declined relatively to other form.q of industry. Trade and
manufacture absorbed a larger proportion of the world's

capital. The contrast between aristocracy and plutocracy is
ahogether misleading. When the landowners were the richest
class of the community they were the plutocrats. When the

manufacturers and traders take a predominant part in the
Government, so long as they are comparatively few, we have an

aristocracy. Mr. Joynes uses the terms as though " blue blood "
had not lost its fascination for him. The change which took
place was simply a change from the rule of a few to the rule of
a few more. And as time moves on, more and more are

added to the number of' the ruling class: till now, in this
country and in France and America we have completed
the change properly described as the democratic revolution.

And I use the term without a palpitating heart or a flashing
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eye or a big R, for I have no wish to infringe the socialists'
monopoly.

Finally, we reach the gn'and consummation. There is
something very lofty in the purity and abnegation of the
classes who are next going to snatch at the tiller. There is no

selfish greed about them. The"bourgeois"rebels grasped at power
for their own "bourgeois" ends. They cared nothing for the poor
"prol_taire." Socialists are not as other men ; they do not aim
at the suprem,my of their class at the expense of other sections.
No ; they will three other sections to adopt their views, to do
as they are bid, and to fidl into the socialist section, and so
all will be happy. "We don't wish to persecute those who

differ from us in opinion, therefore let them be quick and adopt
our opinion, or take the consequences." That is the gist of the
following argument.

"The French Revolution was a selfish struggle, because after the

displacement of the upper by the middle class in political and social

supremacy, the latter established its own power irrespectively of the

rights of any other elas_, l_ut the struggle which precedes and heralds

the Social 1Revolutiun is not one of selfish class interests in the same way,
for socialists do not aim at the supremacy of a class or section of the

eonmmnity at the expense of other sections. True; they wish the

workers to control the State, but this is not the supremacy of a class, ibl _
they insist that every able-bodied person of sound mind should do a fair
share of necessary work. When all are workers, the workers will t_e no

longer a class, but a nation. Selfishnes.- will then become public spirit,
when the motives which formerly led men to work for the interest., and
advancement of themselves alone _*perate fol. the t*enefit of the whole
human race with which their class ha_ become identifed."

We shall all be Czars then, and there will be no more serfs.
That is the end of socialism--and of the C_to'ai,,,_.



CHAPTEIt XII

_tBSOL_:TIS._II_" rOLITICS

SI_'CE sociology is an inductive science; since Society is an

organism which has by no means reached its highest and final
development; it is clear that a system of politics based on /t
2rfori reasoning is necessarily inapplicable to the coi_crete at any
gl_ en stage of social evolution. When a friend asks, " What
ough_ I to do under these difllcuh circumstances ?" one does
not answer, "IIo right," or " Choose the path of virtue."
Sfinilarly when a practical statesman seeks for guiding
principles of actium, it seems a mockery to say, "Study the
greatest happiness of the greatest m_ml_er," or " So act as to
ensure the greatest liberty of each compatible with the equal
liberty of all." And yet these and the like are the only rules
of action furnished by _he absolu_ist schools, be they socialist
or individualist. Anarchy may and prc_bably does supply a
sound leading idea of perfection towards which we may strive,
but it cannot furnish the working drawings from which we
must construct our _zovernmental machine under existin,,"

circumstances. In order to emphasise this distinction, I have

thought it well in conehsion to subjoin the ibllowing letter
addressed to Mr. Auberon tterber_ on the principles under-
lying his treatise on 6'o_t)_dsion by the St_#c.1

T_) the lion. Auberon Herbert.

_Iv DL.tR Sm--I have bee_t reading over, very carefully for the third

or fuurth time, )our booklet on COmlmlSW_t ]Jy tJ_e State, with a view

a ]_h'. Herbert has promised to reply to this letter, but pressure of work has,
I believe, prevented his doing so up to the present. When circumstances allow

of the fulfilment of his promise, my readers will receive a prin_ed copy of Mr.
Herbert's reply on application to my publishers.--W. D.
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to finding out the fundamental cause of our extreme divergence of opinion
on certain political questions. I think you will admit that we are both
what some people would call extreme indi_ddualists; and yet, "ha_dng
offered my allegiance to liberty, prepared to follow her frankly and faith-
fully wherever she leads," t do _ot find that I am "irresistibly drawn step
by step to the same conclusions " as those set forth in your prowam
(Compulsion, p. 59). To me it seems that some of them are not only
arbitrary but false. And I am therefore driven to conclude either that
)-our logic is faulty, or that the principle upon which you build your
superstructure is in some way defective.

We agree, as you know, on so many points regarding internal legisla-
tion and administration, that I need but glance at them in the order in
which you mention then_

Class A.--The abolition and reduction of State departments and
officials seem,_ to be rather the necessary result of narrowing the State
functions than a deduction from the principle of liberty. So, again, the
abolition of perpetual pensions is merely a question of political ext_diency.
It cannot much matter to any one whether the State pays a deserving
_ervant _-_0,000 in cash down, or a pell_etual pension of 0_600 a year,
except that by adopting the latter alternative it constitutes itself
the trustee for his successors, instead of leaving them free to squander the
capital at their pleasure. But my reason for taking exception to your pro-
position as it stands i._that it is .pen to the construction--a construction
sure to 1,e lint upon it by the "people "--that you are prepared to rob the
present holders of perpetual pension% whereas what you really mean is
to buy them out for a lump sum at the usual actuarial computation.

The next point is Free Trade, the full scope of which you hardly,
perhaps, in this place explain with sufficient clearness as meaning free
trade in all things, as well internal as external, in which, of course, I
cordially concur.

With you I should like to see the National ])eLt paid off aa quickly
as is eompatfl)h' with th, convenience of the tax-payers : also. as fi_r as
pos._ible, to make a beginning out of the proceeds of the sate of such
national property as is not required for the efficient working of Govern-
meat. I suppose you would sell the British Museum and National
Gallery, but not the Hoase_ of Parliament nor Knightsbridge Barracks ._
But beyond making a start and getting rid of a few encumbrances, I am
afraid you would make but a small hole in the debt when all was sold,
after which what would remain to be mortgaged, as you sugge._t ._ When
you speak of selling such ecclesiastical property as may be adjudged to
belong equitably t_, the nation, I should first want to know who is to sit.
as judge. If the tIou-e of C.mmon_, then I protest against havfi_g
questions of fact as to title decided by a legislative body.

Class B.--By all means abolish legislation creating a monopoly in the
drink traffic. Throw open the professions of law and medicine, but
straiten the law as to practising either under false pretences. Remove
legal impediments re-training the free _le of laml by iL- owner, but
specify what those impedhnents now are. Get out of the postal and
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telegraphbusinesswith aslittlelossaspossible.And by allmeans let
usdevotea littlecarefulstudyto the law of libel,mindfulof thefact
that it should not always be permissible to injure another even by telling
the truth.

Class C.--Agreed, without qualification. Do away with State educa-
tion, State religion, and poor laws; also with State inspection and
regulation of factories, mines, railways, ships, etc. etc. Nothing could be
better.

Class D.--There is little disagreement between us as to the matters
comprised under this heading. Repeal laws entbrcing vaccination and
compulsory notification of disease; repeal laws imposing oaths; laws
imposing special observance of Sunday or any other day ; laws suppressing
brothels, not otherwise nuisances (if any) ; laws empowerin_ the police to
arrest prostitutes, not otherwise nuisances ; all laws worrying persons of
an inquiring turn of mind as to the future or the unknowable, such as
fortune-tellers, spiritualists, and expounders of " revelations" ; laws for-
bidding vivisection ; laws interfering with the stage and the amusements of
the people : laws restricting the liquor traffic, and all other laws having
similar objects.

t_ut I do not quite see how you can well deprive Government of the
po'wer to take property compuls_,rity, provided full compensation is paid.

And I do not see what the State has got to do with either sanctioning
or preventing nmrriage or divorce, except in so far as it is the duty of the
State t,, enforce the fulfihnent of a contract, or the paynlent of reasonable
damages for the breach thereoL When a preposses._ing woman marries
young on the terms of a hfe-partnership, and is put away at the age .f
fifty, and the partnership dissolved agahlst her will, her capital (so to
speak) having in the meantime been exhausted for the good of the firm, it
seems but just that, as her youth and beauty cannot be returned
to her, some compensation should be made for bi'(.ach of contract.

As to vivisection, I suppose you would hardly repeal the ('ruelty to
Animals Acts, and the common law relating to such cruelty. It seems to
me that here we have a case in which it is hard to draw a hard-and-fast
]inc. Cruelty to animal_ is a crime in the most accurate sense of the
term, and it is impossible for th_ law of civil injury to take cognisance
of it. In this r_spect it is on all-fours with murder ; for neither a living
dog nor a dead man can sue for redress of any kind.

Class E.--Let us certainly do away, as you propose, with the thrusting
of so-called " special " contracts upon contracting parties ; such as those
required by the Employers' Liability Act, the Agricultural Holdings Act,
and many others.

So far, we are very much in accord; and I should not haw
thought of troub]ing you with my points of disagreement, but that as
soon as we come to classes F, G, and H, I find myself ahnost in complete.
antagonism.

Class F.--I fail to see how the abolition of a House of Lords is a
necessary deduction from the principle of liberty. If you had said
"abolish the hereditary principle," that would be quite another matter ;
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but st_rely a second chamber of notables, whom, for past services, the
people delight to honour, is an excellent part of our constitution, and has
even in its present state, of late years, amply justified its existence.

Neither do I see how the ballot can be defended on the plea of liberty.
The exercise of my vote is either a right or a duty. If it is a right, you
cannot justly prevent me from selling it for what it will fetch. If it is a
duty, then the ballot is simply a cloak to enable me to shirk my duty by
voting secretly against my conscience or against my professions.

Again, the "referendum " appears to me to be opposed to all the
principles of differentiation. It operates so as to make all citizens le_s-
lators instead of judges of le£dslation and choosers of legislators. It is like
making all of us bootmakers, instead of allowing us to judge of the boots
made by rival makers and to choose our bootmakers accordingly. It is,
moreover, an admission of that pestilent heresy that members of Parlia-
ment should be not representatives but delegates--mere mouthpieces. I
do not see where liberty conies in there.

Separation of the Indian and Home armies--apart from my humble
opinion that it would be a move in the wrong direction and a gross
blunder--seems to me tv be a very arbitrary kind of deduction from the
principle ; and the steps of the logical process are not indicated. The
same remark applie., to the abolition of military life in barracks; a
proposal, I suppose, intended to be directed against military]sin as a
system. But surely, so long as soldiers are necessa_', so long as antago-
nistic races and nations quarrel and fight, it is better to differentiate the
special arm, aml avoid as much as possible the leavening of society with
the taste.s and habits of military life. The great development of the
volunteer system strikes me as an almost unqualified evil. It has had
much to do with the decay of our regular army, and with the development
of the "Jingo" spirit, and the spread of quasi-military weaknesses in all
ranks c_f society. Vivisector: are necessary ; so in a lower walk of life
are butchers ; but do not let us encourage every man to d,) a little amateur
butchering and vivisecting. Let us rather withdraw State recognition
altogether from the volunteers--leave them alone, in fact; and abolish
short service in the regular army, with its rusty reserve and its first line
of incapables ; and bring back the good and natiLral old system under
which a man enter,- the profession as a life-work on which he can rely,
and to which lie can devote himself. This, however, is merely opinion,
but I wish to point out my inability to deduce your progrvan hereon
from the great principle _f liberty.

Class G.--Whv should Ireland choose its own form of Govermnent

any nmre than Wales, or even Anglesey ? And if there is any good
ethnographical reason, then why in the name of reason should the north-
east part be allowed, as you propose, to federate with a foreign country
against the wish of the whole of Ireland ._ For precisely the same reason
Cumberland might elect to join Ireland and break with England.
Cumberland men are mostly of Celtic descent, and they would be sorely
tempted to embrace the Irish land system in preference to their own.
Certainly the people of the West of Scotland would welcome the change.

2c
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And why not ? I am bound to say that all this seems to be based Oll no
principle at all ; and if anybody else had proposed it, I should say it was
a bid for the Irish vote. As for your loan to buy out the landowners,
it would half-ruin every tradesman in Ireland, and be an act of gross
injustice and tyranny. Besides, who, on your own principle, would
contribute to the taxes for interest ?

Class H.--Ruling India with a view to its own "approaching self-
govermnent," and allowing Egypt to choose her own form of government,
seem to me to be based o21a mistaken view of foreign and colonial policy,
and of the evolution of liberty. The problem surely is, how to extend
the Anglo-Saxon social system with the least possible cruelty t(, the
exi._ting members of the races whose political systems, sooner or later,
must melt away before it--whether Red Indians, Chinese, or Celts.

I cannot see what local or mmlicipal govermnents have got to do with
the defence of person and property any more than the Stock Exchange or
the Jockey Club ; but, on the other hand, I fail to see how municipalities
could get on at all w_thout general or occasional powers of compulsorily
taking land at the fllll market value, with colnpensatmn for disturbance.
How else eouhl they cut new streets through congested districts, etc. ,_ I
quite agree with what you say against compelling any per-on to take
water or gas provided by a particular body_ though I am not clear how
we are to dispense altogether with the levying of a uniform rate for
defraying such general expenses a_ road-making, repairing, and elean.-ing.
At the same time, I fully recognise the truth and importance of what you
say (p. 45) as to the mischief and iniquity :_f eompul.-ory taxation. I
am, as I think you know, in thvour of voluntary taxation, though not
precisely of the kind or extent you advocate, wlnch would, I think, be t(,
maintain the stingy at the cost of the generous.

I have now run through the main points ,,f your program, with much
of which I am by no means in complete accord. Of course I am ready t()
admit that where all is matter of opinion (as in some of the questions
raised) my own opinion may be a mistaken role. What, therefore, I wish
to emphasise is the fact that extreme individualists nmy, and do, differ
upon many of these important questions, and that, con._e_luently, they are
not "irresistibly drawn to the same or (even)very similar eonehlsions'"
fronl apparently identical premisses. This being so it seems to me some-
what dangerous to run the risk of weakening the position and thinning
the nmnbers of the party of individual liberty by, as it were, pledging
them to views which are outside the true province of individualism.
Granting that your foreign policy and theory of State structure may be
sound, still many good individualists may consistently decline to accept
them.

I think the weakness of .v°ur theoretical position is most apparent
when you set forth the normal functions of the State (pp. 35-38). I do
not wish to lay stress on the almost sophistical rea.-.oning by which you
endeavour to deduce your conclusion from a hard-and-fast moral principle
of respect for the free choice and free action of others, because you your-
self admit your distrust of', and dissatisfaction with, the argmnent. If
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we can defend a law of libel, or even a law prohibiting certain very, in-
direct forms of nuisance, on the ground that such acts or omissions are a
constraining of the will and faculties of others, it is impossible to see
where we shall stop. The man who (on p. 36) destroys your lettuces
might have effected his purpose by diverting the stream in his own field,
which formerly watered your garden. Now this question might fall
under the Roman law of real servitude, and in England a question of
prescription would arise ; and in either case very complicated issues might
be involved, according as the stream took its rise in his land or elsewhere,
according as the bed of the stream was natural or artificial, according to
the time during which you had benefited by it, and a great variety
of other considerations.

In fine, the question could not be justly solved by any appeal
to so simple a principle as your theory seems to imply. Let us take a
much simpler question, that of acquiring something which is the portable
property of another--say, a valuable ruby. You may acquire this ruby
legally or illegally, morally or immorally. And, if possible, you may draw
the line between the two (or either of the two)at the employment of
direct or indirect coercion.

A.--I meet Smith in the desert ; he is in possession of a splendid
ruby worth £10,000. I knock him down, tie his hands, rifle his pocket_-.
and carry off the ruby.

B.--Condition_, the same. I hold a pistol to his head, and demand
the ruby ; he hamls it to me of his o_m freewill and accord, and I carry
it off.

C.--Conditions the same. Smith is dying of thirst ; I have a skin
of water ; I threaten to leave him to perish unless he gives me the ruby :
he hands it to me, and I ride off with the ruby and the water also, and
leave him to fate.

D.--Conditions the same. The same bargain as in C. I carry off
the ruby, but give him the water as agreed on.

E.--Conditions the same. I give myself out as an expert lapidary ;
I satisfy Smith that his ruby is only a fine but common form of amethyst,
worth about £10 ; I buy it for that price, mad sell it for £10,000.

F.--I meet Smith in London ; he cannot find a purchaser for his
ruby at a high price : meanwhile, I have learnt that Jones is willing to
give £10,000 for such a ruby ; I keep the secret, and offer Smith £1000,
which he accepts, whereupon I sell the ruby to Jones for the fnll price.

G.--I meet Smith in London ; I do not know of any likely purchaser,
but I believe the ruby to be worth £10,000 ; I offer him £5000, which
he accepts, and I carry off the ruby, and eventually sell it for £10,000.

Query.--At what point does direct coercion end and indirect begin ?
At what point does my conduct cease to be immoral ? At what poin_ i.-
it and ought it to be regarded as illegal ?

I know that A is a ease of direct coercion ; I know that it i* immoral,
and I know tlmt it is and ought to be illegal. I know that G i.- not a
case of direct coercion ; I think it is not immoral, and I know that under
the English law it is not illegal, though the Roman law prowded a

2C2
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remedy, and I think the Roman law was wrong, and the transaction ought
legally to stand. With respect to B, I know it is immoral and illegal,
but I am not quite sure about direct coercion. With respect to C, D, E,
and F, I cannot regard them as cases of direct coercion. I consider C
immoral and illegal ; I consider D immoral, but doubt whether it should
be illeg_ ; I consider E immoral, and I think it should probably be
illegal; I think F should not be illegal, and I am doubtful of its
mnnorality. And between any two of these roughly-graduated instances
_cores of delicate shades of unfairness could be drawn, concerning which
it would be impossible for the subtlest casuist to generalise. If this is
the case in so simple a matter as ac(tuiring a ruby from its po_-_essor,how
can we expect to be able to deduce any general rules as to private morals
or State functions from a single principle 6 priori ? I regard the
attempt a._ fntile ; and I hold that only by the experience of generations
can any rough, practical working rules be arrived ate-that L- to say, by a
process of careful induction and verification.

And now to go a little deeper. Let us examine the first principle
which you borrow from Mr. Spencer without, as it seems to me, sufficient
analysi.-_. ___ccording tu him, it is the duty and eventual tendency of
society to allow the widest hberty to each of its component individual
members compatible with the equal liberty of all. _Nc_wthere is here no
form of liberty excluded, not even the exercise of brute force ; unless the
exclusion of the exercise of brute force is involved in the term liberty.
But is it ._ And if so, are any other forms of force excluded--Lt., cunning,
_'raud, undue influence, etc. ? Again, if so, can all the_e excluded forms
be generalised under some such class name as direct coercion ._

If not, the liberty of each, limited alone by the like liberty of all, is
a precise description of absolute anarchy. Saw the anarchist, You are
free to do whatever you can do ; you are free t_ kill me ; I am free to
kill you. Your liberty to take my goods is limited only by my liberty to
keep them. All is freedom--equal freedom.

But perhaps the formula is intended to mean that you are at liberty
to do whatever you please, so long as you do n_Jt thereby prevent me from
doing just what it would have pleased me to do had you not been there.
This is all very well so long as we keep out of each other'._ way. You do
as you please within your ring-fence _ I do as I please within mine ; but we
must not trespass on each other's preserves. Good '. But when numbers
increase till the ring-fences touch and press one against the other, and
tend to overlap, what then ? What shape are the fences going to assume ./
"Give and take ?" Good again ! But what are we respectively to give
and take ? "You may hunt in my domain and I in yours ; but you nmst
not gather the fruits on my trees, and I may not gather the fruits on
yours." It is observed, however, that there is plenty ot' game in my
forest, and very little in yours ; whereas the proportmn is reversed in the
case of the fruits. I protest against the arrangement ; it looks well on
paper, but it works out badly in practice. Where is the necessary and
immutable fitness of it _ Or in terms of modern 1]l'e,you may starve me
out of existence, but I may not shoot you out of existence. Why not ?
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Bec_use one is direct coercion and the other indirect. And what then ?

I prefer to make use of the direct ; it is at least more "natural." It is a
custom common to all "God's creatures," and I decline to conform to
your new-fangled arrangement, of which the final aim seems singularly
fitted to your requirements, if not to mine. You are a crack shot, and I
a good swordsman ; swords, therefore, are not fair.

But if your underlying principle is nothing more than a definition of
anarchy, your defence of Government serves equally well as a defence of
socialism. There is nothing whatever, either in the rule or the exception, to
furnish us with the slightest clue where to draw the line. And the same
remark applies to Mr. Spencer's Man v. the State. There is nothing in it
from one end to the other which gives the smallest help to a practical
lawmaker, municipal or imperial. My neighbour may not keep pigs in
his own back-garden; but he nmy keep an ashpit full of malod_Jrous
refuse. Why _ Ought we to allow both, or to forbid both ; or one and
not the other ? and if so, which, and why ._ These are trivial matters :
hut trivial matter._ make up the whole body ,)f law, and neither your
t_aching nor Mr. Spencer's seems to throw the iM1_test light on the
problems. And until something is done to rectify this omission, I am
afraid our enemies are within their logical rights in stigmatising us a<
doctrinaires and hobbyriders. Let our theory be such as to answer simple
question.- like these: Why sholdd the State entbrce contract ? Why
should it enforce the fulfihnent of one class of promises and not of
another? Shouhl I be forced to compen_te my neighbour for injury
caused by me accidentally ? Should a bankrupt who has paid over every
shilling's worth of property he possesses outside his own skin be still
treated as a debtor ._ Should a man be entitled to receive money damage.-
tbr an insult _ If so, on what b_sis should they be calculated ? Should
a millionaire receive heavier damages from a railway company for a
broken leg than a farm-labourer ? If so, why ? And _wain, should a
railway company be liable at all for pure accidents! And what is ml
accident? Who is really the owner of a mortgaged estate ? And who is
the owner of a pawned watch _ And upon what theory of liberty should
the mortgagee and the pawnbroker have priority over other creditors _
What is the basis of a prescriptive right ? To what extent should a
principal be responsible for the act of his agent ? Thousands of difficult
questions could be asked one after another, to the solution of which I find
no guidance, either in your book or ill Mr. Spencer's. And the reason is,
as I have said before, that you have built on foundations of sand. The
problem cannot be worked out d 2Jriori, but only by rigid induction.
Why should the limit of individual liberty be a simple figure when even
a bee's cell has eighteen sides ? In applying the deductive method to the
concrete, disturbing causes very soon take us out of our reckoning. In
calculating the velocity of sound, one is apt to overlook the generation of
heat. In working out the direction of rays of light, a chihl would
certainly overlook the phenomena of refl'aetion. How much more likely
are we to overlook some of the countless factors nl a complex problem
like that of the liberty limit ?
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Let. us take an extremely simple illustration. Suppose a number of
men were set down on a prairie, each with a given length of wire-fencing,
each with instructions to enclose as much land as possible within his wire.
What shape of field would be adopted ? Would they vary ? And what
shape ought to be adopted ? Some would mark out S¢luares, others
triangles, and only those who had some little knowledge of mathematics
would properly mark out circles. Now let us suppose that they all come
at last to adopt the circular field ; and suppose that their numbers increase
till the circles press one upon another and it becomes necessary to close
the interstices. What will the shape be now ? Here again a little
knowledge of geometry will teach us that not squares, nor triangles, but
hexagons will give the largest area of land at the ]east expenditure of
wire-fencing. But now, suppose the injustice of allowing a new-born
babe an equal share with full-grown men is recognL,ed; it is also
perceived that a large man requires more than a small spare man, and it
i_ consequently agreed that the length of each man's wire shall vary
directly as his weight; what will the shape tend to become on that
understanding ,_ Here we are already out of depth. The re_-ult nmst be
ascertained by experiment. But let us take an actual illu.-tration. Here
h a number of equal soft spheres. If they are all squeezed together till
there are no spaces lef_ between them, what will be their shape ? Will
they be dodecahedrons, or hexagonal prisms, or what ._ Well, this was
the problem the bees had to solve, and any one can find out the solution
by examining a honeycomb. Having done so, he can go off to a
mathematician and quarrel over the answer. Their sohtion will differ for
this reason, that the bees had to take into consideration a factor which the
mathematician had not, namely, the gravity of the bee. Now if a
mathenmtician, working out so simple a nmtter as the shape of a bee's
cell, is liable to overlook one of the few factors in the calculation, how
nmeh the more are we certain to overlook some ,_f the countless factors in
calculating the shape of that cell which may be called " the Empire of the
Individual " ? We nmst discard all attempts to derive ju.-t laws front a
single high moral principle. The attempt is as vain as that of Descartes
to recreate the universe out of a single physical principle.

Moreover, whence sprang this _._randmoral principle that " a man has
inalienal,le rights over himself, over his own faculties and possessions" ?
This, even if true now, was not always true. It is meaningless when
applied to "bears and lions," and also when applied t_* man's remote
ancestor_-. It is an ethical statement, and is therefore highly complex.
The very term " rights" shows this. But ex _tihilo _,ihil fit ! From what
then sprang these rights inalienable ? There must have been something
capable of giving them birth in the days before morality. What was that.
something ? Surely it is obvious that right sprang out of might. A right
is nothing more even now than transfigured might. The 5_ree is no
longer contained in a single right arm, bat it i.s force ; and it is spread
over a considerable surface, and is highly complex. It appears as the
force of law or of public opinion. It is none the less physical force when
analysed.
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We must get at the bottom of this liberty. We are not to be put off
with a poetical phrase. If a man is rightly, or, as a fact, the owner of his
own faculties, it is for some better reason than "by virtue of that wonder-
ful self which is in him." It is hardly courageous, at this point of the
inquiry, to call in a dens ex machina. It is easy to say that "the freedom
of a man to use either his faculties or his possessions as he himself wills,
is the great moral fact that exists in independence of every form of govern-
ment. '_ Such freedom may be a right ; but surely it is not a fact. If it is a
right--if it ought to be a fact--let us prove it by reasoning, and not by
asserting that some _eat mind, which we " neither know nor understand,"
has placed it as the foundation of human society. I prefer to regard my
rights, not as a legacy from a great mind, but as liberties which I
exercise through the restraints which society in its wisdom places on the
liberties of others; out of consideration not for my welfare, but for its
own. If it should hereafter appear that my exercise of proprietary right,
for example, is incompatible with the lasting wellbeing of society, then
my right ceases, and I have not even "a right to complain" ; for I have
hithert() exercised that proprietary right not by my own strength but
through that of the group which was at the back of me.

When you ask, " By what title do men exercise power over each
other ?" I answer simply enough, By the title of superior strength--
force _ajeure--n(_t necessarily muscular force, but force for all that ; _d
wbat is more, physical force, by which expression 1 wish to exclude that
wtnch is metaphysical or supernatural. And every title, every right, can
1)eresolved by analysis into physical force. There is no other. I reset
1hat you have complicated matters by dragging in altogether superfluous
causation. If evolution will not explain morals and rights, then I think
we had better take a deep draught of Fichte;s Desti_ql of Man, and tie
ourselves to the apron-strings of Blind Faith. I have no doubt Leo XIII
is quite ready with a cut-and-dried explanation of the origin of all rights.
I ask again, Is it prudent, is it fair, at this time, when men of science
have tacitly agreed to dr_p the antiquated appeal to an indescribable
account-for-anything sort of First Cause, to rake up the nmd and raise
the interminable controversy anew, as the prelude to the science of law ?
]s it not clear that whether we manufacture our own premisses in the
f_)rm of an intelligent artificer or of a code of "natural r_ght_, we close
the door to reason and leave it open to the dogmas of the Rousseaus, the
Paines, and their modern successors ? The following paragraph from
your book (p. 2")) is surely a mere paraphrase of some of Mr. Henry
George's writings : " I see that each man is by virtue of that wonderful
self which is in him, the owner of certain faculties and energiea I see
that he and none other has the rightful direction and control of these
faculties and energies. They arc vested in him as an inseparable
inalienable part of himself; and I can see m, true way in which they
can be taken forcibly from him and owned by another. But I see that
the exercise of these ener_es and faculties depends upon the observance
of the universal law that no man shall by force restrain another man in
the use of his faculties."
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" And I see," says Mr. George, "that every man has an equal and an

inalienable right to a share of that land which is God's gift to His
creatures. I see that it is impossible for one man to be born into the

world with a rightful share in that land, while another is born without
it. God is just to His children. I see that none can rightfully dispossess

his brother of his natural heritage." And so forth. And who shall say

unto which of us "it is given " to see most clearly ? Above all, let us
refuse to rest until we have laid the foundations of a science of law on

something more solid than natural rights of which each man must be his

own judge.
An incidental evil of this substitute for reasoning is the necessity it

places us in of regarding rights as something absolute, and holding good

for all times and tbr all societies. If every Red Indian has a "right" to
fish in the rivers of his count_-, so has every Welshman in his. If a

Hindu has a "right " to maintenance by his family or clan, so has an

Englishman. If every Scotchman has a "right" to a parliamenta_" vote,
so has every Turk. This is to exclude law from the domain of evolution.

But what ground have we for this ? Now that the animal and vegetable

kingdom have been brought within that domain, now that human
institutions, customs, habits, and even beliefs have been shown to be

subject to general laws of development, what conceivable ground can we

have for leaving ethics and homology out in the cold, to be expounded on

the ancient methods of dogmatism and supernaturalism ? Why should
"right.-" alone, of all things in nature, be absolute, immutable, and

eternal ? This strange superstition must follow the others. Doubtless

it has its origin deep down in the instinct of self-preservation. It is
difficult and terrible to realise the fact that on,self is outside the circle of

the. "fittest," who only shall survive. There must be, some reason why
_t,e should not succumb. And so we clutch at the first straw held out to

us--the Right to Live. Presently follow the train of other rights with a
like foundation, ending with "the inalienable right of every babe born

into the world to a box at the opera." Whether we create our own

Creator, and endow him with our own feelings and beliet:s and sentiments,
or draft a code of " natural laws" which are but the embodiment of our

own notions of what ought to be, we do but make the ultimate appeal to

our own selves. The creator which each moralist wor.,_'hips and call_ in

as arbiter is his o_m ideal creator, and by no means in perfect accord
with the creator appealed to by his brother moralist. The mere affirmation

of the existence of an interfering providence, or its denial, is not the point

in question. Nor is it necessary to quarrel with the moralist who
maintains that whatever eventually turns out to be the right view

concerning conduct is the view taken by the Deity. Such assertions in

no way vitiate the process of scientific inquiry. Such an attitude was

adopted by Buckle without any prejudicial effect on the value of his
conclusions. It is not the First Cause (intelligent or otherwise) towards

which science is hostile. It is the wooden idol, the god made by each

haffied investigator out of his own head, against which her denunciations
are directed.
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Some time ago the following appeared in Justice, the organ of the
Social Democratic Federation (August 29, 1885): "What is the ideal •

towards which the spirit of the age is tending--the ideal to which the

best and bravest throughout the world aspire ? It is the prhieiple
of equal justice to each and all, in all the relations of life, and through

all the ramifications of society. It is equal liberty, equal opportunities
for growth, for progress, for every human being, not excepting even one.

The principle of justice it eternal, immutable, unchangeable. It is not

one thing to-day and another to-morrow--not one thing in Europe and
something else in Asia or Africa. ,Man existed long before society, at

society existed long before Govermnent. The rights of the individual
are sacred. They can neither be alienated nor abdicated nor transferred.

Socie_- is but an aggregation of individuals, and it is sacred only in virtue

of the sacrednes_ of the rights of the individuals of which it is composed.

The only legitimate basis of society is that of free association for equal

advantage, for the nmtual benefit of all its members. The violation of t
the rights of a single individual is an act of trea.,_on--is au act of war
against humanity."

I suppose there is hardly a word in this which might not have
consistently appeared in Compulsion by the State; bill what ie the

conclusion which the writer draws from these lofty ],remisse_ 9 "Let

then the good and true of every class and of every nation grasp hands in
the name of the Social P_cvolution, and let their cry be, Down with

Landlordism ! Down with Usury '. and the reconstruction of society on
a socialistic basi.-."

Does not thi._ bear out my contention, that from vague premisses
anything may be apparently deduced which suits the fancy of the
manipulator ?

Every. word m the above apphes with equal fln'ce t_ nmch that is

contained in Mr. Spencer's e_ay on " The Great Political Superstition,"
after which admissl_m you will be justified in replying to, me in the few
but forcible word,, Mullem _lchercldc crrare cure Platone.

However. in spite of all this "captious" criticism, I do not hesitate

to say that 1 know of no book the extensive circulation of which is,

in my opinion, calculated to do more unqualified good than your
Compulsion. My quarrel is _lai_l!t with the speculative foundations

on which you base 5-our principles.--I am, my dear sir, your, truly,

WORDSWORTH DONI_THORI'E.

THE E_D

Prinfed by 1_. & R. CLARK, Laznbu,£/t
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